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This annual report is dedicated to the memory of

Professor John Bernard Warren

John Warren, who passed away suddenly on September 7, 1989, has been a dominant figure
in the entire life of TRIUMF. He established the nuclear physics team at the University of
British Columbia, from which the TRIUMF idea emerged in the mid 1960's. John became
the first director of TRIUMF (1968-1971) and has played an important role in much of
TRIUMF's science, until the very last days of his life.

John was an outstanding teacher - he personally supervised many dozens of Canadian grad-
uate students over four and a half decades, and they constituted a large fraction of the early
generations of Canadian nuclear physicists. He was a visionary scientist and engineer, with
interests which encompassed much of science and technology. He contributed enormously to
his chosen country, Canada, and especially to his province, British Columbia, whose interests
he pursued with singular passion. Above all, John's youthful compulsion for new science,
evident in overnight experimental runs even during his final illness, was responsible for much
of the best that has emerged from TRIUMF. He was much loved and is greatly missed by
everyone at TRIUMF.



FOREWORD

The year 1989 was a very important one for TRI-
UMF. Against the background of a highly successful
and productive period of operation of the cyclotron,
both the Federal-Provincial Project Definition Study
(PDS) for the KAON Factory and the Ebco cyclotron
project moved on towards the prospect of their suc-
cessful completions in 1990. In addition, the Board of
Management of TRIUMF was impelled to re-examine
the mode of management of TRIUMF as a national fa-
cility and the basic relationship of TRIUMF with the
federal government.

Despite the perturbations caused by the PDS and
the Ebco cyclotron and seme extreme financial diffi-
culties and uncertainties, the scientific output of the
TRIUMF cyclotron was superlative. A record amount
of beam time was recorded. This produced a crop of
important discoveries in three main areas: proton, pion
and muon physics. It also permitted the applied pro-
gram to advance in areas including pion cancer therapy
and positron emission tomography (PET).

The PDS moved ahead as planned under the capa-
ble leadership of John Elliott. Alan Astbury directed
the technical studies at TRIUMF which are described
in this report, as are a series of scientific workshops.
These are expected to lead, in 1990, to a strong en-
dorsement of the KAON Factory. An indicator of the
potential for technology transfer at the KAON Factory
is the 30 MeV cyclotron, whose construction was un-
dertaken in 1989 by Ebco at TRIUMF. This cyclotron
(to be successfully commissioned in 1990) is used for
the production of isotopes for medical, industrial and
research applications.

In addition to these exciting scientific and technical
activities, the Board of Management (and especially
its chairman) found itself at the centre of intense dis-
cussions about the management of TRIUMF and the
fundamental nature of the relationship between TRI-
UMF and the federal government. TRIUMF is a na-
tional facility which is managed as the joint venture of
four western Canadian universities; recently, four more
universities (including, in 1989, the University of Man-
itoba) have joined as associate members, so that now
every province west of the maritimes is represented at
the Board table. Management by the universities sat-
isfies a number of national objectives, including the
creation and dissemination of knowledge, the develop-
ment of human resources through the embedding of re-

search in graduate training, and the efficient, effective
transfer of technology. These advantages are inherent
in the many activities described in this report. This
model for the management of a national facility by
a consortium of universities is common in the United
States, but is unique in Canada at TRIUMF. Under
consideration is a modification of the legal structure
to establish TRIUMF as a corporation whose mem-
bers would be the TRIUMF universities. In proposing
incorporation, the Board has endorsed the consortium
model of management.

Operating funds for TRIUMF's basic research pro-
gram, including the operation of the cyclotron, flow
from the federal government as a contribution, through
the National Research Council (NRC). Until 1989, the
unquestioned role of the NRC was one of monitoring
the use of that contribution to ensure responsible ac-
countability for the federal contribution. NRC's Advi-
sory Board on TRIUMF (ABOT), under the very able
chairmanship of Dr. Paul Redhead since its inception,
was a very effective instrument for performing the nec-
essary monitoring. Under this arm's length relationship
with the federal government, TRIUMF has prospered
and Canada has benefitted.

In 1989, changes in NRC administration led to a
questioning in Ottawa of this long-standing, success-
ful relationship. At the same time, renewed difficulties
were encountered with the level of funding provided
through NRC. This situation resulted in a series of
urgent consultations, meetings and correspondences.
TRIUMF administration and the Board of Manage-
ment attempted to achieve effective, fruitful commu-
nication with NRC administration and through this,
resolution of the conceptual and financial difficulties.
Regrettably, the difficulties were not resolved at the
end of 1989 and a background of uncertainty remains.
It is hoped that progress toward satisfactory resolu-
tion will be possible after the decision on the initiation
of the KAON Factory project. It is a tribute to the
dedication and commitment of TRIUMF staff and sci-
entists in the face of these difficulties that 1989 was
such a productive period.

In 1989, the Board of Management was pleased to
welcome new members Dean Colin Jones, replacing
Vice-President George Ivany, and Dr. David Measday,
replacing Dr. John Warren. The Board notes with sad-
ness the death of Dr. Warren on Sept. 7, 1989 and
dedicates this annual report to his memory.

B.P. Clayman
Chairman, Board of Management



TRIUMF was established in 1968 as a laboratory operated and to be used jointly
by the University of Alberta, Simon Praser University, the University of Victoria and
the University of British Columbia. The facility is also open to other Canadian as
well as foreign users.

The experimental programme is based on a cyclotron capable of producing three
simultaneous beams of protons, two of which are individually variable in energy, from
180-520 MeV, and the third fixed at 70 MeV. The potential for high beam currents
- 100 /iA at 500 MeV to 300 /iA at 400 MeV - qualified this machine as a 'meson
factory'.

Fields of research include basic science, such as medium-energy nuclear physics
and chemistry, as well as applied research, such as isotope research and production
and nuclear fuel research. There is also a biomedical research facility which uses
mesons in cancer research and treatment.

The ground for the main facility, located on the UBC campus, was broken in 1970.
Assembly of the cyclotron started in 1971. The machine produced its first full-energy
beam in 1974 and its full current in 1977.

The laboratory employs approximately 391 staff at the main site in Vancouver
and 18 based at the four universities. The number of university scientists, graduate
students and support staff associated with the present scientific programme is about
625.

VI
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INTRODUCTION
Great KAON hopes, extreme financial pressures and

an extraordinary amount of cyclotron beam time are
the essence of this 1989 Annual Report.

The Project Definition Study (PDS), under the very
able stewardship of Alan Astbury, was very nearly
completed by the end of the year. The work of the PDS
was carried out under the aegis of a federal-provincial
steering committee and included a range of techni-
cal studies as well as science workshops and interna-
tional consultations. This annual report describes the
progress in 1989 on the technical components of the
PDS as well as the ten science workshops for KAON,
which were held around the globe during the course
of the year. Beyond the technical studies and science
described here, the PDS also included consultations
abroad with Canada's prospective foreign partners in
the project. Much of the momentum for KAON is be-
ing established by the scientists from abroad interested
in pursuing the science opportunities of KAON.

The ongoing scientific program of TRIUMF went
ahead strongly during the year, in spite of the diversion
of so many of the experts in accelerators and experi-
mental facilities to the KAON studies. Paradoxically,
this diversion created a quantum jump upwards in the
amount of beam delivered. In a normal year, TRIUMF
has unpolarized (high intensity) primary proton beams
for six months, polarized beam for three months and
major shutdowns for the remaining three months. The
major shutdowns are normally devoted to major cy-
clotron improvements or to the installation of major
experimental facilities. In 1989, the personnel for the
work of the major shutdowns were, largely, diverted to
KAON. There was less tampering with the cyclotron
and the major shutdowns were much shorter (totalling
only seven weeks). In addition, the cyclotron behaved
and went through the year relatively trauma-free. The
result of all this was an accumulated beam-delivery
about 50% greater than in any preceding year. In a
sense this is like going on a splurge and blowing one's
savings. It cannot be repeated.

The splurge of beam delivery produced much new
and good science as recorded in this report. The new
science illustrates the diversity of the TRIUMF pro-
gram and the importance of new experimental facili-
ties.

For muons, the new superconducting muon channel,
built with the help of Tokyo University, was used for
the first time for a variety of muon capture studies.
Also muonic deuterium in vacuum was observed. TRI-
UMF's muon channels are in great demand.

For pions, the fundamental scattering processes (irN
&c TtNN) remain interesting - and puzzling - at low
energies. Considerable effort is being given to develop-
ing proper detectors (TRIUMF's new project here is
CHAOS) with large acceptance and good enough res-
olution to expand the domain of pion studies to more
complex processes.

TRIUMF's proton beams also remain in great de-
mand. With its variable energy, polarized and high
quality beams and with TRIUMF's CHARGEX facil-
ity, our proton hall has given rise to a lot of interesting
new nuclear physics at medium energies.

The activity of TRIUMF scientists at facilities
abroad forms an important part of the whole TRIUMF
program. We are "plugged in" to the world network
of large facilities in particle physics, not only through
the many foreign scientists who work at TRIUMF,
but also in our own activities at Brookhaven, CERN,
etc. The Princeton-Brookhaven-TRIUMF search for
K+ —• w+vv had some main data-taking runs in 1989.
This experiment is one of the very important tests of
the standard model.

The TRIUMF theory group has only four perma-
nent staff members, but it augments its activities with
many research associates and visitors. In 1989, the the-
ory group initiated a very successful summer school in
Nuclear Physics for graduate students. Theorists seem
to blossom in the summer, at least if one judges from
the flowering of activity in our theory corridor in the
middle of each year.

The TRIUMF applied program includes many sci-
ence activities ranging from medicine to electronics.
In spite of the fact that much of this science is not
closely related to subatomic physics, each of the ac-
tivities is closely tied to TRIUMF's cyclotron or its
research program. In 1989, pion therapy continued its
patient accrual for clinical trials of brain tumours and
set the stage for future trials on prostate cancer. Ra-
dioisotope chemistry remains a very important aspect
of TRIUMF's science, as does the development of new
techniques for positron emission tomography (PET).

The technology transfer activities of TRIUMF, in
1989, centred on the Ebco 30 MeV cyclotron. The NRC
Advisory Board on TRIUMF (ABOT) recognized tech-
nology transfer as an important general goal of TRI-
UMF.

In summary, 1989 found TRIUMF in a position of
readiness for a KAON decision next year, while the
ongoing cyclotron activities moved ahead strongly.



SCIENCE DIVISION

INTRODUCTION >

1989 will be remembered by the TRIUMF experi-
menters as an exceptional year in terms of beam de-
livery. The cyclotron performed extremely well with
a reliability of 83% and an extended beam production
period due to reduction of the cyclotron shutdown peri-
ods. A record 508 mA h of high-intensity beam was pro-
duced over 33 weeks while 12 weeks of polarized beam
was delivered. This report will present some of the
highlights of the 73 experiments which received beam
time in 1989. The report also demonstrates the breadth
of the science being done at TRIUMF - from particle
physics to nuclear astrophysics, from condensed matter
to chemistry to radiochemistry, from instrumentation
to isotope production, to cancer therapy and so on.
This makes the laboratory such a marvellous, stimu-
lating environment for cross-field fertilization of ideas.

The particle physics section presents the different
milestones achieved by experiments which are typically
of longer-term duration due to their complexity. They
deal with fundamental questions related to the stan-
dard model of quarks and leptons. Here at our energies
the experiments are subject to the complexities intro-
duced by the strong interactions. One sees a motivation
centred around a few questions which are addressed via
experiments performed here or at the most appropri-
ate facility. In particular a shift of interest toward the
kaon system is apparent already in this report, and
several of our teams are working at the AGS facility at
Brookhaven in anticipation of our future KAON accel-
erator.

In the elementary purely hadronic system, the Man-
itoba group is searching for evidence of charge symme-
try breaking and parity violation. Important progress
was realised this year, and we hope to schedule the
data-taking part of the former in 1990 while the latter
experiment is in the middle of a two-year program of
development.

We made considerable progress on the study of a
very fundamental elementary reaction, the radiative
muon capture on hydrogen. The new detector and the
improved beam line were commissioned this year, and
we are looking forward to having the first ever mea-
surement of this reaction next year.

Another group, specialized in the detection of high-
energy photons, has pursued the study of elementary
radiative processes in either the ir~p or the K~p sys-
tems using TRIUMF and AGS facilities.

The Princeton-Brookhaven-TRIUMF group has
continued their search for rare kaon decays at the AGS

and reports here on the main data-taking run of 1989
and the results from the first run in 1988. This exper-
iment represents a crucial test of the standard model
and has attracted a lot of attention recently.

With the first year of operation of the superconduct-
ing muon channel a increase of activity in the field of
muon capture has occurred. Experiment 570 had a pre-
liminary run to study gamma-f angular correlations in
28Si to study possible renormalisation effects of gp, the
induced pseudoscalar coupling constant; Expt. 569 will
study high-energy protons and deuterons following \i~
capture in 3He, and a test of the 6Li(fi~,2t)utl reac-
tion was conducted to assess the feasibility of using
this reaction to measure the v^ mass.

Considerable excitement was generated by the ob-
servation of a large emission of neutral muonic atoms
from capture of fi~ in a solid hydrogen layer. Following
intensive discussions during the summer, in particular
with Soviet colleagues, one is now certain that it is not
/z~H but fi~D due to the traces of D present in nor-
mal hydrogen. fi~D atom formation and diffusion in
hydrogen layers is a subject of interest to the // catal-
ysed fusion community. As well, a source of slow y.~
could be developed.

Our pion beams are in very high demand. The pro-
gram is dominated by the study of few-nucleon systems
and relies heavily on our polarized cryogenic targets.
The success of the target group in producing high-
polarization, reliable targets has only created more and
more pressure from the insatiable appetites of our ex-
perimenters.

A study of pion-proton bremsstrahlung took place
with positive pions. Because of the sensitivity of the
asymmetry to the magnetic moment of the delta reso-
nance, the experiment was done on polarized protons
from the TRIUMF frozen spin target.

Several experiments by the IT scattering group were
aimed at the resolution of inconsistencies between
phase-shift predictions and data at low energies and
between data sets. Also, measurements of analysing
powers in low-energy 3rd scattering are in progress and
will more or less complete our exploration of the nN N
system at low energies. The next step will be to study
the break-up channel.

Two experiments were devoted to the search for
deeply bound states of it~, one via the n,pir~ reac-
tion using the CHARGEX facility, the other through
a it~ —• e~v decay search in ir~ atoms. The first ex-
periment failed to see the large effects predicted by



the crude plane wave models and are more consistent
with recent distorted wave estimates. Experiment 550
is studying pion photoproduction amplitudes via the
reverse process, pion radiative capture in nuclei.

In the proton hall considerable effort is still spent
on understanding the elementary process of n produc-
tion. An experiment explored the pp —• dir+ ampli-
tude very near threshold, while Expt. 460 measured
angular distributions and asymmetries for the reaction
pn —* pp(1So)7r~. Of course, this is tying together the
studies of 5r+d —* pp done by other groups at TRIUMF.

The CHARGEX facility was again very much in de-
mand (Expts. 538, 535, 470 ... ). The relationship be-
tween weak matrix elements and Gamow-Teller transi-
tions has been studied now in both p, n and n,p chan-
nels, and these reactions were used to study stretched
states in several nuclei.

Our polarized proton beams are always oversub-
scribed. Spin-transfer coefficients in pd elastic scatter-
ing made use of our longitudinally and sideways po-
larized beams. A very new polarized 3He target was
commissioned after heroic efforts by the experimental
team led by O. Hausser and is opening up a broad
range of experimental possibilities both with protons,
pions and muons. This should be considered as an im-
portant breakthrough which will result in an active
program of science ̂ or the next several years. After H2
and more recently D2, the next few years will see a pre-
eminence of 3He as the target of choice in the TRIUMF
program.

Two new major facilities are being developed for
the nuclear physics program: A second arm spectrom-
eter (SASP) with large acceptance will be fitted at the
target location of the Medium Resolution Spectrome-
ter allowing high resolution coincidence experiments or
low cross section measurements; The construction of a
large angular acceptance spectrometer for pion physics
(CHAOS) was initiated in the Meson Hall with funding
from NSERC and foreign partners. These investments
are essential to keep our user community interested in
our facilities.

Also, in nuclear physics, the momentum of the
KAON factory and its associated science workshops
have been translated into action by several groups from
TRIUMF, who are now involved at KEK and BNL in
hypernuclear physics and strange baryon searches.

In another domain, the test facility for on-line iso-
tope production, TISOL, was used to commission a
new ECR (electron cyclotron resonance) source which
promises very high yields of radioactive isotopes. This
new exciting development has already triggered several
proposals, and again a window of opportunity now ex-
ists to use these exotic nuclei, in particular for astro-

physical reaction studies. This may lead to an eventual
post-accelerator system to further increase the energy
of these radioactive beams, a facility now becoming the
focus of attention of numerous physicists worldwide.

In chemistry and solid-state physics, every hour of
beam time is dearly fought for. The study of high-
temperature superconductors has for another year
dominated the program in condensed matter physics.
Muons are ideal probes of the local magnetic fields in
these structures. New varieties of compounds keep ap-
pearing, and the //SR group has been very responsive
to requests to test these new samples. This field is mov-
ing very fast, and TRIUMF has accepted the challenge
of keeping pace by providing facilities and support for
these activities. In parallel, studies of muoniurn diffu-
sion are in progress which are related to some aspects
of the studies of superconductors, but are also very
interesting in their own right.

Our chemists are also very active and use the light
hydrogen-like muonium atom to study chemical rate
effects. To use this probe effectively, the study of muo-
nium formation and muon polarization in fluids is es-
sential. Having characterized the probe, one can then
study, for example, free radicals and reactivity for the
purpose of testing models with other isotopes of hy-
drogen.

The very diverse science which is accessible experi-
mentally at TRIUMF is also supported by a very dy-
namic team of theorists, who have attracted a record
number of visitors this year. Two highlights are to be
mentioned, the organization of a very successful confer-
ence on few-body problems (and related topical work-
shops) which gathered more than 450 participants, and
a new initiative which is centred around a Summer
School in Nuclear Physics for graduate students. This
initiative was very well received and should provide
universities in Canada with an option for a course in
nuclear physics given by the best specialists in the
world.

The theory group reports here on their research,
which is very much oriented to support the TRIUMF
experimental program. A dose symbiosis is maintained
with the experimenters, and here also the interest gen-
erated by the physics of KAON has led to a significant
participation of the group in the workshops which help
define the science and form the initial experimental
program.

TRIUMF is at a crossroads and has a bright future
in view. The effort and unconditional support of the
staff made this year a very productive one and is a
guarantee that the faith that our future partners in
KAON have expressed for our capabilities will not have
been misguided.



The contributions on individual experiments in this report are outlines intended to demonstrate the
extent of scientific activity at TRIUMF during the past year. The outlines are not publications and
often contain preliminary results not intended, or not yet ready, for publication. Material from these
reports should not be reproduced or quoted without permission of the authors.



PARTICLE PHYSICS

Experiment 369
Charge symmetry breaking in np elastic scattering
at 350 MeV (L.G. Greeniaus, Alberta; W.T.H van
Oers, Manitoba)

An experiment similar in most respects to the com-
pleted TRIUMF Expt. 121 is proposed to test for the
isospin mixing component of the neutron-proton inter-
action at 350 MeV. The experiment will measure the
difference in analysing powers Ap and An (where the
subscript denotes the polarized nucleon) at the zero-
crossing angle. Designed as a null measurement, the
experiment is to achieve an accuracy in AA — An —Ap

of ±0.0005 (±0.015° in the zero-crossing angle).
Charge symmetry leads to the complete separation

of the isoscalar and isovector components of the np
interaction. This in turn leads to the equality of the
differential cross sections for polarized neutrons scat-
tering from unpolarized protons and vice versa. As a
result, An{8) = Ap(0). A nonvanishing asymmetry dif-
ference is directly proportional to the isospin singlet-
triplet mixing amplitude and therefore direct evidence
of a CSB term in the interaction.

A measurement [Abegg et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 56,
2571 (1986)] of AA at the zero-crossing angle at an
incident neutron energy of 477 MeV has yielded A A =
(47±22±8) x 10~4. This result should be compared
to the range of values from the most recent theoretical
calculations [Miller et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 56, 2567
(1986); Williams et al., Phys. Rev. C 34, 756 (1987);
Ge and Svenne, Phys. Rev. C 33, 417 (1986) and er-
ratum Phys. Rev. C 34, 756 (1987); Iqbal et al., Phys.
Rev. C 36, 2442 (1987); Holzenkamp et al., Phys. Lett.
B 195, 121 (1987); Beyer and Williams, Phys. Rev.
C 38, 779 (1988)-, Niskanen, Sebestyen and Thomas,
Phys. Rev. C 38, 838 (1988); Niskanen and Thomas,
Aust. J. Phys. (to be published); Iqbal and Niskanen,
private communication] of (22-74) xl0~4 . These calcu-
lations include (collectively) estimates of contributions
from direct EM effects, the neutron-proton mass dif-
ference in one-pion and /j-exchanges, and the isospin
mixing p-u> meson exchange. Some other smaller effects
have also been evaluated. Beyer and Williams op. cit.
have found that the co-ordinate space Bonn potential
does not agree with our 477 MeV result but other mod-
els are in reasonable agreement. In Fig. 1 predications
at 350 MeV by Williams, Thomas and Miller (WTM)
[op. cit.], Holzenkamp, Holinde and Thomas (HHT)
[op. cit.], and Ge and Svenne (GS) [op. cit.] are com-
pared. The EM term accounts for much of the WTM-
GS difference. The WTM-HHT difference is due to the
treatment of the p and p-u terms. CSB experiments
sensitive to the region away from the zero-crossing an-

gle can possibly distinguish these latter terms, but even
measurements at the zero-crossing angle provide use-
ful tests of the meson-exchange picture for the NN
interaction at short distances.

Thu 188 MeV experiment at IUCF [Vigdor et al.,
in Polarization Phenomena in Nuclear Physics - 1980,
AIPCP#69 (AIP, New York, 1981), p. 1455] has com-
pleted its data-taking and preliminary results have
been presented [Jacobs, Proc, Workshop on Spin and
Symmetries, Vancouver, 1989, TRIUMF report, TRI-
89-5]. It should lead to a result with a statistical accu-
racy in AA of ±0.0013 in eight angle bins in the range
60°-120° cm. Data centred around the zero-crossing
angle (82.4°-116.1°) yield AA = (32±6±6) ± 10~4.
There are considerable differences in the theoretical
predictions at this energy. This large result indicates
the presence of significant contributions due to p-u
mixing. It is important to confirm the predictions with
independent data of similar precision at a different
energy. As a result we propose to improve our pro-
posed measurement by doubling the amount of data
collected.

The experiment will be performed using a 350 MeV
neutron beam on beam line 4A/2 at the 9° port. The
neutron beam is produced in the conventional manner
using an LD2 target. The energy, polarization and po-
sition of the primary proton beam will be monitored
and controlled as in Expt. 121. The np elastic scatter-
ing detection apparatus, shown in Fig. 2, consists of
large solid-angle telescopes to detect the neutrons and
protons in coincidence. Neutrons are detected at 33.0°

100
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< -50

-100
60 90 120

Angle (cm.)
150 180

Fig. 1. Comparison of the A A angular distribution from
WTM, GS and HHT. The crossover angle and the range of
the experiment are shown by the arrows.
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in large area scintillation counters and the recoil pro-
tons are observed in scintillation counter-wire cham-
ber telescopes nominally centred at 53.0°. The detec-
tion apparatus will have reflection symmetry about the
neutron beam axis to increase the event rate and allow
certain systematic errors to be cancelled. The measure-
ment made with this apparatus allows all systematic
errors, except those due to background corrections, to
be eliminated to second order at the zero-crossing an-
gle. The solid angle for this experiment will be consid-
erably larger than for Expt. 121, permitting an angle
region that is asymmetric about the zero-crossing angle
to be observed. This will allow an attempt to measure
AA both where the interesting p-u term is relatively
large and the total CSB effect is zero. Using this large
angle range will allow systematic errors introduced by
uncertainties in the beam and target polarizations to
be understood.

A stable proton beam intensity >1.5 fiA with a po-
larization on the order of 70% is required. Adequate
current from the source has been demonstrated and
work is progressing to increase the polarization to the
desired level. This is a top priority at TRIUMF. The
beam energy monitor/polarimeter has now been mod-
ified to operate at the higher currents and lower en-

ergy. New booms needed to support the proton detec-
tion apparatus and new pTOF counters have been con-
structed. The AE counters have also been modified to
improve the timing information that can be obtained.
The frozen spin target (FST) has been modified. Most
of the other equipment is available from the Expt. 121
and Ann (Expt. 182) set-ups. Additional neutron bars
will be used, as shown in Fig. 2, to extend the de-
tectable neutron angle range.

Experiment 452
Radiative muon capture on hydrogen
(G. Azuelos, Montreal; M. Hasinoff, UBC)

This experiment aims to determine gp, the induced
pseudoscalar coupling constant of the hadronic weak
interaction, by measuring the the branching ratio for
radiative muon capture (RMC) on hydrogen (fi~ +p -*
n + Vp + 7). While this process has been measured
in complex nuclei, it has not yet been observed for
hydrogen, due to the very low expected rate (only
about 6 x 10~8 of the muons stopping in a liquid hy-
drogen target will undergo RMC). The measurement
will be made using a large-volume drift chamber as a
pair spectrometer to detect the photons from RMC. A
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description of the experiment and the detector can be
found in the 1988 Annual Report, p. 11).

This year was one of intense effort for the group, with
the complete detector system and refurbished beam
line being commissioned and initial measurements of
RMC using nuclear targets being made. In addition,
the first studies with the hydrogen target were per-
formed.

In January the complete detector system was
mounted in the spectrometer magnet and all the read-
out and trigger electronics were tested with beam. Af-
ter this run the drift chamber was removed from the
magnet and one bad wire was restrung. The drift cham-
ber was reinstalled in the magnet in time for a second
experimental run in April. By the last few days of the
April run the refurbished rf separator in the M9 beam
line was fully operational and a 'clean' muon beam be-
came available. With the separator on, the contamina-
tion in the beam at the experimental target was mea-
sured to be 7r//i = 5 x 10~4 and e//i = 5 x 10"2. This
level of pion contamination, in combination with the
rejection of any photon events in prompt coincidence
with a beam particle, will reduce the background from
radiative pion capture to a manageable level. How-
ever, large random wire rates were observed in the drift
chamber when the rf separator was operating, due to
pickup of rf noise. After this run RC filters were added
to the high voltage lines of the drift chamber which
served to reduce the rf pickup to below the discrimina-
tor thresholds. The individual wire efficiencies of the
drift chamber were measured to be >98.5% at the op-
erating voltages of 5.0, 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 kV on layers
1-4, respectively.

By July a liquid hydrogen target with a Cu flask
was available. This was filled with ordinary hydrogen,

160

Fig. 4. Typical reconstructed photon event.

rather than the deuterium-depleted 'protvum' that will
be required for the final data-taking. However, this LH2

test run enabled measurements of the efficiency and
resolution of the detector for medium-energy photons
using the radiative pion capture reaction ir~ + p —*
"i + n and photons from the decay of 5r°s produced in
the charge exchange reaction ir~ + p —+ ir° + n (see
Fig. 3). A typical reconstructed photon event is shown
in Fig. 4. The trigger rate using a yT beam was also
studied and found to be quite manageable. The im-
position of cuts on the data using the SSP front-end
microprocessor further reduced the trigger rate so that
the dead-time became negligible (<5%).

During an experimental run in October RMC data
were recorded on a series of nuclear targets: Al, Si,
Ca, Mo, Sn and Pb. This information will be comple-
mentary to RMC data obtained earlier using the TRI-
UMF TPC (Expt. 249, 1988 Annual Report, p. 5.) and
should shed light on the possibility of a ^-dependent
renormalization of gp within the nucleus. These data
will constitute the Ph.D. thesis of A. Serna-Angel (Vir-
ginia Polytechnic Institute).

In December the fraction of incident muons that stop
in the walls of the target flask was measured using a
'dummy' target with scintillators at the location of tar-
get walls. Muon stops in the target walls cause back-
ground from RMC in the wall material. Only 0.3% of
the incident muons were found to stop in the target
walls, in good agreement with Monte Carlo predictions,
which would cause an acceptable level of background.
This measurement was made at an incident muon mo-
mentum of 62.8 MeV/c with a total incident flux of 620
K/s at 150 //A of primary proton beam. It was found
that the muon flux could be increased by another 20%



by raising the muon momentum to 65 MeV/c; how-
ever, the fraction of stops in the target also increased
somewhat.

Also in December two methods of increasing the
photon acceptance of the detector were studied. The
first was to lower the spectrometer magnetic field from
2.7 kG to 2.4 kG. This would entail some loss of photon
energy resolution but a gain of about 78% in the accep-
tance for 60 MeV photons. A second technique was to
loosen the trigger requirement that hoth tracks of the
e+e~ pair reach the scintillators outside the drift cham-
ber, and instead accept events where only one track of
the pair reached these counters. This 1-D trigger was
found to substantially increase the trigger rate, and
hence the dead-time (to about 25%). However, the ac-
ceptance for 60 MeV photons was increased by about
75%. Various methods of reducing the dead-time are
being investigated. Loosening the trigger and lowering
the magnetic field at the same time was found to in-
crease the acceptance at 60 MeV by 150%. The effect
these changes would have on the critical high-energy
'tail' in the photon energy resolution is being studied
with Monte Carlo, but it appears that the resolution
would still be acceptable. It is likely that the final ex-
periment will involve one or both of these modifica-
tions.

The construction of the final liquid hydrogen target,
designed to have a Au flask has proved to be trou-
blesome despite various different fabrication schemes.
The possibility of constructing a flask using Ag is now
being investigated and a final target is expected to be
ready by May 1990. Final data-taking on RMC on hy-
drogen will begin in July. The precision expected for
gp is about 10%.

Experiment 497
Measurement of the flavour conserving hadronic
weak interaction
(J. Birchall, S.A. Page, W.T.H. van Oers, Manitoba)

1989 marks the second year of instrumentation de-
velopment and prototyping for the parity violation ex-
periment at TRIUMF. While much has been accom-
plished, it will be necessary to spend another year of
active testing at TRIUMF before the final experiment
to measure the longitudinal analysing power At in p-p
scattering to an accuracy of ±2x 10~s can be mounted.
The philosophy of the group is to perform the measure-
ments in a staged approach- It should be possible to
move relatively quickly to complete the first stage of
measurements in transmission geometry, and the scat-
tering detector will be added at a later stage. To move
rapidly toward data-taking in the transmission mode,
certain modifications need to be made to the existing

beam line, and a liquid hydrogen target meeting the ge-
ometrical and heat load constraints of the experiment
must be constructed by TRIUMF. Development work
is also necessary to install additional control features
in the new optically pumped ion source (OPPIS).

To perform the transmission mode measurement, the
beam current will be measured upstream and down-
stream of a liquid hydrogen target with a pair of trans-
verse field parallel plate ionization chambers (TRICs)
filled with hydrogen gas. During the past year test mea-
surements have been performed with prototype TRICs
on loan from Los Alamos National Laboratory that
were used in the 800 MeV Az measurements. It has
been possible to set upper limits for the intrinsic noise
and nonlinearity of the TRICs under present condi-
tions, and to establish important design criteria for the
final ionization chambers.

An upper limit on the differential nonlinearity of the
gas gain in the TRICs was obtained by subtracting the
signals from two TRICs, separated by 2 m along the
beam line, and modulating the beam intensity at a
known frequency. A lock-in amplifier was used to mea-
sure the amount of modulation in the TRIC difference
signal that was in phase with the modulations in beam
current. It was found that subtracting two TRIC sig-
nals reduced common mode intensity fluctuations by
at least a factor of 1000. This upper limit was suffi-
cient to rule out beam intensity fluctuations as a cause
for the large noise figures observed in beam line 4A by
at least a factor of 5.

Further tests were carried out comparing a 10 cm
wide sense region in an upstream TRIC to a 15 cm
wide sense region in a downstream TRIC, to enhance
the sensitivity to beam halo. The noise in this mode
of operation was enhanced by two orders of magnitude
over that found by comparing identical sense regions,
lending support to the idea that the noise is arising
from wandering beam halo.

A multifoil secondary electron emission (SEM) halo
monitor was constructed to directly measure the beam
fraction outside set diameters A typical "best" tune
consistently found 4-5% of the beam outside 1.5 in.
and 2-4% outside 2.5 in. when the beam was centred
on the halo monitor. This amount of beam halo is unac-
ceptable for the parity violation measurements. Beam
optics calculations indicate that it will not be possible
to focus the beam through the bending magnet 4AB2
and the existing collimator immediately downstream
without introducing halo from roughly 2% of the beam
striking the collimator. In an effort to cure this prob-
lem TRIUMF has assigned a site engineer to design a
remote mechanism for retracting the collimator from
the beam line during parity runs.

With the intention to run the initial phase of the ex-



periment in transmission geometry, the length of the
LH2 target has been reconsidered. The counting time
can be reduced by a factor of 3.3 if the target length is
doubled, making that possibility extremely attractive.
Beam transport calculations have been undertaken to
determine whether spills can be kept to an acceptable
level downstream of the target if its length is increased
to 40 cm. Initial results are encouraging, provided that
the beampipe is changed to 8 in. diameter in this re-
gion.

Our program of Monte Carlo simulations of the de-
tector response to realistic beam conditions has con-
tinued during the past year, with encouraging results.
It was found that a crossover occurs in the sign of the
false asymmetry as a function of the small angle bound-
ary of the detector acceptance between 5 and 6° (lab).
The design of the final TRICs is almost completed and
it is planned that construction will begin in 1990.

Work has continued to optimize the elements of the
beam position feedback system to the needs of the par-
ity violation measurements. In the past year one of
the two hydrogen-filled split plate ionization chambers
(SPICs) borrowed from Los Alamos for prototyping
and development work has been replaced by a split
foil SEM device constructed at TRJUMF which works
in vacuum, reducing the amount of material in the
beam by roughly an order of magnitude. The signals
from the SEM device are much smaller than from the
SPIC, and necessitated the construction of new, sensi-
tive electrometer-based preamplifiers with two orders
of magnitude higher gain than the original low noise
preamplifiers used with the SPICs. In 1990 a second
SEM monitor will be built at Manitoba to complete
the system. Further development work will focus on
optimizing the balance between the frequency response
and the signal-to-noise ratio of these detectors.

In development of a precision beam intensity pro-
file monitor, success was recently achieved at manu-
facturing thin multi-strip foil arrays that approach the
geometrical tolerances set by the systematic error cal-
culations. A 31-channel electrometer preamp unit has
been constructed and successfully tested together with
a foil strip array. With an electronic bandwidth suf-
ficient to permit a profile measurement once per sec-
ond, the intrinsic noise per channel is 3 pA rms. Work
is continuing on an algorithm for gain-matching to the
required accuracy, and on improving the foil strip man-
ufacturing technique.

As discussed in previous reports, the dominant sys-
tematic error in the parity violation measurements is
expected to arise from residual transverse polarization
components in the longitudinally polarized beam. It
will be necessary to measure the profile of these polar-
ization components within the beam envelope in order

to compensate for their effects in the final data. A de-
sign has been developed for a 4-branch "conventional"
counting polarimeter with rotating blade targets, con-
ceptually similar to polarimeters used in the PSI par-
ity violation experiments. Final assembly drawings are
now being prepared, following which construction will
begin at the University of Alberta.

Experiment 537
Radiative decay of the A resonance
(D.F. Measday, UBC)

The study of the low-energy pion-nucleon interac-
tion has intensified in the last few years because of the
interest in the <r-term and its calculation via the chiral
perturbation theory of QCD. Our earlier results from
Expt. 9 are now published, viz. ir~p —* yn [Bagheri
et ai, Phys. Rev. C 38, 875 (1988)] and w~p — w°n
[Bagheri et ai, Phys. Rev. C 38, 885 (1988)]. These
measurements covered the energy range 45 < Tx <
122 MeV and the angular range 30 < 0 < 140°.

This early experiment was limited by the energy res-
olution of TINA (~5% at 150 MeV), so proposals 257
and 258 were written to justify anew detector. NSERC
was unable to support this expensive device so the
proposals rested in limbo until the Boston University
crystal achieved a resolution of about 1.5%. With the
prospect of this detector coming to TRIUMF, a revised
experiment (537) was proposed. The detector is ex-
pected to travel from Saskatoon in February or March
of 1990.

In preparation for this experiment, some trial mea-
surements were made on Mil in December, using
TINA set at 5°, using PACMAN to deflect the v~
beam. The forward angles are very important for both
reactions. For ir~p —• nj the multipole analyses dis-
agree by a factor of 2 at 0°. For ir~p —* ir°n the en-
ergy spectrum of the 7-rays translates directly into an
angular distribution of the ?r0. Unfortunately 0° itself
was impossible because of bremsstrahlung from the e~
component of the beam, but at 5° the background was
under control. At one pion energy we also attempted a
measurement with TINA at 170° where PACMAN was
placed upstream deflecting the pions before the hydro-
gen target, so that sufficient space was obtained for
setting up TINA at the far backward angle. Excellent
data were obtained (see Fig. 5) and will be analysed
by M. Halka of the University of New Mexico and by
A. Bagheri of Columbia College, Vancouver.

In the summer of 1990 it is hoped that further ener-
gies and angles can be studied, using the Boston Uni-
versity crystal (or the Kentucky University crystal if
Bicron produce a good ingot of Nal).
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Study of rare K decays
BNL 787 (BNL-Princeton-TRIUMF collaboration)
(D. Bryman, TRIUMF/Vicloria)

Certain rare decays which are forbidden to first or-
der in the standard model (SM) offer the possibility
of a sensitive and clean test of higher-order processes
and may reveal the presence of new effects that could
suggest extensions to the SM.

Brookhaven Expt. 787 is sensitive to all processes of
the form K+ -* ir+X°, where X° is any light, weakly
interacting neutral or system of neutrals. The reaction
K+ —> w+uV is of particular interest, since it is a prime
example of a flavour-changing neutral current process,
forbidden to lowest order by the Glashow-Iliopoulos-
Maiani (G1M) mechanism, but allowed via higher-
order weak diagrams, where mass differences between
the internal quarks spoil the GIM cancellation. The
six-quark SM prediction for the branching ratio lies in

the range B(K+ ~* n+vv) ~ (1-8) x 10"10, depending
upon the top-quark mass and the Kobayashi-Maskawa
matrix elements.

Beyond the SM, X° might represent a pair of light
supersymmetric particles or a pair of majorons. Single-
particle possibilities for X® include light Higgs parti-
cles and Goldstone bosons, such as the familon particle
postulated as a by-product of the spontaneous break-
down of family symmetry. The window for such exotic
effects appearing unambiguously extends two orders of
magnitude from the current limit B(K+ —> n+X°) <
1.4 x 10~7 to the upper level of the SM predicted range
for K+ —* v+uV.

This year data from a two-week run in 1988, which
followed the commissioning and calibration of the de-
tector, were analysed and results accepted for publica-
tions [Atiya et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 63, 2177 (1989);
ibid. 64 (in press)]. In 1989 a 10-week data-collecting
run was completed in June.

In the 1988 data, which corresponds to 1.24xlO10

kaon stops, no candidate events were found in the ac-
cessible kinematic region above the KT2 peak which
comprises approximately 17% of the available phase
space for K+ —+ ir+j/Z7. With an overall acceptance
of 0.0055 we obtain a new limit on the branching ra-
tio for K+ - Tr+i/57 (or K+ — w+X°) of B(K+ ->
w+vV) < 3.4 x 10~8 (90% C.L.). For the hypotheti-
cal two-body decay K+ —* ir+a the limit is B(K+ —>
7r+a) < 6.4 x 10~9 (90% C.L.) where a represents
any light, noninteracting particle such as an axion or
familon.

In addition to the primary search for processes like
A'+ -» x+X°, the 1988 data set was used to extract
more sensitive limits on other processes including de-
cays involving light Higgs particles K+ —* ir+H; H —*
fi+fi~ and direct (continuum) decays K+ —*C+ fi+(i~
and K+ —> (i+(t+fi~ v^. Three candidate events of the
type K+ —* 7r+/4+/i~ were observed with expected
background (due to particle jnisidentification), 0.3±0.3
events from K+ —* n+ it~ e+V• Based on these data we
can set limits for K+ -> v+H; H -* fi+/x~ for Higgs
particles in the mass range 220 < m# < 230 MeV/c2,
as shown in Fig. 6. Table I lists (preliminary) limits
for K+ -* ir+fi+fi~ and K+ -* v+(i~{i+v. We also
searched for K+ -* JT+77 and K+ -+ ir+ir°; ir° —> vv
and found no candidate events, leading to the results
shown in Table I. The 1989 data should allow the sen-
sitivity to be increased by a factor 5 to 10.

The TRIUMF group contributes extensively to the
analysis of Expt. 787 data. Reconstruction routines for
the drift chambers, beam counters, range stack and
endcap veto have been written by members of the TRI-
UMF group. A package of subroutines has been written
which outputs the results of the reconstruction so that
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Table I. Summary of results from the Expt. 787 1988
run.

Process

K+-
K+-
K+-
K+-
K+-
K+-
* » -

•* ir+a
•+TT+H, H-+ti+n
•+ ir+n+fi~

-nr+77

Branching ratio limits
(90% C.L.)

<3.4 xlO"8

<6.4 xlO"9

~a <1.5 xlO"7

<2.3xlO~7

<4.1xl0"7

<io-6

<8xl0"7

a220 < mH < 320MeV/c2.

it is not necessary to redo the reconstruction on subse-
quent passes through the data. A version of the analy-
sis program KOFIA with all its reconstruction routines
has been written for the ACP microprocessor system
for on-line use as well as for VAXes and, more recently,
for the UNIX-based Decstation. Also, a custom sys-
tem for the management of all calibration constants
has been written and has been used on both VAX and
ACP systems.

Full analyses of the K+ —> n+ uV data sets as well as
the K+ —* ir+n+(t~ and K+ —* ir+yy data are under
way at TRIUMF.

The Expt. 787 collaboration intends to continue the
search for the decay K+ —> TT+VV in order to cover
the entire range of branching ratios predicted by the
standard model with three generations. To accomplish
this, we require sufficient K+ flux and acceptance to
reach a sensitivity of a fewxlO~11/event. The upcom-
ing 15-week run in 1990 at moderately higher K flux

Higgs Mass (MeV/c )

03 10
220 240 260 280 300 320

Fig. 6. The 90% confidence level upper limits of the branch-
ing ratio for the decay K+ -» i+/f, ff -+ /i+(i", as a
function of W»H (solid line). Also shown (dashed line) is the
result of an inclusive search for A'+ —• ir+ X°.

will more than double the sensitivity possible with the
existing data. Beyond that, substantial upgrades in the
experiment will be necessary.

The primary new feature required is a K+ beam line
which can provide substantially more kaons but with
reduced contamination from other particles. A design
for the new beam line was developed at TRIUMF by
J. Doornbos. This new beam has approximately three
times the K+ flux (per incident proton) and 0.3 times
the w,fi flux of LESBI. The order-of-magnitude im-
provement in the purity of the new beam results from
using two stages of separation. The increased flux de-
rives from the placement of quadrupoles directly down-
stream from the production target.

Measurement of A —• nj
BNL 811 (Birmingham-BNL-Boston-Case
Western-New Mexico-Princeton-TRIUMF-UBC
collaboration) (D.F. Measday, UBC)

The data-taking for this experiment was completed
in May and all the measurements are now under anal-
ysis.

The results on the first phase have now all been writ-
ten up and most were published in 1989. The measure-
ments included a new value from the branching ratio
of E+ -> py viz. (1.45±0.20±0.11)xl0-3, as well as
branching ratios for kaon radiative capture in hydro-
gen at rest, viz. K~p -+ A7, BR = (0.86±g'^) x 10"3

and K~p — £7, BR = (1.44±0.23) xlO~3. The re-
action K~d —» An7 at rest was also observed for the
first time and the branching ratio was measured to be
K~d -* Any, BR = (1.94±0.12±0.20) x 10~3. R.
Workman and H. Fearing have discussed this reaction
with a view to determining the An scattering length.
Unfortunately the experimental results lack the preci-
sion and resolution to maJce a useful contribution to
this topic.

The next experiment was an attempt to determine
the branching ratio for the radiative decay A —> ny.
Very few of these strangeness-changing radiative de-
cays have been studied, and there is a significant con-
troversy over how to interpret what few data are avail-
able. A recent preprint by P. Zenczykowski of Guelph
University (GIPP-89-2) has highlighted some of the
problems.

To detect this decay a A is produced by stopping
a K~ in liquid hydrogen; the reaction K~p —• Air0

has a branching ratio of about 7% and the v° can be
identified by its decay gamma rays. The LAMPF crys-
tal box was successfully used as the detector although
its 2?r coverage was a difficulty. This device was also
used to detect the high-energy 7-ray which comes from
the decay A —> ny. Background comes from the much
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Fig. 7. Doppler-corrected gamma-ray energy for the decay
A —» n-f. The bump at 160 MeV is attributed to this weak
radiative decay.

Air0 as well as from the in-
ir°ir°n. Events have

more prolific decay A
flight reaction K~p —* K°n
been identified and the analysis is progressing well.
The data from the 1988 run will constitute the thesis
of A.J. Noble of UBC. A preliminary histogram from
that data set is presented in Fig. 7. The bump at a
gamma-ray energy of 160 MeV is thought to be from
the decay A —*• n~/, although preliminary estimates of
the branching ratio come out to be significantly higher

than the only other measurement, which was obtained
by the Geneva-Rutherford group at CERN. Their re-
sult was BR = (1.02±0.33) xl0~3 , but Zenczykowski
also prefers a higher value (~3.2xlO~3).

Measurement of ir~p —* T0T°n
BNL 857 (Birmingham-BNL-Boston-Case
Western-New Mexico-Princeton-TRIUMF-UBC
collaboration) (M. Sevior, UBC)

Following the successful completion of Expt. 811 at
Brookhaven, it was decided to devote the final month
of the slow extracted beam in May to obtaining data
on the reaction ir~p —> ir°7ron. The goal was to study
the v°n° interaction near to threshold, thereby deter-
mining the jnr scattering length with a view to testing
calculations of chiral perturbation theory for QCD.

The preliminary impressions of the analysis are very
satisfying because the reaction is clearly identified and
the results are reasonable. The total cross sections tend
to be above the analysis of Manley [Phys. Rev. D 30,
536 (1984)], but in agreement with the earlier (admit-
tedly poor quality) results from several Russian groups.

Some of the calibration checks are being made at
TRIUMF, but the full brunt of the load is being shoul-
dered by J. Lowe who has sentenced himself to one
year's hard labour in Albuquerque, New Mexico (a sup-
posed sabbatical leave from Birmingham University).
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NUCLEAR PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY

Experiment 298
Resonant structure in Cu(p, ir+).Y: A possible
dibaryon signal
(S. Yen, TRIUMF)

A sharp resonant structure was observed by Krasnov
et al. [Phys. Lett. 108B, 11 (1982)J and by Julien et
al. [Phys. Lett. 142B, 340 (1984); Saclay Note CEA-
N-2483 (1986)], at a bombarding energy of 350 MeV,
in the inclusive yield of low-energy pions at 90°. The
width of the resonance was less than 10 MeV. Julien et
al. suggested that the resonance was due to the forma-
tion of the 3F'3 dibaryon resonance at rest in the target
nucleus, which subsequently decayed into a pion plus
nucleon.

The previous results used scintillator telescopes as
the pion detectors. Since there are on the order of I03

charged particles entering the scintillator array for ev-
ery pion, we felt that a much cleaner trigger could be
provided by a magnetic spectrometer, such as the MRS
spectrometer in the TRIUMF proton hall. Despite the
long flight path of 11 m, and the subsequently low sur-
vival fraction of only 15% for 40 MeV pions, we were
able to reject the decay muons by a combination of
cuts on momentum, time of flight, ray tracing back to
the target, and correlation of angles before and after
the spectrometer.

Our first run in June was terminated by a faulty CA-
MAC branch coupler. A second run, in October, used
a novel technique in which a copper target of thickness
corresponding to 26 MeV energy loss was placed in
the primary proton beam of energy 363 MeV. In order
to increase the spatial extent of the energy loss, slots
of width 0.8 mm were cut into the copper target ev-
ery 1.6 mm, to form a comb-like structure. The proton
beam was degraded in energy as it passed through the
teeth of the comb, reaching the reported resonance en-
ergy of 350 MeV at the exact centre of the target. The
excellent ray tracing capabilities of the MRS enabled us
to reconstruct the target position of each event. A plot
of pion yield versus target position then gives a plot
of yield versus bombarding energy. To account for sys-
tematic effects, such as a possible dependence of spec-
trometer acceptance as a function of position, we took
data for 40 MeV pions, which are reputed to resonate,
and for 100 MeV pions, which are not supposed to res-
onate. The ratio is shown in Fig. 8. Some remnants
of a periodic structure due to the teeth of the copper
comb can be seen, due to imperfect correction for the
different multiple scatterings of 40 and 100 MeV pions.
No resonant structure is seen; we can rule out a 50%
enhancement, such as that reported by Krasnov et al.
and probably the 10% effect reported by Julien et al.

in 1984, but not the 5% effect reported by Julien et al.
in 1986.

A third run, in November, used a thin copper target
and searched for a resonance by stepping the incident
beam energy in 1 MeV steps from 360 to 340 MeV.
At each energy data were taken for 40 and 100 MeV
pions and 250 MeV protons. We carefully searched for
possible sources of systematic errors. The secondary
emission monitor used to monitor beam flux was found
to be spatially non-uniform in its response, and the
spatial acceptance of the spectrometer was found to be
different for the types/energies of particles measured.
Calibration data were taken to correct for these effects.
The data are under analysis.

Experiment 331
Spin-transfer measurements in ird —• pp
(A. Feltham, UBC)

Experiment 331 was designed to obtain spin-transfer
parameters of the fundamental pp —* dit reaction over
energies spanning the s-wave N-A resonance (Tp =
500 to 800 MeV). Such observables are required to
remove ambiguities from the partial wave amplitude
(PWA) analysis of the existing data at these energies.
Our unique approach of measuring the time reversed
ltd -+ pp reaction provides several experimental advan-
tages [Feltham et at, Contributed papers, Few Body
XII, Vancouver (1989), El l ] . Since there are different
systematics, this experiment also acts as a consistency
check for data obtained from the pp —•» dn direction.

The data were obtained during 12 weeks of beam
time in 1987 and 1988 [1987, 1988 Annual Reports].
Progress in the past year has consisted of a first-

Fig. 8. Ratio of yield of 40 MeV to 100 MeV pions, as a
function of horizontal position in the target. The error bars
are statistical only.
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order analysis of the spin-transfer parameters h'LSl

Kssi a n d KNN using a large software base which has
been created for this purpose.

To date, preliminary results for KLS and Kss have
been completed. These results are in qualitative agree-
ment with prevalent PWA fits [Bugg, Nucl. Phys.,
A477, 546 (1988)], which have been partially con-
strained using theoretical input. Significant effort has
been made to understand the systematic effects inher-
ent in our proton polarimeter. Specifically, computer
programs have been developed to model the spin pre-
cession of the final-state protons in the magnetic field
of the target. As well, we have estimated contributions
to the polarization due to background processes and
potential instrumental inefficiencies.

Upon completion of our preliminary analysis, we in-
tend to investigate the influence of our data on the
existing set of PWAs mentioned above. It is our goal
to obtain PWAs which are independent of theoretical
bias.

Experiment 372
Single pion production in np scattering
(N. Davison, Manitoba)

Recent experimental investigations of the NN-NNir
reactions have been centred around the need to provide
a broad data base and to investigate why the agree-
ment between theory and experiment is poorer than
expected. Although a phase-shift analysis is now possi-
ble for both the pp ^ dir+ and pp —* pnir+ reactions, a
microscopic description remains elusive. Typically, the
general trend of the data can be reproduced, but with
some notable exceptions such as the differential cross
sections, the discrepancy between theory and experi-
ment remains surprisingly large. It has been pointed
out recently by Dubach et at. [Nucl. Phys. A466, 573
(1987) that the np —* ppx~ reaction is one of the most
useful reactions to study in order to resolve remain-
ing discrepancies in the NN-NNir system. This work
also suggests that the isospin 1=0 amplitudes (which
do not involve the A resonance at all) are as impor-
tant in determining some spin observables as are the
A-dominated 7=1 amplitudes.

Experiment 372 is designed to measure a, Ax0, Ay0

and Al0 for np —+ ppw~ in a kinematically complete
experiment at an incident neutron energy of 450 MeV.
Experiment 372 is currently on the floor at TRIUMF
and scheduled for final experimental runs in 1990.

The detection apparatus consists of a time-of-flight
(TOF) start scintillator and a segmented TOF stop
scintillator consisting of 18 bars of bicron-408 each
200x3x10.2 cm3, and each viewed from each end by
a photomultiplier. Two drift chambers, each with 6

detection planes, lie between the TOF start and the
TOF stop scintillators to determine the trajectories of
the two protons plus that of the pion if it also enters
the forward cone. Additional detectors assist in align-
ment and monitoring of the apparatus. The neutron
beam polarization is determined using two neutron po-
larization monitors which measure the ratio of the X
and Y components of the polarization, one upstream
of the neutron spin precession dipoles and one down-
stream of the target. In addition, the absolute X and Y
polarizations of the proton beam are determined up-
stream of the LD2 neutron production target. With
this (overconstrained) information, it is possible to de-
duce all three polarization components of the neutron
beam. Low-energy tails in the incident neutron beam
are removed during off-line analysis using the time dif-
ference between the event trigger and the cyclotron rf
phase locked to the proton beam burst. In order to
obtain sufficient resolution to reduce or eliminate the
low-energy neutron tails, the proton beam burst must
last less than 0.5 ns. This requires a beam that is phase
restricted within the cyclotron. The cyclotron VAX730
computer is used to collect data on the width and dis-
tribution of the proton burst and to send information
to the MRS data acquisition computer.

During the last quarter of 1989 all parts of the ap-
paratus were brought on line and tested satisfactorily
using unpolarized beam. In addition the proton spin
precession solenoid on the 4B line and both neutron
spin precession dipoles were calibrated.

Work has also proceeded on development of analy-
sis programs using both Monte Carlo simulation and
data from the test run in July 1988 as well as runs
in November and December 1989. Considerable effort
has been expanded to develop reliable and redundant
calibration procedures so that most crucial quantities
(e.g. time-of-flight calibrations) can be determined in
more than one way. Work with Monte Carlo simula-
tion events has led to the development of routines to
identify tracks in the drift chamber. The simulation in-
cludes finite target size, multiple scattering and energy
loss straggling, pion decay and some drift chamber fail-
ure modes. Use of real data has led to identification of
further "failure" modes and to algorithms for circum-
venting them.

It now appears that Expt. 372 will be able to run
with a considerable degree of monitoring in the acqui-
sition computer plus the full analysis program running
on the TRIUMF computer cluster and receiving data
over Ethernet as time available on the cluster permits.
The goal of having a detailed analysis of several per
cent of the data available during the experiment thus
appears achievable.
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Experiment 421
Research and development studies with TISOL
(J. D'Auria, SFU)

At the end of 1988 the main components of the TI-
SOL facility in the heated surface (or thermal) ion
source configuration were completed, and Fig. 31 of last
year's Annual Report displays an elevation view of the
system at that time. Further details of this system can
be found elsewhere [Oxorn et al., Nucl. Instrum. Meth-
ods B26, 143 (1987); D'Auria et al., Nucl. Intrum.
Methods B40/41, 418 (1989)]. During the spring of
this year a series of runs were conducted to measure
the production yield of all radioisotopes extracted from
a variety of target materials. To summarize, over 95
isotopes were measured from the elements Li, Na, Al,
K, Ga, Rb, Sr, In, Cs, Yb and Fr. Targets used with
the thermal source ranged from powders of SiC, ZrC,
UO/C and ScC, to foils of Zr, Nb, Ta and Ti. The ob-
served yields are presented elsewhere [Dombsky et al,
to be submitted to Nucl. Instrum. Methods]. Some of
the highlights of this phase are the observation of ac-
tivities as short as 20.3 ms for 24mNa, the observation
of isotopes very close to the limits of present knowl-
edge, such as 131In, 75RB, " R b and 146Cs, and the
relatively short half-lives.

During the summer a significant change was made
in the front-end of the TISOL facility. The electron cy-
clotron resonance (ECS) ion source which had been de-
signed here, constructed over the previous 12 months,
and tested successfully in an off-line mode, was in-
stalled on-line at the front-end of TISOL.

Figure 9 shows a similar configuration as Fig. 31 of
last year's Annual Report, only now with the newly in-
stalled and operational ECR ion source in place, along
with other modifications to the pumping system and
ion transport system. The ECR system consists of a
small water-cooled target vacuum chamber in which is
located the resistance-heated TA oven and a graphite
chamber containing the target material itself. A gas
transfer line, connected both to an external gas sys-
tem and the inlet of the ECR source, is also connected
to a small opening at the upper part of the oven/target
chamber. Nuclear reaction products resulting from the
interaction of the proton beam with the heated target
material can diffuse into this opening, but the trans-
fer line is not heated at present so that only gaseous
species are expected to reach the ion source. Ions pro-
duced in the source are extracted out through a 2 mm
hole using a specially shaped extraction electrode (EE)
with a 3 mm opening. As before, the accelerating po-
tential at which the target operates is 20 kV. The re-
mainder of the system is as before except for the use
of new (longer bore) magnetic quadrupoles and a mag-

netic steerer, prior to the dipole.
Figure 10 presents a detailed side view of the ECR

source itself with the target chamber at its front end.
In general rf waves of 10 GHz at an injected power level
of 160 W are used to provide the power to ionize the
gaseous material which reaches the plasma chamber of
the source. The electrons inside the plasma spiral with
their cyclotron frequence and are contained within the
magnetic mirror coils of the source. Full details of this
new source are presented elsewhere [Buchmann et al.,
Nucl. Instrum. Methods B26, 253 (1987); McNeely et
al, Int. Conf. on Ion Sources, Berkeley (in press); Mc-
Neely et al, J. de Phys. 50, Cl-807 (1989)].

The ECR ion source was used successfully with TI-
SOL leading to the ionization and extraction of ra-
dioisotopic beams of Ne, Ar and Cl. This is the first
instance of the coupling of an ISOL device with such
a source. Using a Ti foil target heated up to about
1500°C, ion beams of Ne, Ar and Cl (as C1+ and HC1+)
were observed. An extraction potential of 12 kV was
used and in this first run a He carrier gas was used
although the pressure in the target chamber was only
of the order of 10~5 torr. In a series of subsequent runs
targets of MgO, CaO and UO/C have been used and
ion beams for isotopes from nine elements (in different

Collector
Foil Faraday
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Quadrupotes
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Systems El Sender

Fig. 9. A schematic representation of the elevation view
of the TISOL facility, located on beam line 4A. The front
end of TISOL shows the configuration for a new ECR ion
source. In this configuration the target chamber is sepa-
rated from the ion source.
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Fig. 10. A schematic, detailed representation of the newly installed ECR system at TISOL. The ion source
is the large chamber on the left while the target chamber is on the right.

chemical form) have been observed. Further details of
these measurements can be found elsewhere [Dombsky,
op. cit.]. Typical target thicknesses used were in the
range of 1-10 g/cm2 while proton beam currents of
200-300 nA were utilized.

In summary, TISOL is now ready to initiate physics
projects and the intention is that Expt. 421 be devoted
to developing target systems leading to the ion beam
yields of the particular radioisotopes needed to perform
these projects. Three new experiment proposals (587,
589, 597) were presented to the winter meeting of the
EEC.

Experiment 432
Polarization transfer in inelastic proton scattering
from 16O
(B. Larson, SFU; 0. Hdusser, SFU/TRIUMF;
D. Frekers, TRIUMF; R. Jeppesen, LAMPF)

The aim of Expt. 432 is to test the effective proton-
nucleus interaction at intermediate energies. This is ac-
complished by measuring cross sections and a complete
set of spin observables for the reaction 16O(p, p') lead-
ing to the 'stretched' 4" states at excitation energies of
17.79 MeV, 19.80 MeV (mainly T = 0) and 18.98 MeV

(T = 1) [Lindgren and Petrovich, in Spin Excita-
tions in Nuclei (Plenum, N.Y., 1984) p. 323; Holtcamp
et a!., Phys. Rev. Lett. 45, 420 (1980)]. The isovec-
tor interaction is dominated by the tensor component
alone whereas the isoscalar interaction has contribu-
tions from both the tensor and spin-orbit components.
The state at w = 18.98 MeV (T=l) is an excellent
probe for the tensor piece of the isovector interaction.
The other two 4~ states (mostly T=0) probe the rel-
ative importance of the tensor and spin-orbit pieces of
the isoscalar interaction. As a by-product, we obtain
accurate information about the g-dependence of spin
observables for background continuum states between
u = 17 and 22 MeV. These data are of interest for
testing current models of quasielastic scattering.

The experiment was carried out using polarized pro-
ton beams in BL4B. Protons scattered off a waterfall
target developed at Univ. of Toronto were momen-
tum analysed with the medium resolution spectrome-
ter (MRS). The transverse spin components of the pro-
tons were determined by secondary inclusive scattering
from carbon using the MRS focal-plane polarimeter
(FPP). Prior to this year a total of 16 shifts of po-
larized beam time were consumed to determine cross
sections, analysing powers, induced polarization and
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spin transfer coefficients Dss> and Ds\i at 350 MeV.
The analysis of these data is complete and a further 22
shifts of polarized beam were used in July of this year
to measure the remaining spin observables Dnn, D\\<
and Di,i, thus completing the set.

The most striking feature of our previous data is a
shift of the zero crossing of DiS> for the isovector state
compared to theoretical calculation using the effective
interaction of Franey and Love [Phys. Rev. C 31, 488
(1985)] and the density-dependent G-matrix interac-
tion of Rikus and von Geramb [Nucl. Phys. A426,
496 (1984)] (Fig. 11). In the plane-wave impulse ap-
proximation the zero crossing is predicted to occur
at a momentum transfer where the longitudinal and
transverse pieces of the isovector tensor interaction are
equal. Since V1 and V* are both mixtures of the central
and tensor pieces of the effective interaction, this may
be an indication that some retuning of the isovector
interaction is required.

The 4~ transitions occur in the energy loss re-
gion of 18 to 20 MeV, which samples the tail of the
quasielastic peak. The data therefore complement ex-
isting data sets at 500 MeV [Carey et al., Phys. Rev.
Lett. 53, 144 (1984)] and 290 MeV [O. Hausser et
al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 61, 822 (1988)]. Much theoret-
ical work on quasielastic scattering has been done in
the past few years with respect to reaction models and
nuclear structure modifications. At large momentum
transfers shell effects are thought to be unimportant
and a simpler model is supposed to describe the nu-
clear surface adequately.

We have available for comparison a calculation based
on the semi-infinite slab model of Bertsch, Scholten
and Esbensen [Bertsch and Scholten, Phys. Rev. C 25,
804 (1982); Esbensen and Bertsch, Ann. Phys. 157,
255 (1984), Phys. Rev. C 34, 1419 (1986)]. This model
is based on the surface response of a semi-infinite slab
of nuclear matter. The slab model cross section is given
by

tPtr
dtldui =«- £(!£)„*"<••">•

where iVeff is the effective number of nucleons partic-
ipating in single collisions, (XJVJV is the free NN cross
section [Arndt et al., Phys. Rev. D 28, 97 (1983)], and
ST,S is the surface nuclear response function. The sub-
script T,(S) refers to a specific isospin (spin) chan-
nel. The contribution to the cross section from single
and double scattering has been determined within the
framework of Glauber theory [Bertsch and Scholten,
op cit.\ Smith and Wambach, Phys. Rev. C 36, 2704
(1987)]. The effect of the residual interaction on the
surface nucleons, treated in the RPA, has recently been
incorporated into the model [Esbensen and Bertsch, op
dt.]. The inclusion of (2p-2h) excitations may also be
important. These effects are expected to have a signifi-
cant impact on spin transfer. Data on spin observables
are extremely rare and are of considerable interest in
determining the magnitudes of such effects.

We have measured the cross sections (d2a/dQdu),
analysing powers, and the polarization transfer observ-
ables P, Dssi and Dsi> for inclusive proton scattering
from 16O at 350 MeV incident proton energy. Our data
cover an energy loss range of 12 to 24 MeV at the lab-
oratory angles 17°, 22°, 27° and 32°. We have also
measured Dw , Dls< , and Dnn at 17°, 22° and 27°
but analysis of these data is just beginning. It should
be noted that the observables are strongly influenced
by the existence of discrete states (including the 4~
states) below an excitation energy of about 20 MeV.
The 20 to 24 MeV region is covered by broad over-
lapping states and hence better represents an average
quasielastic nuclear response. The jump in the size of
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Fig. 12. Energy distribution of cross sections for the four
angles measured. The energy bins are 1 MeV wide and the
points represent the total spectrum counts (peaks + back-
ground).

the error bars at u> = ~ 16MeV is due to the fact that
the data below this level were prescaled by a factor
of ten during data-taking in order to increase the per-
centage of 4~ data written to tape.

The cross sections (shown in Fig. 12) are well re-
produced over more than an order of magnitude by
either the free scattering calculation (dashed line) or
the RPA calculation (solid line). The data only deviate
from the calculation at the largest angle. The analysing
power data are presented in Fig. 13. They seem to be
best represented by free (single particle) s-.attering. It
should be noted that the residual interaction is not
well known at this large momentum transfer and an al-
ternative residual interaction has been suggested [R.S.
Smith, private communication] which includes w and
p meson exchanges. This interaction is not presently
included in the slab model code.
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four angles measured.

The most interesting aspect of the Dst> and D,i>
data (Figs. 14 and 15) is the lack of an angle depen-
dence contrary to the calculations. It is also interest-
ing to note that the data seem to be best reproduced
at the largest angle while the theory is thought to be
most accurate at small angles [Esbensen and Bertsch,
op. cit.].
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Experiment 439
The (n,p), (p,p') and (p, n) reactions on 14N
(XP. Jackson, TRIUMF; A. Celler, Western Ontario;
A.I. Yavin, Tel-Aviv/TRIUMF)

The data have been recorded in this study of charge
exchange and inelastic scattering at 280 MeV and small
momentum transfer on the self-conjugate target 14N.
The primary objectives of this experiment involve de-
tailed measurements of the distributions of Gamow-
Teller strength and a search for evidence of substantial
breaking of isospin symmetry.

The 14N(n,p)14C data were recorded with nitro-
gen gas at 20 atm in each of two cells 4.0 cm long
in the (n,p) gas target. The neutrons were produced
with a dispersed primary proton beam incident on a
90 mg/cm2 strip of 7Li, and on-line analyses indicated
an overall resolution of <1.0 MeV. Data were recorded

with the MRS at 0°, 6°, 12° and 18°. To facilitate
the normalization of the cross sections, data were also
recorded with methane (CH4) in the gas cells and as
usual all data were recorded simultaneously with an
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Fig. 15. Energy distribution of Dsl* for the four angles mea-
sured.

(n,p) spectrum originating in a solid CH2 target.
The 14N(p,p')14N reaction was studied with a

melamine (C6H12N12) target of 11.3 mg/cm2 evapo-
rated on a 1.8 mg/cm2 kapton foil. The MRS was used
with dispersion matching in the small angle configura-
tion. Data were recorded with central angles of 3.2°,
4.2°, 6.0°, 9.0° and 12.0°. On-line analyses indicated
a resolution of <130 keV (FWHM). Background mea-
surements were made with both kapton and CH2.

The target for the study of the 14N(p, n ) H O reaction
was also melamine, in this case powder contained in a
cell formed from a thin stainless steel foil. Neutron de-
tection with a resolution of 1.0 MeV was achieved using
the MRS and the H(n,p) reaction in a liquid scintil-
lator (CH2). Background and normalization measure-
ments were recorded using primary targets of stainless
steel and CH2. In the limited time available data were
recorded only at 0MRS = 0°.

The primary goal of this experiment is an investiga-
tion of the GT strengths in a pair of 2 + 7=1 states lo-
cated at 7.01 and 8.32 MeV in 14C, 9.17 and 10.43 MeV
in 14N and 6.59 and 7.77 MeV in 14O. Shell model cal-
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culations suggest that these doublets are formed by
the strong mixing of one OHw (Is4 lp10) and one 2hu>
(Is4 I p 8 2 s - l d 2 ) state. As predicted in the experi-
mental proposal, these doublets dominate the spectra
recorded at the most forward angles. If isospin were an
exact symmetry one expects

da do da

for each of the T = l states in 14C, 1 40 and 14N. As is
outlined in the proposal, there is a reasonable expecta-
tion that the three 2+ T= l doublets will exhibit a large
isospin violation. Analysis of the data is in progress.

Experiment 440
Search for density dependence in muon catalyzed
fusion of the p + d —*3He+f reaction
(K. Aniol, California State LA)

Recent measurements [Aniol et al., Muon Cat-
alyzed Fusion Workshop, AIPCP#181 (AIP, New
York, 1989), p. 68] of muon catalyzed fusion in gaseous
mixtures of H2 and D2 disagree with results obtained
in liquid hydrogen. The source of the discrepancy is
not certain since both the temperature and densities
in the two cases differ greatly. Neither a temperature
nor a density effect is expected theoretically in the for-
mation of the pdfi molecule. In our most recent TRI-
UMF measurement we observed the gamma-ray yield
from the p + d fusion mediated by muons as a function
of density from 33 atm to 100 atm for a mixture of
90% H2 + 10% D2. In the same experimental system
we measured the gamma-ray yield at 50 atm between
78 K and 373 K. Ail the new measurements were done
on the M13 channel. Our earlier results were obtained
on the old M20 channel. The switch to M13 from M20
required a complete redesign of the data acquisition
electronics and the data analysis package. In addition
we made extensive changes to the high pressure gas
target, including a new high pressure cell. The results
from M20 and M13 are thus from nearly independent
experiments. Our earlier M20 data showed a tempera-
ture dependence from 150 K to 500 K with the target at
a room temperature equivalent density of 50 atm. Our
newest results extend the temperature scan to lower
values of temperature. We observed the temperature
dependence again, as seen in Fig. 16. However, there
does not seem to be a pressure dependence within a
factor of two, as seen in Fig. 17. The 33 atm point
seems to be off, but this is unresolved yet since we also
see an anomaly in the muon decay electron counts at
this pressure.
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Fig. 16. Normalized gamma-ray yield vs. temperature. Den-
sity equivalent to 50 atm at 300"K.
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Fig. 17. Normalized gamma-ray yield vs. gas density. The
33 atm point is suspect.

During the run we also attempted to determine the
impurity concentrations in the gas. We did this by de-
liberately contaminating the gas mix with N2 to the
level of 100 ppm. By comparing the fusion gamma-
ray yield from the contaminated gas with the "pure"
gas and using measured transfer rates for /z~ d + Z —•
d+Zfi~ we limited the nitrogen-equivalent contamina-
tion in our sample to 22±32 ppm. We hope that further
analysis can lower the error bounds on this number.

We hope to continue our measurements up to about.
1000 atm using the LAMPF/INEL gas target. This
target can also run from 10 K to 300 K. We also will
be comparing the anomalous behaviour of HD at these
extremes of pressure and temperature to what we first
observed in our M20 data on HD.
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Experiments 442, 556
The *He,M8PbOr+,jr+ir-) reaction at
Tw+ = 280 MeV
(D. Vetterli, UBC; N. Grion, INFN-Trieste)

During a two-month period of high intensity-beam
this fall we performed a (n-,2?r) measurement on 4He
and 208Pb at TT+ = 280 MeV using the TRIUMF
Mil channel. This experiment is a continuation of the
A(v, 2ir)A' research program aimed at studying the
pion-induced pion production over a wide range of nu-
clei. As the 208Pb target was not fully examined dur-
ing the run in summer 1988 we completed the data set
by covering the second half of the allowed run in the
reaction plane phase space. The data obtained from
this second independent run allow checking for sys-
tematic errors. The complete set of data will test the
A(ir, 2ir)A' model of Oset and Vicente-Vacas [Nucl.
Phys. A454, 637 (1986)] as well as the prediction of
an enhancement of the cross section due to pre-critical
pion condensation in nuclei as suggested by Cohen
and Eisenberg [Nucl. Phys. A395, 389 (1983)]. The
motivation for the measurements on 4He was to fur-
ther investigate the observed differences between the
four-fold differential cross section on 16O [Grion, Nucl.
Phys. A492, 509 (1989)] and on D2. The low energy
enhancement of the n+ spectrum of 18O(jr,2a-) shows a
striking difference from the results of the 2H(v, 2ir)pp
experiment. A possible explanation could be the con-
densation of two-pion pairs in the nuclear medium that
is presently under investigation. Furthermore there is a
significant difference in total cross section for 16O and
12C [Ravah, Ph.D. thesis, Tel-Aviv University, October
1989] of about a factor of three. Whereas in 1 60 the
cross section is about six times bigger than the one of
D2, meaning that in oxygen nearly every neutron repre-
sents an "effective reaction centre" for the (ir,2ir) pro-
cess, the ratio toward the free process is much smaller
for 12C. With 4He we have chosen the simplest nucleus
that already shows average nuclear density. It is hoped
that more refined calculations and treatment of nuclei,
where the attenuation and strucure effects may be eas-
ier to handle, may provide more conclusive results.

The experimental details are already described in
the last Annual Report (1988). In order to guaran-
tee a more reliable measurement of the incident beam
flux, we added upstream of the target another ho-
doscope consisting of four horizontal strips. Because
of the lower beam flux (~13 MHz) we were able to
run also a single scintillator equipped with a fast base
as a beam counter. All beam counters were calibrated
against each other as a function of flux and all of them
showed linear behaviour up to the nominal flux. The
QQD spectrometer was used to detect the outgoing ir~

in the energy range of 20-100 MeV at lab angles 30°,
50° and 80°. The CARUZ, covering lab angles from
25°-125°, detected the ir+ in coincidence with QQD
in the energy range 8-75 MeV. The new data are now
being analysed.

Experiment 446
Pion-proton bremsstrahlung
(P. KHching, TRIUMF/Alberta; A. Stetz,
Oregon State)

One of the goals of studying radiative ir+ -proton
scattering is that it may be possible to extract the
magnetic moment of the Delta. The first experiment,
which was performed by a group from UCLA in the
1970s [Sober et al., Phys. Rev. D 11, 1017 (1975);
Nefkens et al.., Phys. Rev. D 18, 3911 (1978); Leung
et al., Phys. Rev. D 14, 698 (1976); Smith et al., Phys.
Rev. D 21, 1715 (1980)], looked at several pion en-
ergies and photon angles and found that the differen-
tial cross section falls uniformly with increasing pho-
ton energy. This is contrary to what one expects from
model calculations based on a straightforward appli-
cation of the soft photon approximation (SPA) [Low,
Phys. Rev. 110, 974 (1958)], where a visible bump is
predicted at higher energies due to the delta resonance
[Fischer and Minkowski, Nucl. Phys. B36, 519 (1972);
Picciotto, Nucl. Phys. B89, 357 (1975); Haddock and
Leung, Phys. Rev. D 9, 2151 (1974)].

Over the years it has become clear that the amount
of destructive interference between the contributing
amplitudes, which has to take place in order to re-
produce the data, is quite sensitive to how unitarity
and gauge invariance is maintained in the model as
one goes from the elastic case to the radiative process.
One approach has been to further develop the SPA
[Nefkens and Sober, Phys. Rev. D 14, 2434 (1976);
Landi and Matera, Nuovo Cimento 64A, 332 (1981);
Liou and Ding, Phys. Rev. C 35, 651 (1987)], whereas
others have concentrated on microscopic isobar models
[Beder, Nucl. Phys. B84, 362 (1975); Pascual and Tar-
rach, Nucl. Phys. B134, 133 (1978)]. The most recent
calculations of the latter type are due to groups from
MIT [Heller et al., Phys. Rev. C 35, 718 (1987)] and
TRIUMF [Wittman, Phys. Rev. C 37, 2075 (1988)].
The MIT group developed a consistent, nonrelativistic,
fully dynamic and gauge-invariant model with struc-
ture functions suggested by a cloudy bag model cal-
culation. The TRIUMF calculation was based on a
relativistic formalism, where the difficulty of struc-
ture functions was avoided by using a K-matrix type
approach. This method allows one to unambiguously
maintain unitarity and gauge invariance for the inelas-
tic process. Both models have done equally well at re-
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Fig. 18. Experimental set-up for the bremsstrahlung experiment.

producing the available cross-section data, whereas the
two calculations can differ by as much as 30% in the
predicted asymmetries. In both models the asymmetry
is quite sensitive to the magnetic moment of the delta.

Our experiment was set up at TRIUMF during the
fall of 1988 on the Mil channel. We took our first
data during the month of January and completed data-
taking in early April. The experimental configuration
(Fig. 18) was designed to be sensitive to the differences
in the above-mentioned model calculations as well as
to cover a large range of angles in coplanar geometry
complementary to a recent experiment at PSI [Meyer
el a/., Phys. Rev. D 38, 754 (1988)].

The target was the TRIUMF frozen spin polarized
proton target (FST) [Delheij et a/., Nucl. Instrum.
Methods A264, 186 (1988)], which had been equipped
with a pair of Helmholtz coils in place of the usual hold-
ing field coils in order to increase the accessible range of
angles in the scattering plane. It was run at an average
polarization of 80% with an average lifetime of 200 h.
Photons were detected in one of three large Nal(Tl)
crystals. TINA and MINA were kept at 150° and 105°,
respectively, whereas ALBERTA was moved between
65° and -140° with respect to the beam. The proton
detector consisted of an array of 11 plastic scintillator

blocks, each 5.5 in. long and 4° in width. The accep-
tance was designed to complement the acceptance of
the pion spectrometer. A 0.5 cm thick dE/dx counter
in front served for particle identification (Fig. 19). The
pion spectrometer consisted of the PACMAN magnet
with a pole gap of 30 cm and a set of four TRIUMF-
built horizontal drift chambers. Due to the large gap
relative to the pole width (68 cm) the magnet had to
be equipped with field clamps. The magnet's centreline
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Fig. 19. Proton detector: dE/dx versus T.
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Fig. 20. PACMAN spectrometer: Time of flight versus T*.

was placed parallel to the beam line at a distance of
130 cm, giving a solid angle of approximately 80 msr.
The range of accessible pion angles for both data runs
taken together was estimated by Monte Carlo methods
to span from 70° to 110° (counted here as negative).
Figure 20 shows a plot of time of flight versus apparent
pion kinetic energy, which serves to identify pions and
protons in the spectrometer.

The January run was divided into a data-taking
phase on the FST, a background target phase on
the FST with carbon beads substituted for the bu-
tanol beads, and a calibration phase on a LH2 target.
The beam flux of approximately 2x 1077r+/s was mon-
itored indirectly by several complementary methods.
Together with the April run, we expect to have accu-
mulated about 200 h of data, or roughly lxlO5 irpy
events.

Data analysis is in progress.

Experiment 453
Muonic hydrogen in vacuum
(G.M. Marshall, TRIUMF)

Muonic hydrogen isotopes (ft~p, H~d and fi~t) are
potentially very useful for the study of fundamental
electroweak and strong interactions. The limitations
normally imposed by the production medium (gaseous
and liquid hydrogen targets) could be overcome by a
production technique which allowed the atoms to exist
essentially in vacuum. Experiment 453 was proposed in
order to determine whether this might be made pos-
sible by the ejection of muonic hydrogen from a thin
layer of solid hydrogen in vacuum. Initial estimates of
rates were based on cross sections for the interaction
of muonic hydrogen with hydrogen molecules and on
the initial kinetic energy distribution, neither of which
had been measured unambiguously at the time. The

expected signals were low, but it was hoped that back-
grounds could be reduced to a level which might allow
the observation of emitted muonic atoms.

The detection system was based on determining the
position and time of muon decay via the decay elec-
tron, using delay line wire chambers and scintillators
and MINA to discriminate against low-energy electrons
to reduce background and improve position resolution.
A cryostat was constructed to freeze a hydrogen layer
and hold it at 2.5 K. The initial beam period in January
provided startling results, namely that negative muons
in the form of neutral muonic atoms were emitted from
a natural hydrogen layer (about 100 ppm deuteron con-
centration) with a yield many times that expected. In
addition, the yield was observed to increase as the layer
was made thicker (Fig. 21) until saturation was reached
at a thickness corresponding to a mean attenuation
length of 2.5 mg-cm~2. The speed of the emitted sys-
tem corresponded to energies of a few eV for muonic
hydrogen.

The correct interpretation of this result was reached
after a second beam period in June, which confirmed
the emission into vacuum. The muon is emitted from
the layer in the form of muonic deuterium (fTd), fol-
lowing initial formation of n~p and subsequent transfer
of the muon to a deuteron. The transfer process results
in a kinetic energy for fi~d of about 45 eV. It also hap-
pens that there is a very pronounced minimum in the
cross section for interaction of (i~d with H2 (a man-
ifestation of the Ramsauer-Townsend effect in quan-
tum scattering processes) at an energy of a few eV, so
that the hydrogen film becomes almost transparent to
passage of n~d. The most recent beam period for the
experiment was in December, when it was confirmed
that emission did indeed depend on the concentration
of deuterons in the layer, and was below the limit of
sensitivity when protium (less than 1 ppm deuteron

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Thickness (mg cm ^)

Fig. 21. Dependence of the emission signal on hydrogen
layer thickness.
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Fig. 22. Analysing powers at Tp = 400 MeV for the reac-
tion D(p, ir~pp)p from the first run of this experiment. The
horizontal error bars represent the width of distributions
within bins of pion cm. angle, the vertical error bars are
statistical uncertainties. The solid and dashed lines are pre-
dictions of the 2 partial wave solutions from Piatsetsky et
al.
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Fig. 23. Preliminary analysing power results from cur-
rent work at 353 MeV (squares), 403 MeV (triangles) and
440 MeV (circles). These are preliminary results calculated
on line during the experiment. 6 is the equivalent centre-
of-mass angle for the pion spectrometer setting. Further
analysis will divide each angle into three sub-ranges. The
solid curve is the same as that in Fig. 22.

concentration) was used as a target. Results were also
obtained on the attenuation of yT d in a layer of pure
D2 frozen to the surface of natural hydrogen; these are
being analysed to extract the cross section.

The emission can be used to measure parameters
(such as the cross sections) of some interest to the un-
derstanding of muon-catalyzed fusion. Other experi-
ments in (iCF are also feasible, some of which demand
the preparation of composite targets in special geome-
tries. Together with the liberation of a free negative
muon following a fusion interaction, this experiment
may also lead to a source of slow pT suitable for reac-
celeration in a beam of very low momentum spread.
These possibilities will be pursued in the coming year.

Experiment 460
pn <-» ir~pp('So)
(P. Walden, TRIUMF)

Experiment 460 ran on beam line IB for 45 sched-
uled 12 h polarized beam shifts from August 11 to
September 25. Not all shifts were useful for the ex-
periment as there was an unusual number of shifts lost
due to cyclotron downtime.

This was the second run for the Expt. 460 collabo-
ration which had a first run during September 1987.
The experiment looks at the D(p,n~pp)p reaction
(quasifree pn —» n~pp(lSo)) using a liquid deuterium
target, the QQD spectrometer to detect the ir~, and
a large scintillator hodoscope to detect the two pro-
tons. The Tel-Aviv bars, used in many other TRIUMF

experiments, served as the proton detector for the sec-
ond run. The first run in 1987, as it turned out, was
basically a feasibility study at 400 MeV. The second
run used beam energies of 353, 403 and 440 MeV and
collected much more data.

The object of the first run was primarily to deter-
mine which of the two PWA solutions [Piasetsky el
al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 57, 2135 (1986)]. determined from
3He(?r~,pn)n (quasifree n~pp(lSo) —* pn) absorption
cross sections, appeared to be the most probable. The
PWA predicted dramatically different pion analysing
powers, Ano, for the pn —>• ir~pp(lS0) reaction. The
results of the first run are shown in Fig. 22. The mea-
sured Ano clearly favours the solution with a sizeable
3Si -+1 Pi amplitude (the "S" solution, solid line).
This result has now been published [Ponting et al.,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 63, 1792 (1989)].

The primary object of the second run was to collect
complete angular distributions of cross sections der/dfl
and Ano data for a complete PWA. In Fig. 23 there
is a compilation of the preliminary Ano data for the
pn —* T~pp(15o) reaction that was measured on line.
The improved statistics, except for one point, should
be evident on a comparison with Fig. 22. That one
poor statistics point, however, represents only a par-
tial analysis of the complete data set. The importance
of a complete angular distribution can be seen in the
440 MeV data where the crossover of the Ano to neg-
ative values above the cm. angle of 120° can only be
due to partial waves involving Z?-wave pions (i.e., am-
plitudes not considered in Piatsetzky et al.).
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Experiment 470
Stretched states excited in (n,p) reactions on
14 C, 26Mg and 30Si
(J. W. Watson, Kent State)

In November we measured spectra for the 14C(n,p)
and 26Mg(n,p) reactions at 280 MeV beam energy,
with the CHARGEX facility in the proton hall. The
14C target contained 3.5 g (17 Ci) of 14C powder plus
small amounts of 12C, 16O and other light elements;
this target was on loan from Los Alamos National Lab-
oratory. The 26Mg target was a 19 g sample (enriched
to 99.46%) of 26Mg on loan from the Research Materi-
als Collection at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

The focus of this experiment is the study of
T=2 "stretched" particle-hole states, specifically the
("^5/2. ^3/2) 4~ s t a t e excited in 14B and the
(^/7/2i 'r^5/2)~1 6~ s t a t e excited in 26Na. To excite
these high-spin states data were taken in the momen-
tum transfer range from 1.5 to 2.5 fm"1 (0 = 19°-35°).
Analysis is under way at Kent; this project is part of
the doctoral dissertation research of Xiao-dong Hu, a
graduate student at Kent State University.

Experiment 482
Measurements of spin transfer coefficients
in pd elastic scattering
(R. Abegg, TRIUMF)

This experiment received 11 shifts of normal, side-
ways, and longitudinally polarized beam time to mea-
sure angular distributions of spin transfer coefficients
in pd elastic scattering at 200, 300 and 400 MeV. Two
shifts were lost due to outside interference in the form
of the introduction of a malfunctioning branch coupler
for another experiment. For financial reasons, it was
also decided to fill the vault solenoids locally which,
with retuning and mandatory checks for unwanted
components, amounted to an additional lost shift. It
also turned out that the carbon background from the
CD2 target was more severe than originally estimated.
Therefore, in the remaining 8 shifts pd elastic scatter-
ing data as well as carbon background runs were taken
at 200 MeV for MRS laboratory angles of 20°, 30°,
40°, 50° and 60° for incident normal, sideways, and
longitudinally polarized protons. In the off-line anal-
ysis great care was taken in the subtraction of the
carbon background. The asymmetries corresponding
to the parity-forbidden normal-to-sideways spin trans-
fer (proportional to Dns) were extracted and shown
to be consistent with zero. The analysis of the data
to extract the spin transfer coefficient Dnn is almost
complete and indicates that at large proton laboratory
angles Dnn is flat and about one, but at forward angles

significant deviations from one seem to be occurring.
Data at 800 MeV published by Igo et al. show the same
trend although no deviation from one is reported. At
500 MeV data from the same group show the angular
distribution of Dnn to be again flat but with values
consistently below one (~0.8). Due to this variation as
a function of energy in the data sets from UCLA and
TRIUMF, and the small-angle behaviour of the angu-
lar distribution of the TRIUMF set, theorists became
interested in calculating spin-transfer parameters for
pd elastic scattering.

We have completed one-third of the experimental
data-taking in slightly over one-half of the beam time
originally requested. We have requested 14 additional
shifts of normal, sideways, and longitudinally polarized
beam at 400 MeV (8 angles) and at 300 MeV (7 angles)
to complete the experiment, and we expect this to oc-
cur in the fall of 1990. To drastically suppress the car-
bon background, we intend to use a plastic scintillator
inside the scattering chamber to detect the associated
deuterons in coincidence with protons selected by the
MRS. Even though the data acquisition system is still
limited by the microprocessor (the J l l ) , we expect an
enriched data sample.

Experiment 491
45Sc(n,p)45Ca and 45Sc(«,p)45Ti: A significant test of
model calculations in the (fp) shell
(W.P. Alford, Western Ontario)

In the (sd) shell it is feasible to carry out model
calculations using an unrestricted (sd) model space. As
a result, the effective two-body interaction used in shell
model calculations is well determined and calculations
of a wide range of observables show good agreement
with experiment.

In contrast to this situation, in the (fp) shell calcu-
lations in the full model space have not been feasible,
and various truncation procedures have been used in
order to proceed with calculations. The effective two-
body interaction is not well determined, and compar-
isons between calculations and experimental results of-
ten show large disagreement.

A measurement of GT + strength in the
45Sc(rc,p)45Ca reaction should permit a critical com-
parison with model calculations. The nuclei involved
have five particles in the (fp) shell, but the relatively
large isospin of both nuclei reduces the dimensionality
of the model calculations so that they can be carried
out in an unrestricted (fp) space. This possibility then
permits a search for a suitable effective interaction for
the fall mode) space, and will allow a study of the mod-
ifications needed as the space is truncated.

Measurements of the 45Sc(n,p) reaction have been
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carried out at 20 MeV at angles of 0°, 3°, 6°, 9°, 12°,
15° and 18° with an overall energy resolution of 1 MeV.
The spectrum at forward angles shows peaks near the
ground state and at about 5 MeV excitation, which
appear to arise from GT + transitions. The transition
at 5 MeV is predicted by available calculations but the
"ground state" transition is not. Since the Q value of
the ground state transition is 0.535 MeV, background
from the H(n,p) reaction is a serious problem at for-
ward angles, and careful analysis is required to extract
the strength of the transition of interest. This is now
in progress.

Measurements of the 45Sc(p, n)45Ti reaction have re-
cently been carried out at IUCF, so that we do not plan
to repeat this measurement at TRIUMF.

Experiment 502
Measurements of analysing powers in low-energy
ird elastic scattering
(N.R. Stevenson, Saskatchewan)

The itNN system has been the subject of a great
deal of theoretical and experimental effort in recent
years. Access to understanding this system is afforded
through several scattering processes, ltd scattering has
been shown to be one of the most sensitive reactions
to many of the remaining outstanding problems such
as the effect of the TTN Pn potential [Morioka and
Afnan, Phys. Rev. C 26, 1148 (1982)], the degree of
Pauli blocking in the NN* intermediate state [Afnan
and McLeod, Phys. Rev. C 31, 1821 (1985)], and the
possibility of exotic structures such as dibaryon reso-
nances [Grein and Locher, J. Phys. G7, 1355 (1981);
Locher and Sainio, Phys. Lett. 121B, 227 (1983)].

Over the energy range 100-300 MeV the ltd elas-
tic process is dominated by the itN P33 intermediate-
state potential. For this reason a concentrated effort
has been made to accumulate elastic scattering data
(cross sections, vector and tensor analysing powers and
polarizations, and spin-transfers) over this energy re-
gion. By subsequent phase-shift or amplitude analyses
the underlying fundamental mechanisms of this and its
related irNN system will become better understood.

Probably the least well understood mechanism in
ltd elastic scattering is the contribution of the inter-
mediate itN Pu term. After factorization into pole
and non-pole terms, to account for real pion absorption
and rescattering, respectively, the dependency of many
(particularly tensor) observables are found to critically
depend on exactly how this factorization is done and
the extent of Pauli blocking in the NN* system. Since
the F11 contribution is small (in magnitude) compared
to the P3 3 at higher energies, its effect is somewhat
difficult to extract with certainty from experimental

measurements. For this reason a program of measure-
ments of analysing powers at 50 MeV was undertaken.

Experiment 502 involves scattering pions produced
in the M13 channel off of a polarized deuterated bu-
tanol target. The scattered pions are detected in the
QQD spectrometer. The first running period of this
experiment (summer 1988) was hampered by target
problems but eventually saw the measurement of three
angles (0j,ab = 70°, 90°, 130°) with a vertically polar-
ized target. The results for the vector analysing power
fl\i were presented in last year's report.

During this year the polarized target was modified
to increase the "signal-to-noise" of the ltd elastic reac-
tion. Previously, the deuterated butanol was contained
in a mylar basket as beads immersed in the refrigera-
tion liquid (3He/4He). The volume of coolant was 3-4
times that of the target as viewed by the beam. As
helium is the worst contaminant in detecting ltd elas-
tic events (closest in the momentum analysed by the
QQD), we were restricted to larger angles (^ab >70°)
in our measurements. By constructing a solid slab tar-
get (6 mm thick) and by constraining the coolant to
2 mm on either side of the target, a vast improvement
in the quality of the observed spectra was obtained.
With this design we were able to measure the com-
plete range of angles that was originally proposed. In
December we collected data on four further v+d angles:
fif* = 50°, 60°, 80°, 100°. Analysis is in progress.

Charge symmetry breaking in the ltd elastic system
has been the subject of considerable effort in recent
years [Smith et al. Phys. Rev. C 38, 240 (1988)]. At
TRIUMF there is an ongoing experiment (399) that
is determining the ratios of cross sections for it+d and
it~d elastic scattering at low (M13) energies. Extrac-
tion of parameters describing the width and masses
of the delta isobars are objectives of this experiment.
However, several corrections and assumptions have to
be made in order to evaluate these parameters. Some,
such as the effect of the Coulomb potential, are non-
trivial. In order to supplement and enhance our abil-
ity to more accurately extract these fundamental pa-
rameters Expt. 502 will also measure iTn for it~d in
the spring of 1990. Theoretical analysis [Frolich et al.,
Nucl. Phys. A435, 738 (1985) and private communi-
cation] has shown that iTu is the most sensitive ob-
servable to the (external) Coulomb interactions, and
its measurement in both x+d and it~d would provide
the most useful contribution for the ongoing theoret-
ical interpretation of the effects of charge symmetry
breaking in this system.
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Experiment 535
A search for deeply bound pionic states in 20sPb
using the (n,px~) reaction at Tn — 418 MeV
(T. Yamazaki, Tokyo)

A recent paper by Toki and Yamazaki [Phys. Lett.
B 213, 129 (1988)] suggested that a charge exchange
reaction such as (n,p) might be used to populate the
deeply bound states in heavy pionic atoms. Their cal-
culations, essentially consistent with earlier ones by
Friedman and Soff [J. Phys. G: Nucl. Phys. 11, 37
(1985)], predict that in pionic 208Pb the Is state should
be bound by 7.0 MeV and exhibit a width of 0.7 MeV.
Moreover, Toki and collaborators predicted, using the
plane wave impulse approximation, that the deeply
bound states in 208Pb-jr~ could be populated in the
208Pb(n,p) reaction with a cross section on the order
of 1 mb/sr.

A measurement of the 20SPb(n,p) cross section was
undertaken at TRIUMF using the CHARGEX facility
to look for the lowest bound states of the lead pionic
atom. These states are expected to appear as narrow
structures in the (n,p) spectrum at excitation energies
in the region of 135 MeV, just below the threshold for
the production of free pions. Because of the large ex-
citation energy for these states the measurement was
done in several stages. The 208Pb(n,p) and H(n,p) re-
actions from 0-180 MeV excitation were measured us-
ing the full 420 MeV achromatic primary beam with an
overall resolution of «2 MeV. Three MRS dipole field
values were required to span the full excitation energy
range. The yield from the H(n,p) ground state peak
together with the known value of (53.7 mb/sr) for this
cross section were used for an absolute cross section
normalization for the 208Pb(n,p) measurement. The
full H(n,p) response provided a measure of the neu-
tron lineshape for the 7Li(p, n) reaction which, when
deconvoluted from the measured spectrum, yielded the
208Pb(n,p) response for monoenergetic 418 MeV neu-
trons.

A measurement of the 208Pb(n,p) cross section in
the region of the 208Pb-jr~ bound states with good
resolution was necessary in order to resolve the dif-
ferent pionic atom states from each other and from the
background continuum. This high-resolution measure-
ment of 208Pb(n, p) was obtained with a momentum-
dispersed (6x/(6p/p) = - 6 cm/%) proton beam on
a 7 mm strip 7Li target. The resolution, measured at
the same momentum as the outgoing protons from the
Pbir~ system using the H(n,p) reaction at. 280 MeV,
was 1.15 MeV FWHM. The neutron tail deconvolu-
tion and the absolute cross-section normalization for
the high-resolution data were obtained by comparison
with the same excitation energy region of the achro-
matic 208Pb(n,p) response. Such a deconvoluted and
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Fig. 24. A spectrum of the 208Pb(n,p) response in the re-
gion of the expected pionic atom bound states. The res-
olution was 1.15 MeV FWHM. The abscissa corresponds
to the excitation energy in the 208Pb -jr~ system Jess the
pion mass. Shown inset are the calculations of Toki et al.
convoluted with a 1 MeV lineshape width.

normalized 208Pb(n,p) spectrum is shown in Fig. 24.
A x2 search was carried out to establish an up-

per limit for the pionic atom bound-state cross sec-
tion. A third-order polynomial was fit through the
spectrum excluding the data in the region between
125 « 140 MeV where the states of interest are ex-
pected to lie. With the background fixed a peak search
was done using a 1.15 MeV FWHM Gaussian, allowing
the position and height to vary. With this procedure an
upper limit of 0.3 mb/sr, with a 90% confidence level,
was obtained for the production of bound pionic states
in the 208Pb(n,p) reaction.

The original motivation for this measurement
stemmed from a plane wave calculation for the
208Pb(n,p)208Pb -a- reaction by Toki et al. shown in-
set in Fig. 24. Their cross section is an order of magni-
tude larger than the upper limit obtained in this mea-
surement. Subsequent to this result, a more complete
calculation including effects of distortions in a rela-
tivistic framework [Cooper et al., Nucl. Phys. A470,
523 (1987)]. This distorted wave calculation, shown in
Fig. 24, is consistent with the measured upper limit
of 0.3 mb/sr for the cross section of the lower bound
states of the 208Pb pionic atom.

Experiment 536
The 6Li(/i~,2«)i'^ reaction
(Y.M. Shin and N.R. Stevenson, Saskatchewan)

Muon capture on a 6Li nucleus has been highlighted
as a possible reaction to determine the muon neutrino
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mass [Mintz et a/., Phys. Rev. C 20, 286 (1979)]. The
reaction cross sections near the endpoint (where tri-
tons are "back to back") is unknown but is expected
to be small [Junker, Nucl Phys. A407, 460 (1983)]. In
order to estimate this and also to extract information
on the internal nature of the 6Li nucleus, such as the
spectroscopic factor for the (t + 3He) cluster configu-
ration, Expt. 536 will determine the cross section for
this reaction over a large angular range.

This experiment proposes to study this reaction with
a series of plastic AE-E counters and/or with solid-
state counters. In order to determine the required and
optimum information to be obtained in this experi-
ment, a test run was undertaken in the summer in
the M13 channel using a plastic AE-E arm in coin-
cidence with a solid-state arm consisting of a thin SiLi
(0.5 mm) counter and a thick Ge stack of counters.
Two pairs of wire chambers were also employed to de-
termine the effect of angular resolution in the actual
measurement. On-line analysis showed a clear signal
for the ditriton reaction. The analysis of this data is
under way.

Experiment 538
Measurement of tr/Bar for 13C
(J. Mildenberger, SFU)

The relation of the transition matrix elements in-
volving the isovector components of the nucleon-
nucleus interaction to weak-decay matrix elements has
received much attention, both theoretically and exper-
imentally. Such a relationship, if it could be reliably
demonstrated, would enable the investigation of weak-
decay processes into energetically forbidden regions, as
well as leading to a greater understanding of nuclear re-
action mechanisms themselves [Taddeucci et al., Nucl.
Phys. A469, 125 (1987)]. Of particular importance is
the hypothesis that <T/BGT is the same for all tran-
sitions from a given target for (p, n), (n,p) and (p,p')
reactions, when isospin and kinematic factors are taken
into account.

A recent in-depth study of the relationship of (p, n)
cross sections at small angles to the corresponding (3-
decay transition states [Taddeucci, op. cii.] found that
for L=0 spin-flip transitions in the DWIA model, the
cross section could be expressed as

where q is the momentum transfer, w is the energy
loss and a specifies the final state of the recoil nucleus.
F(q, w) is a form factor, calculable in the DWIA model,
which approaches unity as q and w approach 0. Since
<r~T (referred to as the "unit cross section") can also be
calculated in the DWIA model, direct comparisons can

be made between experimental measurements and the-
oretical predictions. It is widely acknowledged that the
observed relationship between nuclear isovector tran-
sitions and /?-decay processes is a very useful tool and
warrants further investigation; its full potential has not
yet been realised.

Perhaps the most crucial element of the theory is
that (T/BGT is independent of the particular transition
for a given target nucleus, as many inferences may be
made based on the value found for U /BGT f°r a single
transition; certainly transitions to states in the same
isospin multiplet should have the same <T/BGT ratio,
independent of the details of the particular model. It is
thus of great importance that a value determined for
a given target be reliable. Recent (p, n) results from
IUCF for 13C {a(p,n)/BQT = 14.7 ± 1.1 for the tran-
sition to the 15.1 MeV 13N state) [Taddeucci, op. cit]
are in disagreement with the (n,p) results from TRI-
UMF (<r(n,p)/BG~T = 10.97 ± 0.56 for the transition
to the 13B ground state) [Jackson et al., Phys. Lett. B
201,25 (1988)]. The main aim of Expt. 538 was to mea-
sure the ratio <r(p,n)/B^T at 0° for the 13C(p,n)13N
charge exchange reaction at 200 MeV for transitions
to the 15.1 MeV and ground states of 13N, and thus
attempt to resolve this discrepancy.

It should be noted that while the TRIUMF result
uses the experimentally measured ft value for the 13B
to l 3C /? decay, there is no analogous /? decay from
13N to 13C. Further, there is a large (J«23%) asym-
metry in the ft values for the mirror decays in the
,4=13 system: log/i = 4.10 for the 13O(£+)13N(g.s.)
transition, and 4.01 for the 13B(/?~)13C(g.s.) transi-
tion. The value of ft used by the IUCF group in their
calculation of c(p, TI)/BQT is thus necessarily subject
to a considerable uncertainty. They chose to use the
13B(/?~) value, modified by the measured rate asym-
metry for the J 4 = 1 2 system. Taddeucci et al. argue
that this should be a reasonable estimate, based on
the similarities in the structure amplitudes and energy
systematics of the 12C — 12N(g.s.) and 13C — 13N(15.1
MeV) transitions. After including the appropriate spin
and isospin factors, they get BQT = 0.23 ± 0.01, the
uncertainty being simply the difference in the asym-
metry parameters for the A=12 and .A=13 systems.
But with such large asymmetry, it would be reason-
able to assume an uncertainty larger than that quoted.
But regardless of this, the discrepancy between the two
(T/BGT values is still significantly larger than can rea-
sonbly be accounted for by the ft asymmetry.

As well as the (p, n) measurements, we will ob-
tain the <J(P,P')/BQT ratio (the (p,p') analog to
cr(n,p)/B£T and <T(P,TI)/BQT ) for (p,p') inelastic
scattering to the 15.1 MeV state of 13C. These ratios
should be the same as <r(p, 7 I ) / B Q T and ff(n,p)/BG~T
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when kinematics and the isospin Clebsch-Gordan coef-
ficients are taken into account, and thus provide addi-
tional information on the breaking of mirror symmetry
in the A=1Z system.

The (p, p') measurements were performed to also de-
termine the amount of 12C contamination in the tar-
get: it is very important to measure any possible con-
tamination of the 13C target by 12C, as the reaction
Q-value for the 12C(p, n)12N ground-state transition is
almost exactly the same as for the 13C(p, n)13N 15.1
MeV transition.

The data for Expt. 538 were taken in mid-January.
The replaying of the (p, n) data using the LISA data
analysis program has been completed, and the (p,p')
analysis is currently under way.

Experiment 540
Spin excitations in the deformed nuclei 15lSm,
158 Gd and 168Er
(D. Frekers, TRIUMF; H.J. Wortche, TH Darmstadt)

Below excitation energies of about 4 MeV strong
low-lying M l transitions in heavy deformed nuclei have
been well established through numerous electron scat-
tering and nuclear resonance experiments. These tran-
sitions are excited by the orbital part of the magnetic
dipole operator and are dominated by convection cur-
rents. This has recently been demonstrated by com-
paring with intermediate-energy proton scattering at
low-momentum transfers [Frekers et al., Phys. Lett. B
218, 439 (1989)].

Experimental data for Ml transitions above 4 MeV
are scarce. Though in the -4=100 and J4=200 region the
existence of the ATZ = 0 component of the Gamow-
Teller strength has been shown to be at about 8 MeV
excitation energy in numerous nuclei (120'124Sn, 140Ce,
208Pb) [Djalali et al., Nucl. Phys. A388, 1 (1982);
Laszewski et al., Phys. Rev. C 34, 2013 (1986), Phys.
Rev. Lett. 61,1710 (1988)], the experimental data and
the well deformed systems are limited to some electron
scattering data on 158Gd and 168Er only [Dietrich et
al., Phys. Lett. B 220, 351 (1989)]. In case of the (e,e')
scattering no appreciable concentration of Ml strength
above B(M1)/AE ~ 7.5 /^ /MeV at energies around
7.5 MeV was found.

The motivation for Expt. 540 was twofold:
(1) probing the existence of noticeable spin strength
below 4 MeV in the target nuclei as predicted by
QRPA calculations [Nojarow et al., Nucl. Phys. A484,
1 (1988)] and so far only observed in the nucleus 164Dy
[Frekers et al., Phys. Lett. B 218, 439 (1989)]
(2) if spin Ml strength could be located at higher en-
ergies (i.e. above 4 MeV) it would contribute to a much
needed clarification between spin and orbital excitation
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Fig. 25. A 200 MeV proton spectrum of 1MSm taken at
3.4°. The expected state at 3.19 MeV is indicated. The area
between 6 and 10 MeV above the indicated background is
interpreted as the spin Ml excitation.

mechanisms in these nuclei.
The theoretical basis is given by recent calculations

of De Coster et al. [preprint] and Z8wischa ei al.
[preprint]. Both calculations predict orbital and spin
transitions and a correlation between the orbital Ml
strength and the degree of nuclear deformation. The
predicted spin Ml strength is located around 8 MeV
and amounts to about 10-15 n2

N.
Our measurements have been performed at an inci-

dent energy of 200 MeV. Figure 25 shows the most for-
ward angle spectrum of the nucleus 1S4Sm. The back-
ground is largely caused by the tail of the giant dipole
resonance (GDR) which peaks around 15 MeV. The
position of the orbital mode near 3.2 MeV has been
marked. In our case the states below 4 MeV are not
excited above about 20 //b/sr (40 /xb/sr for 158Gd) in-
dicating their orbital character.

At energies between 6 and 10 MeV we observe in all
cases a double peaked structure superimposed onto the
tail of the GDR. The centroids are located at around
6 and 8.5 MeV and the widths are 1.5 and 2 MeV.
In the case of 154Sm even individual states at 5.7 and
6.1 MeV occur. Figure 26 shows the cross section of the
structure in 154Sm and those of the other nuclei 158Gd
and 168Er, indicating a strength independent of the
mass. The data are compared with a DWA calculation
assuming a u(h9/2h^,2) spin excitation. From these
calculations one can deduce a total B ^ M l ) strength
of 11 ^
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Fig. 26. Angular distribution of the structure seen between
6 and 10 MeV for the nuclei 154Sm, 158Gd, and 168Er (see
Fig. 25 for the case of 154Sm).

Our measurements are the first to allow a clear dis-
tinction between the mechanisms of l+-excitations in
deformed nuclei. Spin and orbital excitations appear
to be of different origin and their total strength is well
separated in energy.

Experiment 541
Spin-momentum correlations of nucleons in
polarized 3He
(O. Hdusser, SFU/TRIUMF; C.A. Miller, TRIUMF)

Polarized 3He has been proposed as the target of
choice to determine fundamental properties of the neu-
tron, e.g. the electric form factor G%, or the spin struc-
ture function g\{x). The quantitative interpretation of
these experiments requires the spin structure of the
3He wave function to be known. We have studied spin-
momentum correlations of nucleons in 3He by simulta-
neous measurements of the spin observables Ano, Aon

and Ann in proton-induced knockout reactions on a
polarized 3He target. For a target polarization normal
to the scattering plane and a normally polarized beam
one can relate these observables to the cross sections
of the reactions (p, 2p) and (p, np) by

<r = <ro(i+ AnoPh + AonPt + AnnPbPt) ,

where Pj, and Pt are polarizations of beam and target,
respectively. The spin-momentum correlation for nu-
cleons in 3He can be obtained by comparing the spin
observables Ann and Aon (the indices refer to beam
and target polarteations) to those known for free pp
and np scattering [Arndt and Soper, SAID program,
SP88 NN scattering solution]. As discussed by Blan-
kleider and Woloshyn [Phys. Rev. C 29, 538 (1984);

Woloshyn, unpublished], components of the 3He wave
function which have small total probability can have
a substantial effect on the proton spin-dependent mo-
mentum distribution.

A polarized 3He target, consisting of 1.7 x 1021 3He
atoms in a 17 cm3 volume at a polarization of « 60%,
was constructed for this experiment and is described in
more detail elsewhere in this report. The polarization
method which was developed at Princeton and Harvard
[Chupp, in Proc. 8 th Symp. High Energy Spin Physics,
Minneapolis, Sept. 1988] is based on optical pumping
of the Dl line of Rb followed by :ipin exchange colli-
sions with 3He. The 795 nm piim; light of typically
4.5 W power was obtained from a Ti Sapphire laser
pumped by a 24 W Ar ion laser. The target polar-
ization was measured by adiabatic fast passage NMR.
Proton NMR signals from a water-filled cell of the same
dimensions were used for calibration.

The experiment was carried out with the 290
MeV polarized proton beam from the TRIUMF cy-
clotron. The medium resolution spectrometer (MRS)
was placed at 27.5° (lab) to detect and identify lead-
ing protons, and 2 arrays of thick plastic scintillators
detected the struck nucleon (proton or neutron) in co-
incidence. Protons were identified by a thin scintillator
which was placed in front of the bars. High resolution
wire chambers were used to track the scattered par-
ticles back to the target, thus providing adequate re-
jection of events which originated in the glass walls of
the cell. The correlation between the momentum of the
proton in the MRS and the time of flight of the struck
nucleon served to identify the knockout reactions by
kinematical constraints.

Figure 27 shows some preliminary results from anal-
ysis of a fraction of the recorded data involving the
detector array at 58°. The data are compared with
plane wave impulse approximation (PWIA) calulations
based on the spin-momentum correlations of Blanklei-
der and Woloshyn. As expected, the measured beam
analysing powers for both the (p, 2p) and (p,pn) reac-
tion agree with the corresponding free values produced
by the PWIA. Also the (p,2p) spin correlation param-
eter is close to the prediction. However, it is indeed
surprising that the target analysing powers are con-
sistent with zero. Also, the (p,pn) spin correlation is
much smaller than expected. It seems to indicate ei-
ther a failure of the PWIA or an instrumental effect.
It is not clear why final state interactions should affect
target but not beam analysing powers.

Target analysing power measurements are intrinsi-
cally more subject to instrumental drifts than those of
beam analysing powers since the beam spin is reversed
every few minutes while the target spin is flipped only
every few hours. However, since the (p, 2p) and (p, pn)
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Fig. 27. Preliminary results of the measured spin observables for the 3He(p, 2p)pp reaction on the left and the (p, pn) reaction
on the right. The curves are PWIA calculations based on the spin-momentum distributions of Blankleider and Woloshyn.
The energy loss variable u is the difference between the beam energy and that of the leading proton. Zero recoil momentum
corresponds to u = 75 MeV.

measurements were done simultaneously, they have all
these systematic errors in common. A normalization
error in the target polarization could not alone explain
the discrepancy with PWIA expectations because the
(p, 2p) spin correlation values are substantial. Another
possible instrumental error that has been considered
is that because of the much lower (p,pn) event rate
due to neutron detector efficiency and lower elementary
cross section, it is conceivable that the (p,pn) event
sample is contaminated by (p, 2p) events. However, this
seems unlikely because a test run with a CH2 target
foil which produced an overwhelming p-p elastic event
rate yielded a relatively negligible number of (p,pn)
events. Nucleon charge exchange in the 1 mm glass

target cell wall has been estimated and found to be
negligible. Analysis of the data is continuing.

Experiment 544
A search for an excited pion-bound state of the
nucleon via p(p, X+ +)n
(S. Ram, A.I. Yavin, Tel Aviv, D. Frekers, TRIUMF)

The purpose of this experiment was to search for
a possible existence of an excited state of the nu-
cleon, characterized by a mass of m{n) > m(X) >
m(N) + m(x), a narrow width, an isospin / =1/2 or
3/2 and a charge q = —1,0,1 or 2. In this experiment
we concentrated on X++ (I = 3/2, q = 2). Such a par-
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tide, if it exists, should decay only by the weak interac-
tion, and hence should have a long lifetime. There are
no theoretical predictions for such a state, but present-
day theory cannot rule it out. An analysis of pir data
indicates that the existence of an X particle can be ac-
commodated provided that g2(XNir)/g2(NNir) < 0.1.
This means that the proposed search for an X parti-
cle via a nuclear reaction with a sensitivity of better
than 1 nb will probe a new domain on which there
is no information from pir data (by several orders of
magnitude). Such an assumed small cross section sug-
gests that an X particle could not have been seen in
either high energy e+e~ collisions or in J/ip decays.
In other words, theory (and experiment) can neither
predict an X particle nor rule it out, and a dedicated
search with high sensitivity is then in order. We have
selected the p(p,X++)n reaction as the first candidate.
The assumed very small coupling to standard channels
also suggests that the lifetime of X++ should be sev-
eral orders of magnitude larger than about 10-100 ns,
a lifetime estimated from those of the pion and the
neutron.

The MRS was used to detect the outgoing X++ par-
ticle produced in the reaction. We used an unpolar-
ized proton beam, with an energy of 460 MeV. The
MRS was positioned at an angle of 15°. A test run
took place in the summer of 1988 for the investiga-
tion of background and data rates. This run indicated
that the signature of X++ is clear so that we would
not have to require a coincidence with the neutron.
In the winter of 1989 a 5-shifts run was carried out
in which we scanned, over two momentum bites, the
whole assumed mass region for the X++. Identifica-
tion and background elimination were done by means
of time of flight and energy loss in the scintillators at
the image plane of the magnet. Background from pro-
tons with the same magnetic rigidity as that of the
X++ was suppressed by absorbers inserted between the
Si and 52 scintillators of the focal plane polarimeter.
These absorbers will not stop the X++ whose range is
about 50% larger than that of the protons. The two-
dimensional spectrum of time of flight vs. energy loss
was background free in the region of the X++, allowing
the observation of minute cross sections. The data are
presently being analysed and preliminary results indi-
cate that the cross section for the production of X++

in the studied reaction (if it exists) is very small.

Experiment 550
Quasifree radiative pion capture on 16O at
90, 125 and 160 MeV
(W.C. Olsen and D.J. Mack, Alberta)

Because pion photoproduction dominates the total
photon-nucleon cross section in the delta resonance
region, calculations of many photo-nucleus reactions
require the pion photoproduction amplitudes as in-
put. However, one suspects that the medium modifi-
cations in this case may noi be insignificant owing to
the greater coupling of resonant energy vr+ 's to pro-
tons rather than to neutrons. For example, a two-step
mechanism with the ir+ + p —+ A + + as a doorway
could interfere with the direct radiative capture pro-
cess ir++n —> 7+p. In order for the photon to fulfill its
promise as a probe of nuclei and their constituents, we
must understand its interaction in the nuclear medium
as well as we do in free space.

The A-hole model is the starting point for most mod-
ern calculations of pion-nucleus reactions. However,
even at energies near the A resonance, reaction mech-
anisms other than direct A production can be impor-
tant. For example, in the case of the 16O(jr~,5r~p)15N
reaction, two-step diagrams including the A-N interac-
tion have been found to be as important as the single-
step A diagram [Kyle et a/., Phys. Rev. Lett. 52, 974
(1984); Takaki and Thies, Ann. Phys. 166, 1 (1986)].
In the case of pion photoproduction reactions in nuclei,
effects such as coherent ir° propagation and the A-N
interaction have been included in the A-hole model
in an unsuccessful attempt to explain resonance region
data from the 14N(7, ?r+)14Cg.B. reaction [Suzuki, Nucl.
Phys. A460, 607 (1986)]. It is not yet clear if this is
a general failure of the model or limited to this par-
ticular reaction. More exclusive data are sorely needed
in the resonance region, preferably data which do not
emphasize large recoil momenta.

With the goal of taking data which would be help-
ful in understanding the effects of the nuclear medium
on the photoproduction operator, we have proposed
measurements of the quasifree radiative capture in
1 6 O(TT + , 7P) 1 5 O at 90, 125 and 160 MeV. By empha-
sizing quasifree kinematics, we are able to minimize
uncertainties in the wave functions used. 16O is also a
tractable nucleus for A-hole model calculations. This
program of three energies is intended to allow us to
compare theoretical calculations to data both on and
off resonance.

A test run was made in June, using a beam energy of
125 MeV. The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 28.
The TINA Nal crystal was used to detect the gamma
rays. This large Nal crystal has approximately 100%
efficiency, 4.5% energy resolution, and was collimated
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Fig. 28. Schematic diagram of experimental arrangement.

to a solid angle of 17 msr. Protons were simultaneously
detected in one of four 15 msr plastic scintillator dE-
E telescopes borrowed from the University of Regina
group. One telescope was located at the angle for the
quasifree ir+ +n —> 7 +p reaction, and the other three
telescopes were positioned as closely as possible around
it. It was not possible to place the proton telescopes at
angles larger than about 60° due to the low energy of
the protons. An excitation spectrum (Fig. 29) shows
radiative capture on a neutron from the p shell of 16O
clearly separated from the large background due to sin-
gle charge exchange. Our final presentation of the data
will be in the form of energy-sharing distributions for
each telescope.

Because of our successful test run, the EEC has
awarded us 29 shifts in 1990 at medium priority. We
expect to complete data-taking in the summer of 1990.
The only significant change in the experimental set-up
will be the substitution of the TINA Nal crystal for the
unique Boston University Nal crystal which has 1.3%
energy resolution. The improved energy resolution on
the gamma arm will not only improve the separation
of the p-shell knockout from the n° background but
will also give us some idea of the population of the
low-lying states.

- 5 0 0 50 100 15D 200 250
MISSING MASS (MeV)

Fig. 29. Missing mass energy spectrum taken with the
TINA Nal detector in coincidence with protons produced at
the quasielastic angle corresponding to jr++n —» y+p in the
1 6O(x+ , 7p)15O reaction. The small peak at approximately
20 MeV missing mass corresponds to radiative capture on
a neutron from the p-shell of 26O.
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Experiment 552
Analysing powers in the reaction pp —<- dx* very near
threshold
(D.A. Hutcheon, TRIUMF)

This experiment is a continuation of the program
started by Expt. 466, the measurement of np —*• dv°
cross sections very close to threshold energy. The
analysing powers measured by Expt. 552, if combined
with constraints imposed by Watson's theorem, should
uniquely determine the near-threshold NN —»• dir° am-
plitudes.

A polarized beam, reduced by collimation to 106 pro-
tons per second, was incident on a 1.5 cm thick liq-
uid hydrogen target. Forward-going reaction deuterons
were detected in singles by the medium resolution spec-
trometer (MRS). Unscattered beam was blocked by a
micro-beam dump located in front of the MRS.

Experiment 552 received 9 shifts of beam in Au-
gust. Data were taken at beam energies of 4 and
8 MeV above the reaction threshold. Data analysis is
in progress at the University of Alberta.

Experiment 570
Gamma-neutrino angular correlation in muon
capture on 28Si
(D.S. Armstrong, Virginia Polytechnic)

The question of the magnitude of the induced pseu-
doscalar coupling constant gp of the weak sernileptonic
interaction has prompted much experimental and the-
oretical effort. Muon capture reactions have been con-
centrated upon since their large characteristic momen-
tum transfer makes them especially sensitive to gp. De-
spite this sensitivity the magnitude of gp for the nu-
cleon is only known to a 22% precision, and the ques-
tion of whether or not gp is renormalized in a nucleus is
still open. Recent measurements of the rate of radiative
muon capture (RMC) indicate a possible ^-dependent
renormalization of gp in nuclei; however, the interpre-
tation of these results is bedevilled by nuclear structure
uncertainties.

Another observable in muon capture that can be
sensitive to gp is the angular correlation between the
neutrino and a nuclear de-excitation gamma-ray. The
muon capture reaction is characterized by three direc-
tional quantities, fi = the muon spin direction, 7 =
unit vector along the photon momentum and v — unit
vector along the neutrino momentum. The muon cap-
ture rates will depend, in general, upon correlations
between these directions. The correlation coefficients
themselves will depend upon the weak coupling con-
stants, the spin-parity sequence, the kinematics and
the nuclear wave functions. In certain cases the coeffi-

cients can be strongly dependent upon gp and rather
insensitive to other (nuclear structure) uncertainties.
In the specific case of an allowed 0+ — 1 + -> 0+ se-
quence, the correlation function can be written

= 7(0) [1 + aP2(cos07I,)

(1)

Since the nuclear recoil is opposite to the neutrino
direction, the y-i/,, angular correlation is equivalent to
the correlation between the nuclear recoil and the sub-
sequent gamma-ray. The emitted gamma-ray will be
Doppler shifted by the nuclear recoil velocity, with the
amount of the shift being simply related to the angle
of the gamma with respect to the nuclear recoil. Hence
the measurement of the gamma-ray energy distribution
constitutes a measurement of the 7-1/p angular corre-
lation, as long as the recoiling nucleus does not slow
down appreciably before the emission of the gamma.
Such a case is the muon capture reaction

Al*(2202 l+) »*g8Al"(972.6 0+)7 (2)

where the width of the resulting Doppler-broadened
1229 keV gamma-ray is 9.3 keV.

The only previous measurement of the gamma-
neutrino angular correlation following muon capture
on 28Si was performed by Miller et at. [Phys. Rev. Lett.
29, 1194 (1972)] at SREL. This is in fact the only ex-
periment of this type that has been done to date. The
1229 keV gamma-rays were detected at 90° with re-
spect to the muon spin direction, so that the primary
sensitivity was to the coefficient a. The measurement
was limited by statistics, an unfavorable signal/noise
ratio and the detector energy resolution (2.7 keV). Sev-
eral factors enable an improvement for the present ex-
periment. The high current, 100% duty cycle and clean
muon beams available at TRIUMF are advantageous.
Solid-state detectors (intrinsic Ge crystals) now avail-
able readily achieve better than 2.0 keV resolution, and
Compton-suppression devices (e.g. BGO) can improve
signal/noise ratios by factors of 5 or more.

The plan of the experiment will be to make mea-
surements with the detector at three different angles,
90°, 30° and 120°, to determine the coefficients a, ft
and 02- At the time of writing an initial two-week
run was under way on the M9B channel using two
large (150 and 200 cc, respectively) intrinsic Ge detec-
tors, each equipped with BGO Compton-suppression
devices. The aim of this run was to investigate the var-
ious backgrounds and to make an initial measurement
at 90°.
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Search for a strangeness —2 dibaryon
BNL 813, 836 (Carnegie Mellon-BNL-New Mexico-
CEN Saclay-Manitoba-Pitt&burg-Erlangen-
Freiburg-TRIUMF-Houston-Vassar collaboration)
(D.R. Gill, TRIUMF; W.T.H. van Otrs, Manitoba)

When light systems are calculated in the multiquark
bag model, it is found that for no strange quarks the en-
ergy per nucleon increases monotonically with nucleon
number A, and hence the system has no bound mul-
tiquark state except the nucleon itself. When strange
quarks are allowed in this model, the energy per nu-
cleon has a minimum at A=2, S = —2. The i/-particle
is such a system containing two up, two down and two
strange quarks. How long such a system would live de-
pends on its mass. If heavier than the AA (the lightest
known doubly strange system) mass of 2230 MeV, it
could decay without changing strangeness and would
hence be unbound against strong decay. Below this
mass it would have to decay by the weak interaction
with a change in strangeness. Between the A A mass
and the single strangeness AN at 2056 MeV, a decay
with a single strangeness change would be possible.
Donoghue et al. [Phys. Rev. D 34, 3434 (1986)] calcu-
late lifetimes in the range H 10~8 to 10~6 s in this mass
range. Below 2056 MeV a double strangeness change
would be required and the predicted lifetime jumps to
the order of 10 days.

The original calculation of Jaffe [Phys. Rev. 38, 195
(1977)] puts the H mass at 2150 MeV, 80 MeV below
the A A mass (J5/f=80 MeV). Various other calculations
range from this mass to slightly above the AA mass (i.e.
slightly unbound). Brookhaven experiments E813 and
E836, designed to look for the i/-particle, will run on
a new 2 GeV/c channel in early 1991. The components
for this channel and the experiment are presently being
assembled. The experimental set-up for either E813 or
E836 is shown schematically in Fig. 30.

In E813, a K~ beam incident on a liquid hydrogen
target produces a H~ via the p(K~, K+) reaction. The
S~ is then brought to rest in a liquid deuterium target,
forming a (2" , d)atom which decays into an H particle
and a neutron. The signature for the formation of the
H particle is a coincidence between a K+ of the correct
momentum and a monoenergetic peak in the neutron
time-of-flight spectrum. The identity of K+ and its
momentum are to be measured with a combination of
magnetic spectrometer and scintillation time-of-flight
(KTOF) array. The coincident neutrons are to be de-
tected in a pair of scintillation time-of-flight (NTOF)
arrays. The University of Manitoba/TRIUMF (UM/T)
part of the collaboration is responsible for providing
some of the scintillators and bases and for the assem-
bly of these into parts of NTOF and KTOF arrays.

The stand required to mount the KTOF array is also
part of the UM/T contribution to the collaboration.

In E836, both targets are combined into a single liq-
uid 3He target. E836 is designed to be sensitive to more
tightly bound H particles {BH to 350 MeV).

The neutron energy would range from 130 MeV for
BH=l00 MeV to 10 MeV if B f f =-20 MeV. The NTOF
consists of two arrays of 50 2 in.x5 in.x72 in. bars
of Bicron BC-408 scintillator, one on each side of the
target. The University of Manitoba is contributing 40
of these bars. Fabrication is now complete at TRIUMF
and the bars are being tested. The bars will be mounted
in a stand to be built at Carnegie-Mellon University.
Each group of 50 is to be mounted in five layers of 10.

Two designs were considered for the light guide to
be used with these bars. A simple design was preferred
as it can be more easily used to support the weight of
the bar but such a design accepts a lot of large angle
light which has arrived after multiple reflection, and
there was some concern that this would adversely af-
fect the timing. The UM/T designed a more sophis-
ticated guide with both sides sloping at the same an-
gle to accept less of the large angle light. This design
also required the use of a shape transformation section.
Timing tests were made using cosmic rays, and the ad-
vanced design showed no clear advantage so the more
robust and easy to manufacture design was chosen.

The timing was tested by using cosmic rays pen-
etrating the 2 in. dimension of the bars. Two small
(1.25 in. x 1.25 in.) scintillators were placed in coin-
cidence, one on each side of the bar to define the hit
position. The time difference peak measured 543 ps
FWHM at the middle of the bar and 627 ps FWHM
6 in. from the end, giving resolutions for the time aver-
age of 271 ps FWIIM to 314 ps FWHM, which will be
adequate for the requirements of the experiment. The
timing resolution in fact is expected to be dominated
by the thickness of the bar; a 70 MeV neutron takes
455 ps to go 5 cm.

Each end of each bar is viewed by an XP2262/H pho-
tomultiplier tube. As no standard photomultiplier base
seemed ideal, the UM/T investigated having a custom
base designed and built in Vancouver. By contracting
out the design and construction of this base but or-
dering the parts, it was possible to produce 280 bases
at under $150 each. This should be compared to over
$400 for typical standard bases such as those of TRI-
UMF and CERN. The bases not used on the University
of Manitoba neutron detection scintillators have been
purchased by the 77-particle collaborators at Carnegie
Mellon University and the University of New Mexico
for use on the other neutron detection scintillators and
other detectors of the ZT-particle search.

The KTOF detector array will consist of 36 plas-
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n Selector

Fig. 30. Schematic of experimental set-up for E813/836.

tic scintillator bars each 5 cmx7 cm x 200 cm in size.
These will be stacked to form an array 2.0 mx2.52 m
that will be tilted at the appropriate angle to detect
the K+ that have been directed upward by the kaon
spectrometer magnet. The UM/T has ordered a sam-
ple bar for this array for the purpose of testing various
light collection/timing schemes. These tests should be
complete early in 1990 and the UM/T will then order
the rest of the array. The assembly of the complete set
of bars is scheduled to be complete by next summer.

The stand for the KTOF array must allow for fine
adjustments in position at the required angle of tilt.
The design for this stand is under way and its con-
struction will begin early in the new year.

Polarization and weak decay of hypernuclei
KEK 160 (TRIUMF-SFU-Osaka-INS Tokyo-
KEK-Tohoku-Kyushu collaboration)
(D.R. GUI, TRIUMF)

The study of hypernuclei affords unique insights into
the nature of hadronic interactions beyond those avail-
able from standard nuclear physics research. The SU(3)
8 representation contains the familiar constituents of
ordinary nuclei, the neutron and the proton as well
as the A, £ and H hyperons which possess strange
quarks and are thus distinguishable from nucleons

when implanted in the nuclear medium. The princi-
pal production mechanisms employed for hypernuclei
are strangeness exchange and associated production.
The elementary processes corresponding to those usu-
ally used to produce A hypernuclei are n{K~ ,ir~)k
and n(ir+, K+)\. The formation of high spin states is
favoured by the form factor of the (jr+,/sT+) reaction.
This reaction has recently been proven experimentally
to be a powerful method to produce hypernuclei, hy-
pernuclear ground states having been produced even
in heavy hypernuclei (see BNL E798 report in 1987
Annual Report, p. 51).

Recently it has been shown theoretically that
(?r+, A'+) reactions around pT ~ 1 GeV/c can produce
A hypernuclear states with large spin-polarization and
spin-alignment. It has also been shown that despite the
fact that these states are mostly in the unbound region
with high excitation energy their spin-polarization and
spin-alignment are well preserved in particle and y de-
cays and the spin (s\) of the A as well as the total spins
(Jj) of the final hypernuclear states are polarized. The
expectation is thus that the (ir+,K+) reaction can be
employed to produce a highly polarized 1~ ^2C ground
state and 5/2+ " B ground state.

The objective of Expt. 160 at KEK is to determine
if these polarizations are realised by measuring an-
gular correlations of weak decay particles from these
states in coincidence with the production through the
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Fig. 31. Calculated angular distribution for nonmesonic decay protons from " C and "B ground states.

(n+,K+) reaction. This could establish the feasibility
of a program to study magnetic moments of A hyper-
nulei through observation of the spin precession in a
magnetic field. Magnetic moments are an important
probe of nuclear structure because theoretical calcu-
lations involve one-body operators and are therefore
relatively simple to evaluate. This should also hold for
hypernuclear spectroscopy.

Heavy A hypernuclei decay preferentially through
the nonmesonic (NM) weak interaction A+N -* N+N
because the mesonic decay of the A in nuclei is severely
suppressed by Pauli blocking, the nucleon states en-
ergetically available being full. Predicted angular dis-
tributions of NM decay protons from A 2 C(1~)

 anc*
\1B(5/2+) calculated with amplitudes derived in this
way are shown by dashed lines in Fig. 31.

The solid lines in this figure are for amplitudes de-
rived from a model including if and heavy meson ex-
change.

As stated Expt. 160 aims at finding for the first time
the asymmetry of the NM weak decay protons from
the ground states of ^2C and j^B produced by the
(ir+,K+) reaction. Pions of momentum ~1.05 GeV/c
will be provided by the K2 beam line at KEK. The

reaction will take place in a segemented scintillator ac-
tive target (provided by the TRIUMF part of the col-
laboration) with the kaon being detected in the PIK
spectrometer. Counter telescopes consisting of a AE
counter of 5 mm plastic scintillator and an E counter of
segmented Nal scintillators are placed above and below
the target to measure the asymmetry of the NM decay
protons. The TRIUMF group has begun construction
of the active target which consists of 64 segments of
2 mm thick scintillator. Signals from these segments
are fed to a Hammamatsu 64 channel phototube, each
channel being read out to a TKO ADC. Construction
of this target began in December and tests will be car-
ried out in January 1990 and the target will be deliv-
ered to KEK in early February 1990 for installation
in the experiment. The primary purpose of the active
target is to reduce the background due to the quasifree
production of A's. The segmentation of the target will
also provide for a better determination of the vertex of
the reaction. This knowledge will improve the asymme-
try measurement and will allow for better energy loss
corrections for the pion and kaon, therefore improving
the resolution in the kaon spectrum.
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RESEARCH IN CHEMISTRY AND SOLID-STATE PHYSICS

Experiments 398, S46
Muonium-substituted free radicals
(P. W. Percival, Simon Fraser)

The original aim of Expt. 398 was to explore the
application of muon level-crossing resonance spec-
troscopy to the study of free radicals. It turned out
to be a great success, spawning many different lines of
research and several new proposals. The study of radi-
cals in the gas phase was continued by Expt. 500, while
Expt. 546 took up the condensed phase studies. A new
proposal, Expt. 586, devoted to radicals on surfaces,
will begin in 1990.

Much of the work has been concerned with in-
tramolecular motion in free radicals. The study
of vibrational modes in muonium cyclohexadienyl
(C6H6Mu), described in the 1988 TRIUMF Annual
Report, was extended with further measurements of
13C hyperfine coupling constants and extensive semi-
empirical calculations. This work has now been ac-
cepted for publication in Chemical Physics.

Another radical that has received much attention in
the past year is propyl (CH3CHMUCH2). Muon and
proton hyperfine coupling constants have been mea-
sured over a wide temperature range, encompassing
solid, liquid and gaseous propene. Data analysis is un-
der way.

On the apparatus development side much effort has
gone into refining the prototype radio-frequency muon
spin resonance apparatus. A tangible result of this ef-
fort is the successful detection of several free radicals.
An example is shown in Fig. 32.
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-.008
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Fig. 32. 151 MHz muon spin resonance spectrum of muo-
nium cyclohexadienyl in liquid benzene at ambient temper-
ature.

Experiment 420
Kinetic isotope effects in the reaction of muonium
with the halogens
(A.C. Gonzalez, D.G. Fleming, UBC)

The reaction of H atoms with the halogens gases
has received considerable attention over the years and
has been brought into focus in the last decade by the
development of chemical lasers. Like H+H2, the reac-
tions of H+X2 are abstraction reactions, amenable to
calculations by reaction theories. However, unlike the
Liu-Siegbahn potential for H3, there are no accurate
ab initio surfaces for HX2. The study of isotopic mass
effects on the reaction kinetics for H+X2 plays a dual
role by helping to define semi-empirical potential en-
ergy surfaces at the same time they provide a test for
reaction theories. In particular, the Mu reactions are
very important in assessing the tunneling contribution
and the zero point energy shifts at the transition state.

The rate constants for the reaction of muonium with
the halogens F 2 , CI2 and Br2 over the temperature
range 100-500 K have been measured during the 1987-
88 beam time and the results published [J. Chem.
Phys. 91, 6164 (1989)]. During the 1989 beam time
this project has been extended to study the reaction
of Mu with I2 at 400-500 K. The whole set of data is
displayed in Fig. 33, along with the most recent vari-
ational transition state theory (VTST) of Garrett and
co-workers [Garrett et a!., Hyp. Int. 32, 779 (1986)]. In
comparing the Mu data with the corresponding H atom
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Fig. 33. Arrhenius plot for the reaction of Mu with F2
(squares), Cl2 (triangles), Br2 (circles), and I2 (diamonds).
The dashed line and the dotted-dashed line are from the
VTST calculations for Mu+F2 , Mu+Cl2 and Mu+Bra, re-
spectively.
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data, it is found that Mu invariably reacts faster than
H atom at all temperatures, especially at low tempera-
tures in the cases of F2 and CI2. The Arrhenius plot for
both the F2 and CI2 show positive activation energies,
which decrease to near zero at low temperature, indica-
tive of the dominant role played by quantum tunnel-
ing of the ultralight Mu. The Br2 data exhibit a small
negative activation energy over the range 200-400 K,
which decreases more at higher temperatures, while
the I2 data exhibit an essentially zero activation energy
over the range 400-500 K. The h measurements will
be extended down to room temperature during 1990.

Experiment 449
Muon and muonium states via rf spectroscopy
(S.R. Kreitzman, UBC)

Experiment 449 has been concerned with the de-
velopment of radio-frequency methods in muon spec-
troscopy. The motivation for this work lies in the need
to have a set of spectroscopic tools which would be
more selective and problem specific for various types
of fiSR studies. In this vein we will report on four
techniques which have been developed in the course
of this experiment. Two of these techniques (viz. the
spin echos) are based on time differential methods and
are specifically designed to obtain model-independent
measurements of muon diffusivity in the solid state.
The other two experiments rely on the use of inte-
gral detection and we illustrate their use in a) the very
pretty two-photon absorption spectra found in normal
muonium (Mu) systems, and b) the detection of final
states in semiconductors which contain (t+, Mu and
Mu* charge states.

The transverse field muon spin echo (TF/iSE)

The TF/iSE experiment is analogous to the classi-
cal spin echo of NMR. Two features, one in the ex-
perimental concept and one in the physical interpreta-
tion, distinguish it from its NMR cousin. The concep-
tual feature which must be understood pertains to the
'phase coherence' of the muon and the rf frequency
source used to manipulate the muon spin. At a cw
facility like TRIUMF muons arrive randomly in the
sample and therefore have no particular phase rela-
tionship with the rf frequency. This implies that the rf
magnetic fields, which are generated in a (transverse)
plane perpendicular to a large static external field, will
be randomly oriented in this plane for an ensemble of
muons, thereby resulting in zero (i.e. random) trans-
verse muon spin polarization. In order to overcome this
inherent difficulty the way in which a time differential
muon experiment is carried out must be modified. The
standard procedure in such an experiment is to start a

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
*" TIME (Microsec)

Fig. 34. Muon "rotating reference frame" polarization dur-
ing the application of a 90-180 spin echo sequence. During
the first 90 pulse the polarization is rotated out of z direc-
tion into the xy plane (see inset). The 180 pulse after 2 /is
serves to refocus the spins, with a subsequent (negative)
echo occurring about 2 /is later (at 5 /is). The amplitude
of the echo contains infoimation on muon diffusion.

clock promptly when the muon enters the sample and
subsequently stop the clock when the decay positron
is detected. In order for the TF//SE experiment to be
viable one must establish a fixed relationship between
the detection of the muon and the rf phase. This is
accomplished by triggering the clock not on the prompt
incoming muon, but on the first rising rf cycle after
the muon has been detected. Using this modified /iSR
method TF/zSE experiments, i.e. that shown in Fig. 34,
can be successfully carried out.

The purpose of introducing the TF/iSE into /*SR
was to enable the measurement of muon diffusion in a
model-independent way. The physical manifestation of
the TF/zSE is also quite different from that found in
the standard NMR literature. There, spin echoes gen-
erally are found to occur at 2rff, and the amplitude of
the echo is indicative of the rate of diffusion through a
slowly varying field gradient. In fiSR, however, muon
diffusion implies that the local dipolar fields of the sur-
rounding nuclei generate a series of random fields at
the muon site. This total loss of coherence in the local
field after only one muon jump (say in an average time
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of rc) results in a echo occurring at the lesser of rc or
TV after the it pulse. For short hop times the position
of the echo is directly indicative of the time rc inde-
pendent of the detailed dynamics of the the local field
distribution. The expression for the echo a time t after
the 7T pulse is found to be

with {Q.2) the second moment of the static field distri-
bution.

The longitudinal field muon spin echo (LF/xSE)

In contrast to the TF/iSE, which is the analogue of
its NMR counterpart, the ability to detect muons in
the LF configuration allows one to develop a different
dass of spin echo type experiments that do not have
the complication of coherence associated with them. A
result of a recent test on such a system is illustrated
below (Fig. 35). The system, with its initial polariza-
tion directed along a large external field, is subjected
to a transverse resonant rf irradiation which contains a
phase reversal at time r. Before the phase reversal the
LF polarization precesses out of the z direction. If the
muon remains static the polarization will echo to its
initial amplitude a time r after the in phase shift. If,
however, the muon sees a different LF before and after
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Fig. 35. LF spin echo is produced by applying a continuous
if pulse that contains a 180 phase reversal at a time t (2.2 /is
in the diagiam). t aftei the phase reversal the polarization
will echo and then continues to evolve under the influence
of the rf. A series of phase reversals could be used after
every t so that the resulting echo amplitudes would yield
information on diffusion. Note that the LF polarization is
detected in the lab frame unlike the TFfiSE which must do
its detection in the rotating frame.
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Fig. 36. Breit-Rabi diagram for normal Mu. Energy units
of hi/o (i/o=4463.02 MHz) and magnetic field units of Bo

(0.1585 T). With the rf at a fixed frequency seeping through
a field region will cause the |2) <-+ |3) resonance to occur
at first at lower fields. This figure is reproduced from Phys.
Rev. Lett. 53, 90 (1984).

the phase shift (i.e. from local field changes due to dif-
fusion) only a partial echo will form whose amplitude
is indicative of the diffusion rate. Although the LF/*SE
in still in its infancy, the possibility of devising cus-
tomized pulse sequences coupled with the relatively
straightforward experimental configuration seems to
indicate a promising future.

Two-photon absorption spectroscopy (TPAS)

After the development of a broadband (220 MHz)
spectrometer for the study of muonium charge states
(discussed below) we serendipitously found a known
but little publicized experiment with which to demon-
strate our very versatile toy. The experiment, carried
out on the normal muonium system of fused S1O2, in-
volves the generation of a "forbidden" Am=2 transi-
tion in a three-level system. The Breit-Rabi (energy
level) diagram for such a system in a low magnetic
field is illustrated in Fig. 30. The eigenstates in ques-
tion are labeled |1), |2), |3) with Sz quantum numbers
of 1,0,-1, respectively. The fourth eigenstate is gener-
ally too far away to enter any considerations here.
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Fig. 37. The three lines shown correspond to the 2-3, 1-3
(2 photon), and the 1-2 resonances of Fig. 36. Both the 1
photon lines are saturated (i.e. at maximum amplitude),
whereas the 1-3 line would grow stronger with more rf
power. Because the external field was swept instead of the
frequency, the central line is not exactly in the centre of
the two 1-photon lines.

Ordinary |Am | = 1 transitions can be induced at
low to moderate rf power levels as illustrated in the
lower spectrum of Fig. 37. As the power is increased,
however, a very narrow strong line shows up at the
mean frequency l/2fi2 + ^23- This line is due to the
absorbtion of two photons and causes a direct tran-
sition from |1) to |3). The interesting feature of this
line is that its transition frequency is independent of
the position of state |2) or, in other words, it is in-
dependent of the muonium hyperfine parameter. Two
other features distinguish this line from an ordinary
|Am | = 1 transition. Firstly, its saturated amplitude,
for the case of Mu, is four times that of the standard
lines, and secondly it has a natural linewidth (aris-
ing from the muon's lifetime) only 1/2 the standard
linewidth. This last point is very surprising, since it is
commonly thought the width of all fiSK spectroscopic
lines must be at least 1/(TTT^) = 140 kHz whereas the
linewidth of the 2 photon line is less than 70 kHz.

Muon charge states in semiconductors via
LF rf spectroscopy

When muons are implanted into semiconductors, it
can take the form of at least three different charge
states, muonium (Mu), anomalous muonium (Mu*),
and the diamagnetic state usually called / J + . Mu and
Mu* are states with a single bound unpaired electron,
whereas n+ is generally considered to have no bound
electron (except in some cases where a fi+ state might
be conjectured to have two paired bound electrons).
Mu can be considered a light isotope of hydrogen and
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Fig. 38. The closed symbols indicate amplitude of the final
H+ state (via rf /iSR) in GaAs as a function of temperature.
This may be compared with the prompt asymmetry (open
symbols, on a different sample) taken by TF methods. The
data indicate that Mu* converts to (i* starting at 100 K,
but there is no indication of similar behaviour for Mu.

is characterized with an isotropic hyperfine interaction.
Mu* in contrast has a strongly anisotropic hyperfine in-
teraction that is usually much weaker than that found
in Mu, indicative of an electron less localized on the
muon. In the semiconductors Si and GaAs it has been
found that both Mu and/or Mu* convert to /x+ as the
temperature is increased. Using an experimental setup
similar to that of the LF//SE (but without any phase
shifting of the rf) one can monitor the / i+ asymmetry
as a function of temperature. This asymmetry is not
just the n+ fraction that forms promptly, but also in-
cludes a contribution from final states, i.e. those Mu
or Mu* species that convert into / i+ during the muon
lifetime of 2.2 fis. Because of this extra final-state con-
tribution comparing relative TF and rf [i+ amplitudes
allows one to deduce information pertaining to the rate
of fi+ formation during the above-mentioned conver-
sions. This form of final-state spectroscopy will have
a promising future in the study of muon metastable
states in semiconductors.

Experiment 450
/tSR studies of sub- and supercritical fluids
(J.R. Kempton, UBC)

The focus of Expt. 450 is to examine the distribu-
tion of muon polarization in materials in the density
region between low pressure vapours («1 atm) and
condensed media. For many years there has been a
discrepancy both in the amount of polarization seen
in muonium (PMU) and diamagnetic (PD) environ-
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ments and in the relative fractions of the muonium
and diamagnetic signals (/Mu and / D , respectively) be-
tween these markedly different density regions. For liq-
uids both PMU and the lost (or missing) polarization
(ft = 1 — Afu — ^b) are typically about 0.2. Mu and
D muon formation in this phase are the result of neu-
tralization and ion capture processes in a radiation-
induced spur on a picosecond time scale. The missing
fraction in this phase is attributed to spin exchange
of muonium with transient paramagnetic species (H
atoms, other radicals, and electrons) formed in the spur
on a time scale of nanoseconds. In low pressure molecu-
lar vapours (< lOatm), Mu formation is due to epither-
mal charge exchange (e.g. /i+-t-CH4 —* Mu* + CH4+)
with the D environment most likely due to hot atom
reaction (e.g. Mu* + CH4 —> MUH + CH3). At a pres-
sure wl atm a significant fraction of the initial muon
polarization is lost due to the residence time in the
muonium state during the slowing down process being
long compared to the time scale for ft+ depolarization
via the hyperfine interaction (1/v = 0.22 ns). As the
pressure is increased in most gases in the range of 1-
10 atm, PL tends to zero while PMU tends to one. Some
exceptions to this are found in CCI4 and Xe which are
heavy "spherical" molecules requiring long thermaliza-
tion times. For much higher pressures (10-100 atm),
Pi, is observed to increase with pressure in C2H6 and
N2, However, the lost fraction in N2 is recovered above
100 atm due to geminate recombination of N2+ and
e~ while i \ remains constant for C2H6 up to 250 atm
(Expt. 450, 1988 Annual Report). In some gases, the
diamagnetic fraction will remain constant or increase
with density indicating the presence of hot atom pro-
cesses.

During 1989 the time allocated '..> Expt. 450 was
used to study the pressure dependence of the muon
polarizations in propane, methane and argon. We find
that the relative muon fractions in propane are inde-
pendent of pressure up to 5 atm with fun = 0.80(2).
This indicates that hot atom reactions are responsible
and are predominantly of an abstraction type at these
pressures, in agreement with earlier studies of a variety
of molecular gases (e.g. H2, CH4 and C2H6) over a com-
parable pressure range. For methane we find that the
density dependence of the polarizations and fractions
are similar to those seen in ethane where the lost polar-
ization and diamagnetic fraction increase with pressure
between 10 and 200 atm. This behaviour suggests that
both spur and hot atom processes are present with the
former most likely at the higher pressures (>100 atm.

The focus of Expt. 385 was the study of the missing
fractions in Xe up to six atmospheres, where a large
missing fraction (PL « 0.2) still exists. In Expt. 450
we have extended the study of argon up to 60 atm.
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Fig. 3d. Muon polarization in argon as a function of pres-

We observe that the missing fraction decreases to zero
at 3 atm and then increases again as the pressure is
increased (Fig. 39). Secondly, we observe that the dia-
magnetic polarization increases up to 20 atm. The first
observation indicates that the thermalization times in
argon are similar to those in ethane implying that
electron number (Z) and not molecular structure is
the significant quantity in the thermatization process.
This was also the conclusion in a much earlier study
[Fleming ti al, Phys. Rev. A 26, 2527 (1982)]. The
decrease in the missing fraction to zero at these pres-
sures also means that moderation efficiency in argon is
similar to that in the lighter noble gases (i.e. helium
and neon) and is much better than that in Kr and Xe.
The diamagnetic signal in Ar is known to be due to
molecular ion formation (Expt. 340), ArMu+, and the
second observation indicates that this ion formation
increases until 20 atm. This is to be expected if colli-
sional quenching of a small amount of unstable states
[ArMu+]* is required to give a stable product. The sub-
sequent decrease in Po at the higher pressures (Fig. 39)
could be due to spur effects, ArMu++e~ —• Ar+Mu,
as believed in the case of N2 (see 1988 Annual Report),
but the lack of a concomitant increase in PMU is sur-
prising.
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Experiment 461
MuSR studies of dioxygen and ethylene
physiaorbed on pure silica powder
(R.F. Marzke, Arizona State; J. Kempton, UBC)

During January muonium spin relaxation rates were
measured as functions of temperature and surface
dioxygen (O2) concentration, in both transverse and
longitudinal magnetic field geometries, for a sam-
ple of optically pure, highly dispersed silica (SiO2)
powder onto which controlled amounts of O2 were
physisorbed. As noted in last year's Annual Report, the
supporting silica powder's lack of paramagnetic inpu-
rities (e.g. Fe3+) means that all strong features of the
relaxation can be attributed solely to interactions be-
tween muonium (Mu) and the adsorbate, the support
above 20 K only contributing a weak, temperature-
independent relaxation at the rate of 0.5±0.1 fis~1.
All relaxation data were acquired during these runs
with a fully temperature-equilibrated sample, a low-
pressure atmosphere of He gas being used for this pur-
pose in the sample chamber. The gas ensures that the
dioxygen is well distributed on the SiC>2 surface, which
is essential for dependable O2 concentration measure-
ments. Helium itself was found to cause no additional
Mu relaxation, as expected. Transverse-field data ob-
tained at three concentrations of physisorbed O2 are
shown in Fig. 40, normalized to unit concentration in
order to exhibit regions of adherence to, as well as de-
parture from, first-order concentration dependences in
relaxation rates.

Data similar to those of Fig. 40, taken previously
during this experiment, have exhibited the large, broad
relaxation peak caused by strong interaction between
Mu and O2 over the temperature range 30-320 K. With
the aid of a model of Mu's motion on the SiC>2 sur-
face the temperature dependence may be interpreted
as arising from the desorption of O2 from the surface.
The peak's shape and maximum are influenced by sev-
eral parameters, among them the collision probability
between Mu and O2, which is substantially greater on
the surface than in the gas phase. These Mu relax-
ation data are complementary to the constant-volume
desorption data for O2 on the silica surface, which
were obtained elsewhere for the temperature range 90-
160 K and were noted briefly in last year's report. They
shed light on the details of MU-O2 interactions in both
phases.

Longitudinal-field studies are new this year, and al-
though they are not shown here the data from these
exhibit features not previously observed in the early
work of Mobley et ah [J. Chem. Phys. 47, 3074 (1967)]
on Mu-dioxygen interactions in the pure O2 gas phase.
The most striking of these features is the persistence of
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Fig. 40. The relaxation rate of muonium per ppm dioxy-
gen physisorbed on a pure SiC>2 support, as a function of
temperature and for several values of the surface O2 con-
centration.

substantial, field-independent longitudinal relaxation
rates to values of applied magnetic field (~4 kG) much
larger than the internal hyperfine field of 1585 G seen
by triplet Mu's electron and arising from the muon's
magnetic moment. This implies that, since these fields
fully decouple the muon moment from that of the
electron, the muon itself is being relaxed much more
rapidly at high fields in the presence of the silica sur-
face than in the gas phase.

A mechanism which appears to be sufficiently strong
to explain this relaxation can be inferred from field de-
pendences of the longitudinal rate at fixed tempera-
tures. These indicate that the externally applied fields
required to decouple the electron from the muon are
considerably less ihan the 1585 G field of the muo-
nium atom itself. This in turn suggests that the chem-
ical species whose spin relaxation is being monitored
in the experiment may be a muonated radical, not
free muonium, and is most likely the transient species
MuO2. The hydrogenated form of this radical (HO2)
has been studied by ESR and found to possess hy-
perfine couplings of the order of 40 MHz, which are
of the right magnitude to account for the high-field
muon relaxation rates observed in MuO2. If we are
actually seeing MuC>2, which is not apparent in the
gas-phase MuSR work of Mobley el a/., then it would
appear that the role of the SiC>2 surface is to stabilize
this radical, extending its lifetime into the range ob-
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servable via MuSR. Such stabilization is expected on
general grounds, as the surface can act as a sink to
carry off excess energy so that the molecule can reach
its ground electronic state. Further work remains to be
done, however, on the details of the field and tempera-
ture dependences of the longitudinal rate, before a full
explanation of their novel features can be given.

Experiment 511
Chemistry of pionic hydrogen
(D.F. Measday, UBC; M. Harston, RIKEN)

We have now completed our measurements on the
chemistry of pionic hydrogen, and the year was de-
voted to the analysis of the data and to writing up the
results. Manuscripts have been accepted for publica-
tion on our results for H2/D2 mixtures and H2O/D2O
mixtures. A letter has been submitted to Physical Re-
view Letters on the transfer effects that were observed
in mixtures of bromodecane and carbon tetrachloride.
Preliminary results on these topics were reported in
the 1988 Annual Report.

Another manuscript is being prepared on the hydro-
gen capture probability in a variety of alcohols. We
have analysed the results using a simple model first
proposed by Smith [Nucl. Instrum. Methods A242,
465 (1986)]. The supposition made is that the ir~ cap-
ture on the hydrogen is modified by the position of a
particular hydrogen atom in the molecule. Thus if we
hypothesize that the probability for capture on the hy-
drogen of the OH group is R%, for a hydrogen atom
attached to the neighbouring carbon atom is RJj, and
for all other hydrogen atoms is R?H then, assuming that
capture on carbon has a probability Re and on oxygen
Ro, the probability for the final experimental observa-
tion of irp capture is given by:

WH =
n%R% « ncRc

where n is the appropriate number of atoms for that
particular molecule. It is worth emphasizing that the
parameter R encompasses both the initial selection
of that atom plus subsequent transfer to and fro. In
our analysis it is found that the hydrogen in the C-
0-H group has a probability for capturing the pion
which is about half of that for other hydrogen atoms
(see Table II). Figure 41 illustrates predictions for this
model compared to our data for a variety of alcohols
(including the key result for water). This has been
verified by studies in deuterated methanols such as
CD3OH and CH3OD, but unfortunately these mea-
rurements are complicated by the one-way transfer of
pions from the hydrogen to the deuterium. Table III

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

NUMBER OF CAR80N ATOMS

10

Fig. 41. Fit of the Smith model to the capture probability
in alcohols (water is also included).

compares predictions from the model with results from
the deuterated methanols. The agreement is excellent
if transfer is included, using our H2O/D2O results to
quantify this effect.

Table II. Best fit capture ratios for alcohols.

Capture ratio
RH/RC
Rfj/Rc
R°H/Rc
RH/RC

Experiment 520
/t+SR tests of mechanisms
perconductivity
(J.H. Brewer, UBC)

best fit
(6.62±0.35)xl0~3

(5.73±0.59)xl0-3

(2.96±0.59)xl0~3

1.7±0.2

for high temperature su-

Search for "anyon" fields in HTSC

Some theories suggest that V- and T-violating pseu-
doparticles obeying fractional statistics ("anyons")
might play a role in HTSC, and further that these pu-
tative pseudoparticles may generate "virtual vortices"
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Table III. Capture probabilities for deuterated methanols (all in units of 10 ).

Corrected Corrected
WH(exp) (H2/D2) (H2O/D2O) Alcohol series

CD3OH
CH3OD
CH3OH

0.845±0.031
5.55±0.11
7.47±0.09

1.1
6.1

(7.2)

1.3
6.2

(7.5)

1.09±0.15
6.32±0.65

7.41

that could produce anomalous local magnetic fields in
the "best" superconductors (e.g., YBa2Cu3O7) with-
out an applied field. Related V- and T-violating theo-
ries (such as the so-called "flux phase" models) share
this prediction of intrinsic internal fields. Since //SR
is uniquely suited to passively probing small internal
magnetic fields in superconductors, especially in zero
external field (ZF), we recently performed careful ZF-
^SR experiments to set upper limits on these so-called
"anyon fields".

Random local magnetic fields of any kind cause re-
laxation of the muon polarization. In longitudinal ap-
plied field (LF) or ZF the relaxation function is de-
noted G\\{t) while in transverse field (TF) it is denoted
G±_(t). (The usual xx and zz notations have been al-

tered to avoid confusion with the beam geometry con-
ventions, see Fig. 42.) The signature of a substantial
anyon field at the muon site would be coherent fx+

precession about the direction of the field (which theo-
rists agree must be along the c-axis); even for a random
powder sample this would generate an easily detected
oscillatory fiSR signal if the field were > 7 G . Such a
ZF-//SR signal was ruled out as early as January 1987,
but if the anyon fields are < 3 G it is difficult to distin-
guish a precession signal (period < 24 (is) from a Gaus-
sian relaxation in the 10-12 fis accessible to a /xSR time
spectrum. The purpose of our new experiment was to
set limits of less than 1 G on such anomalous internal
fields; this is not entirely straightforward.

beam

(Up)

(Fwd)

y (Right)

f/

Fig. 42. Co-ordinate system and labelling conventions for surface muon /iSR experiments. Note that the
superscript on the left indicates the direction of the incoming muon polarization while the subscript on the
right indicates the direction of the applied field (if any); for LF (and by continuation ZF) both will always
be the same, but for TF there are in principle two possible arrangements for each choice of super(sub)script.
(For instance, *TRV vs. *TF9 . By "weak" transverse field (WTF) we mean here ~25-50 G.
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Any anyon fields are superimposed upon the small
( ~ 1 - G) local fields from Cu nuclear moments; these
cause the familiar static Gaussian Kubo-Toyabe relax-
ation function

^ | + f (l-AV)«p (-

in zero field (ZF) and the Gaussian relaxation envelope

in transverse field (TF). Note: to obtain an equiva-
lent rms field from these relaxation parameters, use
W*[G] = ^ A ^ s " 1 ] and/or {(B - Bext)

2)*[G] =

^[fis-1] where ?„ = 2TTX 0.01355 MHz/G.
Each of these is subject to "motional narrowing" ef-

fects as the muon begins to hop from site to site at
higher T (with site correlation time rc), resulting in the
dynamic Gaussian relaxation functions G|CT(<; rc) and

(3j(<;rc). If there are additional, statistically indepen-
dent sources of relaxation (e.g., anyon fields) then the
relaxation function produced by those sources alone
will be multiplied by the nuclear dipolar relaxation
function to produce the overall muon relaxation func-
tion. In the highly anisotropic crystal structure of a
typical HTSCone may expect both G±(t) and G\\(t) to
depend upon the relative orientations of the c-axis, the
applied field (if any) and the initial muon spin polar-
ization direction P^(0). To allow a complete, compact
and consistent notation describing the measurements
we have adopted the conventions pictured in Fig. 42.

The results of our measurements on a sintered,
oriented powder sample of YBa2Cu3O6.987 from
GE (reoxygenated at UBC) and a thick film of
Bi2Sr2CaCu2Os+$ made at UBC (which appears to be
highly oriented) are shown in Fig. 43.

From these results we can make some tentative
"upper limit" conclusions about anyon fields, fraught
though they may be with caveats:

• In large-grained YBa2Cu3C>6.9S7 (what we imag-
ine to be the "best SC") the muon relaxation shows
no evidence for static local fields of more than about
1-2 G, and what there are we can reconcile with expec-
tations of dipolar fields from Cu nuclear moments. The
relaxation is anisotropic, with the larger local fields ap-
parently along the c direction. Below Tc there are addi-
tional peculiarities in the apparent dipolar relaxation
amounting to around 0.5 G, but in a crystal where the
muon has three different preferred lattice sites this can
be rationalized by many hypotheses having nothing to
do with anyons. This is not to say that a detailed the-
oretical treatment of the dipolar relaxation, once we
know the muon sites for sure [see below], will not turn

CNJ
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Fig. 43. Zero-field muon relaxation rates A;J (muon po-
larization initially along the c-axis) and Ax (sa\^-\ polar-
ization initially along the c-axis) converted into equivalent
rms local fields for an oriented powder of YBa2CusO6.987
(c || z) and a thick film of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Og+« with c\\ z ±
plane of film.

up definite anomalies; but any such effects will be sub-
tle and highly model dependent.

• More or less the same comments hold for the thick-
film Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+i sample, with the notable ex-
ception that the local fields at the muon sites seem to
be larger in the directions perpendicular to the c axis.
This may be related to the presence of additional (and
larger) nuclear moments from Bi nuclei. (It is interest-
ing that these materials give almost exactly the same
average A as the YBa2Cu306.937) The data are again
"consistent with known phenomena" to the order of
about 0.5 G.

• The fine-grained YBa2Cu3O7 samples (both the
one made at UBC by impact grinding and the commer-
cial version whose grains are more uniform but several
times larger) show behaviour at low T (setting in above
Tc but becoming dramatic below about 20 K) sugges-
tive of "spin glass" ordering of dilute local moments
whose magnitudes depend on the putative dilution but
could be as large as a fraction of a Bohr magneton -
and are thus absolutely inconsistent with nuclear dipo-
lar effects. One can say with certainty that there is
some "anomalous magnetism" in these samples. The
question is, what kind? In oxyger.-deficient samples of
YBa2Cu3Ox (x < 6.5) very similar magnetic behaviour
is a familiar phenomenon. These samples are all nomi-
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Fig. 44. Results of ZF/WTF (25 G) measurements at 100 K
on two YBaaCu3O7 samples, one with natural oxygen (16O)
and the other with 38% 17O randomly substituted for 16O.
The latter obviously shows a faster-relaxing component and
a slower relaxing component corresponding respectively to
the muons associated with 17O and those associated with
16 O. The relative strengths of the two signals match the
relative abundance of 17O and 16O, indicating that each
muon is closely associated with a single oxygen ion.

nally x — 7, so they shouldn't show any such magnetic
ordering; but we have also found that substituting Pr
for Y causes AFM order in the same material even
with x = 7, so there is more than one way to generate
what one might call "ordinary" magnetic ordering in
otherwise nonmagnetic superconducting YBa2Cu3O7.
Could the higher defect concentration in small-grained
samples be the culprit? Could the increased surface
area exaggerate the effects of contamination by H2O,
CO2, etc.? The question may not be, "What could it
be besides anyons?" but rather, "What couldn't it be
besides anyons?"

It seems we have produced the most perfectly am-
biguous results possible; for the time being, anyons are
like cold fusion: those who believed in them are free
to keep believing and those who didn't don't need to
start. We have, however, ruled out large (i.e., •> 1 G),
static, ubiquitous "anyon moments" at muon sites in
bulk materials.

0 50 100 150 200 300

Applied Field (G)

400

Fig. 45. LCR spectrum on YBa2Cu3
17Or sample taken us-

ing TD-LF-/1SR at 100 K. We expected ~ 10 G-wide LCR's
at 144 G [O(2,3)], 215 G [O(1), narrowest] and 243 G (O(4)],
neglecting the shifts of the quadripole splittings introduced
by the presence of the nearby /*+. These positions corre-
spond to the § *-* § transitions; there should also be res-
onances at half these fields due to the associated f ~ §
transitions. Considering that the /t+ seems likely to gener-
ate a substantial EFG at the O= ion with which it hydro-
gen bonds, these spectra leave plenty of room for confusion.
Further analysis in in progress.

Muon site determination in 17O-doped

A sample of YBa2Cu3C>7 was prepared at UBC with
38% of the 16O replaced by 17O. When this sample was
studied by ZF-^SR at 100 K, the relaxation function
G||(<) was quite different from that in the 16O control
sample, as shown in Fig. 44.

Encouraged by these observations, we set T = 100 K
and started *LF* measurements (using TD-fiSR) to
look for level-crossing resonances (LCR's) between the
muon Zeeman splitting and the electric quadrupole
splittings between the various states of the spin-|
17O nuclei. Three resonances were observed below
200 G (see Fig. 45). A later time-integral //SR (I-/4SR)
measurement confirmed these 17O-/i+ resonances and
showed no obvious additional LCR's above 200 G to
about 500 G.

These fresh data promise to completely determine
the muon site(s) in this material; in addition, they es-
tablish a precedent for extensive applications of 17O-
p+ LCR determinations of the muon sites in all sorts
of oxide materials.
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Coexistence of SC with magnetic order in

In earlier work we found that the (x,T) phase dia-
gram of YBaaCuaOj. includes a region (6.4 < x < 6.5)
for which magnetic order and SC coexist in the same
sample. The magnetic order appears AFM at the lower
x values and becomes progressively more disordered
until it simulates spin-glass (SG) order near x — 6.5.
These observations gave rise to two important ques-
tions:

1) Does SC coexist with magnetic order "microscop-
ically" (i.e., within the same CuCh plane) or are there
merely separate regions of the same sample that are
respectively magnetically ordered or SC, due to inho-
mogeneities in i ? The latter interpretation is difficult
to reconcile with the fact that all the muons are re-
laxed by the paramagnetic moments, but it is more
difficult to demonstrate that the entire volume of the
sample is SC.

2) Is the disorder of the "SG" state really micro-
scopic (i.e., a true spin glass state) or, again, are we
just seeing an ar-inhomogeneity in a region where the
AFM local fields (order parameter) are a steep func-
tion of x? This distinction is difficult to make with a
local probe like the /i+.

These questions have been addressed in a recent
measurement in which we used the DR to study an
YBa2Cu3O6.45 sample with well-documented oxygen
ordering on the chains. This sample, which shows a
sharp SC resistivity transition at 20 K, has been shown
to consist of a single phase of regularly ordered partial
occupations of the "chain" oxygen sites; thus there can
be no question of inhomogeneities in x.

From our data at 20 mK (see Fig. 46) there appear
to be two muon sites at 20 mK. One site sees quite
strong fields (~ 100-200 G) and the other quite weak
(~5-10 G), but both experience static Lorentzian local
field distributions superimposed upon the ubiquitous
Gaussian Kubo-Toyabe relaxation due to the Cu nu-
clear moments. Both also decouple more or less as ex-
pected in an applied LF. This behaviour is consistent
with a dilute moment SG system in which one of the
muon sites is closer to the (randomly occupied) param-
agnetic moment sites than the other and thus samples
a stronger local field distribution.

We have thus confirmed the spin glass (SG)-like
relaxation (i.e., no oscillatory signal characteristic of
AFM order) observed earlier in locally prepared sam-
ples in the same x range. This is strong evidence that
the order is actually SG rather than inhomogeneous
AFM. Moreover, the coexistence of SC and SG order
in a single-phase sample is now confirmed.

We also made 'wTF* (25 G) and *HTF, (4 kG)
measurements on this sample from 50-60 K down to

O-ordered YBo2Cu3O6.45 ZF.LF 20mK

1 2 3 4

TIME (microsec)

Fig. 46. ZF- and LF-pSR at 20 mK in an YBa2Cu3O6.45
sample with well-characterized oxygen ordering on the
chain sites.

3.5 K (Fig. 47). The results suggest Tc ss 30 K and
<T(T —• 0) ss 0.4 /is"1. The frequency shift is poorly
determined but seems not to disappear at (Tpi) as 10 K,
the temperature at which this sample (just like the
locally prepared x = 6.46 sample studied last year)
orders magnetically in a SG-like state. The trouble is,
this sample is quite small, necessitating considerable
"massaging" of the data to disentangle the SC and
SG signals from the non-relaxing background from the
Ag backing. Nevertheless, this sample is clearly both
SC and SG while certainly not inhomogeneous; thus
SC and SG - both due to the electronic structure of
the same CuO2 planes - coexist microscopically in this
sample.

Some ZF/LF studies were made on this sample at
several T below (Tjy) in an attempt to determine the In-
dependence of the fluctuation rate of the Cu moments.
The T- and B|| -dependence of the muon relaxation is
distinctive and suggests a simple reduction of the static
SG fraction as T increases, rather than any sort of
critical slowing down of spin fluctuations.

We also compared FC and ZFC TF-/iSR measure-
ments of this sample to determine the flux (de)pinning
temperature.

A new HTSC: (Lni_i:CeiS.)2(Bai_yLny)2Cu30io-« [Ln
= Nd, Sm, Eu]

Akimitsu's group in Japan has produced what ap-
pears to be a new class of HTSC materials with the
general formula given above. These are structurally
similar to the more familiar Nd-Ce-Cu-0 "electron SC"
materials and may represent a new type of negative
charge carrier HTSC.
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Fig. 47. Results of zwTFj (25 G) measurements on non-
superconducting B12CUO4 and BisSr^CuO, samples. The
former has a very sharp magnetic transition at 4 3 . 5 i l K ;
the latter is neither SC nor magnetic down to 3.5 K.

Nishida et al. have made preliminary / J S R measure-
ments at TRIUMF (under Expt. 520) on non-super-
conducting (Eui_ICex)2(Bai_jrEuj/)2Cu30io-« sam-
ples and confirmed that these show a quite sharp AFM
transition around 100 K for certain {x,y) values. This
is apparently yet another HTSC system in which AFM
order and SC are closely associated.

UBC insulating Bi2Cu04 fc Bi2Sr2Cu0x samples

These seemed likely to be magnetic; sure enough,
Bi2Cu04 has a sharp magnetic transition at 43.5 K;
there are two muon sites with local fields (as T —•
0) of 698.8 G and 1129 G. However, stoichiometric
Bi2Sr2Cu0a; shows no sign of either magnetic order
or superconductivity down to 3.5 K! This is the first
time we have actually measured a CuO2-layered ma-

terial with neither AFM nor SC, although one ex-
pects such behaviour in the "over-doped" (metallic)
La2_;rSra;Cu04_4 (x > 0.25) and analogous materials.
Since the slightly Sr-deficient version of this material
is SC with Te as 10 K, one is inclined to suspect that
the "2201" bismuth material is also such a system.

Experiment 521
nSH studies of (LaSr)CuO<, Ba(PbBi)O3 and
(BaK)BiOs (G.M. Luke, Y.J. Uemura, Columbia
Univ.; R.F. Kiefl, TRIUMF)

Experiment 521 is concerned with the study of
both high temperature superconductors (and their re-
lated compounds) and heavy fermion systems. These
systems have interesting magnetic properties, which
means the /iSR has the potential to be an extremely
powerful technique in exploring these properties. Im-
portant progress and promising results have been ob-
tained on the following topics:

1. Spin orientation change in N
2. More detailed phase diagram of

3. Static magnetic order in Sr2Cu02Cl2;
4. Understanding of muon sites in various cuprate

high-Tc systems;
5. Te vs. <T a ns/m* in (Y,Pr)Ba2Cu307;
6. Muon Knight shift and spin susceptibility in

UBe13;
7. Magnetic field penetration depth in UeFe

High temperature superconductors

The muon spin relaxation rate a in type II supercon-
ductors, measured with a transverse external field Hext

(Hci <Hext < H^), is related to the magnetic-field
penetration depth A, and consequently to the super-
conducting carrier density n, divided by the effective
mass m* as

a oc I/A2 oc n,/m* , (1)

Therefore, one can obtain experimental information
about n,/m* by measuring the relaxation rate in vari-
ous different superconductors. These results were pub-
lished in Phys. Rev. Lett.

During the summer Expt. 521 beam time, we ex-
tended this study to include an additional system:
(Yi_;EPrj;)Ba2Cu3O7- Compared to the earlier work
with the oxygen depleted 123 system YBa2Cu30y, the
Pr doped system has an advantage that it is free from
crystallographic complications caused by the oxygen
ordering. The oxygen concentration is fixed to y = 7.0
in the Pr doped system, and the hole concentration in
the CuO2 planes is controlled by the substitution of
Pr4+ for Y3+ . We have performed /xSR measurements
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Fig. 48. "Universal correlation" plot of Tc vs. <r(T — 0),
(Y,Pr)-123 points shown in solid symbols.

on ceramic specimens of the Pr doped systems with
x = 0.15 (Tc = 77 K) and x = 0.30 (Te = 62K). As
shown by the closed symbols in Fig. 48, the results
of a for the two specimens agree very well with those
from oxygen-depleted specimens and lie on the straight
line of the Tc vs. a plot. This is additional evidence
that the transition temperature Te is determined by
the superconducting carrier density n,, regardless of
the method used to control the carrier density.

In a combined neutron scattering (experiment per-
formed at HFBR at Brookhaven National Lab) and
|iSR study of a single crystal of Lat ^Sro.oeCuO-i
we have demonstrated the power of the two differ-
ent probes in studying the dynamic slowing down of
the spin fluctuations. Our results show that the above
specimen closely resembles the canonical spin glasses
CuMn or yiuFe with regard to their spin dynamics.

Zero field measurements on a large (approx 1 square
inch) single crystal of Nd2CuO4 (the parent compound
of a new electron doped high temperature supercon-
ductor) showed that the sample ordered magnetically
at approximately 250 K. Previous powder measure-
ments showed that there was some change in the mag-
netic properties below 80 K. Neutron scattering mea-
surements have shown that the spin structure changes
from that of La2NiO4 to La2CuC>4_j, and then back to
La2Ni04. We see that in the La2Cu04_v spin struc-
ture the local field is approximately twice that of
the La2NiO4 state, and is directed essentially entirely
along the c-axis. This information has enabled us to
identify the likely muon site in this sample which is

the location of the apical oxygen in La2Cu04_v which
is not occupied in Nd^CuC^-y. An increase in the spin
relaxation frequency at the lowest temperatures is a
result of the slowing down of the Nd moments, which
order magnetically at approximately 1.5 K.

We have also studied the electronic phase diagram
of the Nd2_*CexCuO4 system, which is an electron-
based high temperature superconductor for x ~ 0.15.
Generally, the phase diagram is quite similar to that
of the hole doped system La2_j;Srj;CuO4. Differences
between the two electronic phase diagrams are under-
stood to be a result of the different natures of the doped
carriers (i.e. holes vs. electrons) in destroying magnetic
order.

Sr2CuCl2O2 is a material which has a similar struc-
ture to La2CuO4_y. However, the replacement of the
apical oxygen atoms by d makes this compound a
candidate for electron doping, potentially creating a
superconductor. Zero field /iSR measurements show
that this sample also orders magnetically at about
240 K, and has a low temperature precession frequency
around 18 MHz, much higher than in La2Cu04_v and
Nd2Cu04_j,. Comparison with calculated fields shows
that the likely muon site is at the centre of the CuO2

plane. Interestingly, the precession frequency splits into
two lines at low temperature, which is not understood;
no evidence has been seen for any structural phase
transitions in neutron scattering, although magnetic
susceptibility measurements exhibit an anomaly at the
same temperature. To date, however, this material has
not yet been successfully doped to allow superconduc-
tivity. However, this study of the magnetic behaviour
has provided useful comparisons with other copper ox-
ide planar materials.

Heavy fermions

We have studied a number of heavy fermion sys-
tems, both in the dilution refrigerator and at higher
temperatures. Zero field measurements in UBei3 show
that this system remains nonmagnetic down to 25 raK.
Transverse field measurements exhibit a temperature-
independent relaxation rate, indicating that the pen-
etration depth is extremely long in this system. How-
ever, zero field cooled measurements do show a large
relaxation, indicating that flux is pinned at low tem-
peratures and that the sample is a bulk superconduc-
tor. There is a large temperature dependence (seen
in field-cooled data) in the frequency shift. This tem-
perature dependence does not seem consistent with
that expected for p-wave pairing (which was inferred
from magnetization measurements of the penetration
depth).

URu2Si2 is a heavy electron system with a signi-
ficantly smaller effective mass (7=75 mJ/mole U-K2)
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than UBe13 or UPt3. This reduced effective mass
should result in a reduced penetration depth. Trans-
verse field measurements in URU2S12 show an increase
in the relaxation rate, apparently starting above Tc,
some of which is presumably due to field penetra-
tion. Magnetization measurements show some evidence
for some dilute magnetic impurities, which may be
an additional source of relaxation. There is, how-
ever, no great field dependence to the relaxation. Zero
field measurements are temperature independent be-
low 1.5 K, but do show the antiferromagnetic transi-
tion at TN=17.b K.

Finally, we have recently made transverse field mea-
surements in UeFe, which has an even lighter effective
mass (7 = 25 mJ/mole U-K2). This sample has a su-
perconducting transition of Tc=3.9 K and is nonmag-
netic above 25 mK. There is clear relaxation visible due
to the formation of a flux lattice; the temperature de-
pendence appears s-wave like. Preliminary results for
the transverse field relaxation rate are shown in Fig. 49.

1 2 3 4 5

Temperature (K)

Fig. 49. Transverse field relaxation in U6Fe, r<:=3.9 K. The
applied field was 2 kG. Data in 1 kG are essentially similar.

6

Experiment 524
Muonium reactivity enhancements
(D. C. Walker, UBC)

The chemistry of muoniiim atoms in water towards
organic solutes has been greatly advanced by the
use of added surfactants (as initially studied under
Expt. 371). These are amphiphilic molecules which
form into conglomerates, known as micelles, capable
of solubilizing in their hydrophobic cores organic addi-
tives which would otherwise; be insoluble in water. Not
only have micelles allowed us to study muonium with
a vast new range of compounds, but the changed mi-
croenvironment can alter the intrinsic reactivity. The
two most important findings here are: first, that en-
hancements in reaction rates of up to four orders of
magnitude occur for certain types of muonium reac-
tions; and second, that the free radical products of
muonium addition-reactions are protected from depo-
larizing encounters with paramagnetic species present
in the muon's radiolysis track.

Under Expt 524 we have determined the chemical
reactivity of muonium in water (kjw) and in a micelle
(kjif(n»ie)) *°r 44 solutes of potential biological interest,
ranging from phosphate to thiouracil. The rate con-
stants were determined by muon-spin-rotation studies
using M20/A or M13 beam lines, and the free radical
hyperfine parameters were determined by muon-level-
crossing resonance spectroscopy on M15 or M20/B.

Most of the results obtained are included in the
PhD thesis of Mary Barnabas (UBC, 1989). Some of
them have already appeared in Can. J. Chem. 67, 120
(1989); the rest are 'in press' in one form or another.

They show that muonium reacts with basic amides,
amino-acids, peptide-linkages, sugar-phosphate link-
ages, and some of their thio-analogues, with reaction
rate constants ranging from 106 to more than 1010.
On adding micelles these rate constants change by
enhancement-factors from 1 to 20,000.

For compounds containing double bonds (partic-
ularly C=C, C=S and sometimes C=O) muonium-
containing free-radicals are formed and are observed
here by /xLCR. One of the most interesting types of
free-radical found is the thiyl (S) radical which is seen
here when isolated by micelles in some thio-substituted
carbonyls (like thioacetamide and dimethylthiofor-
mamide). Such findings show that muonium atoms add
preferentially to the C of a C=rS bond and indicate its
high degree of selectivity. No such radicals are found
by ESR, partly perhaps, because of their high reac-
tivity. Another fascinating feature of muonium-radical
formation is the fact that in uracil the 5- and 6- C
atoms are equally attacked, whereas in thymine (same
as uracyl except in having a methyl group at carbon-
5) only the muonium-radical at 6- C is found. In other
words, muonium shows a much stronger sterically in-
duced selectivity than does hydrogen - consistent with
its higher zero point vibrational state.



Experiment 525
Muonium studies on copolymerization in micelles
(K. Venkateswaran, UBC)

During the first assigned run period we were able to
complete a small fraction of the work planned. This was
due to significant downtime of the machine. However,
useful data were collected that resulted in a publication
[Chem. Phys. 137, 230 (1989)].

All chemical states of the muons in a /iSR experi-
ment have now been determined in toluene, allylben-
zene and styrene. There are no "missing fractions"
because the sum of the various muon-containing free-
radicals equals 1-PD, where Pp is the directly formed
diamagnetic fraction. Use of the technique of level
crossing resonance spectroscopy has enabled yields to
be determined and identification of individual isomeric
radicals (structures shown in Scheme 1). Table IV
shows the distribution of muon polarization and a tally
of yields.

For toluene (Fig. 50), there is a total radical fraction
of 0.77 and a distribution of 2.5:2:1 for o:m:p addition
within the ring. For allylbenzene (Fig. 51), ~70% of
the muonated radicals are side chain addition prod-
ucts and of these nearly 40% have Mu on the second
C; and, for the 30% adding to the ring, there is virtu-
ally no selectivity of site as the o:m:p ratio is the sta-
tistical ratio 2:2:1. Toluene and allylbenzene, however,
differ dramatically from styrene. In styrene (Fig. 52),
80% of the muons form radicals and 85% of these arise
from formal addition of muonium to the end C of the
side chain to give the muonated phenylethyl radical.
The remaining 15% are seen to be distributed (2:1)
between the ortho and para positions of the ring, with
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Fig. 50. LCR spectra of the muonated methylene reso-
nances in toluene (assignments as marked).
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Fig. 51. LCR spectra of proton resonances from muonated
radicals in allylbenzene (assignments as shown in scheme
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Fig. 52. LCR spectra of proton resonances from muonated
radicals in styrene (assignments as marked).

no addition at the meta position. The high degree of
preference shown by styrene indicates strong selectivity
in achieving the most stable radical.

Proton hyperfine couplings for all of these radicals
have also been determined (see Table V). For further
details on assignments, refer to the journal publication
given above.
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Scheme 1. Muonated free radical structures I-VII.
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Table IV. Distribution of muon polarization and tally of yields.

Compound IP* Distribution of IPR" (%)

benzene bl

toluene
allylbenzene
styrene

0.82(3)
0.77
0.65
0.82

0

-

46
13
9

m

-
36
12
-

P

-
18
7
6

Si

_

-

39
85

-
-
29
-

0.15c>

0.25"
0.33
0.17

0.85
0.75
0.67
0.83

" o.m. p. s, and s; denote onho, meta. para and side chain radicals (like III, IV in scheme 1).
b) The benzene P* value and c ) From literature

Table V. Hyperfine parameters, transition frequencies and theoretical linewidths for radicals.

Compound

benzene
toluene

allylbenzenr

styrtne

Radical

1
Il(o)
ll(m)
H(P)
HI

III

IV

V(O)
V(m)
V(p)

VI

VH(o)
VII (/»

AB"
(MHz)

514.0
(2,6) =489.6
(3,5) = 509.3

(4) = 496.4

307.0

330.6

(2,6) = 489.6
(3,5) = 509.3

(4) =496.4

213.5

424.88
378.07

(T)

2.0768(2)
1.9740(2)
2.0532(3)
2.0065(2)

1.9688(2)
1.2740(2)
1.3120(2)
2.1004(2)
1.3882(2)
1.9875(2)
2.0523(3)
2.0151(2)

1.3934(2)
0.9066(2)
1.5069(2)
1.4208(2)

(MHz)

+ 126.6
+ 122.8
+ 127.8
+ 123.6

a = - 5 8 . 8 1
p, = +70.28
P2=+63.22
a'= -59.68
P = + 7 2 . 6 4

+ 120.3
+ 128.0
+ 122.0

o = - 4 5 . 3 9
6= +45.06

+ 144.9
+ 114.1

" R

(MHz)

0.566
0.544
0.566
0.546

0.164
0.428
0.374
0.238
0.309
0.529
0.567
0.537

0.124
0.268
0.729
0.542

ABlh

(mT)

12.2
11.8
12.3
11.9

3.9
9.3
8.2
5.4
6.8

11.5
12.3
11.7

3.1
6.0

15.7
11.8

Values of Ap obtained from literature
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Experiment 528
Muonium reactions with O2, CO and NO in high
pressure moderators
(A.C. Gonzalez, M. Senba, UBC)

The focus of this experiment is to study the kinet-
ics and mechanism of muonium (Mu=//+e~) addition
(recombination) reactions with O2, CO and NO in the
bath gases M = N2, Ar over the pressure ranges from
500 torr to ss 200 atm at 298 K. The overall mechanism
can be represented as:

k.
Mu + NO ^ [MuNO]* ^ 1 MuNO (1)

Obtaining experimental values for the limiting high
pressure rate constant &OfOO in recombination reactions
is not only of practical interest but also of theoreti-
cal relevance since it allows one to test direct reac-
tion theories, notably transition state theory on avail-
able PES's, thereby providing important information
in helping to better define the parameters of such sur-
faces. In addition, measurements of ka,oo are important
to a proper interpretation of RRKM unimolecular dis-
sociation channel(s).

At low pressures the reaction of Mu with paramag-
netic NO and O2 proceeds via spin exchange:

Mu(T) + NO(1) - Mu(i) + NO(T) (2)

but addition reactions become important at higher
pressures:

Mu + NO + M -» MuNO (3)

These two processes can be distinguished by longitudi-
nal field measurements. Figure 53 shows a plot of the
longitudinal relaxation rate (AL) VS [1/1 + (B/Bo)2]
for the reaction of Mu with NO in the presence of N2
as a third body. The slope of that plot gives the rate
constant for spin exchange while the intercept is the
relaxation due to the addition reaction (Aa) [Fleming
et al, J. Chem. Phys. 73, 2751 (1980)]. Note the pres-
sure effect over this reaction by comparing the two sets
of experiments performed with the same concentration
of NO at 2.8 atm (diamonds) and at 58 atm (squares)
total pressure of N2. Also note the increase in the in-
tercept (Ao) with the increase in NO concentration at
a constant total pressure. The intercept (\a) may be
rewritten according to:

Aa = *«[NO][M] (4)

so that the termolecular rate constant has been ob-
tained from a plot of Aa vs.NO concentration, giving
ka = [N2] x 1.20 x 10"32 cm6 molecules"2 s"1. A com-
parison with the corresponding II atom rate constant,

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
1/(1 + X2)

Fig. 53. Longitudinal relaxation rates (AL) VS 1/[1 +
(B/Bo)2]. The triangles, circles and squares represent the
relaxation due to 86, 631 and 963 XlO14 molecules cm"3

of NO at 58 atm total pressure of N2, respectively, the dia-
monds represent 631 xl014molecules cm"3 of NO at 2.8 atm
total pressure of N2.

ha(H) = [N2] x 3.89 x 10~32cm6 molecules"2 s"1, in-
dicates that &Mu < *H> probably due to the higher
vibrational frequencies of the MuNO complex.

Experiment 529
Kinetic isotope effects in the reaction of muonium
with the hydrogen halides
(A.C. Gonzalez, D.G. Fleming, UBC)

The bimolecular rate constants for the thermal re-
actions of muonium (Mu) with the hydrogen halides -
Mu+HX (X=CI, Br, I)-+ products - have been mea-
sured over the temperature range 500-298 K. As in the
reaction of Mu with the halogens, the aim is to pro-
vide an extension of the data base for isotopic H+HX,
help to better define potential energy surfaces and test
quantum dynamical reaction theories and tunneling
approximations in transition state theory.

The set of data for HBr and HI is presented in
Fig. 54. The reaction with HC1 is very slow, and at this
stage we can only provide an upper limit for the rate
constant. A comparison of the rate constants for HBr
and HI at room temperature with the corresponding
H atom values shows that £MU/*H ~ 3. Since the dif-
ference in reduced mass between Mu and H is just this
factor, the present results suggest that tunneling effects
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are not important for these reactions at room temper-
ature in marked distinction to recently published re-
sults in Mu+X2 [Gonzalez ei ai, J. Chem. Phys. 91,
6164 (1989)]. However, further measurements at lower
temperature are under way in order to properly as-
sess this. In contrast, the reaction of Mu with HC1
is considerably slower than the H atom reaction with
*Mu < 1 x 10~15 cm3 molecule"1 s"1 at 373 K and
iMu/iH "C 1 indicative of the dominance of zero point
energy shifts at the transition state in this endothermic
reaction.

Experiment 532
Secondary electron emission in /x-foil interactions
(K. Nagamine, Y. Yamazaki, Tokyo; F. Fujimolo,
Osaka)

One of the most interesting effects in the studies
of atomic collision processes is their charge asymme-
try. A change of the sign of the projectile charge pro-
vides a unique chance to disintegrate the effect into two
parts, i.e., symmetric and antisymmetric parts with re-
spect to the charge inversion. For projectile velocities
around the Bohr velocity, considerable differences have
been predicted for stopping power (which is called the
Barkas effect), if-shell vacancy production, multiple
ionization, secondary electron emission, etc. Although
the relative importance of the Barkas effect to the to-
tal stopping power is assumed to amount to ~10%,
the mechanism of the effect has not yet been fully un-

derstood. It has been well known that the secondary
electron yield y (the average number of secondary elec-
trons per projectile) is roughly proportional to the
stopping power of the projectile. In the present ex-
periment the number distribution of multiply emitted
secondary electrons (MUSE) are measured for both n+

and fi~ beams. It is expected that the number distri-
bution will provide much more detailed information on
the Barkas effect than the average value like the sec-
ondary electron yield.

The experimental chamber was evacuated by a turbo
pump down to 10~5 Torr and was directly coupled to
the M9 beam line. Muon beams from the M9 are col-
limated to ~12 mm in diameter, pass the target foil,
and are detected by a solid-state detector (SSD) in-
stalled at a few cm behind the target. The SSD (muon
SSD) is surrounded by a well-type plastic scintillator.
For very low energy muons (< a few hundred keV) the
output pulse height of the SSD is so small the signals
are buried in a background of huge noise produced by
fast electrons or positrons (decay products). To remove
the contributions from the decay products, real muons
are identified requiring a delayed signal to appear at
the well-type scintillator. The geometrical detection ef-
ficiency of the scintillator is ~75%. It is found that the
output pulse height for negative muons is several tens
keV higher than those for the same momentum posi-
tive muons, which may be due to the energy deposi-
tion of Auger electrons emitted during cascading cap-
ture of n~ to Si nucleus. The widths of the momentum
distributions (FWHM) were ~19% and ~13% at the
incident momentum of 8 MeV/c and 11 MeV/c /J, re-
spectively. In the present configuration the intensities
of signals identified as real fi+ were 1.6, 20 and 30 per
second for the mi»on momenta of 8,11 and 13.5MeV/c,
respectively. The electric current of the superconduct-
ing solenoid was reduced to 180 A to optimize the in-
tensity of muons in this momentum range.

To measure the number distribution of MUSE the
target foil tilted 55° with respect to the incident beam
was biased to about -15 kV. A pair of SSDs (elec-
tron SSD) was installed at the ground potential facing
to the front and back surfaces of the target separated
~3 cm from the target. Secondary electrons emitted
from the target are accelerated toward the SSD and
deposit an energy of a multiple of 15 keV. Accord-
ingly the pulse height distributions of the SSDs are
expected to show several peaks, the positions of which
are proportional to the number of electrons jumping
into the SSD. Figure 55(a) shows an example of the
pulse height distribution for forward-emitted electrons
produced by 8 MeV/c fi+ bombarding a 10 /ig/cm2

carbon foil. At least 4 peaks are visible, correspond-
ing to 0-3 simultaneously emitted electrons. Assuming
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Fig. 55. (a) Pulse height distribution of the electron SSD
for 8 MeV/c p+ bombarding a 10 /ig/cm2 carbon foil. The
solid curve is a fitted result, (b) The number distribution of
multiply emitted secondary electrons evaluated from (a).

the Gaussian distribution for these peaks, the num-
ber distribution / / («) of MUSE has tentatively been
evaluated as shown in Fig. 55(b). It is found that the
secondary electron yield for 8 MeV/c pt+ [jj (8 MeV/c
/i+)] is ~0.92, which is ~ 8 % higher than yf(& MeV/c
/ / " ) . This value is consistent with the stopping power
ratio between positive and negative particles reported
previously. Although the statistics of the data is not
yet good enough, numerical analysis has revealed that
(i) / / ( I ) is almost the same between / i+ and pT, and
(ii) ff(2) and /;(3) for n+ is ~10% bigger than those
for pT. Further experiments with lower muon momen-
tum and better statistics are highly desirable.

Experiment 539
The effect of conduction electrons on the diffusion
of light interstitials
(R. Kadono, R.F. Kiefl, TRIUMF)

The diffusion of positive muons in a crystalline lat-
tice has attracted wide interest in the physics commu-
nity. For example, it has now been established that
the hopping rate for a positive muon in a simple metal
such as Cu increases with decreasing temperature be-
low a critical temperature T* equal to about 30 K [see,
for example, Luke, Ph.D. thesis, University of British
Columbia (1988); Kadono et ai, Phys. Rev. B 39, 23
(1989)]. This very interesting behaviour is attributed
to the light mass of the muon (m^ ~ l/9mp) which
greatly enhances the quantum aspects of the diffusion
relative to heavier particles.

Over the past few years there has been substantial
theoretical progress on the quantum theory of diffusion
of light interstitials. The most important breakthrough
was made by Kondo and Yamada who independently

showed how the conduction electrons in a metal play a
crucial role in limiting the diffusion of a light particle
such as the muon. This is a report on recent progress of
Expt. 539, which was proposed to test the fundamental
aspects of these current theories on quantum diffusion.

Muon diffusion in insulators

Our primary motivation for looking at muonium dif-
fusion has been to see how the quantum diffusion of
a light interstitial in an insulator differs from that in
a metal. According to Kondo the normal conduction
electrons in a metal should result in a zero phonon
tunneling rate that follows a power law (T~a) where a
is between 0 and 1. Previous theories which neglected
conduction electrons predict a to be between 7 and 9.
In Cu the measured a is about 0.6. Under Expt. 539
we developed a method for measuring diffusion of muo-
nium in the presence of nuclear hyperfine interaction
with neighbouring nuclear spins. As the muonium atom
hops from site to site the effective nuclear hyperfine
field on the electron fluctuates thereby inducing tran-
sitions between the muonium hyperfine levels resulting
in muon spin relaxation (see Fig. 56). By appropriate
modelling of the spin dynamics (by Celio and Yen) we
extract the correlation time for hopping (rc) and an
effective nuclear hyperfine constant (6ex). From such
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Fig. 57. Temperature dependence of the muonium hop rate
in KCI (from Kiefl et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 62, 792 (1989)).

measurements we were able to show that a for muo-
nium diffusing in KCI is about 3 (see Fig. 57). This is
much higher than observed for muon diffusion in metals
confirming the effect of conduction electrons proposed
by Kondo. However, a is still considerably less than
predicted in the absence of conduction electrons.

It is important to determine if the measured a is
universal (i.e. does it depend on the muonium crystal
potential energy surface and crystal symmetry). If it
is universally about 3 then it would suggest a problem
with the theory. In order to help answer this question
we have also performed measurements on a different al-
kali halide (NaCl). The comparison between NaCl and
KCI is shown in Fig. 58(b). Although T* (where the
hop rate is a minimum) is slightly lower for NaCl the
hopping rate ( l / r c ) and its temperature dependence
are remarkably similar below T*.

In the process of this study we also discovered an-
other interesting aspect of quantum diffusion. In par-
ticular it appears that muonium in NaCl below 200 K
becomes delocalized in a quantum mechanical sense.
This means the simple picture of a localized parti-
cle tunneling from site to site must be replaced by
one in which the muon centre-of-mass wave function
is coherent over several lattice sites. This coherence
is evidenced by a reduction in the parameter 6ex in
Fig. 58(a) which signifies that the nuclear hyperfine
field is being averaged over several lattice sites. Such
quantum delocalization has been predicted in the small
polaron model for diffusion at very low temperatures
where the mean free path before phonon scattering
is longer than a lattice constant. However, the obser-
vation of such a phenomenon at high temperatures
(100 K) is surprising and represents a challenge for
existing theories on quantum diffusion.
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Effect of superconductivity (SC) on muon diffusion in
metals

Kondo has predicted that the opening of a super-
conducting energy gap at the Fermi surface will cause
a to increase dramatically. In collaboration with the
University of Uppsala, Jiilich and CERN we have stud-
ied the muon trapping rate in Al doped with small
amounts of Li as a function of temperature in both the
superconducting state (ZF /JSR) and normal state (TF
/tSR at 150 G). Figure 59 shows the muon diffusion
constant in the normal state (triangles) and zero field
(circles) below 1 K. Note that the diffusion constant
increases much more rapidly with decreasing temper-
ature in the superconducting state compared with the
normal state. This confirms one of the basic ideas in
Kondo's theory.
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Fig. 59. The diffusion constant for muons in Al in the su-
perconducting state (open circles) and normal state (open
triangles). The critical temperature is 1.1 K. The curves
are fits to Kondo theory.
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ATOMIC PHYSICS

The polarization of optically pumped Rb vapour
(0. Hdusser, SFU/TRIUMF; B. Larson, C. Chan,
SFU; P. Delheij, TRIUMF)

The 3He polarized target recently developed at TRI-
UMF (see Instrumentation Section) is based on the
principle of optical pumping of Rb vapour and col-
Hsional transfer of the Rb polarization to 3He gas via
the contact hyperfine interaction of Rb atomic and 3He
nuclear spins. In the steady state the 3He polarization,
which can be measured by an NMR technique, is pro-
portional to the average Rb polarization in the cell.
To assess the laser power required to pump a specific
number of Rb atoms a thorough understanding of the
various parameters entering into a description of the
average Rb polarization is desirable.

We have probed the Rb polarization indirectly by
measuring the transmission of linearly polarized (<ro)
and circularly polarized (<r+) light at frequencies near
the Rb Dl 5s 2Si/2 -* 5p 2^*i/2 transition (we ig-
nore small pressure shifts and assume Ao = 794.8
nm). Since <r0 light is absorbed by both magnetic sub-
states of the 5* 2Si/2 Rb ground state the absorption
length, K J 1 , on resonance and at typical number den-
sities (N as 4.5 • 1014 Rb atoms/cm3 at 458 K), is very
short (230 /un). Circularly polarized <r+ light can travel
more than an order of magnitude further in regions of
high Rb polarization where the m, = -1 /2 substate,
which can absorb the a+ light, is depleted. A compar-
ison of the transmission of circularly and linearly po-
larized light thus provides sensitive and quantitative
information on the Rb polarization in the cell.

A parallel beam of infrared light from a tunable Ti-
Sapphire laser was used to uniformly illuminate a cylin-
drical glass cell (1.62 cm inner diameter, 8.3 cm long)
perpendicular to the long axis. The cell contained a
few mg of Rb metal, 2400 Torr of 3He (relative den-
sity 3.15 at 273 K) and 105 Torr of N2 quench gas (r.d.
0.14). A second cell which contained pure Rb metal was
used to calibrate the wavelength and the linewidth of
the laser light by observing Dl and D2 resonance flu-
orescence. The laser linewidth (~ 18 GHz) is much
smaller than the total absorption width F of the Rb
Dl line in the high-pressure cell which is dominated
by pressure broadening. The polarization of the light
could be changed by 45° rotation of a A/4 plate. The
transmitted power was measured with a photo diode
which was collimated to an area of 0.495 cm2. The
photo diode was calibrated in the wavelength range of
interest, and at various power levels, relative to two
factory-calibrated COHERENT power meters whose
readings agreed to better than 2%. Reflection losses at
the various glass surfaces were measured and corrected

for in the data analysis.
Transmission scans observed with linearly polarized

(<70) light at 393 K and 452 K are shown in Figs. 39
and 40, respectively. At T ~ 393 K the Rb number
density, N, is low enough that transmitted intensity
is measurable even on resonance. The data were fitted
with the expression

= KVX = <ruNx

where

"" 8 7 r ^ - ^ ) 2 + (r /2)2

. The cross section av integrated over frequency is re-
lated to the Dl oscillator strength / via

r+

J — o
- v0) = irrecf

independent of pressure broadening. For the allowed,
strong Dl dipole transition it is safe to assume that
the free values r n a I = {licr)'1 = 5.66 MHz and
/ = 0.337 are unchanged by the presence of high-
pressure buffer gas. The data of Fig. 60 determine
T = 58.5 ± 2.9 GHz, in good agreement with T =
T(4He) + T(N2) = (56.3 + 1.8) GHz= 58.1 GHz cal-
culated from the data of Ch'en et al. [see references
in Ch'en and Takeo, Rev. Mod. Phys. 29, 20 (1957)]
with the assumption that He pressure broadening is
independent of velocity. Also fitted is the Rb number
density JV(393 K) = (2.05 ± 0.06)1013 cm"3. It is well
known that N calculated with saturated vapour pres-
sure formulae from the literature may vary by more
than a factor of two. Our value for JV(393 K) is in
excellent agreement with the formula

log10JV= 26.41 - 4 1 3 2 / r - l o g 1 0 T

which corresponds to the vapour pressure curve of Kil-
lian [Phys. Rev. 27, 578 (1926)]. At T=452 K (see
Fig. 61) the transmitted power near Ao is too weak to
be measured and the data determine merely the prod-
uct N • F. Assuming that T is constant between 383 K
and 452 K we obtain AT(452 K) = (3.57 ± 0.12)1014

cm"3, corresponding to a 13% lower density (or a 3 K
error in temperature) than implied by the above for-
mula. The discrepancy might also be attributed to in-
creased chemical reactivity of Rb with aluminosilicate
(Corning 1720) glass at higher temperatures.

The data in Figs. 62 and 63 were obtained using <7+
light and a 3 mT holding field parallel to the direction
of the laser beam. The curves were calculated by nu-
merically following the decrease in the intensity of the
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Fig. 60. Power of unpol&rized light transmitted at T = 393
K through a glass cell filled with 2400 Torr 3He. The photo
diode was collimated to an area of 0.495 cm2 and the effec-
tive length through the cell was 1.57 cm. The fitted curve
determines the total width T and the Rb number density

circularly polarized light

In this expression /+ (x) is the intensity, i.e. the number
of photons/cm2/s = 4- 10X8 times the power (in W) per
unit area (in cm2), of the circularly polarized light, and
p_ is the probability of finding the Rb ground state in
the m} = - 1 / 2 substate. The factor of 2 arises from the
m-dependence of the transition probability (Wigner-
Eckart theorem). We also consider elliptically polarized
light, i.e. an admixture of linearly polarized intensity
1° which is attenuated exponentially according to

The occupation probabilities of the m, = ±1/2 sub-
states are obtained from the optical pumping rate
equation

In this expression the spin destruction rate, TSD =<
CTSDV > N, is the probability per second that a spin flip
(TT->U) occurs in like-spin Rb-Rb collisions. The rate
equation assumes that collisional mixing in the excited
state due to the presence of N2 quench gas results in
50% probabilities of de-excitation to the ms — -1 /2
and ms — +1/2 substates of the ground state. Nu-
merical integration of the above eq'uations shows that
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Fig. 61. Transmission scan obtained at T=452 K using un-
polarized light.

that the equilibrium polarizations, P{x) =
P-(x), are attained typically a few ms after the laser
light is switched on.

The dotted curve in Fig. 62, obtained with the value
< <TSDV >= 0.78 • 10~12 cm2 from Knize and Happer
[Bull. Am. Soc. 30 866 (1985)], is in poor agreement
with the data. Increasing < <?SDV > to 1.7 • 10~12 cm2

(dot-dashed line in Fig. 62) increases the absorption
near Xo but does not reproduce the sharp dip in the
data. A good fit is obtained with < ffsDV > = 1.1-10"12

cm2 and the additional assumption of a 40 /im thick
unpolarized layer at the surface of the glass.

We have concluded that the sharp absorption spike
cannot be explained by elliptically polarized light. The
data for T = 454 K in Fig. 63 are shown with curves

100

790 792 794 796 798
wavelength (nm)

800

Fig. 62. Transmission scan obtained at T=452 K using cir-
cularly polarized light. The theoretical curves are explained
in the main text.
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Fig. 63. Transmission scan obtained at T=454 K using cir-
cularly polarized light. See the main text for parameters
used for the theoretical curves.

which assume a common < <TSDV >= 1.1 • 10~12 cm2.
An unrealistically large 10% admixture of linearly po-
larized light implies more absorption but does not re-
produce the sharpness of the spike whereas a 40 fim
thick unpolarized surface layer (solid line) is in agree-
ment with the data.

The success of the model calculations in reproduc-
ing details of the transmission data implies that the
average Rb polarization can be predicted reliably. In
Fig. 64 we show the results of a 3-dimensional model
assuming uniform illumination of the cylindrical cell
at various power levels. An interesting feature of the
calculations is the dip in the Rb polarization at Ao.
This dip arises from the unpolarized surface layer and
becomes more pronounced at lower power densities. It
would also be more important for cells having a smaller
diameter, or for cells with planar geometry.

.14 W/cm

.09 H'/cm

.06 W/cm

0.2

0.0
793 794 795 796

wavelength (nm)
797

Fig. 64. Average Rb polarization calculated for a Rb den-
sity of 4.5 • 1014 cm"3 and assuming T and < <TSDV >

determined by the data of Figs. 60-63. The cell dimensions
are given in the main text. Uniform illumination at various
intensities was assumed.

In summary, we have shown that transmission mea-
surements with (To and <r+ light determine consistently
the parameters which determine the Rb polarization:
the number density N, the total width F, and the spin
destruction cross section < <TSDV >• The latter quan-
tity is least well determined (to about ±20%) because
transmission data near \0 determine merely the prod-
uct < <TSDV > N2, i.e. a 10 % error in N implies a
20% error in < CTSDV >. It is likely that time-resolved
absorption measurements will determine the parame-
ter set with improved accuracy. Our data provide ev-
idence for an unpolarized Rb layer of about 40 /zm
effective thickness which may be caused by Rb interac-
tions with the glass wall. The unrealistic assumption of
a sharp boundary between unpolarized and polarized
layers will be avoided in future calculations which will
take diffusion into account explicitly.
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THEORETICAL PROGRAM

Introduction

The Theory Group at TRIUMF provides a focus for
theoretical research and a group of active researchers
who are interested in the physics relevant to the present
experimental program and the proposed KAON Fac-
tory. Research activities in the Theory Group cover a
wide range of topics in nuclear and particle physics.
Some of this research involves working directly with
experimentalists on particular experiments; some of it
deals with theoretical developments and phenomenol-
ogy which complements the TRIUMF experimental
program.

The Theory Group has four permanent staff mem-
bers: H.W. Fearing (group leader), B.K. Jennings, J.N.
Ng and R.M. Woloshyn. In addition we have a num-
ber of research associates and long-term visitors. This
year our research associates have been M. Butler (to
August), T. Draper (to July), C. Geng, E.J. Kim (to
June), D. Leinweber (from May), S. Nozawa, B. Pearce,
A. Ramos (from September), E. van Meijgaard (from
September) and C. Zhang (from October). Our long-
term visitors have been A. Fujii (from April to July),
H.M. Hofmann (from September), G. Holzwarth (from
September), X.D. Jiang (to April), G.A. Miller (to
September), J.A. Niskanen (jointly with UBC, to Au-
gust), I. Towner (to August) and L. Whitmore (Co-op
student, to August). Five graduate students, J. Con-
gleton, S. Fortin, P. Murphy, G. Pari and D. Peter, are
being supervised by Theory Group members.

In addition to their research activities the theo-
rists have taken an active part in laboratory commit-
tees including: the Long-Range Planning Committee
(B.K. Jennings), the Computer Facilities at TRIUMF
(CFAT) Committee (B.K. Jennings and J.N. Ng), the
Few-Body XII Organizing Committee (H.W. Fearing
and B.K. Jennings) and the Senior Promotions Com-
mittee (H.W. Fearing). The Theory Group has also
participated in the organization of the TRIUMF semi-
nar program. This, and the summer theoretical visitors
program, has brought a large number of visiting theo-
rists to TRIUMF. Visitors this year include:

N. Auerbach
G. Belanger
M. Beyer
R. Bhaduri
P. Bickerstaff
P. Blunden
D. Brink
K. Burke
R. CarVitz
I-T. Cheon

F. Close
E. Cooper
V. Devanathan
J. Eisenberg
R. Fiebig
A. Gal
A. Gersten
M. Gmitro
S. Gurvitz
P.K. Kabir

G. Kalberman
T. Karapiperis
B. Keister
T.S.H. Lee
O. Maxwell
J. Missimer
A.N. Mitra
H. Miyazawa
W. Plessas

A. Rinat
P. Sauer
C.P. Singh
M. Strikman
J. Svenne
G. de Terramond
L. Tiator
P. Zenczykowski

As usual, the Theory Group has been very active and
below we describe briefly some of the specific research
projects undertaken during the year.

Nuclear structure

Effect of hole-hole correlations in the saturation
problem of nuclear matter
(A. Ramos; W.H. Dickhoff, Washington Univ.;
A. Polls, Barcelona)

The present status of nonrelativistic nuclear many-
body theory is not completely satisfactory. The sat-
uration properties of nuclear matter (binding energy
and equilibrium density) are not well described when
only two-body forces are considered, although the pre-
diction improves when a phenomenological three-body
force is introduced. In the last few years relativistic
Brueckner-Hartree-Fock methods provided a good de-
scription of saturation propeties. It is disturbing, how-
ever, that one obtains these results using only two-
body interactions. On the other hand, the sensitivity
of such calculations to vacuum polarization corrections
and to the meson-nucleon form factors assumed has not
been well established yet.

We have explored a more detailed nonrelativistic ap-
proach. We have put special emphasis in the relation
between the single particle properties and the effec-
tive interaction in the medium by performing a self-
consistent calculation based on Green's function the-
ory. The effective interaction is calculated in the ladder
approximation and also contains hole-hole propagation
to all orders apart from the familiar particle-particle
ladders of Brueckner theory. We have found that the
inclusion of hole-hole correlations leads to a repulsive
contribution to the single particle energy. This effect
becomes more important as the density (and thus the
phase space available for holes) increases. As a result,
the binding energy per particle experiences a repulsive
effect which increases with the density. This represents
a new saturation mechanism which had not been iden-
tified previously. ResuJfcs have been obtained for the
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V-j-homework potential and are now being extended to
the complete Reid soft core interaction.

Influence of short-range correlations in the single-
particle properties of nuclear matter
(A. Ramos; A. Polls, Barcelona; W.H. Dickhoff,
Washington Univ.)

Recent analysis of (e, e'p) experiments have clearly
demonstrated the depletion and fragmentation of the
single-particle states in nuclei. In order to understand
the effect of short-range correlations in this breakdown
of the mean field picture of nuclei, we have developed
a microscopic treatment in nuclear matter based on
a self-consistent Green's function (SCGF) method. We
have worked with semi-realistic potentials derived from
the Reid soft core interaction. Study of a completely
realistic interaction is presently in progress.

The effect of short-range correlations is considered
by summing the ladder diagrams in the effective inter-
action. The connection between the effective interac-
tion and the resulting single-particle properties is made
by calculating the complete energy and momentum de-
pendence of the self-energy. We have derived quasipar-
ticle properties, the effective mass, spectral functions
and the momentum distribution in nuclear matter.
The inclusion of hole-hole propagation (included au-
tomatically within the SCGF method) couples single-
particle degrees of freedom to 2 hole-1 particle and
more complicated states. This is crucial in determining
an imaginary part of the self-energy below the Fermi
energy and, therefore, a quenching and broadening of
the hole spectral function, which is consistent with the
experimental observations. We have found that about
10% of the single-particle strength is moved to very
high energy. This result can be directly related to the
quenching phenomena observed in finite nuclei since
one may expect short-range correlations play a simi-
lar role there. Tensor correlations (not included in our
homework potentials) and collective long-range corre-
lations may provide additional quenching.

Dynamic structure function of nuclear matter
(A. Polls, Barcelona; A. Ramos; W.H. Dickhoff,
Washington Univ.)

We have studied the effects of short-range correla-
tions on the dynamic structure function of nuclear mat-
ter, for momentum transfer q > 2kF, at the level of the
dressed particle-hole bubble. This can be considered as
the first diagram of a renormaiized perturbation ex-
pansion for the polarization propagator, where the in-
finite class coming from self-energy insertions in the
particle and the hole lines have been summed up. This
approximation makes direct use of the spectral func-

tions, which have been calculated in the framework
of a self-consistent Green's function (SCGF) method
and contain the effect of short-range correlations. The
quenching and spreading that we obtain for the quasi-
particle peak is a direct consequence of the depletion
and fragmentation of single-particle states represented
by the spectral functions. We obtain a lower response
in the quasielastic peak with respect to the plane wave
impulse approximation. This can be attributed to fi-
nal state interaction effects which are embedded in our
formalism by the use of the dressed particle spectral
function.

A study of the dynamic structure function at lower
momentum transfers is in progress. This will require
the solution of an RPA-type integral equation taking
the dressed bubble as the driving particle-hole propa-
gator.

Few-nucleon processes

Muon capture on 3He
(H.W. Fearing, J.G. Congleton)

Muon capture in 3He has always been of interest be-
cause the simplicity of the nucleus makes it possible in
principle to obtain exact wave functions and thus free
the calculation from the nuclear uncertainties which
are always present for heavier nuclei. Recent develop-
ments in obtaining Faddeev solutions for three-body
continuum wave functions have now made it feasible
to look at the various break-up channels in a detailed
way. There have also been developments in the con-
struction of polarized 3He targets, some of which are
under way at TRIUMF, which hold out the possibility
of being able to measure various spin correlations in
muon capture in 3He.

Thus we are studying muon capture by the 3He nu-
cleus via both the direct (quasielastic) process (/* + 3

He —> t + v) and the break-up channels (n + d + v, n +
n + p + v). Of particular interest are spin observables
accessible with a polarized target and the sensitivity
of all observables to the pseudoscalar coupling and to
exchange contributions.

As a first step we have calculated the rate, triton
asymmetry and analysing power for the direct chan-
nel using the elementary particle model. The analysing
power is sensitive to the nuclear pseudoscalar form fac-
tor whereas the triton asymmetry is not. The latter
result is contrary to some erroneous results in the lit-
erature.

In preparation for a more microscopic calculation we
have shown that CVC and PCAC are useful tools in
constructing a nonrelativistic effective Hamiltonian for
a microscopic calculation of the process and in partic-
ular that considerations based on PCAC allow one to
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expand the axial current, treating the gp contributions
consistently with respect to the g^ contribution, and
thus obtaining some corrections to the effective Hamil-
tonian not usually included.

We have analysed the state of the art in tri-nucleon
bound state wave functions and are confident that their
properties are understood and that they provide an
accurate description of 3He and 3H in the kinematic
regions pertinent to muon capture.

In the coming year we expect to complete the cal-
culations of the direct process and extend them to the
continuum final states using some of the modern exact
Faddeev wave functions for these final states.

Kaon wave function effects in Kd —» Ant
(H.W. Fearing; R.L. Workman, VPI)

In a recent calculation, submitted for publication
[Workman and Fearing, TRIUMF preprint TRI-PP-
88-78], we looked at the process Kd —• Any from the
point of view of trying to extract information on the An
scattering length. We found that as long as one con-
sidered only the shape of the photon spectrum near
the upper endpoint, which was the region most sensi-
tive to the An scattering length, then essentially all of
the possible uncertainties in the calculation were unim-
portant. These results were then subsequently used to
analyse the data from a new BNL experiment which
did see some indication of A — n rescattering.

We have now extended these investigations to ex-
amine in more detail one of the approximations made,
namely that the kaon wave function, one of the higher
5 states, could be treated as a constant over the nu-
clear (deuteron) volume. There is some indication in
heavier nuclei that the strong interactions of the kaon
and in particular the other open channels lead to dras-
tic modifications of the short-range behaviour of the
kaon wave function. In particular there may be nodes
in the real part of the wave function at short ranges.

We have thus examined a number of, so far, purely
phenomenological wave functions which have nodes in
the real parts as well as substantial imaginary parts.
We found that for a variety of reasonable choices of
wave function and of node position the changes in the
shape of the photon spectrum did not exceed 20%. At
some level of course, an arbitrarily large change in the
wave function can produce an arbitrarily large change
in the results. Thus it will eventually be important to
evaluate this wave function in some realistic model.
At present, uncertainties in the kaon interaction make
a truly realistic calculation difficult. We are, however,
improving the calculation somewhat by explicitly eval-
uating the kaon wave function using an existing phe-
nomenological potential which was obtained by fitting

the available data on kaon levels and widths in some-
what heavier nuclei.

M e s o n physics

Radiative kaon capture in a nonrelativistic quark
model
(H. W. Fearing, P. Murphy)

Radiative kaon capture processes provide an inter-
esting window on some of the few-body kaon inter-
actions. In particular the processes Kp —» A7 and
Kp —+ £7 are of interest for the information they
may provide on the interactions of the A(1405). New
data have recently become available from a BNL ex-
periment involving a number of people from TRIUMF
and the processes are ideal candidates for experiments
at a kaon factory.

Recently we examined these processes in relativistic
pole model [Workman and Fearing, Phys. Rev. D 37,
3117 (1988)] and found some interesting dependence on
the A(1405). Alternative approaches include the cloudy
bag model and a nonrelativistic quark model calcula-
tion including a limited set of the possible contributing
diagrams.

In the present calculation we have extended the non-
relativistic quark model to include a number of addi-
tional diagrams and to take particular care about ques-
tions such as gauge invariance. We have thus developed
an effective nonrelativistic interaction based on the in-
teractions of the kaon and photon with the quarks in
the baryons which is gauge invariant and which con-
tains the same physics as included in the pole model.
This interaction is then taken in impulse approxima-
tion between nonrelativistic quark wave functions ob-
tained from the usual Isgur-Karl nonrelativistic quark
model. The results should give us some understanding
of the relative importance of the various diagrams and
tell whether the failure of the existing quark model cal-
culations to get the right ratio of £ to A final states is
something inherent in the quark model, or just in the
selection of the contributing diagrams.

Can the Skyrme model describe low energy s-wave
7r-nucleon scattering?
(B.K. Jennings; 0. V. Maxwell, Florida International)

One of the outstanding problems in the Skyrme
model has been its failure to correctly describe s-wave
7r-nucleon scattering. In this work we address this prob-
lem although by no means solve it.

The Lagrangian is expanded up to second order in
the fluctuating field $ = 0O + ^0- The resulting expres-
sion is rather lengthy and so is not included here. In
the classical skyrmion the ordering of the fields does
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not matter. Once we quantize, however, it does matter
because the operator V (where 2? is a rotation matrix)
does not commute with T>. We include here all possible
orderings with equal weights. In practice, this modi-
fication of the quantization procedure does not alter
our results much, but it does help to guarantee current
conservation. The V is evaluated using the Heisenberg
equation of motion.

The classical equation of motion for the fluctuating
field was obtained from the Euler-Lagrange equation.
We solved the faulting differential equation in mo-
mentum spacr using a Green's function technique and
included recoil by multiplying the propagator by the
factor EN/{EN + £V) where EN and ET denote the
on-shell energies of the pion and nucleon, respectively.

The resulting phases are so bad we decline to show
them. It appears that the parts of the potential hav-
ing two derivatives acting on the fluctuating field are
much too large. This is disturbing since these terms
play a large role in the much vaunted success of the
Skyrme model in fitting the resonances. At this level
of approximation, the cloudy bag model provides a bet-
ter description of s-wave jr-nucleon scattering ' "ian the
Skyrme model.

Antikaon-nucleon scattering in the cloudy bag
model
(L. Whitmore, B.K. Jennings)

In an attempt to gain further insight into the nature
of the A(1405), the cloudy bag model (CBM) has been
used to describe s-wave /f-nucleon scattering. The cal-
culations have been extended to include higher-order
interaction terms explicitly in the driving potential
for the Lipmann-Schwinger equation. Essentially there
are two additional graphs, which cancel in the soft-
meson limit, one providing long-range attraction and
the other short-range repulsion. The addition of these
graphs improve the pre-existing CBM curves with re-
spect to the phase-shift analysis and experiment. It was
possible to correctly describe the shape and width of
the A(1405) resonance as well as the above threshold
scattering. The price paid was using an unrealistically
large value of the pion decay constant. The results sup-
port the conclusion that the A(1405) is a /f-Nucleon
bound state. The effect of using recent advancements
in relativistic propagators was looked at and these were
found to need further modification for coupled chan-
nels.

xN scattering using smooth relativistic equations
(B.C. Pearce, B.K. Jennings)

Both unitarity and chiral symmetry are important
to a correct description of the nN system. All of

the higher-order contributions to unitarity can eas-
ily be summed by solving the ladder Bethe-Salpeter
equation, or, more usually, one of the many three-
dimensional reductions of this equation. However, then
the chiral symmetry of the underlying Lagrangian is vi-
olated. This could be patched up by including higher-
order, two-particle-irreducible diagrams in the "poten-
tial", although this can lead to a violation of uni-
tarity through including some but not all contribu-
tions to three-body unitarity. A possible solution to
this dilemma was provided by Cooper and Jennings,
who observed that higher-order processes tend to can-
cel short-range structure in the KN propagator. From
this observation they derived a new reduction of the
Bethe-Salpeter equation that preserves both unitarity
and chiral symmetry. We have used this equation as
the basis for a description of the irN system using
a chirally symmetric, phenomenological meson-baryon
Lagrangian. The model shows promise in providing a
reasonable description of the S and P waves up to a lab
energy of around 400 MeV. Work is proceeding on fine
tuning the fit. Eventually, we hope to use the model
to develop a ^-nucleus optical potential that should
help fill the current gap between the sophistication of
p-nucleus and 7r-nucleus optical potentials.

A dynamical model of pion photoproduction on the
nucleon
(S. Nozawa; B. Blankkider, PSI; T.-S.H. Lee, ANL)

Pion photoproduction on the nucleon has been in-
vestigated using a model Hamiltonian defined in the
channel-space "H = nN © jN ® B with B = A and
N. The basic electromagnetic matrix elements are de-
duced from the low-order Feynman amplitudes calcu-
lated from a Lagrangian describing interactions among
j,ir,p,u>,N and A fields. The TN interaction is de-
scribed by B *-* nN vertices, and a two-body sepa-
rable potential. A scattering formalism is introduced
to assure that the constructed pion photoproduction
amplitude is unitarity and gauge invariant. The nN
parameters are determined by fitting the phase-shift
data up to 500 MeV incident pion energy. The remain-
ing three free parameters of the model, cutoff A for the
form factor which regularizes the Born (non-resonant)
terms, GM and GE for the jN «-+ A vertex, are deter-
mined by fitting the Af1+(3/2) and £1

1+(3/2) multipole
data. The resulting Elf MX ratio of the yN «-> A ex-
citation is —3.1%.

The model provides a good description of the exist-
ing cross section and polarization data for yp —• ir+n,
yp —*• ir°p and yn —* n~p up to 400 MeV incident pho-
ton energy. The importance of unitarity in extracting
the basic parameters from the data was also demon-
strated explicitly.
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Neutral pion photoproduction on the nucleon near
threshold
(S. Nozawa; T.-S.H. Lee, ANL; B. Blankleider, PSI)

Neutral pion photoproduction on the nucleon near
threshold has been investigated using the dynamical
model mentioned above (NBL). Analytic properties of
the final-state interaction amplitude in the energy re-
gion near 7r+n production threshold are examined in
detail. It has been shown that the commonly used pro-
cedure, based on an analytical continuation of the K-
matrix to the unphysical region, is not compatible to
an approach incorporating full off-energy-shell dynam-
ics. Our calculation indicates that the final-state in-
teraction amplitude derived from a dynamical model
could involve large cancellation between the different
pion photoproduction mechanisms. This leads to the
surprising result that the final-state interaction effect
due to the intermediate ir°p state can be as important
as that due to the n+n intermediate state.

At threshold, we obtain Eo+ = -1.92 x 10~3/m*+-
This number is close to the measured value of EQ+ =
— 1.5 x 10~3/m*+. No violation of the low-energy theo-
rem is required to obtain good agreement between the
calculated total cross sections and experimental data
from threshold to about 400 MeV incident photon en-
ergy-

JT° photoproduction on the neutron near threshold
(S. Nozawa)

Neutral pion photoproduction on the neutron near
threshold has been investigated with the dynamical
model of NBL. It is shown that the final-state inter-
action (FSI) amplitude derived from the dynamical
model could involve large cancellations between the
different pion photoproduction mechanisms. We find
that the FSI plays an essential role in this channel be-
cause of the small Born amplitude. At threshold, we
obtain Eo+(non) = 0.21 x 10-3 /mT + .

Electroproduction of pions on the nucleon
(S. Nozawa; T.-S.H. Lee, ANL)

Electroproduction of pions on the nucleon has been
investigated with the dynamical model of NBL. The
predicted cross sections are in good agreement with the
inclusive p(e,e') data, and reproduce to a large extent
the p(e, e'w) triple coincidence data. Dependence of the
p(e,e'ir°) cross sections on the El and C2 transition
form factors of the 7JV <-+ A excitation are presented.
The model-dependence of our predictions is briefly ex-
amined by also considering the Gross-Riska approach
to parametrize the electromagnetic vertices of the Born
(non-resonant) term.

5- and P-phase shifts for low-energy elastic pion-
nucleon scattering
(G. Holzwarth, Seigen/TRIUMF; B.K. Jennings)

For a satisfactory description of low-energy elastic
TN scattering in soliton models it is necessary to go
beyond the commonly used O(l)-approximation and in-
clude Q(l/N) effects. These consist of interaction terms
which couple the collective baryon variables with the
mesonic fluctuations. In contrast to the usual form of
the pion-baryon vertex the soliton model leads to a lin-
ear coupling between the time-component of the bary-
onic axial current and the time-derivative of the meson
field. Additional terms appear in the quadratic (con-
tact) interaction term. Altogether this leads to the cor-
rect structure of the low-energy scattering amplitudes.
Numerical results depend on the specific form chosen
for the soliton profile and therefore on the stabiliza-
tion mechanism. It seems that the Skyrme stabilization
term does not lead to satisfactory results. Whether in-
clusion of vector mesons can improve this remains to
be seen.

Electron scattering

Meson-exchange currents in quasielastic scattering
of electrons off nuclei
(P.G. Blunden, Manitoba; M.N. Butler,
TRIUMF/Queen's)

We have continued on our program to look at the
quasielastic response of nuclei in a relativistic model.
Using Serot and Walecka's QHD model (quantum
hadrodynamics) we have extended our Fermi-gas cal-
culations to calculations in finite nuclei. For meson-
exchange currents with a Ip-lh final state we find that
the qualitative behaviour in a finite calculation is like
that in the Fermi-gas model. The overall strength of
the response is quite reasonable in comparison to the
data, although it peaks at the wrong energy transfer.
This is a standard problem with mean-field calcula-
tions, and will almost certainly go away when we in-
clude 2p-2h correlations in the ground state.

The tails in the finite-nucleus calculations would
seem to indicate that the problems seen in the region
between the quasielastic and delta responses (the so-
called "dip-region") have been due to the Fermi-gas
approximation, rather than any uncertainties in the
reaction mechanism. Exchange currents with 2p-2A fi-
nal states are now under investigation for the finite
system, as is the effect of including the A-resonance.



The nuclear response at x > 1
(M.N. Butler, TRIUMF/Queen's)

There has been a lot of interest recently in the re-
sponse of nuclei at x > 1 in both quasielastic and deep-
inelastic scattering. The processes which contribute to
the response in this region are still not well understood.
Using conventional many-body theory, it appears that
the dominant mechanism in each region of x can be
isolated. If so, then conventional nuclear models which
include at most two-body correlations can only be sen-
sibly compared to data for x < 2. This would be true
for the treatment of initial and final-state correlations.
Problems in the comparison between theory and exper-
iment for quasielastic scattering off 3He at large x > 2
can then be explained by the lack of an exact treatment
of the final-state interactions in the system.

Final-state interaction effects in trinucleon re-
sponse functions
(E. van Meijgaard; J.A. Tjon, Utrecht)

In a recent deep-inelastic electron scattering experi-
ment the nuclear response functions of both trinucleon
systems 3He and 3H are measured [Dow et ai, Phys.
Rev. Lett. 61, 1706 (1988)]. In the theoretical treat-
ment of this process it is customary to neglect final-
state interactions (FSI). In plane wave impulse approx-
imotv n (PWIA) the active nucleon is directly knocked
out, leaving the residual pair in a deuteron or an un-
bound, but correlated state. Consequently, the nuclear
structure observables can be interpreted directly in
trinucleon bound-state properties. To investigate the
validity of this approach we have carried out an exact
analysis of the electron-induced trinucleon breakup re-
action. Final-state interactions between the outgoing
nucleons are fully taken into account by solving the
Faddeev equations for the continuum states. The cal-
culation is essentially nonrelativistic and in the e.m.
interaction only nucleonic degrees of freedom are con-
sidered. Relativistic kinematics is only used to relate
the four-momentum of the exchanged photon to the
three-momentum and energy of the trinucleon system.
As N-N input we used a local S-wave spin-dependent
interaction. In order to facilitate the calculations we
described the local interaction by the first term of the
unitary pole expansion (UPE).

In order to calculate the nuclear response functions
we have to know the complete spectrum of scattering
states of the trinucleon system. This implies that in ad-
dition to the two-body breakup proces [Meijgaard and
Tjon, Phys. Rev. Lett. 57, 3011 (1986)], also the con-
tributions from the three-body breakup process have
to be analysed. In determining the half-off-shell wave
function for 3—>3 scattering the first rescattering con-

tribution is iterated once with very high accuracy to re-
move the logarithmic singularities. The result turns out
to be sufficiently smooth to serve as the driving term
for the subsequent iterations of the remaining part of
the multiple scattering series. Finally, the solution of
the Faddeev equations is constructed using the method
of Pade approximates.

Once the wave functions of the nuclear final state
are known, the electromagnetic breakup amplitude is
constructed. In addition to the PWIA amplitudes, it
contains the remaining disconnected terms, in which
the photon couples to a correlated pair and the con-
nected contributions which arise from the nucleonic
final-state interactions. Subsequent evaluation of the
nuclear response functions requires a four-fold numer-
ical integration. One azimuthal integral can be done
analytically.

Figure 65 shows the longitudinal and the transverse
response of the mirror trinucleon systems. For the lon-
gitudinal response the full curve is below the PWIA
curve, except in the low-energy region. This is con-
trary to the result obtained by Schiavilla et al. [Phys.
Lett. B 218, 1 (1989); Phys. Rev. C 36, 2221 (1987)],
who calculated the response functions with the approx-
imate method of correlated basis functions. The shift
of the quasielastic peak to higher energies is partially
due to the use of nonrelativistic kinematics. As can be
seen from the figure there is a substantial difference
between the theoretical prediction and the transverse
data. A possible reason for the discrepancy may be the
effect of meson-exchange currents.
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Fig. 65. Longitudinal and transverse response functions
of the mirror trinucleon systems. Momentum transfer is
500 MeV/c. The solid curve represents a complete calcu-
lation, the dashed curve shows the PWIA result, and the
dotted curve is due to only the disconnected contributions.
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QCD and quark models

Bound dibaryons in a constituent quark model
(H.M. Hofmann, Erlangen/TRIUMF)

The six-quark bound-state problem has been solved
in the framework of the resonating group model. An
interaction which reproduces the nucleon-nucleon data
reasonably well has been found. Relative to the NA-
threshold only weakly bound states are found, at
variance with meson-exchange models which predict
deeply bound states. The AA-configurations, however,
lead to two 5-wave bound-states for isospin T=0 and 1
and one for T=3. In general the states with smaller to-
tal spin are more strongly bound. The T=0 5=1, T=0
5=3, and T=3 5=0 states are bound by more than
50 MeV relative to the AA-threshold and thus might
be experimentally detectable.

Electromagnetic properties of the baryon octet
from lattice QCD
(D.B. Leinweber, R.M. Woloshyn; T. Draper, K. Liu,
Kentucky)

We have been investigating the electromagnetic
properties of the baryon octet in lattice QCD. Our sim-
ulation of QCD employs a quenched 24 x 12 x 12 x 24
lattice at /? = 5.9 and Wilson fermions.

Preliminary results indicate the signs of the mag-
netic moments are correctly determined; however, the
magnitude of the moments is slightly underestimated.
It appears that the discrepancy between the lattice re-
sults and experimental results may be accounted for
through an overall scaling factor. An analysis of baryon
octet electric form factors has been particularly useful
in providing insight into the underlying dynamics of
the quarks. All the results, such as a large charge ra-
dius for E + and a relatively small charge radius for
S~, may be understood in terms of a simple quark
model picture. Such a description lends credence and
confidence to the significance of the results.

A similar analysis of the electromagnetic form fac-
tors of the J = 3/2 baryons is in progress.

QCD sum rule analysis of spin-orbit splitting in
baryons
(D.B. Leinweber)

The spin-orbit splitting in N and A has been de-
termined using the QCD sum rule technique of Shif-
man, Vainshtein, and Zakharov. The QCD sum rules
coupling to Jp = 1/2" nucleons, first considered by
Belyaev and Ioffe, are shown to provide a consistent de-
scription of JVi~(1535). The QCD sum rules coupling
to the low-lying A | + , A|~, and A§~ are also exam-

ined as these sum rules have not been previously con-
sidered in the literature. The nonperturbative calcula-
tions of spin-orbit splitting and odd parity excitation
energies in the low-lying states of N and A are in agree-
ment with experimental data. This is in contrast to
conventional quark models. The large spin-orbit split-
ting in A resonances arises without invoking coupling
to the KN scattering channel. Both the relatively large
strange quark mass and the reduced strange quark con-
densate act to increase the spin-orbit splitting in the
low-lying A resonances. The results do not exclude cou-
pling of A(1405) to the KN channel provided any ad-
ditional spin-orbit splitting arising from the coupling
is of the order of 30 MeV.

The effect of an non-zero effective gluon mass in
the non-relativistic quark model
(M. Jones, TRIUMF/Victoria; M.N. Butler, TRI-
UMF'/Queen's)

We have investigated the effect of introducing a fi-
nite mass for the exchanged gluons in the nonrelativis-
tic quark model of hadrons. The mass explicitly modi-
fies the short-range one-gluon exchange component of
the quark-quark interaction. Other components of the
interaction are modified via a new parameter fit.

Using the T excitation spectrum (66 mesons) as a
test case, we have allowed all parameters of the poten-
tial to vary and found that the fit to the spectrum is
improved by the introduction of a finite mass, and the
fit is optimized at a mass of approximately 400 MeV.
It is interesting that this mass is of the same order as
the constituent u and d quark mass in light meson and
baryon spectroscopy.

Electroweak in terac t ions

Charge quantization of fermions and bosons
(C.Q. Geng)

We study the quantization of the electric charges of
fermions and bosons in the standard model with and
without right-handed neutrino. We show that, without
the right-handed neutrino, only the standard charges
are allowed for Weyl quarks and leptons under the
standard group. With it, there are two independent
quantized hypercharge and electric charge assignments
and non-quantized charge assignments would result
from linear combinations of these two. One more con-
dition is sufficient to recover the unique correct charge
quantization.
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i-quark mass, and quark mixing from h'1
relations to other rare decays
(C.Q. Geng, J.N. Ng)

and

Incorporating the recent measurements of the
branching ratio of A'£ —• fifi we extracted a tighter
constraint on £-quark mass and the KM mixing pa-
rameters. This is used to estimate the branching ratio
of K+ —+ ir+vV and we found it to lie in the range of
10-1 0-2.5xl0-1 0 .

QCD corrections to muon polarization asymmetry
in K\ —• fifi decay
(Z. Huang, K.S. Viswanathan, SFU; C.Q. Geng, J.N.
Ng)

We calculated both the perturbative and nonper-
turbative QCD correction to the CP-violating helic-
ity asymmetry of outgoing muons in K\ -* ftp decay
for light Higgs bosons. The nonperturbative effects are
calculated by the sum rule method, and this gives sig-
nificant enhancement for fi < 1 GeV/c2.

Pseudoscalar-nucleon coupling and CP violation
(C.G. Geng, J.N. Ng)

Incorporating the recent EMC measurement of po-
larized muon-proton scattering we re-examine the cou-
pling of pseudoscalar Higgs bosons to nucleons in spon-
taneous CP-violation models. We show that this cou-
pling can be consistent with zero. This implies that the
electric dipole moment of neutrons induced by Higgs
nucleon coupling may be small.

Z° production in high energy v and V scattering off
nucleons
(R. Bates, Okanagan; J.N. Ng)

We calculated the production cross section of Z° in
multi-TeV v and V scattering off nucleons. At Ev =
20 TeV the cross section is 10~4 pb. Detailed energy
dependence is also given.

Other topics

Quantum electrodynamics in (2+l)-dimensions
(R.M. Woloshyn; H.R. Fiebig, Florida International)

Quantum electrodynamics (QED) in (2+1 ̂ dimen-
sions has spontaneously broken chiral symmetry which,
it has been suggested, is restored if the number of fla-
vors exceeds a critical value approximately equal three.
This suggestion has been supported by lattice simula-
tions using a noncompact lattice gauge action. We have
initiated a program to study chiral symmetry breaking
using a compact action. The goal is to make a detailed

comparison of compact and noncompact lattice QED
and to elucidate further the mechanism of chiral sym-
metry breaking.

Simulations are being carried out using the hybrid
molecular dynamics algorithm on an 83 lattice. Differ-
ent procedures for extrapolating to the chiral limit have
to be tested before the final results can be obtained.

Coupled AN-'SN potentials
(B.C. Pearce; B.F. Gibson, LANL;
I.R. Afnan, Flinders Univ.)

Three-body calculations of the hyper-triton and
hyper-3He need separable A.N amplitudes as input.
Sophisticated, coupled ANSN potentials exist in the
literature but they are not separable. We are in the
process of producing separable expansions of these po-
tentials which should help eliminate a source of uncer-
tainty in the Faddeev calculations.

Color transparency
(B.K. Jennings; G.A. Miller, Washington)

It has been argued that a phenomenon called color
transparency occurs for sufficiently large values of the
momentum transfer. These arguments are summarized
here: To obtain an appreciable amplitude for a high-
momentum transfer reaction on a nucleon leading to
a nucleon, the colored constituents must be close to-
gether. If the constituents are close together, their color
electric dipole moment is small and the soft interac-
tions with the medium are suppressed. If the parti-
cle remains small, it can escape the medium without
further interaction. The escape time is proportional
to its mass divided by its energy times the nuclear
diameter. This time is short if the outgoing parti-
cle has sufficiently high energy. The feature that the
particle suffers no distortion, i.e. that the medium is
"transparent", leads to the name "color transparency".
Color transparency is expected to hold even when the
projectile-nucleus optical potential is not small.

We have developed a quantum mechanical treatment
of high-momentum transfer nuclear processes based on
first-order perturbation theory. Color transparency is
shown to arise from using the closure approximation.
We find an absolute lower limit of E > 1.2A<-1'3'>
for the onset of color transparency. A higher limit of
E > 2.0A1/3 found in this work is influenced by the
specific model we use and is therefore just a guideline,
but we expect that it is more realistic than the lower
value. Nevertheless, our finding is that the effects of
color transparency can indeed be measured provided
the energy is sufficiently large.
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Intensity interferometry in subatomic physics
(D.H. Boat, SFU; C-K. Gelbke, Michigan State; B.K.
Jennings)

The intensity interferometry technique, commonly
referred to as the Hanbury-Brown/Twiss effect can be
applied to nuclear and elementary particle collisions
as a model of investigating their space-time evolution.
The effect has to do with correlations between two par-
ticles produced in the same collision and is associated
with the symmetry of the wave function. It only oc-
curs when the contributions from different parts of the
source add incoherently (that's right, incoherently).
We have written a review of the field including the the-
oretical framework of the technique and its commonly
used formulations. The experimental results, in various
subfields of subatomic physics, were also described.

The role of superconducting cosmic strings in pri-
mordial nucleosynthesis
(M.N. Butler, TRIUMF/Queen's; R.A. Maleney,
LLNL; M.B. Mijic, UBC)

To follow up earlier work by Malaney and Butler on
the effect of superconducting cosmic strings on primor-
dial nuclear abundances, we have looked at the details
of the evolution of superconducting strings in the early
universe. A critical parameter in the earlier work was
the number density of loops of cosmic string. The nor-
malization of this density is usually taken from simu-
lations of normal string evolution, but there has never
been a simulation for a network of superconducting
strings. We found that in a simple analytical model
where superconducting and normal string evolution
can be directly compared, there is a marked increase in
the superconducting loop density over the normal loop
density. If this effect is also found in more realistic mod-
els of the evolution, then the effects of superconducting
cosmic strings on primordial nucleosynthesis could be
even more dramatic.

Solar Antineutrinos
(R.A. Malaney, B.S. Meyer, LLNL; M.N. Butler,
TRIUMF/Queen's)

We have looked at the flux of antineutrinos from
the sun as a further test of our understanding of the
standard solar model. The fluxes are too low for de-
tection at current or planned solar neutrino detectors,
but are a guide for the development of the next gen-
eration of neutrino detectors. Good angle and energy
resolution would be required in these detectors in or-
der to separate the solar antineutrinos from terrestrial
background and antineutrinos from relic supernovae.

Final-state interaction effects in quasielastic scat-
tering from quantum fluids
(A.S. Rinat, Weizmann/TRIUMF; M.N. Butler,
TRIUMF/Queen's)

We have completed a study of the treatment of final-
state interactions on quasielastic response function of
quantum fluids and shown that, given the current ex-
perimental resolutions, it is impossible to to resolve
final-state interaction effects beyond first order in a
perturbative expansion. We have also revealed some of
the rather severe approximations made by those who
try for a treatment of final-state effects to all orders.
Some tests are proposed to determine the accuracy
of these approximations, should the data ever offer
enough resolution to do so. The process of interest here
is neutron scattering off liquid 3He and 4He.
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COMPUTING SERVICES

Hardware

Workstations continue to have a great impact on the
evolution of computing at TRIUMF. The Data Analy-
sis Centre (DAC) local area VAX cluster (LAVC) has
expanded to 23 members with an overall cpu capabil-
ity of about 8 VAX-8650s, again doubling the LAVC
cpu power of the previous year. On average more than
50% of the available cpu cycles are consumed daily.
The LAVC has allowed the efficient site-wide sharing
of the 23 VAXes, 4 Iineprinters, 5 plotters, 6 HP paint-
jet (colour) printers, and 23 HPlaserjet printers.

DEC's long-term loan of a DECstation-3100 (an
ULTRIX-based workstation about twice the cpu power
of a VAX-8650) was the catalyst for a more serious
migration to a UNIX environment than was possible
with the much slower SUN-3/60. Thus by the end of
the year there were three DECstations on the network,
and with the deep price discounts currently being of-
fered by DEC we expect many more will be ordered in
the near future. A number of cpu-intensive programs
were ported to the ULTRIX environment, but the pace
vas limited by the local disc space (easy to overcome)
and the available manpower (not so easy to overcome).
The move from VMS to ULTRIX is felt to be impor-
tant in the long term, so the acquisition of more DEC-
stations is vital to gathering a "critical mass" of user
expertise. ULTRIX workstations are predicted to have
a significant impact on the way computing is done at
TRIUMF in the following year(s).

Fortunately, the increased cpu capacity of the LAVC
was matched by a corresponding increase in disc
storage (which again halved in price/Mbyte) and
the remarkable cost effectiveness of the 8 mm Ex-
abyte VCR storage technology which reduced both
tape storage costs 10-fold and volume 100-fold! Cur-
rently the most desirable computing configuration is
a VAX/DECstation-3100 with a 650 Mbyte disc (and
for some experimentalists an additional 8 mm Exabyte
tape drive). The backup of the LAVC discs (some at-
tached directly to the workstations scattered around
TRIUMF) was greatly simplified with these 8 mm tape
drives.

HPlaserjets are by far the most popular laser printers
at TRIUMF. The latest model (Up) not only set new
standards for low hardware costs but, with its support
data compression techniques for bit-map printing, has
made full page 300 dpi graphics printing practical.

Software

A significant development was the signing of
the Campuswide Software Licence Grant Agreement
(CSLG) between DEC and TRIUMF. In effect this
agreement will substantially reduce our software costs

for the DEC machines as well as give access to a far
larger range of DEC software products. The CSLG pro-
gram has made the purchase of DEC hardware more
economically attractive.

Despite the fact that a large fraction of our group's
manpower was diverted to the KAON factory project
definition study (PDS) we were able to make some
progress in areas of our traditional services. The
DECwindows implementation of fRIUMF's graphics
packages on the VAXstations was the big graphics
event of the year. Support was thus provided for either
UIS (VWS) or DECwindows for all TRIUMF graphics-
based programs (requiring only a re-link of the applica-
tion). The ability to run application programs on any
VAX and display the graphics on any workstation sup-
porting X-windows was felt to be extremely beneficial.

Almost all of the functionality of the universal data
manipulation program OPDATA has been merged into
the universal data graphing program PLOTDATA, thus
making the latter the program at TRIUMF (and many
other sites worldwide!). As in the previous years, a
large number of new features were added to PLOTDATA
and the companion interactive graphics editor EDGR.
Some of the key ones were: least squares determina-
tion of the best set of N parameters whose effects are
tabulated in an N by M (locations) matrix so as to
reduce the M location error vector to zero, the abil-
ity to read in FIOWA type data structures (support for
MSR and CHAOS data structures are in development),
Postscript, GKS metafile, and generic terminal driver
support, full-page 300 dpi graphics hardcopies using
a dynamically allocated bit-map, support of terminal
and VAXstation based digitizing pads, the integration
of PLOTTEXT functionality into PLOTDATA, and integra-
tion of Autocad plot files into EDGR drawings.

An invited talk given at the 12th International Con-
ference on Cyclotrons and their Applications (Berlin)
which outlined our group's contribution to the com-
putational tools used for cyclotron design, commis-
sioning and operation was well received. For some 15
years a goal has been to develop a set of totally inte-
grated tools which provide full support for all aspects
of data manipulation/presentation/publication for sci-
entists and engineers at TRIUMF. The latest versions
of the corresponding user/reference manuals (which
were expanded considerably in the past year) reflect
our progress towards this ambitious goal.

Miscellaneous

Since the installation of a 10-cent plastic sleeve at
the optical-fibre cable/electronic interface early in 1989
the TRIUMF-UBC link of BCNet has been remarkably
trouble free.
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EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES

Development of a laser-pumped polarized 3 He
target

During the past year a polarized 3He target has
been designed and tested. This target was used for
the first time in September during measurements of
spin observables in elastic proton scattering and in
proton-induced nucleon knockout reactions from 3He
(see Expt. 541 report).

The target is based on the method of optical pump-
ing of Rb and spin exchange with dense 3He buffer gas.
The spin exchange collisions involve the weak contact
hyperfine interaction of Rb atomic and 3He nuclear
spins. A good understanding of the underlying physics
had been established in previous work at Princeton and
Harvard [see for example Chupp ei al., Phys. Rev. C
33, 447 (1987)].

A schematic view of the set-up is shown in Fig. 66.
The particle beam enters a cylindrical cell made of alu-
minosilicate (Comiag 1720) glass along the (y) symme-
try axis. The glass thickness traversed by the beam is
typically 0.1-0.2 mm per window as measured by the
attenuation of 22 keV X-rays from a 109Cd source. The
cell has a volume of 17 cm3 (1.62 cm inner diameter
and 8.5 cm length) and is filled with a few mg of Rb,
2400 Torr (at 273 K) of 3He, and 105 Torr (at 273 K)
of N2 quench gas. The total number of 3He atoms is
1.4 • 1021 and the areal density presented to the beam
is 7.2 • 1020/cm2. The 795 nm Dl pump light is pro-
duced by a tunable TirSapphire laser from SPECTRA
PHYSICS which is pumped by all visible lines from an

Main Coil
Bo

Ti-Sapphire
Lbser

Fig. 66. Schematic diagram of the polarized 3He target.

Ar+ ion laser. The Ti:Sapphire produces about 4.5 W
of power at the 795 nm Dl line of Rb with 23 W of
pump power from the Ar laser. A system of mirrors,
cylindrical lenses, and a A/4 plate was used to produce
a parallel light beam, circularly polarized along the z
axis, at the target. The illumination was uniform over
the target cell, with about 30% of the power wasted
outside the cell boundaries. A reference cell which con-
tained pure Rb was used to observe Dl and D2 fluo-
rescence and to determine the frequency calibration
and spectral width (about 18 GHz) of the Ti:Sapphire
laser. The Rb number density in the cell, TV, could be
optimized to the available laser power by varying the
cell temperature (typically 455 K).

Adiabatic fast passage (AFP) NMR was used to
analyse the average 3He polarization. An oscillating
field of 100 kHz in the x direction was produced by a
pair of rf drive coils, and the dc field along the z direc-
tion was swept through the 3He resonance at 3.083 mT.
A pick-up coil having its symmetry axis along the beam
(y) direction was used to observe the rotating magnetic
moment of the target. The NMR signal from the pickup
coil was fed into a differential amplifier, a lockin am-
plifier, and an ADC. An NMR scan obtained with the
3He cell is shown in Fig. 67. Absolute normalization
of the NMR signal was obtained by observing proton
NMR from a water cell of the same dimensions, also at
100 kHz (see Fig. 68). Because of the small proton po-
larization at room temperature (8.1 • 10~8) only rather
weak signals are observed. The negative sign of the
second resonance signal results from the fact that the
longitudinal relaxation time in water is shorter than
the time interval between the resonance signals. The
proton NMR normalization implies a 3He polarization
in Fig. 67 of about 62%.
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Fig. 67. NMR signals from two successive AFP spin flips of
the 3He polarization.
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Fig. 68. Proton NMR signals from a water sample.
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Fig. 69. 3He spia relaxation data used to determine 3 He-
wall relaxation and 3He-Rb spin exchange rates.

In the steady state the 3He polarization is

tSE
(1)

where ySE — (<TSEV)N is the spin exchange rate in
3He-Rb collisions, and F is the spin relaxation rate for
3He collisions with the wall. From the decay of the 3He
polarization at room temperature we have determined
the wall relaxation rate to be T = (42.7 h)"1. From a
fit to the decay of the 3He polarization at a nominal
temperature of 456 K (see Fig. 69) we obtain JSE =
(5.6 h)-1. Using the value (aSEv) = 1.2 • 10~19 cm3/s
for the velocity-averaged rate constant for spin ex-
change [see Coulter et al., Nucl. Instrum. Methods
A270, 90 (1988)] we deduce a Rb number density
N = 4.13 • 1014 which is about 18% lower than im-
plied by the vapor pressure curve of Ki/h'an [Phys. Rev.
27, 578 (1926)]. We have found a similarly reduced Rb
number density from independent measurements of Dl
light transmission through our cells (see report on the
polarization of optically pumped Rb vapour, p. xx).

Using Eq. (1) we deduce the average Rb polariza-
tion to be PRb = 0-70 whereas a value of ~0.9 would
be predicted from a quantitative analysis of the Dl
light transmission data. The reduction of PR*, can in
part be attributed to geometrical shadowing by the
pickup coil (~13% of the volume). Nonuniform illumi-
nation resulting from higher-order spatial modes of the
Ti:Sapphire laser, and shadowing due to the formation
of Rb droplets on the inner glass wall of the cell may
also be contributing factors in reducing Pju,-

Development of high-pressure polarized 3He
target cells

Although the feasibility of polarized 3He targets has
been demonstrated for nearly 30 years, both by opti-
cal pumping of metastable 3Re [Colegrove et al., Phys.
Rev. 132, 2561 (1963)] and by optical pumping of
alkalides and spin exchange in alkalide-3Ee collisions
[Bouchiat et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 5, 373 (I960)], the
figure of merit of these targets (total number of 3He
atoms times their polarization squared) has only re-
cently become sufficiently high to perform fixed target
nuclear physics experiments. During measurements of
spin observables in elastic and quasielastic scattering
of polarized protons from 3He at TRIUMF (see reports
on Expt. 566 and Expt. 541) 1.6 xlO19 circularly po-
larized photons from a Ti:Sapphire laser were used to
pump a total of 6.9 x 1015 Rb atoms in a 17 cm3 vol-
ume. With the spin exchange technique, the typical
time constant for buildup of 3He polarization is 6 h for
a total of 1.7x 1021 3He atoms. The asymptotic value
of the target polarization is about 60%. Such a target
is adequate for reactions with primary hadronic beams
but is marginally useful for experiments with external
electron beams or secondary beams (it, [i, K, p ... ).
Another drawback of the 3He target is the presence
of a significant amount of nitrogen (partial pressure
of about 100 Torr at 273 K versus 2400 Torr of 3He)
which is required to suppress fluorescence and radia-
tion 'crapping of Rb Dl light. For many experiments
reactions with nitrogen cause unwanted background.

We have started a program to increase the 3He
density and to investigate the properties of different
quench gases. In a procedure developed at Princeton a
3He density of typically 3.2 atm is achieved by immers-
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ing the requisite glass cell in a liquid nitrogen bath (at
77 K), with the gas pressure in the cell and the re-
maining volume (at 294 K) below 760 Torr. The cell
containing the dense gas can then be parted off by ap-
plying a flame to the capillary joining the cell with the
remaining gas manifold. We have recently succeeded in
producing cells with pressures up to 10 atm (at 273 K)
by cooling the final volume to temperatures as low as
10 K. Cold helium gas from a liquid helium storage
dewar streams past the 3He cell inside a copper box.
The glass cell is wrapped with adhesive copper tape to
reduce temperature gradients and the cell temperature
is measured with a temperature-sensitive silicon diode
(accuracy ~ ±0.3 K) attached to the copper tape. The
copper box is insulated from the outside Al container
by urethane foam. A thin carbon plate protects the
foam insulation from the flame and allows the length
of the capillary after pulloff to be kept to less than
2 cm. The number of 3He atoms in the cell is obtained
from the pressures before and after cooldown using ei-
ther the measured temperature or (more accurately)
from the previously determined volume fraction of the
cell.

We have measured the wall relaxation times for the
high pressure cells to be 60-100 h. To achieve such long
relaxation times the glass manifolds are annealed at
1000 K and baked out for at least 24 h at 4x 10~8 Torr
and 500 K. An rf tesla discharge at a few Torr is
maintained for several minutes to shake loose impu-
rities from the glass walls. The Rb is released from its
breakseal ampoule inside the glass manifold using a
glass-covered steel ball. Because of the long relaxation
times large 3He polarizations can be obtained without
increasing the Rb density and laser power. We have
worked with typical pumpup times of 14-20 h for the
denser cells. Because a larger amount of polarization is
stored in the denser cells the average polarization is less
affected by temporary fluctuations of the laser power.
For several of the cells which had been filled with min-
imal amounts of Rb we have found that after several
days of use the Rb vapor density decreased rapidly,
apparently because the Rb gradually reacts with the
glass. Cells containing large amounts of Rb were sta-
ble; however, the average polarization was significantly
smaller because droplets on the glass wall blocked or
scattered the incident laser light.

A variety of quench gases are being considered to
study the possibility of reducing background caused
by the presence of nitrogen quench gas. We have cal-
culated the suppression of fluorescent Rb Dl light rep-
resented by the first-order quenching factor (7o//)oi
neglecting the effects of radiation trapping. If we re-
fer to the Rb 525i/2 ground state and the 52/Ji/2 and
52P3/2 excited states by indices 0,1 and 2, respectively,

the first-order quenching ratio is

T2Z21Z12
» + Zl° 1 + T2Z2l + T2Z2DJ

The collision rates for quenching transitions i —• j , Zij,
are calculated from the expression

Zi} = NvQa .

The quenching cross sections Qij are taken from
the work of Krause and collaborators [see e.g. L.
Krause, Sensitized Fluorescence and Quenching, in
The Excited State in Chemical Physics (Wiley, New
York, 1975). p. 267]. We have included a small 3He con-
tribution to the collision rate Zn- For the strong Dl
and D2 dipole transitions in Rb we have assumed the
lifetimes to be those of the free atom, i.e. n = 28.1 ns
and r2 = 27.0 ns. In Fig. 70 we show the quenching fac-
tors calculated for various pressures of the quench gases
N2, H2 and C2H4, at a common temperature (458 K)
and 3He partial pressure (2400 Torr). The results de-
pend only very weakly on 3He partial pressure. It is
seen that replacing N2 with C2H4 should allow to re-
duce the number of foreign nucleons in the target by
half. Although H2 appears to be worse than N2 by a
factor of ~2.5 it would be preferable to N2 in situa-
tions where the background from H-induced reactions
is negligible. Tests of H2 filled cells so far indicate very
small 3He polarizations in spite of long (~100 h) wall
relaxation times. Apparently the Rb number density is
very small due to chemical reactions of the Rb vapor.
Further work is in progress.

10

10 10 10'
quench gas pressure (Torr)

I03

Fig. 70. Dependence of the suppression of Rb Dl fluores-
cence on the pressure of admixed quench gases of H2, N2
and C2H4.
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TISOL

Due to the rather complete description given on
pp. 15-16 of this report on the progress of Expt. 421
with the TISOL facility, the submission herein will be
kept to a minimum. As described earlier, the TISOL
facility now has available two types of ion sources to
produce a wide ragne of radioisotopes in the form of
ion beams. As indicated, yields have been measured
for approximately 120 radioactive isotopes from about
20 elements with half-lives as short as 20 ms and with
Z/N compositions approaching the limits of stability.
Because of these observations three experimental pro-
posals were made to the EEC and these in turn will
provide the impetus to convert this facility into a pro-
duction facility in addition to its role as a test facility.

CHAOS

The Canadian High Acceptance Orbit Spectro-
meter (CHAOS) is a magnetic spectrometer subtend-
ing 360° in the horizontal plane, intended for studies of
pion induced reactions at TRIUMF. With this device,
data are acquired at every scattering angle simultane-
ously. The coincidence efficiency for reactions leading
to two body final states is close to unity. The momen-
tum resolution of CHAOS is dp/p~l/2%.

In general, this unique facility (now under construc-
tion) can address a number of interesting 'second gen-
eration' experiments with pion beams. It is particularly
well suited for coincidence measurements, by virtue of
it's complete angular acceptance. However, it is also
meant to address singles experiments involving low
cross sections. Each of these areas has proven difficult
to study until now due to the exorbitant amount of
beam time required for angle by angle measurements
with conventional spectrometers.

Initial CHAOS experiments will investigate system-
atics of the (JT, 2TT) reaction on isotopes of hydrogen, he-
lium, oxygen, and lead. By measuring both (JT* ,ir±v±)
as well as (TT* , TT* jr?) from threshold up to Tr = 300
MeV over a broad angular range, it shall be possible
to isolate the contributions from the various diagrams
contributing to this process. In particular, it should
be possible to obtain precise values for the wir scatter-
ing length, and N*n*N and ATTA coupling constants,
which can in turn be compared to values obtained from
QCD.

Another of the physics goals in the CHAOS arena
is the study of analyzing powers arising from the in-
teraction of pions with polarized nuclear target.s.^Our
fast priority shall be the measurement of the ?rp an-
alyzing power below 100 MeV and at all angles. This
information, completely absent at the present time, is
crucial for phase shift analyses of TTN scattering, and

provides independent constraints on the value of the
7rN E term. The 7rN £ term, in turn, can be related to
the strange quark content of the proton.

Measurements of analyzing powers arising from
piou interactions on heavier polarized targets are also
forseen. Apart from elastic scattering, measurements of
A(7r, 7rp), A(7r, Jr2p), and A(7T,2p) are planned. These
experiments are especially difficult and time consum-
ing with conventional techniques due to coincidence re-
quirements, target polarization reversals at each angle,
and the sheer number of angles and energies required
for a systematic picture. These problems can all be ad-
dressed with CHAOS. Among the physics rewards of
these measurements we should list the determination
of the A-nucleus spin-orbit interaction, information
on the elusive spin-flip amplitudes, and the study of
medium modifications without the usual complications
from distortion.

The CHAOS spectrometer consists of a dipole mag-
net with cylindrical poles 95 cm in diameter. The mag-
netic fte\d is vertical, up to 1.5T. An open bose down
the central axis of the magnet is used for insertion of
cryogenic and polarized targets.

In the flat, central field region between the mag-
net poles there are two cylindrical proportional cham-
bers equipped with PCOS readout. A cylindrical drift
chamber at 47 cm radius is equipped with PCOS read-
out in addition to tdc readout electronics. The hits
recorded by these three low mass chambers are read
out and used in the second level (hardware) trigger to
reject events based on the polarity, momentum, angle,
and interaction vertex of each track. In addition, these
chambers provide fast analytic solutions for the observ-
ables of interest, which can then be employed as start-
ing values for more precise track fitting algorithms used
in conjunction with the drift chamber information.

The drift chambers are located outside the central
magnetic field region, at radii of 47 and 65 cm. The
outermost (65 cm) chamber is of the vector type, with
four active concentric anode p>lanes. The higher spatial
resolution and increased lever arm of these detectors
makes it possible to achieve momentum resolution of
~ 1/2% with CHAOS.

Following the drift chambers are four concentric
rings of trigger counters. All four rings contribute to
particle identification in the first level trigger electron-
ics. The first two rings provide event multiplicity in-
formation as well. The innermost ring is composed of
2 mm thick plastic scintillation counters, followed by a
second ring of 10 mm thick scintillators. The third ring
is composed of lucite threshold Cerenkov detectors to
discrunina-te pious from, electrons up to TT ~ 150 MeV.
The fourth layer is lead glass, used to discriminate pi-
ons from electrons between 150 and 300 MeV.
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Fig. 71. A schematic diagram of the CHAOS spectrometer.

Progress made during the past year includes work on
the magnet upgrade, computer modelling of the spec-
trometer, design and prototyping of the wire chambers,
and tests of the trigger counters. This work shall con-
tinue through 1990, after which construction of the ac-
tual counters and wire chambers will begin. The spec-
trometer will be ready for experiments early in 1992
if the remainder of the funding can be secured from
NSERC in the spring of 1991.

Detector facility

Manufacture of scintillators has continued at a
steady pace, despite an increase in used counters
available for loan to experimentalists. Still increasing
steadily is the construction of detectors for outside use.
The construction of light shifters for the Zeus calorime-
ter has now finished in time and within the predicted
cost. Our facility gained from this in experience and
in some of the equipment used by the project. We are
increasing the manufacture of detectors with scintil-
lating fibers, and a large effort has started involving
development work with fibers.

With respect to gaseous detectors, several new
projects are being persued: A set of transition radi-
ation detectors for an experiment at Zeus, several wire
chambers for the CHAOS detector, a new cylindrical
wire chamber for Brookhaven, and some other smaller
chambers.

In the detector development aspect the main devel-
opment has been the collaboration with the Hybrid
Central Tracking Detector, to be part of a detector for
the SSC. This work, done in collaboration with Duke
University, involves the study of radiation damage to
straw tube detectors and the development of avalanche
photodiode readout for scintillating fibers. The first
aspect is a continuation of our work with high rate

chambers, and the second is also an extension of our
previous work with scintillating fibers and position sen-
sitive photomultipliers. We have received a grant from
the SSC to fund the work mentioned above.

A major success in our radiation damage studies was
to understand why the gas CF4 was very resistant to
damage. We have found that this gas actually cleans
anode wires exposed to other gases operating in high
radiation environment. This result is very important
for the SSC detectors as well as KAON and other high
intensity accelerators.

DASS/SASP

Introduction
The second arm spectrometer (SASP) is a 110 ton

660 MeV/c magnetic spectrometer which will be piv-
oted at the T2 location on beam line 4B, and will be
able to operate simultaneously in a coincidence mode
with the existing MRS spectrometer. The nuclear re-
actions which will be studied with such a system are
(p, 2p), (p, TTX), (p,p'n), etc. in the energy region from
200 to 500 MeV. The energy resolution of such a dual
arm spectrometer system (DASS) would be on the or-
der of 160 keV. In addition the SASP spectrometer
will also be used by itself to expand the current exper-
imental programs studying the (p, 7r), (p, n), and {n,p)
reactions. The large size of the solid angle and momen-
tum acceptance of the instrument will greatly improve
the data rates for these reactions. The design specifi-
cations and an illustration of DASS/SASP were given
in the the 1988 Annual Report on pgs. 87 and 88.

Status

Dipole. In 1989 work has been mainly focussed on the
two large contracts which were awarded near the end
of fiscal 88/89; one for the dipole coils and one for the
dipole steel. The ten double-pancakes for the coils were
manufactured by the Sigma Phi corporation of France
and were received at TRIUMF during the month of
September. The pancakes had successfully passed all
their tests in June prior to their shipment. The config-
uration of the pancakes was carefully measured at TRI-
UMF once they were received in order to have precise
information on their position for input into the field
clamp design. The clearance between the coils and the
field clamps will be 1/8 in. The pancakes can now be
strapped together to form the two coils.

Construction of the SASP dipole proceeded quite
smoothly at Ebco. There was a potential difficulty
when it was discovered that the pole shims had dis-
torted beyond tolerable limits. However, the problem
was overcome. The shims were straightened and milled
flat to bring the pole face surface back to within 0.005
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in. of the specification. Each pole ended up about 0.063
in. shorter but this was compensated by an equivalent
shortening of the dipole spacers. This change in the
dipole dimensions will have no effect on the perfor-
mance of the spectrometer. Except for this dimension,
the overall accuracy of the 110 ton machined dipole
was within 0.01 in. of specification. The dipole steel
was delivered to TRIUMF on Dec. 19, 1989.
Quadrupoles. The contract for the two quads (Ql and
Q2) was let out in December. The Talvan Machine
Shop received the contract to machine the steel, and
ELMA engineering in Palo Alto received the contract
to wind the coils. The quad steel is due to arrive on site
in late March, 1990. The coils will arrive at TRIUMF
during the second quarter of 1990.
Stand. All of the parts for the SASP stand have arrived
on site. Installation to SASP will not occur until the
dipole and the quads have been field mapped.
Target chamber. The target chamber will provide fixed
beam entrance and exit ports as well as one port each
for the MRS and SASP spectrometers. Each spectrom-
eter port will be part of an independent sliding band
system, which will enable both spectrometers to be
rotated independently without breaking the continu-
ous vacuum volume in the target chamber and the two
spectrometers.

The major design problem is supporting the vac-
uum load on the very tall sliding band in which the
SASP port rotates. The first solution to this prob-
lem, a collapsible acordian-like steel lattice mounted
on rails behind the band, failed to perform properly in
a test jig. A new concept has now been accepted. The
band is supported on a series of fingers, each of which
is mounted on a hub which rotates on an axle either
above or below the band inside the vacuum. As the
port and band rotate, a pair of pins extending into the
chamber from the port wall engages the nearest hub
and automatically rotates its finger out of the way of

the port and then back again once the port has passed.
The mechanism appears simple and reliable. Detailed
design of the target chamber is now proceeding.
Detectors. Concepts have been developed for the con-
struction of both the front end chambers (FEC's) and
the vertical drift chambers (VDC's) for the focal plane
region. Although the drift cell and readout design will
be similar to those on the MRS, there are planned im-
portant mechanical differences to improve serviceabil-
ity. To provide very low-capacitance connections from
the wires through the gas envelope, the crimped-pin
technique will be used. This should allow very low gas
gain without pre-amplification inside the gas envelope.
Although the machining of the components will prob-
ably be more expensive than it would be if the MRS
design were followed, construction and operation will
be much more convenient. After confirming that fab-
rication costs will be acceptable, detailed design will
proceed.
Services. During the spring '89 shutdown, all the MRS
and 4B twister cables were pulled, the 4BT2 area was
cleaned up, and physical structures incompatible with
SASP were removed. The new cables were installed in
a fashion that will allow room for the physical installa-
tion of SASP and its hookup to services. For the Octo-
ber '89 micro-shutdown the water supply to the 4BT2
area, formerly in a 2 in. pipe, was removed and replaced
with a 3 in. pipe. There is now sufficient capacity to
supply the increased water demand at 4BT2 caused by
the installation of SASP. Because of the brevity of the
shutdown the SASP track was not installed as planned.
It is planned to install the track during the spring 1990
shutdown.
Schedule. Field mapping of the SASP dipole will pro-
ceed next spring. The quad coils should arrive, and
testing and field mapping of the quads themselves
could start. Completion of the DASS/SASP facility is
still set for the summer of 1991.
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APPLIED PROGRAMS, TECHNOLOGY & ADMINISTRATION DIVISION

APPLIED PROGRAMS

This year folded in steady research and develop-
ment with a building program. The pion therapy unit
has treated over 200 patients while improving the fa-
cility. The CP42 continued to produce radioisotopes
while the 30 MeV cyclotron facility grew around it.
Radiopharmaceutical research in PET and single pho-
ton drugs continued witli new generato'. isotopes being
tested. The GaAs laboratory delivered lost circuitry to
Brookhaven National Laboratory.

Biomcdical program

1989 was a relatively active year for cancer patient
treatments and related activities at the biomedical an-
nex. There was steady progress in all of the following
three areas: (i) development of new tumour sites for
clinical trials, (ii) radiobiological studies using the pion
beam, and (iii) technical improvement to the treatment
facility.

The year began with a five week block of treatment
runs in January - February, which was the continuation
of the run started in November, 1988. When treatment
resumed in May, initial patient accrual was rather slow
because of the province-wide nurse job action. This was
further aggravated by several lengthy breakdowns of
the cyclotron and the M8 channel in June. However,
these problems were overcome towards the second half
of the run in July - August, and treatment activities
returned to normal. Following a rearrangement of the
usual beam schedule in the fall due to an unexpected
priority change for some equipment testing, a block of
treatment time was available from September to De-
cember, but this run was not. extended into the Christ-
mas - New Year period as customary in previous years
because no treatment time was available in January
of 1990. A total of 29 patients, including 10 brain tu-
mours, 13 pelvic tumours and 6 other sites were treated
during the year. This brings the total number of pa-
tient treatments to 201 since 1982. The details are as
shown in Table VI.

The main emphasis of patient treatments continued
to be on the phase III randomized trial of pions vs.
photons in malignant brain tumours such as glioblas-
toma and anaplastic astrocytoma. The total accrual
as of December 1989 is 21, which is about one fourth
of the required number, and the accrual rate is about
half of that initially projected. For those brain patients
treated in the phase I and II periods since 1982, we
have several cases of survival over four years, and these

are predominantly younger patients.
The other major site was prostate cancer. An analy-

sis of patient status on follow up after treatment made
in the summer of 1989 indicated that pion treatment
was generally well tolerated by the patients. There was
one case of severe reaction, but even in this case the
reaction had subsided. Based on this, the treatment
dose for the latter half of the year was escalated to a
dose range of 36 Gy or 37.5 Gy over 15 fractions. This
set the stage for the development of the protocol for

Table VI. Summary of TRIUMF pion patient treatments
for 1989.

Run

Jan-
Feb

Apr-
Jul

Sept-
Dec

Patient

89-1 brain*
89-2 pelvis
89-3 pelvis
89-4 pelvis
89-5 brain*

89-6 brain
89-7 brain*
89-8 brain*
89-9 brain*
89-10 pelvis
89-11 brain*
89-12 parotid
89-13 pelvis
89-14 nasopharynx
89-15 meningioma
89-16 ear
89-17 pelvis

89-18 pelvis
89-19 pelvis
89-20 parotid
89-21 pelvis
89-22 pelvis
89-23 brain
89-24 brain
89-25 brain
89-26 pelvis
89-27 pelvis
89-28 pelvis
89-29 pelvis

*Pliase IJ] patients

Fraction
finished/
intended

16/15
15/15
15/15
15/15
15/15

15/15
15/15
15/15
15/15
15/15
15/15
15/15
15/15
15/15
15/15
15/15
15/15

15/15
15/15
15/15 i: 5/5
15/15
15/15
15/15
16/15
15/15
15/15
15/15
15/15
15/15

Total
days

23
20
19
17
17

19
17
18
18
25
24
26
18
19
21
19
19

19
19
27
22
19
18
20
18
17
18
15
15

Dose/
fraction
(x~ rad)

220
230
230
230
230

220
220
230
230
230
230
200
220
230
230
220
220

230
230

200/133
230
250
230

220/150
230
250
250
250
240
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a randomized phase III study of prostate trials to be
implemented in 1990.

There were also exploratory studies on treatment of
other sites. Two patients with unresectable parotid tu-
mours were treated, with encouraging results. A low
grade sarcoma of the nasopharynx, an unresectable
meningioma and a carcinoma of the temporal bone
were also treated. Arrangements were made that chor-
doma and adenocarcinomas referred to the Vancouver
clinic would be preferentially considered for pion treat-
ment.

For radiobiology, a team under Dr. Ogawa, a visiting
scientist from Japan, completed a series of preliminary
experiments testing the combination therapy potential
of pions and an immunomodulating drug, schizophy-
lan, SPG, using an assay of growth delay in tumours
implanted in the mouse foot. These results indicated
that the combination is effective in controlling the
growth of slow-growing tumours (SCC VIII) but has
little effect on fast-growing tumours (KHT sarcoma).
If comfirmed by further definitive experiments, these
findings would open up a new dimension for combina-
tion therapy with pions in that pions can be used to
control the local tumour, resulting in minimal residue
and allowing the immunomodular to complete the tu-
moricidal action.

During the shutdown periods, there were several im-
portant hardware and safety upgrades. The momentum
aperture interlock system based on simple 24 V dc re-
lays, which was commissioned in 1974, was replaced
by a unit using microprocessors. The M8 beam blocker
control signals, which also used similar dc relays, were
also modified in accordance with the new safety control
unit recently installed for the M8 channel.

Neutron energy spectrum measurement in the treat-
ment room by the safety group during the January
run indicated that there was a shift in the spectrum
towards low energy, which is probably due to the pres-
ence of water bags installed in late 1988. This im-
plied that although the snoopy detector measured the
same reading, the neutron background in the treatment
room had been reduced. Since most of the neutrons
were known to emerge around the M8 channel exit
port, a mobile shielding structure, made of stainless
steel sheets and containing a boron compound solu-
tion, was designed and will be installed in the Q5 area
in 1990. It is expected that this structure, together with
the water bags, will s' ^nificantly reduce the personnel
neutron dose for the M8 staff in the future.

42 MeV cyclotron facility

The 1989 beam delivery of slightly over 1.1 A h ex-
ceeded that of 1988 by just 1.8%, for a new record. The
time evolution of the CP42 beam production is shown

in Fig. 72.
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Fig. 72. CP42 quarterly production. The annual production
is given above bars.

Figure 73 shows the weekly beam delivery. New
quarterly beam production records were set in both the
first and third quarters, and week 31 saw the previous
weekly production record beaten by a remarkable 8%.
Though downtime and maintenance consumed more
time than last year, once again production beam was
delivered for more than 80% (Fig. 74) of 1989! This
high production was again the result of regularly oper-
ating for 5-7 weeks between maintenance periods, made
possible by the new variable energy extractor installed
last year. However, week 15 was the first week with-
out production since 1984, due to another O-ring fail-
ure in the old dees and an attempt to replace them
with dees of a new design. Though this dee replace-
ment was aborted, enough was learned to ensure suc-
cess during the next replacement attempt (tentatively
scheduled for early 1991), and the modifications to the
cyclotron to accommodate the new dees need not be
made again. Further, the superiority of the new dee
design was demonstrated and will eliminate future 0-
ring failures, which are occurring in the old dees about
every 2 years. The dip in production during weeks 26
and 27 was due to a combination of stubborn gas tar-
get problems and a failure in the cooling line of the old
dees, resulting in flooding of the cyclotron tank.

Besides the dees O-ring failure, the most significant
event of 1989 was the failure of the lower magnet po-
letip O-ring in April, after 8 years; the upper magnet
poletip O-ring has failed twice during the same pe-
riod, most recently during 1S88. However, it has been
possible to operate without effecting a repair by using
various heuristic start up techniques, since the O-ring
does seat once rf power is applied. The rate of deteri-
oration of the O-ring suggests that it will completely
fail early in 1990; the repair will be the largest ever un-
dertaken on this cyclotron and will span several weeks.
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Considerable preparatory work Tor this repair was car-
ried out in 1989, including procurement and testing
of new O-rings made of a material that should signifi-
cantly outlast that of their predecessors.

With the rapid advance of the new TR30 cyclotron
project, work is nearing completion on three new solid
target stations, two of which are slated for the new
facility, and the other as a replacement for the old S5
solid target, station. It is hoped to install all three in the
second quarter of 1990. An upgrade of the water cool-
ing system of the target cave is planned in conjunction
with the S5 target replacement.

Two new diagnostic devices were installed in the
CP42: a dee voltage probe and a neutral beam monitor.
The former device is essential for the new dee installa-
tion work, giving valuable information on the state of
the rf system. The neutral beam probe provides a new
interlock to ensure safe ramp up of the beam, partic-

ularly following cyclotron venting. Too much neutral
beam can rapidly melt the extractors and cause ex-
cessive machine activation. This device has also shown
the neutral beam under "normal" operating conditions
to be more than double the previous estimates - about
80 nk between 3 and 30 MeV with 200 /*A extracted
beam.

Much was learned about the origins of the widely
variable performances of the ion sources, including the
critical dimensions of the anodes and slits. The hoped
for uniformly high ion source production mentioned in
the last annual report was not realized, but is again
expected of next year in light of the new source infor-
mation.

The 480 V electrical panel that distributes power to
the vacuum and hydraulic pumps has suffered signif-
icant radiation damage which has resulted in failures
and increased electrical hazard. Consequently, the high
voltage part of this panel was replaced by a new panel
located outside the radiation area. The controls wiring
remaining in the old electrical box will be replaced at
the earliest opportunity, possibly in 1990.

A designer was hired and a drafting workstation ac-
quired to accelerate many projects being delayed due
to the design office work load. Work underway includes
a reorganization of the target cave beam lines to ac-
commodate the new solid target station, new Nordion
Xe target, and new multi-target manifold PET target.
Another project is redesigning the solid target receive
stations for the hot cells, as failures of the old stations
have been frequent in 1989 and it has only been possi-
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1990 promises to be an extraordinarily busy year
with the commissioning of the new TR30 cyclotron and
the probable CP42 lower poletip O-ring replacement.

Radioisotope processing (Nordion)

During 1989 a contract was signed with Ebco In-
dustries of Richmond, B.C. for the construction of a
high current H" 30 MeV cyclotron of TRIUMF de-
sign. This machine will be complete in mid-1990 and
will effectively triple Nordion's isotope production ca-
pability. The new TR30 cyclotron and the expanded
production facilities which will accompany it reaffirm
Nordion's commitment to an ongoing relationship with
TRIUMF.

The CP42 ran at capacity throughout 1989 produc-
ing 201Th, 123I and i n I n and significant quantities of
product were purchased to meet increasing customer
requirements.

In late 1989 Nordion began to investigate the possi-
bility cf large scale 123I based pharmaceutical produc-
tion. It is believed that this may be a major growth
area for the future.

The 500 Me.V facility continues to produce 82Sr and
127Xe. There are indications that 82Sr could become
a major product for Nordion and demand will exceed
the ability of the 500 MeV facility to supply, given the
planned operating schedules.

Nordion's patented 123I Production System contin-
ues to be recognized as a world leader and a unit was
sold to a major U. S. radiopharmaceutical supplier in
1989.

Positron emission tomography (PET)

The PET chemistry group has completed the au-
tomation of the synthesis of L-6-[18F]fluorodopa. This
was done to reduce the exposure of lab technicians to
radioactive and corrosive chemicals used in the pro-
cess. It also improves reliability and reproducibility
of the synthesis. The chemical synthesis is performed
using the fluorodemercuration reaction as previously
described [Adam and Jivan, Appl. Radiat. Isot. 39,
1203 (1989)]. The automation is controlled by an IBM
PC AT running the MS-DOS Operating system. The
software for the synthesis was written using the Mi-
crosoft QuickBASIC Compiler. Graphic display fea-
tures were cioated using the Connell Scientific Graph-
ics EGA Toolkit. A customized rotary evaporator is
used to hea\ and evaporate solutions. The resulting
product is removed from the rotary evaprrator by ro-
tating the entire assembly and transferring the fluid to
an HPLC injector using air pressure [Adam et ai, 3.
Nucl. Med. 30, 923 (1989)]. Purification of the product
is accomplished by reverse phase HPLC. K radioactiv-

ity detector monitors the eluant activity and automat-
ically routes the product to a sterile multi-injection
vial.

The valves, rotary evaporator, heater and HPLC sys-
tem are interfaced to the IBM PC using the OPT-22
OPTOMUX control system. Tliis sytem uses optically
isolated assemblies to control and monitor various ana-
log and digital signals. It uses a serial communication
protocol to link all the assemblies to the IBM PC.

For set-up and testing the system, an interaction
control version of the program was developed. A mouse
is used to select a valve and change the state of
the valve. The other controllable devices, such as the
heater and HPLC, can also be activated using the
mouse. Data is logged by the system to record the
results of each step in the process. The radiochro-
matogram is recorded for later processing, display and
record keeping.

The chemistry group became the first to label the
selective Dl antagonist Sch39166 with n C . The pre-
cursor and standard were provided through a collabo-
ration of Schering-Plough Corporation, a pharmaceu-
tical company based in the U.S. This antagonist has
been shown to be more selective for the Dl receptors
than the previous antagonist Sch23390. Scanning with
this new radiopharmaceutical is to begin in early 1990.

The power of the PET technique resides in the po-
tential to measure alterations in metabolic activity in
vivo. However, scan-to-scan reproducibility is a seldom
studied major source of error. We have established a
protocol in which two series of twelve 10 min scans are
conducted consecutively with the monkey held in the
same position.

A pharmacologic agent of interest is administered
before the second series of scans. Corrections are made
for the effect of residual brain and blood radioactivities
from the first scan in the data from the second. The
standard deviation of the difference between the stri-
atal influx constants for two normal scans on the same
monkey subject is reduced from 35% to 12.3% by this
technique. It has been used to study the dopaminer-
gic system using the (18F)-L-6-fluorodopa (PD) PET
technique in conjunction with agents which inhibit
COMT, AAAD, MAO and vesicular dopamine stor-
age. As an example of this application of this technique
a 19%(±5%) increase in striatal FD uptake constant
was observed following blockade of dopamine recep-
tors with haloperidal (1 mg/kg). This suggests a rapid
presynaptic dopaminergic upregulation.

By year's end the 969th scan had been performed
with the PETTVI tomograph. The PETTVI built at
TRIUMF from the Washington University design in
1982 was first used at UBC in 1983. That first year
32 subjects were studied. The number of subjects has
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grown steadily to where now nearly 200 studies per
year are performed.

The PET group became part of a larger MRC group
at UBC with a grant application to MRC in 1989. As
part of this application a major equipment grant for
the partial funding for a new tomograph was submit-
ted. The remaining funds for the tomograph are com-
ing from a grant to B.C. Science Council, the Univer-
sity of British Columbia and a collaborative agreement
with Siemens Canada. If acquired this new tomograph
would enable us to generate true 3D images.

Tomograph design

The Tomograph Development Group grew to its
largest-ever size of eleven people, including five grad-
uate students (four from SFU Computing and one
from UBC Physics). Awarding of an NSERC Strategic
Grant made possible the hiring of a scientific engineer
to support the software development being carried out
on our new SUN-4/370 Sparcstation. The purchase of
this new computer (with 56 megabytes of RAM and
1.5 gigabytes of disk storage) was made possible by a
grant from SFU's Centre for System Science.

Research activities were organized into the thesis
projects of the graduate students. A publication, "The
Radon transform and positron volume imaging" has
been submitted to Transactions of Medical Imaging
[Dykstra et al. (in press)]. This is the completed M.Sc.
research of C.J. Dykstra. A paper, "Toward the de-
sign of a positron volume imaging camera" has been
submitted for publication [Rogers et a/., IEEE Trans
NS (in press)] describing the in-progress research of M.
Stazyk on 3D image resconstruction and of J.S. Barney
on 3D scatter correction. These software algorithms are
the two most important software features of the new
positron volume imaging camera we are designing.

"A realtime transputer based data-acquisition sys-
tem", the completed M.Sc. thesis of D. Murray, is be-
ing prepared for presentation at the upcoming 1990
Nuclear Science Symposium. This research investi-
gated several hardware and software parallel process-
ing topologies for obtaining optimum event through-
put when transputers (RISC Inmos T800) are used as
front-end processing engines in a VME data acquisiton
system.

Research was begun on application of 3D graph-
ics techniques to the display of volume images. Iso-
intensity surfaces have been extracted in various ways
from conventional multislice FDG images of the brain
and displayed as coloured, shaded solid shapes on a
Silicon Graphics workstation. The surface display al-
gorithm will be adapted to run on the SUN Sparcsta-
tion. This work comprises a part of the Ph.D. thesis of
K. Adamson-Sharpe.

A collaboration has been established with Siemens-
CTI and with the German Cancer Research Center
in Heidelberg for *he purpose of exchanging research
results.

TRIM and beam line 2C

1989 was a productive year in the continuing devel-
opment of radiopharmaceuticals for myocardial inves-
tigations. Some of the highlights included:

• Nine iodo-glucose analogues were developed as
possible candidates for detecting ischemic heart
disease.

• Three nucleoside analogues, labelled with 123I,
were developed for the detection (and possible
treatment) of a viral infection.

• A molecular modelling program was installed to
aid in the development of new radiopharmaceuti-
cals.

• Isotope production continued on beam line 2C,
but was restricted to the Positron Emission To-
mography (PET) generator project due to limited
resources. Over 25 mAh of beam was delivered to
targets.

Glucose analogues

From the previous year, the search continued for 123I
glucose analogues for the study of ischemic heart dis-
ease. Nine prototypes have been synthesized and tested
in-vivo. Of the nine, two have shown an increase in up-
take in the heart at 1080 minutes post injection, but
only one has shown good blood clearance as well. We
studied the effect of iodine position on biodistribution
and found that all of the analogues '.ave their own
unique biodistributions, suggesting that other factors
such as lipophilicity may also be influencing the biodis-
tribution. This research has been supported by grants
from the B.C. and Yukon Heart Foundation and Lions
Gate Hospital.

Nucleoside analogues

A number of 123I labelled nucleosides are known to
be selectively taken up by cells infected with the herpes
virus. In the last year TRIM has developed reactions
which produce three of these nucleosides with high
yields. One of these nucleosides is sufficiently promis-
ing that it may result in a commercial scintigraphic
agent for herpes-related meningitis. An ion exchange
resin kit is being developed to simplify production of
this nucleoside.
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Molecular modelling

A molecular modelling program has been installed
on a workstation at TRIUMF. Since the majority
of trial Pharmaceuticals do not demonstrate a use-
ful biodistribution in clinical trials, it is hoped that
this workstation will help to identify and eliminate
poor pharmaceutical designs. Such a modelling pro-
gram may also provide some insight into the behavior
of the successful Pharmaceuticals.

In the present molecular modelling approach, poten-
tial iodo-glucose analogue models are allowed to bind
to a 3D model of the hexokinase structure. Hexoki-
nase consists of 458 amino acids (about 5500 atoms).
Computer graphics and calculations of energies from
molecular force fields are utilized to determine whether
the binding is favoured or impeded. The 3D hexoki-
nase structure data was originally obtained from pro-
tein crystallography.

Generator development

Late in 1988 the TRIM group was requested to ex-
plore the production of 82Sr by the (p,xn) reaction on
natural rubidium chloride for possible commercial ex-
ploitation. As we reported last year, production yields
for low intensity proton beams compare favorably with
those reported in the literature.

This year about a dozen targets were bombarded
with higher intensities, and for longer periods, to ex-
plore commercial feasibility. Targets were irradiated
with proton beams at energies between 68 - 75 MeV,
and with intensities up to 30 //A. Several targets failed
due either to faulty capsule welds or radiolysis in-
duced corrosion. In the remaining targets the produc-
tion yield was less than 30% of that measured earlier.
The low yields were seen to result from ablation, which
is caused in turn by the poor thermal conductivity of
the target material. Similar results have now been re-
ported from Brookhaven and PSI. Consequently, this
process for producing 82Sr is now considered to be non-
commercially viable at TRIUMF.

However, the 82Sr yield is more than adequate to
support an active research program in PET genera-
tor development. To this end, several PET clinics were
contacted early last year to assess the off-site inter-
est in obtaining PET generators for medical research.
The University of British Columbia, the University of

Alberta, and the University of Washington immedi-
ately expressed interest in collaborating. Financial sup-
port from these institutions allowed the hiring of a
radio-chemist for target processing and generator de-
velopment. Several hundred mCi of 82Sr were pro-
duced. This activity was used to prepare a number
of 82Sr/Rb generators for basic research and clinical
trials.

Toward the end of last year a second type of gen-
erator was produced. 128Ba (2.4 d) was produced by
bombarding natural cesium chloride. The daughter of
this isotope, 128Cs (3.6 m), is incorporated into the
myocardium and other organs. Medical applications
are expected to develop as it becomes available to the
community. TRIM is committed to supplying collab-
orating institutions with different kinds of generators
for clinical testing and other basic research.

Proton therapy

In the continuing development of beam line 2C for
proton therapy, funds are actively being sought for pa-
tient handling facilities. A treatment chair for eye ther-
apy has been designed. The chair will move in seven dif-
ferent directions, and is designed to position the head
with an accuracy of 100 ft. Software has been installed
on a workstation at TRIUMF for planning a treatment
program for eye tumours. The software calculates the
optimum beam energy and patient position. A decision
to proceed with construction awaits outside funding.

Microstructures and electronics

During this year the group worked at producing a
small scale transient digitizer system for Expt. 787.
The system was delivered to the Brookhaven Group
and was used successfully. The equipment comprised
a 500 MHz GaAs CCD analog sampling and storage
system and a fast bus multichannel flash AD system.

The year also saw the creation of two different de-
signs for 2-phase operation of 500 MHz GaAs CCD
devices which were undertaken under a concatenation
of NSERC Strategic Grant 038 and Expt. 787 BNL.

During this period the first Ph.D. degree was granted
under this program to a U.B.C. Department of Electri-
cal Engineering student. The group also collaborated
in tlie SSC workshop and presented papers relating to
the smart detectors and CCD readout systems.
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TECHNOLOGY AND SITE SERVICES

Training courses in safety techniques have been in-
troduced for the staff with the Safety group taking a
more proactive role. The service functions of the divi-
sion were divided between the 30 MeV cyclotron, PDS
and regular TRIUMF activity.

Safety program

Licensing

A number of changes in the TRIUMF safety program
took effect at the beginning of this year. These changes
had been recommended by the TRIUMF Safety Ad-
visory Committee and their recommendations were
adopted by the Director and the Division Heads. One
important change was the introduction of Division
Head meetings devoted to safety matters.

In September four delegates from the Atomic Energy
Control Board visited TRIUMF to do an appraisal of
the radiation protection practices of the Nordion facil-
ities. After three days of interviews and observations
the appraisal team gave an oral report of their findings.
They found a number of minor inconsistencies between
TRIUMF and Nordion practices but were generally im-
pressed by our efforts to control radiation exposures.

An application to renew the operating license for
TRIUMF was made to the Atomic Energy Control
Board. The previous license expired at the end of Oc-
tober and an extension was granted until February 1,
1990 to allow a review of the new TRIUMF safety
report. This report defines the TRIUMF policies on
safety in the workplace and includes a number of chap-
ters defining the safe operating envelope for TRIUMF.
Also included in the report is a detailed analysis of
the environmental impact of radioactive emissions from
TRIUMF. The report sets limits on these emissions
(derived release limits) based on limits on dose to the
public.

Training

A basic radiation protection course has bee1 devel-
oped and will be offered early in 1990. AH TRIUMF
personnel working with radiation will be required to at-
tend this course and pass a certifying exam. Courses on
electrical safety, rigging and the Workplace Hazardous
Materials Information Svstem are also being offered.

Interlocks

A new microprocessor-controlled area safety unit
(ASU) was installed for the pion therapy treatment
room. Additional work on upgrading the remaining
ASUs was pre-empted by the work necessary to meet
the schedules for the TR30 cyclotron.

By year's end, software development and a definition
of the hardware components of the radiation monitor-
ing system for the TR30 cyclotron were nearing com-
pletion. All the hardware has been ordered and the
number and type of monitors have been specified. Eight
beam-spill monitors of the ion chamber type have been
constructed for this facility. The interlock system hard-
ware for the TR30 has also been specified and is on
order.

Personnel dosimetry

A number of tests were carried out to try and resolve
the continuing discrepancies between the TRIUMF di-
rect reading dosimeters and the Bureau of Radiation
and Medical Devices (BRMD) dosimeter badges. These
tests continue with the co-operation of BRMD. We are
also testing a new neutron badge based on CR-39 plas-
tic track etch detectors which BRMD is offering. A set
of badges were exposed in a variety of neutron fields at
TRIUMF. The badges will be processed and their read-
ings compared to those derived from measurements of
the neutron energy spectra. Table VII shows the break-
down of dose according to groups as measured by the
direct reading dosimeters.

Table VII. Cumulative dose (DRD) for TRIUMF groups.

Group

Nordion
Applied Program
Experimenters
Diagnostics
Operations
Beam Line Engineering
Remote Handling
PET
Vacuum
Safety
Summer Students
TRIM
Engineering Physics
Plant
RF
Others

Total

Dose
(mSv)

171.8
110.81
ol.75
27.83
26.33
23.85
23.75
21.26
19.38
17.68
9.93
9.05
8.62
7.77
6.47

42.33

558.61

Median
dose

(mSv)

6.59
6.79
0.07
2.38
1.16
1.21
2.17
1.54
3.92
1.02
0.09
1.93
1.55
0.35
0.88
—

0.37

Fraction
(%)

30.7
19.8
5.7
5.0
4.7
4.3
4.2
3.8
3.5
3.2
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.4
1.2
7.6

100.0

The total man-dose as measured by BRMD badges
decreased to 784 mSv from a high of 1104 mSv for the
previous year. This reduction was a consequence of the
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cancellation of the fall shutdown for the 500 MeV cy-
clotron facility. Figure 75 shows the frequency distri-
bution of the cumulative annual dose equivalents. The
cluster of doses between 10 and 20 mSv is due entirely
to the operation of the 42 MeV radioisotope production
cyclotron and the associated radiochemical processing.

Radiation monitoring system

Work was begun to replace the TRIMAC proces-
sors in the radiation monitoring system with CES Star-
burst processors. This will allow the use of higher level
languages for the code. A micro VAX will replace the
LSI-11/23 as the display and data-logging computer in
this system. Much of the early work concentrated on
methods for ensuring the integrity of the system be-
cause of its critical function in beam-spill and effluent
monitoring. An RSX operating system emulator was
installed under VMS to produce Starburst code on the
micro VAX and is being used in developing software for
the radiation monitoring system.

A new QSX quad six gain current amplifier was de-
signed by T. Moskven in co-operation with W. Rawns-
ley, and several were manufactured and put into service
as signal conditioners for ion chamber beam-spill mon-
itors. The scintillator beam-spill monitors in the CP-42
vault were replaced by ion chambers and those in the
target cave will also be replaced shortly.

Monitoring

The number of radiation surveys and radioactivity
assays averaged approximately 450 per month during
1989. Two shipments of low-level radioactive waste
were prepared and shipped to CRNL.

10
5 10 15 20 25 30

Dose Equivalent (mSv)

Fig. 75. Frequency distribution of cumulative annual dose
equivalents as measured by BRMD dosimeter badges.

Industrial health and safety

Accidents/injuries totals. A total of 144 work-related
injuries were treated by TRIUMF first aid attendants
in 1989, down approximately 10% from 1988. There
were 6 disabling injuries which resulted in 36 days lost
time, down 48% from the previous year. Upper ex-
tremity injuries (fingers, hands and arms) accounted
for 63% of all injuries treated while lower extremity
injuries (feet and legs) comprised 7% of the treatment
total. Eye, head and back injuries remained consistent
with 1988 rates, numbering 5, 10 and 22 respectively.
Further medical attention was required in the treat-
ment of 19% of all reported injuries in 1989.

Frequency/severity rates. The general annual fre-
quency rate was 16.1 injuries per 100 workers, down
slightly from 1988 (17.8). The severity rate or time lost
due to injury decreased to 4.2 days time lost per 100
workers from 8.0 days in 1988. Statistical forecasts in-
dicate reductions in both frequency and severity rates
for the coming year if current trends continue.

TRIUMF Accident Prevention Committee.
The TAPC continued to meet monthly and perform
regular site safety inspections. Safety infractions ob-
served during these inspections resulted in the issue of
150 safety deficiency reports to appropriate personnel.
The reports were tracked and over 90% of the infrac-
tions cited have been resolved or remedial action is
ongoing.

Building program

Preceeded by one year of design and engineering
time, construction work commenced in July on the
expansion of the Nordion production facilities on the
TRIUMF site. Nordion International is the commer-
cial branch of AECL. The construction contract com-
prises a reinforced concrete structure below ground of
approximately 3800 sq. ft. to accommodate a new 30
MeV cyclotron and three shielded target chambers, as
well as space for support functions. Part of this project
is a 54 ft. northward extension of the present radio-
chemistry building on three floors, generating approx-
imately 8100 sq. ft. of floor space. The basement level
will house laboratories and hot cells. The ground floor
will accommodate stores, a counting lab and shipping
facilities for radiopharmaceutical products. The second
floor will serve the Nordion administration. A 50 x 45
ft. penthouse provides space for mechanical equipment.
Completion of construction is anticipated for summer
1990.

Throughout the year the building department as-
sisted the PDS team by producing a variety of raceway
layouts for the KAON Factory arrangement proposal.
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Two 12 x 52 ft. prefabricated trailer units were pur-
chased and installed in May to serve as offices for the
PDS team.

The continuing expansion of TRIUMF necessitated
yet another extension to the north parking lot. An araa
of 120 x 400 ft. was added to provide space for an ad-
ditional 160 cars, bringing the total number of parking
spaces to approximately 520.

The Novatrack company has phased out its opera-
tions at the TRIUMF site and made their trailer com-
plex available to TRIUMF. The building department
designed and carried out extensive changes to these
trailers to serve as lab space and offices for the TRI-
UMF safety group.

Design office

The TR30 cyclotron project was the largest compo-
nent of design effort this year (40%). Major projects
for the cyclotron included the extraction/diagnostic
probes, the centre region electrode/rf system and the
secondary beam lines.

Experimental facilities work was about the same as
in recent years (30%). Projects were mainly for the
second arm spectrometer (SASP) and TISOL.

The KAON Factory Project Definition Study occu-
pied about 20% of design effort. Drawings were pro-
duced for the booster ring dipole, the kicker magnet
and the AC bias rf cavity prototypes.

Drafting support for the Cyclotron Division and the
Applied Program was much less than usual due to the
TR30 and PDS workload.

Machine shop

The 26 man TRIUMF machine shop produced
S1.23M worth of fabricated and machined components
for various on-site groups during the year. The dis-
tribution by TRIUMF divisions and other groups is
shown in Table VIII. In addition more than $160K
worth of work was subcontracted through the TRI-
UMF machine shop to local industrial machine shops.

KAON Factory prototype equipment became a ma-
jor part of our workload representing almost 20%. As in
past years, our specialty techniques were in very high
demand: zinc welding and soldering, machining and
assembly of cryogenic components, and plastic scintil-
lators.

The machine shop office was reorganized and its effi-
ciency improved by the addition of a computer system
and fax phone.

Table VIII. TRIUMF Machine Shop Utilisation

Fund

NRC:

NSERC:

KAON:

EBCO:

OTHER:

Division

Administration
Experimental Facilities
Applied Programs
Science
Electronics fc Computing
Cyclotron
Technology

Technology
Cyclotron
Science
Accelerator

Affiliated Institutions
Nordion
Other

Grand Total

$

0.00
0.00

16573.25
247497.50

1824.50
417P92.55

10082.00
693969.80

33482.50

165536.00
78099.50

0.00
1271.00

244906.50

112970.50

50898.75
91848.55
3259.50

146006.80

1231336.10

%

0.0
0.0
1.3

20.1
0.1

33.9

M
56.4

2.7

13.4
6.3
0.0

19.9
19.9

9.2

4.1
7.5
O3

11.9

100.0

Planning

Considerable effort was spent by the planning group
in planning and coordinating the shutdown activities
for the spring shutdown, and drawing PERTs related
to the KAON Factory Project, TR30 cyclotron, 500
MeV cyclotron and the experimental facilities.

Progress on each PERTed project is generally de-
scribed elsewhere in this report under the principal
group involved. A list of projects which required a large
part of the planning group's effort is as follows:

• KAON Factory - Project Definition Study

• KAON Factory - Five Year Plans

e TR30 Cyclotron

• TISOL Facility Upgrade

• Second Arm Spectrometer

• 1-4 Upgrade



There was only one shutdown which was scheduled
in the spring (February 27 - April 8). The cyclotron
tank work took place between March 3 - March 16.
The major activities completed in the shutdown in-
cluded: cutting upper and lower port holes, upper and
lower booster pad work, LE2 probe work , and replac-
ing faulty elevating jacks. The major activities com-
pleted in the experimental areas include: SASP ser-
vices change, installation of blower at 1AT2, beam tube
brace for M20BQ13, upgrade of Mil , M13 and M20
slits, installation of 1VBB1 and 4VBB1 limit switches,
2C rotating target facility, and other MRO jobs.

The workload in the machine shop was quite heavy
and approximately 2.5 man years equivalent work was
subcontracted out to local machine shops. Although
the bulk of the 30 MeV cyclotron work was done at
Ebco, the TRIUMF machine shop worked on several
rush jobs and components requiring special skills to
meet the tight schedule. On average up to 2-3 design-
ers worked on TR30. One designer worked full time
on CP42 and the rest of the design office effort was
spent on jobs related to the KAON Factory PDS, the
500 MeV cyclotron, experimental facilities, and exper-
imental support.
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CYCLOTRON DIVISION

INTRODUCTION

During 1989 the responsibilities of the division were
increased to include (1) the beam and beam diagnos-
tic development of the cyclotron and beam lines, (2)
the project definition of the H~ extraction design for
the KAON Factory Project Definition Study group,
(3) the timely completion of a 500 /xA 30 MeV H~
cyclotron in collaboration with Ebco Industries, and
(4) maintenance and development of meson production
targets. The Cyclotron Beam and Diagnostic Devel-
opment group, the Cyclotron Controls group and the
Production Target groups became part of the division,
while about 15 people (11 professional and 4 techni-
cians) were seconded to the KAON Factory Project
Definition Study for activities other than those listed
above. Twelve long term (more than 9 months) senior
expert visitors from other Canadian or foreign acceler-
ator laboratories, and many shorter term visitors with
specific expertise, joined the division in a frantic and
exciting time. With the help of these competent and
enthusiastic colleagues the division was able to face
successfully most of the new and ongoing responsibil-
ities. Of the latter, the emphasis was on (i) reliable
beam production, (ii) achievement of the >50% polar-
ization, 5 (iA cyclotron beam goal for the high inten-
sity optically pumped polarized ion source, (iii) con-
trols upgrade necessary to allow the insertion in the
Central Controls System of the new polarized source,
BL2C and H~ extraction devices, (iv) completion of
the accelerator enhancement cavity, and (v) construc-
tion of 16 "new type" resonator segments to bring the
total number of "new type" segments in the tank from
8 to 24 and therefore augment reliability and stability
of the rf system.

Most groups were involved at some level in sup-
porting the Project Definition Study and/or the TR30
project. This caused a reduction and some slowdown
in the cyclotron development and improvement work,
a reduction of the maintenance effort and therefore a
slight deterioration of the reliability. A consequence
was that the fall shutdown for cyclotron maintenance
and development had to be cancelled primarily due
to unavailability of sufficient personnel. The idea was
that, dose exposure permitting, an extended main-
tenance and development shutdown could take place
once the pressure from the Project Definition Study
and the TR.30 project was reduced. A paradoxical con-
sequence of the elimination of the fall shutdown was
that record hours of beam production and milliampere
hours of beam charge were actually produced in 1989

(6030 h and 504.9 mAh). However, the reliability, and
the hours and mAh produced in the following period
(1990) are expected to show recessional behaviour. It
is therefore essential that the maintenance and devel-
opment work be given the highest priority as soon as
resources are again available, to keep the cyclotron at
its usual level of beam production with continuously
improved beam properties, beam quality and beam sta-
bility as demanded by the experiments. Failure to do
so will result in the loss of one of the key attributes
of the cyclotron, the high reliability which made pion
therapy and many difficult experiments possible.

The year of intense activity resulted in designs, pro-
totypes and achieved milestones for the major direc-
tions of progress outlined above. The team assigned
to the definition of the H~ extraction system under
the coordination of the KAON PDS, was able to de-
fine a reference design for the extraction layout: ex-
traction energy of 452 MeV, H~ ions exiting through
Port 2, two electrostatic septa located in the region of
Port 5 and the prestripped beam extracted down BL1
(Fig. 76). The extraction optics is based on two elec-
trostatic (DCD) and five magnetic channel elements,
plus a quadrupole for beam focussing. By year-end the
electrostatic elements had been improved to hold 60
kV (positive) in the cyclotron magnetic field. All mag-
netic elements had been conceptually designed. Proto-
types for the first magnetic channel (active only) and
the third one (current compensated passive) were in an

QMC1

Fig. 76. Reference layout of the H~ extraction elements in
the cyclotron.



advanced stage of design and prototyping. The most
recent mathematical tools for channel design had been
adapted to the TRIUMF case. Conceptual designs of
mechanical insertion, positioning, feedthrough and re-
mote handling devices were in hand. A complete sched-
ule and cost estimate for these projects vihs available.
Details of this work will not. be dealt with in this sec-
tion since they are included in the PDS report and its
summary. But an extracted beam current of 100 fiA
equivalent in a 5% duty cycle and 20 fiA cw could be
demonstrated through the prototype electrostatic sep-
tum at 55 kV voltage.

On a parallel line of progress, the group pursued,
with the Cyclotron RF group, another development:
the Acceleration Enhancement Cavity. With 300 keV
additional energy gain per turn this cavity allows: (1)
an increase in radial turn separation between succes-
sive turns, (2) the reduction of the time spent by the
beam in the 400 to 500 MeV region, causing a reduction
of electromagnetic stripping and beam loss, and (3) the
sharpening of the beam time structure. The cavity was
constructed, the 150 kW amplifier was built at TRI-
UMF and the system was tested and commissioned at
full power in the cyclotron simulation chamber. The
system was ready for installation by year-end. Studies
indicate that contrary to initial expectations the use-
fulness of this device for H~ extraction may be limited
by the acceptable added energy spread of the extracted
H~ beam. The cavity will, however, be extremely use-
ful for high intensity operation at 500 MeV and will
permit the production current to be increased from 150
fiA to 200 //A without increasing cyclotron activation.

The TR30 30 MeV cyclotron effort and the corre-
sponding technology transfer to Ebco were a good test
of the capacity of the division to design and complete
a major commercial state-of-the-art project in time.
At the beginning of 1989 only a letter of intent had
been signed between the purchaser, Nordion, and the
vendor, Ebco. The commercial unit had to be designed
and constructed without going through the prototype
stage, with the exception of a full scale centre region
model where the beam was tested to 800 fiA at 1 MeV.
The TRIUMF H" CUSP source, a key element for a
good, reliable high intensity machine, was continuously
improved in the laboratory and made more compact.
By year-end the magnet was constructed, measured,
and shimming was complete; the rf structure was as-
sembled; the vacuum commissioned; probes were in ad-
vanced stages of construction; and beam line compo-
nents were being delivered on site. The new building
and vault were almost ready. The project was substan-
tially on schedule, on an incredibly short 18 month
schedule for a turn-key operational facility.

Fiscal year 1989-90 was also the last year for the

High Intensity Polarized H~ Ion Source (IPHIS) ma-
jor project aiming at more than 5 fiA current acceler-
ated to full energy with polarization in excess of 50%.
Increased laser power and further optimization are ex-
pected to increase the polarization to about 70% even-
tually. This is a new type of source, the set-up involves
a multi-parameter optimization and the physics is in-
triguing with many difficult aspects to be overcome.
Therefore progress is at times hard and slower than de-
sired. Difficult technological problems have to be solved
to achieve the required laser stability and alignment
accuracy. Nevertheless, after substantial modification
and successful optimization of the extraction optics,
changes to the Na oven ionizer, and after the instal-
lation of a 24 kG superconducting solenoid, currents
between 5 and 10 fiA were achieved in a cyclotron com-
patible phase space acceptance. Polarization in excess
of 50% was measured. Recent progress obtained by our
colleagues at Los Alamos shows that 60 or 70% polar-
ization is possible using K cell and titanium sapphire
lasers. Further developments are in progress in collabo-
ration with physicists from INR in Troitzk, USSR and
Los Alamos, USA.

The Controls group, in addition to efficiently main-
taining the central control system, determining the ap-
propriate philosophy for KAON controls, and organiz-
ing the International Conference on Accelerator and
Large Experimental Physics Control Systems during
the month of October, was able to move decisively into
the second year of the Controls Upgrade major project.
Controls developments are now carried out using multi-
tasking workstation software and hardware fully inter-
faced to the cyclotron equipment, providing interactive
analysis and graphical support for new modes of accel-
erator operation.

Other activities by the RF group, the Beam and Cy-
clotron Development groups, progress in the design of
an accelerator for radioactive heavy ions, remote han-
dling improvements, beam line work and probes, di-
agnostics and other improvements are reported in the
following sections. This was a difficult, stressful year
of accomplishments where only great enthusiasm and
dedication could allow the achievement of the major
goals. Our Canadian and foreign visitors participated
in this effort in a generous and determining manner.
We are very thankful to these colleagues for their sup-
port and their dedicated work, very often taking place
after hours, or during nights, evenings or weekends.
Many will remember this year at TRIUMF as a year of
heroic times. 1989 has shown that TRIUMF is ready
for KAON; the enthusiasm, the people, the interna-
tional support, everything is here. Let's wish that the
next annual progress report will include the approval
of the KAON project.
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BEAM PRODUCTION

The cyclotron was operational for 6030 h with an
availability of 88%. High intensity unpolarized beam
was delivered for 4362 h, and polarized beam was de-
livered for 1668 h (Figs. 77, 78). This reflects the fact
that more unpolarized beam was scheduled than usual
due to the shortening of the fall shutdown, and also as
14 production was postponed until the commissioning
phase of that source had been completed. As a result,
an annual beam charge of 504.9 mAh was delivered
to meson hall experiments (Figs. 79, 80), a 38% in-
crease over the previous record. Table IX shows the
total beam delivered to each experiment during the
year. In addition, there were forty-six beam develop-
ment shifts, most of which were used for commissioning
the 14 systems.

The downtime for 1989 is shown in Fig. 81. More
than half of this was due to rf problems. Tube and
socket failures in PA3 and water leaks in the PA1 and
PA4 hairpin inductors were the main victims of high
power transient discharges. In the third quarter, a fault
was found in the crowbar circuitry. Once this was re-
paired, the rf performance was much better. The cavity
operation was quite good this year with low leakages
and cool strongback temperatures.

A water leak occurred in the beryllium target at
1AT2 in the early summer when the cassette was rup-
tured at the edge weld due to a beam misalignment.
Some contamination was distributed throughout the
target vacuum volume and into the secondary beam
lines. This was contained and cleaned-up without in-
cident. Later in the year, a target assembly C-seal de-
veloped a small water leak which was managed by ad-
ditional pumping with an LN2 trap.

In November, the gate valve for the beam line four
extraction probe developed an air leak which con-
tributed to a significant gas load to the north side
of the cyclotron chamber. The beam current was re-
duced to about 90 fiA for the remainder of the high
intensity production schedule to ensure acceptable gas
stripping losses. The leak was aggravated by operation
of th>̂  beam line four extraction probe. This limited
somewhat the choice of energies for proton hall exper-
iments. The probe also was sticking in the region out-
side of 500 MeV which necessitated modifying some of
the operating procedures.

There was only one shutdown which took place in the
spring. The major activities were the on-going mainte-
nance of the cyclotron elevating system and the cutting
of two holes for the rf booster installation. The total
dose for the spring shutdown was 110 mSv.
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Table IX. Beam to experiments for 1989.

Experiment*

298
355
369
369
372
387
398
400
420
420
421
430
432
439
440
446
448
449
449
450
450
452
453
453
454
460
461
470
475
477
482
489
490
491
494
495
497
497
498
498
500
500
502
504
505
519
520
520
520

Channel

4B
4B
4A

4A/2
4 A
Mil
M15
M13
M15
M20
4A
4B
4B
4B
M13
Mil
M15
M15
M20
M15
M20
M9
M20
M9
M9
IB
M13
4B
4B
M15
4B
4B
4B
4B
M20
M9
4A
4B
4A
4B
M15
M20
M13
Mil
M13
4A
M13
M15
M20

h

335.0

150.0

142.5
292.5
189.3
150.0
391.0

231.0
254.0
961.0
254.0
136.3
154.0
154.0
127.0

1625.3
579.6
277.0
774.0

266.0
207.0

346.0

150.0
104.0
127.0
46.0

336.5
207.0

69.0
58.0
46.0

300.0
151.0
475.6
755.0
150.0
147.3
148.0
577.0
749.0

Scheduled

h (pol)

81.0
58.0
46.0
35.0

228.0

127.0
254.0

24.0

24.0

865.0

46.0

145.0

82.0

nAh

21095.0
41105.0
26509.0
21000.0

38100.0
138775.0
37640.0
19082.0
22180.0
22180.0
17780.0

227054.0
83691.0
39590.0

108360.0

39900.0

48440.0

6900.0
47110.0

43500.0
21140.0
66591.0

107130.0
21000.0

20720.0
80780.0

105520.0

h

316.0

148.9

135.2
240.8
198.7
149.2
139.0

278.1
245.3
826.2
246.5
122.7
128.7
128.7
121.9

1422.1
566.7
246.3
700.4

229.6
214.0

291.8

132.4
101.2
108.6
32.1

312.5
182.0
61.3
27.2
40.7

267.0
148.5
465.6
613.8
146.9
57.4

133.0
546.4
692.5

Delivered

h (pol)

71.3
39.3
36.6
28.2

212.5

123.5
212.0

28.5

28.5

574.4

46.2

141.4

78.2

fiAh

17892.5
30243.0
19287.4
20011.8

35414.5
113768.0
35530.2
11645.4
17440.5
17440.5
12525.7

180776.0
66347.3
35265.1
93934.7

33139.6

37901.7

4774.9
41348.5

37141.6
20650.2
44579.9
85415.4
19709.8

16992.4
71427.9
92134.6
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Experiment*

521
521
523
524
524
525
525
527
528
529
531
532

532/534
533
535
536
537
538
539
539

539/521
540
541
542
544

544T
546
547
547
548
550
550
552
553
555
555

555/Tune
556
556
557
561
561
562
563
567
569
570
574
787

Channel

M15
M20
IB
M15
M20
M15
M20
M20
M15
M20
M9
M9
M9
M9
4B
M13
Mil
4B
M15
M20
M15
4B
4B
4B
4B
4B
M20
M15
M20
M20
Mil
M13
4B
4B
Mil
M13
M13
Mil
M13
M9
Mil
M13
4B
4B
M13
M9
M9
M20
Mil

h

289.0
370.0

93.0
165.5
23.0

242.0
127.0
243.0
150.0
104.0
219.0
116.0
277.0

11.5
318.5
440.6
196.0
742.0

69.0
139.5

1 " 69.0
253.0

69.0
185.0
511.0
402.0
139.0
150.0
150.0
127.0

185.0
196.0
81.0

154.0
1083.0
300.0
46.0

427.0
46.0

161.0
288.0
242.0
138.0
263.3
115.0
116.0

Table IX (cont'd)

Scheduled

h (pol)

104.0

24.0

24.0

24.0

409.0
115.0

104.0

/xAh

40460.0
52730.0

13950.0
23325.0
3450.0

33880.0
17780.0
32600.0
22220.0
14560.0
30660.0
17400.0
40280.0

43470.0
61692.0

105380.0
9660.0

19530.0

71540.0
56280.0
19460.0
21000.0
21000.0
17780.0

184.2
27440.0
12150.0
22180.0

151600.0
42000.0

6440.0
59780.0
6440.0

33880.0
19320.0
36862.0
16100.0
14820.0

h

277.5
339.0

86.8
158.8
22.7

172.3
91.0

183.7
139.9
105.3
210.7
109.5
235.6

8.9
289.5
432.0
156.7
623.3
69.1

133.3
66.7

155.9

70.6
38.3

410.0
370.5
126.0
150.4
149.2
115.5

177.4
82.7

128.7
1026.2
286.0
45.1

375.8
40.7

145.3
243.0
231.6
134.4
244.7
110.6
122.3

Delivered

h (pol)

36.7

28.5

28.5

28.5

199.7
80.3

92.1

/iAh

37490.7
46574.1

12440.3
20350.9

3267.5
21222.3
11644.1
23833.8
19982.1
13635.4
28261.6
15707.8
32785.4

37896.0
42548.0

85745.4
9000.4

17422.2

55659.7
44871.7
17253.2
19436.8
20011.8
15353.6

24516.3
11976.1
17440.5

134701.0
38792.0
5801.4

49311.7
5736.1

29867.6
15383.2
24171.1
14543.9
14812.4
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Table IX (cont'd)

Experiment*

C13
CALIB

IBP
MRS

MRSDEV
NP

NPDEV
PNDEV
PROD
SASP

SM
SMC
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

TUNE
TUNE

Channel

M i l
IB
4A
4B
4B
4B
4B
4B
2C
M i l
M13
M9
4A
4B
Mil
M13
M15
M20
M9
M15
M20

h

139.5
23.0

12.0
81.0
47.0
36.0
12.0

196.0

150.0
127.0
162.0
186.0
35.0

1298.5

139.5

168.5
168.5

Scheduled

h (pol)

11.0

11.0

92.0

92.0
92.0
92.0
92.0

/jAh

19530.0

3920.0

21000.0
. 19050.0

4900.0
180350.0

19530.0

21250.0
21250.0

h

133.3
7.7
0.8

61.7
40.4
37.5
6.2

1224.2

144.4
123.2

12.1
33.6

1109.8

133.3

149.6
149.6

Delivered

h (pol)

18.4

7.5

80.8

80.8
80.8
80.8
80.8

17422.2

22897.3

18978.9
17818.0

2381.9
148419.0

17422.2

17913.9
17913.9

*See Appendix C for experiment title and spokesman.

BEAM DEVELOPMENT

During 1989 several people associated with Beam
Development were seconded to either the KACN Fac-
tory Project Definition Study or to the TR30 Project.
Their work is discussed in the appropriate project sec-
tion of this Annual Report. It includes optics studies
and measurements in the centre region of the TR30 and
magnetic field measurement, shimming and trajectory
calculations for that cyclotron. KAON Factory work
included H~ extraction from the cyclotron, H~/H+

injection, transfer line design, beam instabilities and
beam instrumentation.

Additional efforts, discussed below, include an ex-
haustive study of factors related to emittance growth
of the H~ extracted beam, closely coupled with toler-
ances for extraction equipment, and further improve-
ments to high intensity beam instrumentation systems.

Beam dynamics

Acceptance calculations for spiral inflectors

A semi-analytical method has been developed and

a FORTRAN program has been written to calculate
the 4-dimensional acceptance of spiral inflectors. The
program has been used to calculate the acceptance as
a function of inflector parameters such as the electric
bending radius, tilt angle (i.e. the angle between the
electrodes and the median plane at the inflector exit)
and aspect ratio (i.e. the ratio between the width of
the electrodes and their separation). A separate track-
ing code was used to calculate linear transfer matrix
elements from the entrance to various locations within
the inflector (this was done for the range of inflec-
tor parameters being studied). Calculations were made
for beams with no initial correlation between the two
independent transverse directions and for correlated
beams.

We find that the dependence of the inflector accep-
tance on tilt k' is a function of the aspect ratio (a)
of the aperture. Smaller values of a show less depen-
dence on k'. For a representative case (a=2) we find
a strong decrease in the correlated acceptance with
tilt, while the uncorrelated acceptance (realizable with
common beam line elements) shows reduced, but sig-
nificant variation (see Fig. 82).
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Fig. 82. Acceptance of spiral inflectors as a function of the
tilt parameter k'. For comparison the correlated (a=l) case
was calculated with fringe field (lower curve) and without
(upper curve).

Beam quality of extracted H~ beam

Comprehensive calculations have been made of
the transverse and longitudinal emittance of the
452 MeV H~ extracted beam. The calculations showed
that both the radial and vertical emittances worsened
as the phase width of the beam, the vT—\ driver (RFD)
voltage or the auxiliary accelerating cavity (booster)
voltage were increased, the latter having the most se-
rious effect. The calculations also considered drift and
jitter in cyclotron operation and the effect of non-linear
fields, fringe fields, errors of construction and stability
of operation of extraction components. The tolerances
obtained were considered practicable by equipment de-
signers.

Acceleration of sufficient charge to obtain 100 fiA at
30 GeV requires a phase band in the cyclotron of at
least ±10°. This is further broadened by ±5° owing
to 2 Hz jitter and additional drifts of ±5° over a ten
minute or longer interval. Figure 83 shows a calculated
scatter plot of the longitudinal distribution averaged
over an appropriately long time. The beam presented
to the 1A transfer line during a 20 ms accumulation cy-
cle would be a 15° to 20° wide band somewhere within
the envelope. Table X shows the major contribution to
transverse emittance growth in the extraction process
for reference design settings and practicable construc-
tion and operating tolerances.

H~ dissociation

A computer package was assembled so that the
electromagnetic dissociation of an II" ion passing
through a magnetic field may be easily calculated. The

Table X. Summary of emittance calculations
(emittances in mm-mrad).

Perturbation Horizontal Vertical

RFD at 82 V/mmm
\ dr /MC **" ^r — "/ *
RFD exciting i^=0.25
{dBjdR)MC

MC aperture
uniformity

Channel stability

Total

tr = 2.6w
+ 15%

-
-

+15%

+2%

€r = 3.57T

€2 = 1.27T

-

+25%
+20%
+ 15%

-

tz = 2.07T

eo is the normalised emittance circulating in the cy-
clotron prior to entering the RFD.

formula for the fraction of H~ dissociated is
/ = 1 - exp ( — jr—j, where i is the path length, j3c is

the speed and JT is the lifetime of H~ in the lab-frame.
OPDATA macros were written so that relations be-
tween the path length, the magnetic field, the fraction
of dissociation and the energy of the H~ may be con-
veniently obtained. Figure 84 shows the dissociation of
H~ ion as a function of field strength and energy (path
length = 1 m).

- 3 0
450 451 , s 452

E (MeV)
453

Fig. 83. COMA simulation result showing the final position
of particles in (E, <j>) space for the central band and the two
outer phase bands, 0o = (—25°, —15°, —5°), superimposed.
The RFD is operated at 82 V/mm-m.
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Fig. 84. Dissociation of H~ ion as a function of field
strength and energy (pathlength = 1 m).

Experimental work

H~ extraction

A development shift was used to determine vz in
the vicinity of the RFD, tlie effect of the RFD on the
vertical beam envelope, (he stability of the shadow of
the stripper foil protecting the DCD septum, and the
position of the vertical centroid of the beam at radii
greater than 290 in.

In the vicinity of the RFD the measured values for
vz still are in good agreement with the values obtained
during the magnet commissioning survey. There was
evidence that altering a Bz coil could change the tune
by ±0.01 at the radius of the RFD. Tracking calcu-
lations had shown that the Ez field in the RFD gap
could drive the ̂ = 1 / 4 resonance, to increase the ver-
tical emittance and affect the KAON Factory injection
efficiency. However, measurements of the vertical beam
height, with the RFD on and off, indicated that the
vertical beam width changes by 25% or less (the ap-
proximate resolution of the experiment) when the RFD
is switched on.

The electrostatic septum of the DCD is protected
from proton bombardment by placing it in the sec-
ondary shadow of a narrow stripping foil, approxi-
mately 240° downstream. The stability of the sec-
ondary shadow, produced by a 0.08 in. wide septum-
protecting foil, was observed in 12 radial scans over
a period of 2^ h, using a 100 /(A beam with a phase
width of 40°, at a 1% duty cycle. The stability of the
shadow, of width 0.06 in. at. a radius of 303.2 in., was
found to be acceptable for Jl~ extraction (Fig. 85).

Fig. 85. HE 3 scans taken with 2 mm foil placed in beam
at extraction probe XI.

The centroid of the beam lies within a vertical range
of 0.5 in. at the azimuth of the high energy probe I1E1,
between radii 280 in. and 310 in. The verticei) emittaucc
for 90% of the beam was measured to be 0.8 ± 0 .05T

mm-mrad.

Beam line diagnostics

Stripline position monitor

The 46 MHz component of the beam-induced
stripline signal is converted to position and intensity
information by an AM/PM system. These signals are
modulated by the 1 kHz beam intensity modulation
imposed by the ISIS pulser. A post processor circuit
has been constructed which averages the position sig-
nal during the time that, an intensity signal, formed
from the sum of the four stripline signals, indicates
that a beam is present. The processor holds this aver-
age for 10 ms while the beam is off, after which time
the position signal falls to zero. The present circuit is
accurate for duty factors from 5% to 99.2% and a mod-
ification should allow operation at lower duty factors.
A software routine has been commissioned which dis-
plays the beam position, in physical jnits, on aTelterm
page in the Control Room.

Beam was steered at the stripline location and the
position signal compared with that calculated from po-
sitions measured in upstream and downstream MWIC
monitors. The measured sensitivities were 0.123 V/rara
horizontal and 0.113 V/nim vertical compared to
0.102 V/mm expected from the geometry. A systematic
offset of a few mm was traced to an electrical length
imbalance in the cables between the monitor and the
electronics. These will he phase, matched.



Scanning profile monitors

A user-friendly operating system has been written
for the x-y wire and blade scanners. Data are acquired
by a Kinetic Systems transient recorder within one sec-
ond and profiles, calibrated in physical units, displayed
in the Control Room; hardcopy is available. The wire
scanner in BL1A has operated frequently at currents
of ~140 fik. Figure 86 shows the change in horizontal
profile when the stripping foil was lowered 0.07 in.; the
beam had probably been skating under the foil.

A scanning profile monitor with an 0.005 in. wide,
0.250 in. long beryllium copper blade was installed at
4BM4.9. Profiles measured using secondary electrons
are useful for beam intensities above ~20 nA. Below
this current the beam position may be observed but
profiles are noisy. Profiles at low beam currents have
been obtained using a plastic scintillator to detect scat-
tered protons and recording the current from the pho-
tomultiplier tube.

LANL-PSR BPM processor

The TRIUMF-built 2.8 MHz AM/PM processor for
the position monitors of the LANL proton storage ring
was made five times more sensitive. The MC1035 chips
used as limiter amplifiers were replaced by higher gain
MC10116ECL chips. The position could then be mea-
sured 10 (is (30 turns) into accumulation. This begins
to overlap the fade-out of the 200 MHz signal (used
by the existing processing system) in the accumulated
beam. The raw stripline signals were recorded along
with the processor outputs during a development shift
at Los Alamos in September. A command has been
added to the OPDATA program which will allow the
digitized data to be processed off-line by a software
simulated AM/PM processor and compared with the
actual processor output.

Probes and extraction systems

The problem of rf related pick-up on the low-energy
probes was finally solved during the past year.
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Earlier measurements had indicated that the extrane-
ous signals originated in localized multipactor regions
in the beam gap of the cyclotron resonators. Electrons
or gas ions produced in these regions were being col-
lected on the probe electrodes. By enlarging the top
and bottom ground plates of the probe head, collec-
tion of the unwanted charged particles was completely
eliminated. Figure 87 illustrates an LE2 beam scan be-
fore and after the head modification.

Some routine maintenance was done on both extrac-
tion probes EX1 and EX2. This included replacing a
failed bellows-type shaft coupler on EX1 and a leak-
ing ferrofluidic fcedthrough on EX4. In addition some
track realignment was done on EX4. In spite of this an
alignment problem persisted when the lid was lowered.
As a consequence complete retraction of the probe
through the gate valve was restricted during most of
the running period.

Latches were designed to hold the radial flag and
slit mechanisms in place in the tank to ensure proper
engaging with the mechanical drives.

OLD HEAD: BEAM OFF

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 HO lEO 1E

0 20 40 60 60 100 120 140 160 1c

NEW HEAD: BEAM OFF

20 40 60 80 100 120 1«0 IE;

NEW HEAD: BEAM ON

80 103 120 M0 160

Fig. 86. Horizontal beam profiles taken at 140 fiA with two
different stripping foil heights.

Fig. 87. Radial probe scans of the low-energy probe LE2
demonstrating the suppression of extraneous signal pick-
up with the new probe head.
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The water-cooled pop-in probe was replaced with
one of an improved design and the old probe was re-
built according to the new design and is now held as a
spare.

Various beam line monitors were constructed dur-
ing the year. These included several target protect and
beam profile harp monitors as well as a complete TNF
protect monitor (1AM11) which is now held as a spare.
The prototype TRIUMF design scanning blade beam
profile monitor was upgraded and installed in beam
line 4B.

Work continued on the extraction probe for beam
line 2C. The main tank frame was built and assembly
of the complete probe mechanism has begun.

Data acquisition and analysis

The local area VAX cluster (LAVC) set up by Cy-
clotron Development has seen a number of changes.
The original configuration used a VAXstation II/GPX
as the boot node. This was changed to a MicroVAX
3800 to allow support of a larger cluster with a faster
processor. New workstations and commercial software
packages have been added to the cluster to support,
among other things, database and artifical intelligence
development applications.

The development CAMAC serial highway has been
moved from the VAX 730 to the MicroVAX 3800 and
now provides much higher data rates. The responsibil-
ity for the serial highway is now being taken by the
Controls Hardware group.

The migration of work from the VAX 730 to the
LAVC has led to changes in several software packages.
In general, the changes have allowed software support
of DEC windows graphics and have provided greater
data acquisition speeds.

Development of the CAMAC latch module that al-
lows Q-bus VAX's access to the central control sys-
tem's executive crate is still proceeding. There have
been modifications to the software driver and to the
hardware interface. A concerted effort is under way to
resolve the remaining glitches in this system.

A number of modifications have been made to the
14 laser control system. The CAMAC executive crate,
which had previously contained all CAMAC modules,
was reorganised to support a parallel branch. Most
modules have been moved onto this branch. Since aux-
iliary crate controllers may now be installed in the con-
trol system, the new configuration provides increased
functionality and also facilitates a smoother integra-
tion with the central control system. The ability to
use auxiliary crate controllers has allowed the addi-
tion of a microcomputer to the 14 control system. It
is controlled using a CAMAC-based communication
protocol and the standard 14 mouse/icon operator in-

terface, and is currently being used for stabilization
of laser power without spin flipping. Algorithms for
power stabilization during spin flipping are under de-
velopment. Laser frequency stabilization for both the
dc and the ac cases has been successfully accomplished
using TRIUMF-designed analog hardware. An auto-
mated measurement scheme has been implemented for
polarization and cell thickness measurement. By using
fitting algorithms to provide the best estimate of the
Faraday angle, and displaying both the fitted and mea-
sured data in a graphics window, improved consistency
and accuracy of the measurements has been achieved.
The measurements are of course much easier and faster
than the manual methods used formerly.

rf studies

In the rf resonator the dee voltage is feedback sta-
bilized by capacitive probes which sense electric field
from the hot arm to the ground arm at the dee tip.
Mechanical vibration in the hot arms distorts the res-
onator, which in addition causes de-tuning of the res-
onator, and also changes the voltage and electric field
at every resonator segment. This degrades voltage sta-
bility since the feedback signals only sample the electric
fields at two points. A nodal analysis program (NODE)
was written to simulate the interactions between the
80 resonator segments in various degrees of misalign-
ment and the feedback arrangement. Each resonator
segment is represented by a capacitively loaded short-
circuited transmission line coupled to its neighbours by
lumped inductors and across the dee to the opposite
segment by lumped capacitor. The calculations show
that by relocating the feedback probes to more opti-
mal positions the voltage stability should be improved.
Hardware is being constructed to measure the improve-
ment when the probes are relocated in the future. The
NODE analysis program has since developed into a gen-
eral purpose, interactive circuit analysis program, able
to solve complicated structures with passive and active
elements, in lumped and distributed configurations. It
is able to include elements such as transistors, vacuum
tubes, operational amplifiers, multiply coupled induc-
tors and transmission lines. The calculations are per-
formed in double precision floating point (64 bits) to
allow the study of small perturbations such as hot arm
vibration. An optimizer was incorporated and enables
one to optimize component values. The results are in-
put/output impedances, voltage/power gains, S/Y/Z-
parameters, stability, noise figures as well as voltage
profile along a transmission line. The results are dis-
played in printed form and by interactive graphics,
such as Bode plot and Smith chart. The program has
aided in the design of the replacement rf separator am-
plifier and the booster cavily amplifier.
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RADIO-FREQUENCY SYSTEMS

Resonator •

Throughout the year the resonator ground arm tun-
ing 'vas left in the position determined for low leakage
in the November 1988 shutdown. Cyclotron operation
followed the technique of 1988 in which the cyclotron
magnet was adjusted to compensate for the small res-
onant frequency shifts encountered. As a result, the
maximum temperature of the strongbacks never ex-
ceeded a value about 80°C (50°C rise) with signifi-
cant heating occurring only in quadrant 1, segment 7
and quadrant 4, segments 7-9. Frequency jumping -
caused by shifts in the multipactoring regions - was
slight and rare. As a measure of the relative stability
improvement, the downtime as recorded by Operations
for "out-of-driven" and "instabilities" was cut by a fac-
tor of 3.

It should be noted, however, tnat this stability was
achieved only with the resonator tuning untouched.
Hence, in this mode of operation the frequency of the
resonator did change by a few kilohertz with time and
therefore the beam energy did change. In the long run,
for operation at a precise energy output from the cy-
clotron and thus at a definite radio frequency, it will
be necessary to maintain the resonator frequency con-
stantly in tune. That can be achieved but will require
constant maintenance of low leakage to limit frequency
jumping and improved mechanical stability to main-
tain a rigid but linearly controllable structure. The lat-
ter requirement calls for additional resonator segments
of the new, stiffer design. A set of 8 new strongbacks
was completed and work started on 16 ground arms
this year. In addition, a contract is to be let for the
second set of 8 strongbacks early in 1990.

Amplifiers-combiners

Following the modifications in November 1988 that
allowed the first effort at tuning the entire system of
amplifiers and combiners, opportunity was taken in
both the winter shutdown and in maintenance periods
to further improve the instrumentation and to deter-
mine more precisely the overall performance. The tun-
ing elements could be adjusted to get all of the output
voltages and phases balanced within a range to give
reliable operation. However, the impedances could not
be matched precisely in the amplifiers or combiners
since the impedance levels, particularly in the capaci-
tive elements of the combiners, were outside the design
value. Plans are to modify the necessary elements to
achieve improved matching in the first 1990 shutdown.

Further, the widely variable values of the waster load
impedance (a function of NaNO3 density and tem-

perature) plus the relative unreliability of these de-
vices make it desirable that they be replaced. Studies
have shown that 200 k W, 50 Q, water-cooled resistance
loads would be able to handle the load reliably and
simply. New units were acquired for tesis planned for
earfy 1990. Protective circuitry was designed and built
awaiting installation.

Crowbar-transients-parasitics

A large fraction of all crowbars was found to be
caused by excessive rf drive during the transition from
self-excited to driven operation. By simply limiting
drive during this period, it was possible to greatly re-
duce the number of crowbars. However, total elimina-
tion of this fault would require redesign of this partic-
ular part of the control system. Rather than partially
rework the existing system, which could well involve
a period of commissioning and cost considerable ma-
chine time, the plan is to install as quickly as possible
a new control system similar to the prototype that has
been developed for the rf separator and the rf booster.

On rare occasions there has been evidence that the
crowbar either failed to fire at all or fired too late to
prevent damage from sparks to the output circuitry of
the amplifiers. It appears the breakdown process starts
with an rf-initiated discharge from the anode output
circuit (the so-called "hairpin") to ground - usually
the Faraday shield. This rf discharge would be of in-
sufficient energy to cause much damage. However, the
dc HV power supply voltage - Uie anode voltage - is of
necessity on the rf circuit. Tims, a minor rf discharge
can set up a dc arc on the 2.6 MW HV power supply.
The crowbar is designed to quickly cut off this arc. But,
if it fails, the arc can readily melt a hole in the anode
circuit causing a major water leak. Redesign of the
crowbar circuitry to improve its reliability is planned
as soon as suitable personnel are available.

The cause of these rf sparks is either a transient
condition - apparently initiated by voltage breakdown
in the resonator - or a parasitic oscillation in one of
the amplifiers. Certainly the rf voltage necessary to
cause the initial breakdown is many times larger than
any of the rf voltages (or dc) that exist under normal
operation. Attempts have been made to direct these
transient voltages to safe spark gaps but, so far, with
little success; there is no practical way to determine
precisely what fields occur in the amplifier enclosures
during these rare and fast events. Measurements with
a fast, digital storage oscilloscope show that voltages
far in excess of normal operating values do occur that
appear to be initiated by tank sparks.

Also on rare, but too frequent, occasions during the
lifetime of the TRIUMF cyclotron, one or more para-
sitic oscillations have caused damage to the metering
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sitic oscillations have caused damage to the metering
shunts in the cathode circuit of the amplifier tubes and
to ti'e screen voltage circuitry. An additional fault that
could be caused either by a parasitic or by a transient
breakdown is the failure of the output circuit vacuum
capacitors. The method of parasitic suppression that is
sometimes used in high-powered ground-grid amplifiers
and has been quite successful in both the rf separator
and the rf booster amplifiers here at TRIUMF is to fill
the space between the screen and control grids with
materials having high rf losses. Since in normal opera-
tion no rf voltages appear in this region and since the
parasitics observed always seem to involve high rf volt-
ages on the screen, this method looks promising. The
PA3 tubes and sockets were modified with the addition
of Eccosorb MF-124 bars and 286E lossy epoxy paint.
Plans call for all of the amplifier tubes and sockets to
be so modified in the first 1990 shutdown.

rf separator

The Y567B power amplifier was rebuilt for
grounded-grid operation as stated in the previous An-
nual Report. The 1 kW solid-state amplifier that had
proved marginal in operation was replaced with the
5 kW army surplus conventional transmitter normally
used for the RFD. Since at present the needs of the
RFD and the rf separator occur at different times,
there has been no conflict.

A VHF parasitic oscillation that appeared in initial
operation was suppressed by placing more Eccosorb rf
lossy material MF-124 in the space between the screen
and control grids. In addition, the conducting surfaces
of the tube and socket in this region were painted
with Eccosorb 286E lossy epoxy. Some indication of
rf around the HV lead, inside the blocking capacitor
and inside the 10 in. anode centre conductor, led to
coating all of these surfaces with the 286E. After nor-
mal checkout and tuning, the system ran at 100 kW
(limited by the dummy load capacity) with no further
problem.

On coupling to the separator, it was necessary to ad-
just the output tap on the anode circuit to optimize the
impedance match for the amplifier tube. Also, the an-
ode circuit vacuum tuning capacitor was replaced with
an air-insulated one having less serious inductance. A
tendency for the amplifier to go into parasitic oscilla-
tion at 116 MHz was suppressed by capacitively cou-
pling about 1 kW of load into the anode circuit. With
only minor difficulty, firm multipactoring and condi-
tioning operation of the separator at full voltage was
achieved following these adjustments.

An annoying problem in operation was a tendency
for the screen current to swing over wide ranges, some-
times even tripping the overcurrent breaker. This prob-

lem was traced to load impedance changes as the res-
onator tuning went through its range of normal oper-
ating values that are caused, for example, by temper-
ature variation and vibration. The effect is enhanced
by the proximity of resonances in the transmission line
and is least significant when the overall line length is
a multiple of A/2. An investigation showed the output
line length to be several feet longer than the 3A/2 elec-
trical design length. Since the line could not be made
shorter, it was lengthened to give an overall length of
2A after which the screen current noise was found to
be negligible.

The automatic control unit, including both phase
and amplitude regulation, was installed and commis-
sioned with no significant problems. The commission-
ing of the complete system then continued leading on
into the use of the separator for physics experiments
in the spring and summer up to mid-July. Again in
October and in December, the system was used in ex-
periments with no serious problems encountered.

rf booster amplifier

The rf booster amplifier is a 92 MHz power amplifier
designed to produce up to 150 kW output. It uses a
Y567B Eimac tetrode vacuum tube in the grounded-
grid configuration similar to the rf separator; however,
here the screen grid was placed at dc ground in an
attempt to attain even greater input-output isolation.
The experience with parasitics in the separator led to
the installation of the Eccosorb MF-124 and 286E in
the screen-control grid region and outside the anode
circuit prior to turn-on.

First, the system was tested into a 50 Q dummy load
up to a power output of 115 kW, well beyond that re-
quired for the booster cavity. The input, or driver, rf
power from the surplus 10 kW FM transmitter was
3 kW. There were no signs of parasitic oscillations.
Two problems had to be corrected in this testing phase:
Firstly, at a level of about 75 kW the ceramic blocking
capacitor (Fermilab design) overheated and cracked. It
was replaced with a CERN-like capacitor design us-
ing ten layers of one thou Kapton between shrink-fit
silver-plated cylinders of aluminum (inside) and brass
(outside). Also, additional air and water cooling were
added in the anode region. Secondly, the resonant fre-
quency of the anode circuit was low. Copper plates
were added on the floor of the resonant circuit chamber
to reduce the volume and raise the resonant frequency.
No other problems were encountered in reaching the
115 kW output, at which point the system was run-
ning at temperatures well below safe operating values.

Next, the amplifier was connected to the booster cav-
ity using a minimum length of transmission line, but
including the trombone line stretcher with its adjust-
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proximately two hours of conditioning, multipactoring
was broken through with pulses up to 200 kV peak in
the cavity. Further conditioning led to continuous op-
eration at approximately 140 kV for an rf input power
of 35-40 kW.

The full length of transmission line, about 60 m, that
will be used for the booster installation in the TRIUMF
cyclotron was connected along with the trombone line
stretcher between the amplifier and the cavity. There
was no difficulty in immediately repeating the oper-
ating conditions achieved with the short line. Under
certain conditions of tuning it was possible to excite
a parasitic oscillation corresponding to a tuned-plate-
tuned-grid mode. A neutralizing circuit coupling be-
tween the input and output with adjustable line length
and attenuation eliminated this parasite.

The system having met all tests required was dis-
assembled to prepare for installation in the TRIUMF
cyclotron during the 1990 spring shutdown.

rf booster

The booster cavity with the fine tuning closed loop
system and the intermediate service module was com-
pleted, and the respective halves attached to the up-
per and lower base plates. The rf probes and thermo-
couple sensors were wired to the custom-designed re-
motely handleable connectors. Measurements taken in
air at signal levels confirmed that the rf parameters
conformed to specifications, namely the natural reso-
nant frequency was close to 92.2 MHz, the quality fac-
tor of > 10000 was maintained, and the coupling loop
matched to 50 Ci. The unit was then installed in the
cyclotron simulation chamber for power tests.

In the course of the rf amplifier commissioning, a
failure of the ceramic high-power, high-voltage out-
put coupling capacitor represented a major setback.
The delivery time and the high cost of a replacement
unit led to a decision to build it in house and mod-
ify the plate circuit accordingly. This was successfully
accomplished, and the amplifier commissioning then
proceeded much as planned using a resistive load to
the design power level of 120 kW.

The next stage was the testing of the cavity at high
power with only rudimentary controls. The amplifier-
coupling loop connection was affected by a short sec-
tion of a standard 50 0 transmission line and a trom-
bone. The multipactoring was overcome with relative
ease, and soon the voltage reached the design value of
150 kV peak with input power ~60 kW. The power re-
serve permits a theoretical maximum of approx. 200 kV
peak, provided that such voltage can be held by the
cavity when installed in the cyclotron. The final test
was carried out with a 60 m long transmission line as
will be the case when operating in the final configura-

tion, and although such set-up is more prone to intrin-
sic instabilities, no difficulties were experienced when
passing through the multipactoring regions.

The remote handling installation equipment was
commissioned in parallel with the rf tests, and it is
planned to install the cavity in the cyclotron in the
spring of 1990.

ION SOURCES AND INJECTION SYSTEMS

Ion sources 1 and 2 operated without any major
breakdowns during the past year. Early in the year II
developed a problem in the electronics, and an isolation
transformer had to be replaced and the circuitry pro-
tected. Since then, the source has operated smoothly.
The bi-weekly filament change, introduced the previ-
ous year, continued throughout the year routinely with
only one premature filament failure.

Frequent voltage breakdowns of the II 300 kV ac-
celerating voJtage became a recurrent problem. The
acceleration tube was replaced by a clean spare tube.
The old one which has been in service since the be-
ginning of II operation showed contamination by the
diffusion pump oil.

Ion source 12 performance was satisfactory but im-
proved reliability would be obtained by upgrading the
vacuum system which is planned to take place next
year.

The high voltage probes which are used to monitor
the accelerating voltages in both sources were recali-
brated. The accuracy of the H V monitoring is now ap-
proacing 0.1% when using the probes while the power
supply indication may be out by 5%.

The activities of the ISIS group were mainly of a
MRO nature, e.g. overhauling the cryopumps. There
are 17 CT-8 pumps in operation, requiring an overhaul
every third year. These CT-8 pumps will gradually re-
place the aging and less reliable CT-7 (6 remaining)
and APD pumps (4 in opeation). The cryo-compressors
are equipped with an adsorber which has to be changed
once a year. Until recently we were buying the replace-
ment adsorbers from a manufacturer for approx. $600
each. Modification of the adsorber and a procedure de-
veloped in ISIS made it possible to replace only the
charcoal at a fraction of the cost. Adsorbers for all the
CTI compressors have been modified.

The upgrade of the beam line power supplies is con-
tinuing. In 1989 the dump AM-1 was replaced by the
new Spellman modules.

The high intensity polarized source (14) underwent
major changes by installation of the superconducting
solenoid. The changed power requirements of the new
system resulted in disconnecting one of the feeding 100
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kVA isolation transformers and the 15 ton refrigeration
compressor. The cooling circuits of 13 and 14 were com-
bined and supplied by the oO ton refrigerator. Two new
cryo-compressors of the 8500 series were installed in 14
for the superconducting solenoid cooling and vacuum
pumping of the source boxes. Eiectrical distribution in
14 was modified to suit the new installation.

Considerable effort was devoted to improve the high
voltage safety standard. The MRO procedures for HV
power supplies were reviewed, lock-out for power sup-
ply and bean line work enforced, unsafe HV connectors
were encapsulated with a potting compound and the
devices labelled with warning signs.

Among the new equipment acquired was the resid-
ual gas analyzer ''Spectra'' for 14 and CT-8 cryopumps
with 8500 series compressors for 14 and for the vacuum
upgrade.

Optically pumped polarized ion source (OPPIS)

A major milestone in the development of the opti-
cally pumped polarized ion source was achieved this
year with 5 /*A of beam accelerated in the cyclotron
and greater than 50% polarization measured for pro-
tons extracted at 200 MeV on the beam line 4A po-
larimeter. This has been possible as the result of a
number of significant source improvements.

The proton beam from the electron cyclotron reso-
nance ion source (see Fig. °1, 1988 Annual Report) is
now extracted by a three-eleclrode lens, consisting of
1 mm thick molybdenum disks, having a hexagonal ar-
ray of sixty-one 1 mm diameter holes and 1 mm gaps
between disks. These electrodes are biased in an accel-
accel mode. The II" current after the ionizing target
displays a resonance-like behaviour as a function of the
voltage on the second electrode. At the operating po-
tential, a ten fold increase in current is obtained corn-
pared to the previous accel-decel configuration.

As with any accelerator ion source, long term sta-
ble operation is required for all subsystems. The po-
larization is particularly sensitive to drifts in the laser
frequency and power. An analogue feedback loop has
been built to ensure a 24 hour reference drift of less
than 0.3 GHz. The system uses a signal from a spec-
trum analyzer to monitor frequency drifts and corrects
drifts by moving an etalon in the laser. Drifts in laser
power are corrected by using a computer to adjust the
bi-refringent filter. The power stabilization routine is
run through an AT computer. An extensive effort has
gone into providing a user friendly VAX workstation
interface with the laser system, using windows to call
up diagnostics and control every active element in the
system.

The source has to date produced an accelerated cur-
rent of 5 fiA with a maximum of 53% polarization, op-

erating at a sodium neutralizer thickness of 3.9 x 1013

atoms/cm3. The sodium polarization at this thickness
is approximately 75% and one would expect greater
than 53% proton polarization were it not for a con-
siderable unpolarized H~ component which is present
even in the absence of sodium. The origin of this back-
ground current will be the subject of investigation dur-
ing the coming year.

PRIMARY BEAM LINES

In addition to its normal duties of maintenance and
repair, the Beam Lines group has continued its efforts
to improve beam line operation and reliability of beam
delivery to experimenters. Several improvements were
made in the past year.

New installations and improvements

In mid-year a catastrophic failure of the 10 cm Be
target at the 1AT2 target location on beam line 1A oc-
curred. Subsequent investigation showed that the tar-
get had been located too low on the target ladder be-
cause of a mechanical misalignment. In addition, sev-
eral components used for target positioning and align-
ment were found to be faulty and were replaced. Upon
reinstallation at the nominal position, the targets were
found to be aligned to within 1 mm of the centre of
the target protect monitor. This measurement was de-
termined with beam-scanning techniques.

The first quadrupole downstream of the 1 ATI target
(1AQ9) and the septum magnet of the Mil pion chan-
nel had new gauges installed. At the same time their
plumbing was upgraded so as to reduce the likelihood
of water leaks in this highly radioactive region. This
new plumbing will also aid in the location of future
leaks should they occur. Cooling of the 1AQ9 flange
was also improved. The new cooling lines have no con-
strictions as was the case previously.

At the TNF a new dolly was fabricated to carry the
new vacuum pump blower in the TNF cave. Removal
of the pump for servicing is now much easier.

All flow-switch electronics in the beam line 1A tun-
nel have been rerouted to a central panel outside of the
high radiation area. This will result in a considerable
reduction in personnel dose when maintenance and/or
repair of these components is required.

The tuning of beam line 4A has been difficult for
some time. It had been necessary to steer the beam to
the edge of the beam pipe in order to get it through the
vacuum box of the vault dipole magnet. This problem
was corrected with the installation of an iron sleeve
around the beam pipe as it passes through the vault
wall. Magnetic field measurements without the sleeve
in place indicated that there is an ambient field of 30 G
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inside the hole in the wall through which the beam tube
passes. In regions adjacent to the reinforcing bars in the
wall this field rises to 100 G. These fields, caused by
the magnetization of the reinforcing rods by the fringe
field of the cyclotron, were reduced to less than 1 G
inside the iron sleeve. As a result, beam can be steered
down the centre of the beam line and beam line tuning
now proceeds normally.

A dolly, similar to that described above for the TNF,
was built and installed at the SFU target chamber on
beam line 4A. A new split-plate monitor was installed
on the beam line upstream of the point at which it
exits the experimental hall. This replaces a wire mon-
itor which had been working sporadically and greatly
simplifies the tuning of the line.

No major changes were made this year to beam line
4B. However, it had been noted that the 4BQ4/5 quad-
rupole doublet was becoming misaligned with respect
to the rest of the beam line. The doublet and its stand
had been installed with a concrete block serving as its
base. The concrete block had absorbed water and had
subsequently slowly expanded, thus causing the mis-
alignment of the doublet. This problem was corrected
by welding legs on the doublet stand in such a fashion
that it was directly supported by the floor of the ex-
perimental hall. The doublet was then realigned; there
is now considerable clearance between the stand and
the concrete block.

New monitor-box stands were installed at the 4BM5
and 4BM7 locations. These stands allow a more precise
alignment than was possible with the older type stand.

Other activities

With no major installations during the year, activ-
ity centred on improvement of existing installations,
maintenance and repair and support for experimental
groups.

In the latter category, the group assisted in the in-
stallation of an ECR system at the TISOL location on
beam line 4A. Support was given to the Parity group
during a number of test runs. This often involved the
fabrication of new pieces at short notice. Standard-
ized monitor-box stands were made for these experi-
menters in order that their set-up times could be re-
duced. The Sandia group were assisted with window
and beam tube installations.

On an ongoing basis manpower support and mainte-
nance has been provided to the M9B superconducting
solenoid operation in the meson hall. Similar assistance
was provided to the SASP group in the assembly of
their new dipole. In addition the group has provided
the customary help required for the numerous experi-
mental changes which arise from an active experimen-
tal program.

A new maintenance schedule was instituted in the
ongoing project of the improvement of the reliability of
operation of beam line 1A. O-ring seals and all magnet
cooling-system filters are now changed every 6 months.
All hosing is inspected each shutdown and replaced as
necessary. The most common cause of water leaks is
radiation damage to hosing and, unfortunately, leaks
still occasionally occur.

A major effort was required when one of the quadru-
poles of the M9B triplet developed a ground fault. This
was traced to insufficient insulation at the interface of
the coil and the yoke and pole. This was corrected, and
future problems minimized, by removing the coils from
all of the quadrupoles and machining the pole pieces.
In addition, insulation of the coils was improved.

In our continuing effort toward standardization,
drive motors for the jaw mechanisms of the Mil , M13
and M20 channels were replaced. At the same time
their control systems were upgraded.

The high-voltage feedthrough of the first separator
of the M15 channel caused several problems which were
solved. Sparking in the separator was cured by the re-
moval of pieces of mylar—the remains of broken win-
dows. The window itself has been a source of trouble
in the past so a new window, mounted on a valve so
that it may be retracted, was designed. This will be
installed in early 1990.

In addition, work was done to improve the neutron
shielding on the M8 channel and a new version of a
4 in. clamp was designed, manufactured and put into
use. Tests of a possible KAON Factory radiation-hard
vacuum flange were initiated. Design of the seal was
based on a similar CERN flange.

CONTROL SYSTEM

The TRIUMF Central Control System (CCS) has
provided the operator interface to the cyclotron for
beam production since 1974. During this time, the ba-
sic design and architecture of the system has remained
unchanged, with only additions and extensions to both
the hardware and the software to accommodate new
cyclotron equipment or beam delivery modes.

Continued enhancements to the cyclotron, and the
need for new and more complex modes of beam oper-
ation continue to put pressure on the control system
software. In particular the requirement of implement-
ing interactive graphics into the analysis of cyclotron
data and introduction of model based tuning algo-
rithms have resulted in the need for a major upgrade in
the control system. The multi-sourced architecture of
the control system has allowed a transparent evolution
of the control system, without loss of functionality for
beam production. This upgrade is now in its second
year. In 1988, a significant effort was directed toward
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the KAON Factory Control System Project Definition
Study.

During 1989, the TRIUMF Controls group under-
took the organization and hosting functions of the In-
ternational Conference on Accelerator and Large Ex-
perimental Physics Control Systems. Further details on
this conference are included in the Conferences, Work-
shops and Meetings section of this Annual Report.

Nova system

System control is carried out by six 16-bit Data Gen-
eral Nova/4's, each with 64 Kbyte of memory, and
running under a real-time executive. The tasks to ef-
fect cyclotron control are distributed among the Novas,
each of which has direct access to the entire set of cy-
clotron devices due to the multisourced nature of the
control system architecture. The hardware required to
provide computer access to the cyclotron control and
monitoring equipment is based on the CAMAC inter-
face standard. The 7 branch parallel system has been
augmented with special purpose serial branches driven
from one of the parallel branch crates, to provide access
to ion source devices in the source terminal.

Maintenance

As in previous years, maintenance of both the hard-
ware and the software of the Nova system continues to
occupy the majority of the manpower resources of the
Controls group. During 1989, downtime due to failures
in the Nova system amounted to 52.1 h. This continues
to represent a small fraction (8%) of the total for the
cyclotron. As part of an ongoing replacement program,
9 of the CAMAC crates were replaced or stiffened. As
power supplies in the Ion Source Injection System are
upgraded, new analogue readbacks are being added for
each new supply. The old CAMAC quad double slot
d/a converters have been replaced with newer octal sin-
gle slot units. Hardware handshaking has been added
to reduce the number of character transmission errors
between the Novas and the IBM-PC Telterm emula-
tors.

Nova software

The collection of control software tasks distributed
among the Novas performs the real-time functions of
updating the console display devices, slewing DACs,
machine and beam parameter checking and the inter-
pretation and execution of operator commands [TRI-
UMF internal report (in press)]. Display and control
of cyclotron devices is carried out by means of console
screens and other console devices. It allows operators
to communicate with the safety system and with users
via a message distribution system. The cyclotron set-

tings may be automatically saved, for (possible) later
restoration. The system calculates and records inte-
grated beam current, logs specified devices, and moni-
tors internal parameters such as the beam transmission
through various sections of the cyclotron and injection
system.

This software is written in assembler language and
makes extensive use of shared data and code by means
of the multi-port memory (MPM) and the multiproces-
sor communications adapter (MCA). A consequence of
this is that enhancements to the software to accommo-
date additions to the cyclotron equipment, or mainte-
nance requests in response to fault reports are often
difficult to implement, and consume a large fraction
of the available manpower in the group. The group
continues to respond to fault reports and urgent code
modifications but resists any new development for the
Nova and Eclipse systems.

An example of a code enhancement is the display of
the spin state from 14. Polarization measurement and
display from the 14 polarimeter has been added to the
Central Control System panel in the same fashion as
12 spin state.

Control system upgrade

The Control System Upgrade Major Project was ap-
proved in 1988. The project involves a staged progres-
sion from the present hardware and software config-
uration to a workstation supported console, based on
the VME-bus for device acquisition and control. Dur-
ing the first 2 years of the upgrade, the anticipated
manpower growth pattern has not been achieved, with
the consequence that progress to date (summarized be-
low) has been slower than planned. Components of the
upgrade program are described below.

A new local area VAX cluster has been created to
support the ongoing development of Central Control
System and Cyclotron Development projects. In or-
der to provide a greater degree of system reliability,
this new cluster is served by two VAXserver 3400 boot
nodes. In this dual-host configuration either boot node
can be shut down (even powered off) while still main-
taining the integrity of the rest of the cluster. The boot
nodes serve three RF series disks (400 Mbyte each).
These disks are connected to both boot nodes over a
DSSI bus connection which provides either node with
direct access to any of the RF series disks. The only
non-workstation satellite currently is the MkroVAX
3800 (the former boot node, now known as "CC-
SCS0"). This node has been designated as a compute-
server, and currently provides access to the Cyclotron
Development serial CAMAC highway. It will eventu-
ally provide access to the central GEC parallel CA-
MAC highway. CCSCS0 and a total of 15 workstations
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are satellites in the cluster. Quotas are enabled on all
disk volumes in the cluster. Complete backups of the
disks are carried out to 8 mm VCR tape each week,
with incremental backups done daily. Archive backups
are done once a month and permanently stored. TK70
cartridge tape drives are connected to the two boot
nodes CCSBNO and CCSCSO. These drives can read
TK50 tapes (95 Mbyte) and can read and write TK70
tapes (296 Mbyte). Currently, there is one 8 mm VCR
tape drive connected to CCSCSO, capable of reading
and writing 1.2 Gbyte or 2.3 Gbyte tapes.

A CAMAC latch module that allows Q-bus VAX's
access to the central control system's executive crate
is nearing completion. This has been accompanied by
modifications to the VMS CAMAC access and test rou-
tines. The device will allow transparent VAX access
to the cyclotron equipment, including that equipment
located at the end of the long, differentially driven
branches, simultaneously with Nova accesses. The Cy-
clotron Development CAMAC serial highway hardware
has become the responsibility of the Controls Hard-
ware group. General documentation of the hardware
has been carried out and test programs to test and
check the highway have been written. The location of
two crates was changed which required rerouting of the
serial highway cable. New proper impedance cable was
installed as part of these cabling changes. To improve
the reliability of the fiber optic parts of the system all
fiber optic connectors were changed, including the link
to the CRM to support the TR30 ion source develop-
ment work. A new crate has been added in the TISOL
area and will be used for mass scans in the near future.
In a separate test, a section of beam line 2C serial high-
way was connected to the development serial highway.
The cables in this section of the serial highway were
successfully accessed from the CCS host VAX.

A number of modifications were made to the 14 laser
control system and its environment. The existing CA-
MAC executive crate, which had previously contained
all CAMAC modules, has been reorganised to support
a parallel branch. Most modules have been moved onto
this branch. The reorganised configuration facilitates
a smoother integration with the Central Control Sys-
tem. The ability to use auxiliary crate controllers has
allowed the addition of a microcomputer to the 14 con-
trol system. This device is presently being employed in
the stabilization of laser power, and is controlled us-
ing a CAMAC based communication protocol and the
standard 14 mouse/icon operator interface. The dedi-
cated intelligent CAMAC auxiliary crate controller has
successfully stabilised the laser power during dc oper-
ation, and the algorithms for power stabilization dur-
ing spin flipping are presently under development. In
addition, laser frequency stabilization for both the dc

and the ac cases has been successfully accomplished
using TRIUMF-designed analog hardware. The mea-
surements of polarization and cell thickness have been
automated by using fitting algorithms to provide the
best estimate of the Faraday angle, and by display-
ing both the fitted and measured data in a graphics
window. Considerable effort has been devoted to the
workstation-based operator interface to accommodate
the new functions and to improve the user friendliness.

In order to replace current Central Control System
functionality within high level languages under more
powerful operating systems, certain facilities must be
provided by the Controls group. User application pro-
grams must not continue to be developed which in-
clude very low level CFSA CAMAC calls to hard-coded
hardware addresses. A much more device-oriented,
database-driven set of calls should be utilized by pro-
grams to reduce maintenance costs and to increase de-
velopment productivity. A new project was defined and
initial designs were carried out, including a number of
design reviews. The intent of the channel server project
is to provide this high level functionality to programs
written in third generation programming languages,
such as FORTRAN, "C", and ADA. The results are
found in a series of five papers entitled "Central control
system upgrade project description report 89" [TRI-
UMF internal report (in press)]. High and low level
calls specifications have been designed and are in the
process of revision. Further analysis of the specifica-
tions of the channel server are still required. Currently,
there is demand for support within one primary op-
erating system (VMS). In the very near future, how-
ever, support will be required under at least one other
(UNIX in the form of VAX/Ultrix) and may be nec-
essary within real-time kernels should VME, or other
intelligent hardware buses be introduced for controls.

The Cyclotron Database project entered its second
year of design. This centralized master database is re-
quired to support a number of different systems in
a heterogeneous hardware and software environment.
The database is being implemented using the ORA-
CLE commercial Relational Data Base Management
System. The MPM tank, rf and magnet systems have
had mnemonics assigned and have been entered us-
ing the new database format. These systems are made
up of 2686 channels (920 sensor channels, 254 setting
channels, 761 status channels, and 744 command chan-
nels). Another 32 channels have been added for support
of BL2C, bringing the total number of channels in the
database to 2718. A thorough analysis and design of
the database has been documented in "CCS upgrade
database conceptual design" [TRIUMF internal report
(in press)]. Tables have been designed and forms are
being created for data entry and query. This database
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will be the central repository of all information relating
to source, cyclotron, and beam line devices and their
controls. The primary functions that this database will
serve include:

• MPM generation

• Channel server

• Run-time database creation

• Hardware records

• Operations fault reports

REMOTE HANDLING

Cyclotron

Spring shutdown operations required routine shadow
shield installation, remote thermocouple testing, tank
vacuum cleaning and documentary survey videotaping.

A significant remote handling task was the addition
of new service ports in the tank floor and lid for the
rf booster. Modified EDM cutting and TIG welding
equipment was used for piercing the 8 in. dia. holes
and vacuum integrity welding of the added port stubs.

The LE2 probe in quadrant # 3 was commissioned
for remote handling during the same shutdown.

Remote handling development activities continued
through year-end with a modified service bridge orbit
drive, improved remote lighting, a PC-AT controller
and software initiated in the system. A total of 32 free
standing shadow shields, 50% of the total tank com-
plement, were also completed.

Preparation for spring shutdown began with modi-
fications to the remote system to facilitate handling of
the DCD, both sections of the RFB, and the first-turn-
radial-flags.

A program to correct a tank vacuum leak at ex-
traction IV began with a revised style seal flange and
redesign of the handling trolley to provide additional
clamping torque.

Hot cells

Spring shutdown work included an in-siiu alignment
of both Tl-MkI and Tl-MkII target assemblies.

Tl-MkI experienced a target failure in June and the
new Tl-Mkll target was commissioned at that time.
The Mkl target was subsequently renovated. The Mkll
target was later inspected, reconditioned and a new
profile monitor installed. Two Tl-Mkll graphite tar-
gets were refurbished in early October.

The 1AT2 targets were serviced several times during
the year for alignment, profile monitor replacement,
cassette exchange, and trombone repair. A substantial
water leak into the T2 area vacuum system occurred
during the second quarter, a result of a catastrophic
failure of the 10 cm Be cassette.

A 2C irradiation facility target failure contaminated
the ion exchange resin in the second quarter of the
year. The canister was drained and capped in the hot
cell, and a new canister installed.

Hot cell facility upgrades included replacement of
the target service cell interior lighting and installation
of a permanent leak test system. Work on the heavy
mechanical cell continued with installation of the Pb-
glass shielding window, master/slave manipulators and
completed electrical wiring.

Assembly and testing of the prototype KAON rotat-
ing production target continued through year-end.

Support s t ructure elevating system

Work on the elevating system continued during 1989
but was limited due to the cancellation of the fall
shutdown. Four more Philadelphia Gear Limitorque
jacks were upgraded with new angular contact main
bearings. This leaves four units yet to be done, which
will occur in the 1990 spring shutdown. One jack unit
caused a mysterious vibration in the system during the
last few inches of lift. This unit will be removed and
inspected in 1990. Indications are that the hardened
journals fit too tightly to the bronze gear, not leaving
enough for thermal expansion.

Work was started on the routine overhaul of the
60:1 Hyfield reduction gearboxes (24 total) and also
the drive motor and accompanying Stern brake system.
Spares for these components are now at TRIUMF. This
work will proceed on a regular L>asis during scheduled
shutdowns.

Each jack station has a control box driven by the left-
hand jack. Inside is a position counter, gear driven, and
a slow speed signal generator driven through a small
gear reducer. The signal is bent to the master control
console and compared to a master signal; thus jack po-
sition synchronization is ensured. These boxes employ
extremely fine pitch gearing and are driven through
bellows couplings; both features have caused problems
in the past. During 1989 the boxes were redesigned to
alleviate these problems.

ISIS 14 project

Mechanical design, and assistance with construction
of the new 14 ion source was assumed by Remote Han-
dling personnel to alleviate a work load situation in the
area.
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OPERATIONAL SERVICES

Magnet power supplies

During the year the magnet group had put high
priority on correcting any safety deficiencies to meet
WCB standards. This involved updating power supply
labelling and feeder information for lockout purposes.
Safety covers were installed to cover exposed low volt-
age polarity reversal switches.

A new dc breaker was installed for the superconduct-
ing solenoid in M9. It was felt that the ABB unit would
prove to be more reliable than the Westinghouse unit
it replaced.

Larger transistor fuses were installed in the solenoid
power supply as it was found that the existing fuses
were marginal for reliable operation. DC current trans-
ductors were installed in Mil power supplies providing
better long term stability. The M13Q4/1BQ8 power
supply was replaced with a pre-regulated supply to
facilitate running at various energies. This simulation
chamber magnet power supply was modified with an
SCR pre-regulator which replaced the failed motor-
driven transformer regulator.

The main magnet power supply passbank heatsinks
have been a chronic source of downtime due to water
leaks. New heatsinks were designed and construction is
in progress. Various Wakefield heatsinks used in other
supplies were replaced with the updated version to stop
the chronic water leak problems experienced with the
older version. This activity will be an ongoing project.

Motor-driven polarity reversal switches were placed
on order to replace existing manual dc switches. This
provides for easier change over as well as improving
safety since it requires a minimal amount of operator
intervention.

Along with their regular duties, the magnet group
provided support for the PUS power supply effort.

Plant

This has been a very busy year with a large num-
ber of installations and additions to the electric power
systems to accommodate requests from KAON-related
experiments and other projects. Some of the major
projects were hook-up of the PDS kicker/chopper, the
PDS cavity, the rf separators and the rf booster in the
meson hall, major modifications to dc power supply
for the second arm spectrometer (SASP), the TISOL
power upgrade in the proton hall, the ion source (14)
upgrade to current code requirements and the lighting
for the parking lot addition.

A significant effort, which will peak in the winter
1990, has been put towards the Nordion facility ex-
pansion with support all the way from the conceptual

design stage to installation and commissioning.
Expansion of the 12.47 kV distribution system with

the addition of two 750 kVA transformers has started
during the year to meet the increased demand by Nor-
dion addition and secondary arm spectrometer require-
ments.

A systematic power quality audit of the cyclotron
computer system power revealed the need for addi-
tional uninterruptive power supplies to meet the in-
creasingly stringent requirements of electronic devices.

The development of computerized maintenance pro-
gram management based on the ORACLE data base
system, started last summer, continues at Plant Group.

The cumulative power demand and consumption in-
creased near 6.5%, to about 100,300 kVA, and 15%, to
about 61,500 MWh, respectively, over the previous fis-
cal year. The annual average power factor was 97.2%.

New deionized water service was provided to the
TR30 teststand, rf cavity and dummy load and
power supplies on meson hall north mezzanine, and
M13Q4/1BQ8 power supplies. SASP and rf booster
tie-ins and main header were installed. Service to TI-
SOL beam line was upgraded. City water cooling was
provided to the 3He laser in both MESA basement and
proton hall. Maintenance work included major leaks in
copper active and meson hall systems - an emergency
5000-gallon refill of deionized water was required from
the loco Burrard Thermal Generating Plant. Chromate
treatment of cooling tower water is to be discontinued
for environmental reasons; substitute treatment study
was begun.

Mechanical equipment overhauls were made to one of
the instrument air compressors; the CP42 water chiller,
and the CuLCW and ISIS LCW pumps. Three large rf
component cleaning tanks were relined with FRP.

Compressed air service to the helium compressor
building was improved by addition of a smoothing
tank.

New ventilation services included exhaust fans for
the trailer Gg solvent room and the new CP42 hot
cell, an exhaust duct for the hydrogen target in Mil, a
BL1A exhaust filter differential pressure monitor and
alarms for the RMC air conditioner. Upgrades included
detector group in MESA, CP42 exhaust sytem, and
TR30 rf teststand. Major maintenance was required for
helium compressor building speed control and trailer
Gg.

Safety-related activity included personnel training
and implementation of the WHMIS program, removal
of asbestos-containing material, relocation of five sprin-
klers in CRM area, new fine dampers in three gas stor-
age buildings, and a confined space entry review.

Engineering assistance was given to PDS and
TR30 projects. Design recommendations and review
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of KAON cooling water systems were made. TR30 pre-
liminary design and, later, installation of cooling wa-
ter systems was assisted. In addition specific thermal
studies were made on TR30 rf dees, Faraday cup, probe
head and rf transmission line.

Thermal studies for the several magnetic channel
septum coil design iterations were done. ISIS laser cool-
ing schemes were studied. Cost estimates were given
for resonator water flow measurement, remote handling
hot cell water sump and an exhaust system for the two
large RH hot cells.

NEW PROJECTS

30 MeV cyclotron

With contractual arrangements between Nordion In-
ternational Inc. and Ebco Industries concluded late in
1988, detailed design and construction of the 30 MeV
H~ cyclotron (TR30) described in the 1988 Annual
Report, continued throughout the year. By the end of
the year the status was: magnet shimming complete,
vacuum achieved, and the rf system near high power
test phase.

Considerable effort was put into the final design of
the pole shape. Initial calculations had been done with
the two-dimension magnet code POISSON, but it was
felt that we required the increased accuracy offered
by a three-dimensional code. Given the success of the
three-dimensional code TOSCA at predicting the mag-
netic field of the central region model cyclotron, we
decided to proceed using it. To avoid the vT = 2vz res-
onance, the top surface of the hills were sculpted to re-
duce the flutter slightly and the hill width adjusted to
achieve isochronism. The calculations achieved a field
that was isochronous to better than 50 G at all points.
The calculated hill profile was then cut as a template
and used to machine the surface of the hills.

The magnet was first energized on August 4 and
achieved full field without difficulty. The mapping
equipment, borrowed from Texas A&M University and
extensively modified, was used for the field mapping.
Initial data indicated that the magnetic field was
within 200 G of isochronism at the worst point, and
within 50 G over most of the magnet. In fact the largest
discrepancy was at the centre of the machine where
four mounting holes, for central region components,
had been drilled in the pole tip surfaces. This was
rapidly corrected by raising the centre plug pole tips
by 1 mm. The field was then within 50 G everywhere.
Shimming was accomplished by varying the thickness
of plates that attached to the hill edges. Initially many
small plates screwed onto a larger base plate were used.
Once a reasonably isochronous field was achieved, this
shape was used to cut a single plate for each hill edge.

This procedure turned out to be extremely predictable
and reliable. After shimming, the magnetic field was
isochronous to within ±5° of rf phase. Reproducibility
of the average field was better than 2 G after opening
and closing the magnet. Small imperfection harmonics,
generated by small rf liner attachment holes drilled in
the pole faces, were overcome by using composite studs
in the holes. These custom-made studs were designed
so that the part of the stud below the hill face was steel
and the part above was made of stainless steel. This
reduced the first and second harmonic amplitudes to
below 4 G everywhere.

Following magnet shimming, the vacuum chamber
was installed and first vacuum achieved on Decem-
ber 2. After some initial commissioning work, a single
cryopump, with no dees or other equipment installed,
could pump the tank down to a pressure of 4.5 x 10~7

torr in 24 h. This pressure and pump-down time is in
agreement with the outgassing assumptions made in
designing the vacuum system.

To supply the rf power for the cyclotron a 25 kW FM
transmitter was obtained and modified for operation at
73 MHz. The dees and associated coaxial resonators re-
quire approximately 16 kW of rf power to develop the
necessary 59 kV accelerating voltage. After fabricat-
ing the dees and adjusting the coax stub lengths for
operation at 73.14 MHz, the measured Q was 5200.

Both the dees and the resonator stubs are water
cooled, with all cooling lines coming in from the lower
resonators. This allows the magnet to be opened with-
out requiring disconnecting water lines or unlatching
resonators.

Rf power is coupled to the dees via a capacitor at
the back of one of the dees. The capacitor is adjustable
to allow beam loading compensation. Two tuning ca-
pacitors located also at the back of the dees provide a
200 kHz tuning range for the dees.

At year-end final assembly of the dees in the magnet
was under way in preparation for high power test to
begin early in 1990.

ISOL post-accelerator (ISAC) studies

A post-accelerator was proposed in 1985 for the TRI-
UMF on-line isotope separator (ISOL). The conceptual
design developed at that time consisted of a radio-
frequency quadrupole (RFQ), followed by a Wideroe-
type drift-tube linac (DTL). In this design the singly
charged low velocity ions (/? = 0.0015) from the on-line
ion source are accelerated to 60 keV/amu in the RFQ
and then passed through a foil or gas stripper to in-
crease the most probable charge state to greater than
3+ before being further accelerated to 1 MeV/amu in
the DTL. Overall length of the linac in this design is
25 m made up of 9 m for the RFQ and 16 m for the
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DTL. Both structures operating cw at 23 MHz would
require an estimated 1.3 MW of rf power, with more
than 1 MW of this dissipated in the DTL.

Such a large rf power requirement naturally leads to
the question, is a less costly alternative possible us-
ing a superconducting structure such as those devel-
oped for the low j3 section of the ATLAS heavy ion
linac at ANL [Bollinger, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sci.
36, 475 (1986)]? To answer this the electron linac code
PARMELA from LANL, modified for heavy ion accel-
eration and renamed PARMION, was used to generate
a trial superconducting DTL based on the ANL A/4
interdigital modules with four accelerating gaps [Shep-
ard, Development of a heavy-ion linac based on super-
conducting interdigital accelerating structures, in Proc.
1986 Linac Conf., p. 269].

Coping with rf defocusing at the accelerating gaps
is a major problem. Unlike a normal DTL where
quadrupole focusing elements can be incorporated into
the drift tubes, the SC structures require focusing
elements to be distributed between accelerating sec-
tions. In the trial design it was found that 25 cm 9 T
solenoids between most four-gap modules provided suf-
ficient focusing if the accelerating gradient was limited
to 2 MV/m in the initial acceleration stages and then
allowed to increase in steps along the linac to a final
value of 4 MV/m.

A total of 40 acceleration modules and 33 solenoids
in this design provide acceleration to 1 MeV/amu for
ions up to mass A—60.

Having arbitrarily restricted the design to only
five basic module geometries, each with constant cell
length, the linac design generated is far from optimum,
since significant phase slips of the beam bunches rel-
ative to the rf occur before the acceleration cell ge-
ometry is adjusted to the increased ion velocity. Par-
ticle tracking through the linac using the PARMION
code shows the transmission is 100% and the emittance
growth is only 16%. The relatively high accelerating
field gives an energy half-width of 0.01 MeV/amu with
a small phase spread of ±4°. With debunching the rel-
ative energy spread AE/E can be reduced to ±0.2%.

These results show that inter-module solenoid focus-
ing is capable of coping with the strong rf defocusing
forces in an ISOL post-accelerator linac composed of
the high gradient superconducting structures. In spite
of the high gradients, however, the overall length of
the unoptimized SC linac is longer than the compara-
ble room temperature linac studied earlier. The reason
for this is, of course, the necessity to insert solenoids
between modules. Future design optimization and fab-
rication cost studies will be necessary to determine
whether there is any advantage in using a SC linac
as part of the ISOL post-accelerator.
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KAON FACTORY PROJECT DEFINITION STUDY

INTRODUCTION

In July of 1988 the governments of British Columbia
and Canada signed a joint agreement to fund an SUM
Project Definition Study (PDS) of the KAON Factory.
The budget was put in place on 1st October 1988 and
the study is due to be completed on 28th February
1990.

The aim of the PDS was to achieve a final design
for the KAON Factory, both the accelerator complex
and the facilities. The end product, in a sense, was a
very much improved estimate of the capital construc-
tion costs and operating costs of the KAON Factory.

A number of technically challenging items were se-
lected, mostly connected with the Booster synchrotron,
the accelerator which raises the proton energy from
450 MeV to 3 GeV. Prototypes were designed, built
and tested. Through collaborative efforts with other
accelerator laboratories and industry, these projects
have resulted in a significant transfer of the necessary
expertise into the TRIUMF laboratory. The work is
described in the main body of this section.

In addition, all aspects of conventional construction
received a thorough review and redesign with respect
to the original KAON Factory proposal. Items which
were examined included tunnels, experimental halls,
services distribution, electrical power distribution, of-
fice buildings and site layout. The commercial contrac-
tors submitted their final reports as part of the total
documentation and PDS estimates.

Two studies examined the Industrial Capabilities of
Canadian industry to supply components for the ma-
chine and the Economic Benefits which would accrue
to Canada and British Columbia if the project were
approved. Also the Legal and Environmental aspects
of the KAON Factory were examined.

An important ingredient of the PDS was a series of

science workshops held in TRIUMF and internation-
ally. These were used to sharpen the understanding of
the physics which could be addressed, and also to in-
form the international community of the plans of TRI-
UMF for the experimental facilities. These workshops
served as important input for the team concerned
with International Negotiations, which produced seri-
ous statements of intent to contribute to the building
of the KAON Factory by a number of nations, should
the Federal Government of Canada decide to proceed
with the project. Such a decision is anticipated before
the end of 1990.

SCIENCE WORKSHOPS

When the KAON Factory Project Definition Study
was funded, it was decided that an important part of
this study should be to organize a series of workshops
to discuss the science and update this crucial aspect of
the proposal.

These workshops had three aims. First, to review
and update the scientific case for the the KAON Fac-
tory to take into account developments in nuclear and
particle physics which had occurred since the writing
of the original proposal. Second, to delineate the exper-
imental facilities and buildings which would be needed
to take full advantage of this powerful new tool for ex-
ploring the nature of matter. Third, to engage the in-
ternational scientific community in helping us to spec-
ify what are the most important questions to ask in
terms of what experiments should have the highest pri-
ority and what would be needed to carry them out.

With these aims in mind the workshops described in
Table XI were organized. Each had a specific theme,
a scientific topic which was the focus of interest.

Table XI. KAON Factory PDS Workshops

Rare Kaon Decays and CP Violation
Spin Physics
Hadron Spectroscopy
Joint JHP/KAON
Neutrino Physics
Physics at KAON
Hypernuclear Physics at KAON
Spin and Symmetries
KAON Users'
Low Energy Muon Science at Large Accelerators
Intense Hadron Sources and Antiproton Physics

TRIUMF
TRIUMF
TRIUMF

KEK, Japan
Montreal

Bad Honnef, W. Germany
KEK, Japan

TRIUMF
TRIUMF
TRIUMF

Turin, Italy

Nov 30-Dec 3, 1988
February 15-16, 1989
February 20-21, 1989

April 3-4, 1989
May 14, 1989

June 7-9, 1989
June 17-: 8, 1989

June 30-July 2, 1989
July 10-11, 1989
July 19-21, 1989

October 23-25, 1989
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Internationally recognized experts devoted their time
and energy in helping us to update the scientific case
and specify the experimental requirements. Four of the
workshops were held overseas (two in Japan, one in
Germany and one in Italy) in accordance with the third
aim.

The primary result of this series of workshops was
to show that the scientific motivation for building the
KAON Factory is now even stronger than when the
proposal was first written. The original questions which
the KAON Factory was intended to answer have be-
come, if anything, even more urgent and new questions
have arisen which were not apparent in 1985.

ACCELERATOR DESIGN

Major questions examined during the year included
the type of lattice for each ring and transfer line, the
magnet waveforms for the two synchrotrons, and the
magnitude of the beam emittances needed in all three
planes.

Racetrack lattices were confirmed as the choice for
the large rings. The quadrupole spacing in the C and D
straights was made smaller than in the E ring to make
the quadrupoles more uniform in strength and the /?-
functions more uniform between arcs and straights.
The E ring was extended in length by 5 buckets so
that it could be separated 4 m horizontally from the C
and D rings, rather than 1 m vertically as before.

To avoid congestion around the existing buildings
and to provide more space for experimental halls, it
was decided to locate the main tunnel to the west of
the site. This re-location together with changes in the
magnet lattices has required the complete redesign of
all beam transfer lines.

Racetrack lattices were also considered for the small
rings, as described in last year's report, but on balance
circular lattices were found to be superior. The Booster
lattice is similar to that described in the 1985 Pro-
posal except that the quadrupole polarities have been
reversed to agree with those in the Accumulator, mak-
ing injection and extraction easier. In the Accumulator
the H~ injection insertion has been redesigned, chang-
ing the superperiodicity to 3. The painting scheme has
been revised to take advantage of recently developed
stripping foils with two unsupported edges.

A re-evaluation of the rf voltage program for the
Booster showed that the dual-frequency magnet exci-
tation system reduces the rf voltage required insuffi-
ciently to make it economically advantageous. Dual-
frequency excitation will, however, be retained for the
Driver where the saving amounts to 1200 kV.

Revised values have been chosen for beam emit-
tances, incorporating a gradual increase from ring to

ring. To avoid beam spill due to coupling resonances
the horizontal and vertical emittances are now taken
to be equal. This has increased the magnet gaps some-
what. More details on these topics will be found in the
sections below.

Visitors contributing to Accelerator Design studies
this year included R. Billinge, L. Criegee, E. de Forest,
G. Guignard, E. Jones, H. Koziol, F. Pedersen, C.W.
Planner, C.H. Rees, L. Rinolfi, H.O. Schonauer, Yu.
Senichev, E. Shaposhinikova, T. Suzuki, L.C. Teng,
E.J.N. Wilson and B. Zotter. It is a pleasure to ac-
knowledge the important contributions they made.

Lattice studies

During the course of the year the final layout of the
lattices was determined and detailed models were set
up for each of the rings, including rf system, correction
magnets, injection and extraction systems, etc. These
models served as reference for the detailed engineering
drawings of the rings and also helped to determine the
availability of space for the different components.

Small rings

For the smaA rings the circular lattice with six-
fold superperiodicity was maintained as reference de-
sign, after it became clear that all racetrack lattices
investigated suffered from small dynamic apenure if
chromaticity correction was applied. However, in or-
der to ease injection and extraction, the focusing of
the Booster lattice was reversed in polarity and is now
similar to that in the Accumulator. This also provided
a higher j t of about 14 without any modulation of the
quadrupole strength, i.e. only two quadrupole families,
F and D, are needed in the lattice. Fig. 88 shows the
lattice functions for the Booster.
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Fig. 88. Lattice functions for the Booster.
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Fig. 89. Lattice functions for the Accumulator.

The Accumulator lattice is similar to that of the
Booster but with one of the long straight sections
modified to make room for the H~ injection system,
which requires about 7.5 m free space with a dou-
ble waist at the centre with momentum resolution
TJ/V^/? « 1.2 m1 '2. Two of the other long straight sec-
tions are modified in the same way, to give the ma-
chine a superperiodicity of 3. In order to achieve the
required value for the momentum resolution the tunes
of the ring were lowered to {vx,Vy) = (3.79,5.71). As
a result of the lower horizontal tune j t ' s reduced to
4, but remains well above the 450 MeV energy of the
ring. Figure 89 shows the lattice functions of the Ac-
cumulator.

Large rings

For the large rings the racetrack structures devel-
oped in 1988 were adopted as reference designs. De-
tailed studies showed them to be superior in almost ev-
ery respect to the circular lattices originally proposed.
In particular, the 154 m long straight sections allow the
design of a highly efficient slow-extraction system for
the Extender ring, including the necessary loss collima-
tion. They also provide straightforward beam transfer
between the rings, dispersion-free locations for the rf
cavities, and room for Siberian snakes to facilitate ac-
celeration of polarized beams. The lattice is based on
a regular FODO structure, with transforming sections
matching straights to the arcs. In the arcs, the horizon-
tally focusing elements are modulated in three families
providing the oscillation in the dispersion function nec-
essary to raise yt beyond infinity as required for beam
stability reasons. Figure 90 shows the lattice functions
for the Driver.

The lattices for the Collector and Extender rings are
very similar to that for the Driver, except that the
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Fig. 90. Lattice functions for the Driver.

straight sections of the Extender were modified to raise
the peak value for the horizontal beta function to 100 m
as required for slow extraction.

Tracking studies

In order to ensure beam stability in the rings, exten-
sive tracking studies have been performed using the
computer code DIMAD. These studies, backed up by
analytical work, allowed us to determine the unifor-
mity necessary in the magnetic fields of the lattice ele-
ments, the orbit excursions arising from limited align-
ment precision, the effects of sextupoles, and the effect
of synchrobetatron coupling.

Orbit excursions were determined by single-turn
tracking to be less than 3.5 mm in the small rings and
less than 1.5 mm in the large rings (at 95% confidence
level) after orbit correction. One corrector is used per
focusing quadrupole per plane, except for the Booster
where trim windings on the dipoles are used in the hor-
izontal plane. Orbit excursions before correction are
typically larger by one order of magnitude.

The nonlinear acceptance of the rings, the so-called
dynamic aperture, was determined by tracking over
1000 turns in each type of lattice. Field imperfections
were included in the tracking model using thin higher-
order multipoles distributed over the magnetic ele-
ments. For more realistic simulations, synchrotron os-
cillations were included as well as synchrobetatron ef-
fects and the tune shifts induced by linear space charge.
Inclusion of these effects required making several mod-
ifications to the DIMAD code.

As an example, Figure 91 shows the dynamic aper-
ture of the Driver lattice for two different values of
the chromaticity £, in comparison to the beam-stay-
clear region. Due to the rather large natural chromatic-
ity a restriction appears towards larger values of the
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Fig. 91. Dynamic aperture of the Driver lattice.

momentum spread of the beam, which can be removed
by partially correcting the chromat idty. As a similar
situation exists in the small rings, we conclude that,
for the time being, sextupoles have to be included in
the machine design even though they would not be
required to correct instabilities because all machines
always operate below transition. Fourier spectra of
the tracking data allow identification of the resonance
lines causing restrictions in dynamic aperture. This is
important for the design of the resonance-correction
schemes which are expected to be needed.

Simulations of the effects of nonlinear space charge
are in a developmental stage. The necessary code, de-
veloped at TRIUMF using a modified version of the
formalism of G. Parzen at BNL, already produces tune
shifts as a function of the particle's amplitude in agree-
ment with those obtained from analytic formulae. In-
clusion of dispersion and longitudinal effects will allow
us to simulate nonlinear space-charge effects in a rather
rigorous way.

Polarized beams

While the racetrack lattices have been shown to be
suitable for acceleration of polarized beams, the use
of Siberian snakes is a much more attractive means to
preserve polarization during acceleration in the large
rings. The long straight sections provide a natural
place for insertion of these devices. Figure 92 shows
one of the long straight sections for the Driver with
a three-twist helical snake matched to the lattice at
3 GeV. The match has been achieved without driving
the beta functions to excessive maxima, while at the
same time providing low beta values within the snake
in order to keep the aperture of the snake magnets
small. Because the snake is a fixed-field device, the
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Fig. 92. Lattice functions and magnet arrangement for the
Driver straight section including the snake.

matching conditions change during acceleration, but
nevertheless they have been satisfied over the whole
energy range of the Driver. The snake itself has been
described in earlier Annual Reports.

The use of a snake requires alignment of the spin di-
rection with the local precession axis in the Driver ring
at injection. To this end, a 90° spin-rotating solenoid is
necessary in the C-to-D transfer line; an optical design
for such a line is in existence. In the D-to-E transfer,
such a spin rotator would be impossible due to the
higher energy; here the matching will be achieved with
a snake in the E ring similar to that in the D ring. As
a result, polarization of the slow extracted beam will
be longitudinal. Vertical polarization in the extracted
beam can be regained by switching off the snake adia-
batically.

Single-particle instabilities

General

Effort has shifted from calculating resonance effects
analytically to simulating them with DIMAD. Never-
theless, some analytical work was necessary to under-
stand the sources of the limitations to the dynamic
aperture found by DIMAT.

Because of chromaticity and space charge, a parti-
cle's instantaneous transverse tune depends upon syn-
chrotron phase. A distinction must therefore be made
between "slow" and "fast" effects. A betatron reso-
nance is "slow" if a particle on resonance does not
grow appreciably in amplitude during one synchro-
tron oscillation; in other words, if the stopband is nar-
row compared with the distance in tune space to the
nearest synchrobetatron satellite. In that case, the in-
stantaneous transverse tune is not relevant: the prob-
lem should be analysed from the point of view of 3-
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dimensional tune space with the horizontal and verti-
cal tunes being the averages over a synchrotron oscil-
lation. In all rings (except, perhaps, the E ring where
the synchrotron tune is quite small), only betatron res-
onances of order 1, 2, and possibly 3 are analysable in
the conventional way.

Tune spread due to space charge makes it unavoid-
able that some particles at some time will lie exactly
on resonance. However, it is unnecessarily conservative
to assume that these particles will be lost. The rea-
son is that for realistic charge distributions, the space
charge ffect is nonlinear. Therefore, as the betatron
amplitude grows, the particle goes off resonance. A
method of computing single-particle resonance effects
has been developed which takes this effect into account
self-consistently. With this method it is possible to cal-
culate the emittance growth of the beam as a whole
rather than the rate of growth of the amplitudes of
those few particles which happen to be exactly on res-
onance.

Synchrobetatron resonance

A considerable amount of effort has gone into cal-
culating synchrobetatron effects due to dispersion at
rf cavity locations. This is because, so far, satisfactory
racetrack lattices have not been found for the smaller
rings. The effort has been mainly analytical because
the resonances are difficult to simulate, especially when
the transverse tune is modulated due to space charge
and chromaticity.

A theory has been developed which, besides the ef-
fects due to nonlinear synchrotron motion, also takes
into account both the wa modulation of the transverse
tune due to chromaticity and the 2ws modulation due
to transverse space charge (o>s is the synchrotron fre-
quency).

Optics of solenoids

In the design of the perpendicularly biased ferrite rf
cavities, the tuner solenoids are coaxial with the beam.
It has been shown analytically that the (uncorrectable)
higher-order optics of these solenoids have a negligible
effect on the beam even if the tuner fields are uncoin-
pensated. Beam rotation, however, which depends on
f Bzdz, distorts the beam if vx ± t'y is too nearly an
integer. It is found that an integrated field of 400 G-m
gives at worst (with an unfortunate location of tuners
so that their contributions add) a contribution to beam
distortion equal to that of a 0.2 mrad tolerance on the
tilt angle of the quadrupoles. This means that with the
original Los Alamos tuner design ( / Bzdz = 350 G-m
per cavity), cavities must be placed in back-to-back
pairs, but that the machine could run with one failed
tuner.

Collective instabilities

General

Both longitudinal and transverse instability theories
have been studied, especially in the difficult region be-
tween "fast" and "slow" growth. New, simpler, sta-
bility criteria and formulas for growth rate have been
developed. These now go smoothly from the regular
coupled bunch case (growth rate small compared with
the synchrotron frequency) to the fast (mode-coupling)
instability case.

Hollow beam

Simulations of beams with space charge which are
hollow in longitudinal phase space have shown dipole
instability. The growth rate appears to be linear with
intensity but the saturation level of the dipole mode
is a much stronger function of intensity. Bruno Zotter
(CERN), during a visit to TRIUMF, developed a ma-
trix technique for finding the eigenfrequencies of such
a hollow beam in the non-mode-coupling regime. Only
real frequencies were found. This indicates that at low
enough intensity the beam is stable.

At higher intensity, eigenmodes couple. This regime
was explored by solving the Vlasov equation by brute
force. As a check, the calculation was first performed
for low intensity: it gave the same frequencies as found
by Zotter's technique. At higher intensity, it was found
that below transition, modes +1 and —1 couple while
above transition, modes m and m + 2 (m > 0) couple.
The intensity threshold found in this way is, however,
an order of magnitude higher than that deduced from
simulations using the computer code LONG1D.

Beam loading

In specifying the radio-frequency systems beam load-
ing must be considered under several aspects: steady
state conditions, periodic transients, injection tran-
sients, and rf noise.

The stability analysis of the interaction of rf sys-
tem with the fundamental component of beam current
is now well established in terms of a perturbative ex-
pansion about steady state operating conditions. The
Robinson criteria have been extended to the case of
dipole-quadrupole mode coupling, and the stability do-
main verified by time-domain simulations. Further, the
effectiveness of "fast feedback" of the gap voltage to
extend the instability threshold has been proven rigor-
ously.

The role of gain and bandwidth in compensating pe-
riodic transient loading has become clear. The feedback
gain should only be increased to the delay-limited value
in those cases where several beam harmonics lie within



the cavity bandwidth. The revolution harmonics are
spaced five times more closely in the large than in the
small rings, and the gain needs to be increased to the
delay limit in the former only. It is important that
the loop delay not rise above 65 ns, and a technique
for feedback phasing with, in principle, zero delay has
been devised. Compensation of beam harmonics out-
side the feedback bandwidth is by means of feedfor-
ward of the beam signal. The move to an asymmetric
missing-bunch structure in the Extender, which gen-
erates more revolution harmonics, implies that feed-
forward will now be required there. The adoption of
perpendicularly biased cavities for the Booster, with
high quality factor and narrower bandwidth, means
that feedforward is no longer required in this ring.

So far the beam has been viewed as perturbing the
radio-frequency systems. However, incorrect function-
ing of the rf will also perturb the beam. For instance
electronic noise will communicate to the beam and
cause emittance growth via filamentation. Hamilton-
Jacobi perturbation theory has been used to derive tol-
erances for phase and amplitude noise in all the KAON
Factory rings. It is observed that fast feedback can con-
siderably reduce the susceptibility to amplitude noise.

The response of the rf system and beam to injection
transients, and the self-consistent response of the beam
to periodic transients, have yet to be explored.

H~ injection

Procedure

The painting process allows accumulation of an en-
semble with desirable correlations between planes in
phase space. For example, small horizontal betatron
amplitudes may be correlated with large longitudinal
amplitudes,- large horizontal correlated with small ver-
tical amplitudes and vice versa. This both reduces the
total four-dimensional action, thus the maximum am-
plitude generated by a coupling resonance, and also
reduces the transverse area occupied by beam. Fol-
lowing this practice will mean, however, that the dis-
tribution in one or more planes in phase space will
be hollow during an early stage of accumulation. Cal-
culations incorporating space charge forces show that
a hollow longitudinal distribution develops a dipole
moment. The dependence of the growth rate on the
charge/bucket and the maximum moment generated
are given in Fig. 93; the time to reach saturation
is very much shorter than the accumulation time. If
the larger longitudinal amplitudes were populated first
about 2 x 10 u protons/bucket would be accumulated
before starting to populate the centre of the distri-
bution. A beam with a dipole moment of ~1° would
be transferred to the booster. This is just acceptable;

Dipole Mode Soturoiion Amplitude

N/IO"

Fig. 93. The normalised saturation amplitude and the
growth rate of the dipole moment acquired by a lon-
gitudinally hollow beam in the Accumulator ring vs.
charge/bunch.

however, one would prefer to avoid this constraint if
possible.

The smaller synchrotron amplitudes, and associated
large horizontal amplitudes, can be populated first if
a foil with two free edges is used and accumulated
protons led off the foil by collapsing the closed orbit
vertically. This automatically provides the correlations
discussed above if a finite dispersion exists at the foil.

A lattice has been designed with a sufficiently long
straight section between quacJrupoles to accommodate
the septum magnets which inflect the H~ beam onto
the stripping foil (Fig. 94). This layout is termed a sep-
arated function injection scheme since the tune of the
A ring lattice may be altered without perturbing the
incoming H~ beam and the exiting, partially stripped,
H° remnant. The details of this layout may alter as
engineering design progresses.

The variation in painting parameters, vertical closed
orbit and incoming H~ energy, with time is shown in
Fig. 95 together with the emittance section being pop-
ulated. In order to generate flat distributions with low
tune shift the dwell time should be roughly propor-
tional to the amplitude being painted. Figure 95 also
shows that this cannot be achieved for both horizon-
tal and longitudinal planes if dispersion at the foil is
exploited to paint both planes simultaneously.

The scheme illustrated in Pig. 95 results in 99% of
the accumulated beam lying within 50 TT mm-mrad in
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Fig. 94. Separated function H injection into the accumulator - horizontal plane.

both transverse planes including the effects of foil inter-
actions. The mean number of foil traversals per proton
is 55. This latter number is not very sensitive to mod-
erate changes in A ring acceptance or H~ beam quality.
It increases ten-fold, however, for the small emittances
(<20 IT m-mrad) required for polarized beam, mean-
ing that foil lifetime and large-angle scattering losses
will be similar for the 100 /iA kaon production mode
and the 10 fiA polarized beam mode.

Improvements to simulation codes

Coulomb scattering. The angular scatter occurring
when accumulated beam traverses the stripper foil de-
grades the emittance and can lead to beam loss. It is
of particular concern to TRIUMF because of the long
accumulation time. The calculation of scatter involves
the convolution of several single scattering events, on
average six per traversal. Analytically tractable models
for the screened Coulomb potential provide consider-
able advantages for computation. In the small-angle
approximation one such model has
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where z is the nuclear charge, a the fine structure con-
stant, £ the total energy of the incoming proton, k the
wave number, 6 the angle of scatter and 0min a cut-off
angle. The published values of <?mjn differed sufficiently
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TIME(ms)

Fig. 95. The shaded bands are the horizontal, vertical and
momentum amplitudes painted as the Accumulator vertical
closed orbit (Yco) and incoming beam energy (To) vary
with time.
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Fig. 96. Difference between the approximate scattering
probability fA and the Hartree-Fock calculation /HP for
450 MeV protons on 12C. A scaling parameter choice
JJ=1 .35 best fits the cross-section peak, /t=1.15 fits the re-
gion 0.1 < 9 < 1.0 mrad, /j=0.835 is the classic Thomas-
Fermi model value. A single precision random number gen-
erator forms an effective large angle cut-off at ~20 mV.

that it was thought advisable to make more accurate
calculations of the cross section for the targets and
operating regime of interest.

The electronic and nuclear charge density were cal-
culated using a self-consistent Hartree-Fock model and
the elastic differential cross section obtained numeri-
cally. The results were also parametrized in terms of
total cross section and 0min • The values of 6m\n do not
increase monotonically as z1/3 as predicted by sim-
pler models. Figure 96 compares the more accurate
Hartree-Fock calculation with the model of Eq. (1)
where \i is a scale factor dividing 9mm.

Transverse space charge. A routine developed at
CERN has been incorporated in the multiparticle
3-D tracking code ACCSIM to simulate the effects of
the transverse tune shift due to space charge. Particles
undergoing transverse betatron oscillations execute a
Lissajous trajectory in x-y space. Trajectories for parti-
cles with the same ex and ey but with different relative
phases of oscillation fill a rectangle. To compute space
charge forces the particles' amplitudes are binned into
a 10 x 10 array. Each bin is associated with a density
distribution of rectangular outline, Fig. 97(b), formed
by the Lissajous trajectories. The space charge poten-
tial of each rectangle is computed semianalytically, as
is the central particle density, and the contributions
summed. A least squares fit to a multipole expansion
gives the coefficients, to dodecapole, needed to calcu-
late the tune shifts for individual particles. This is then
used to adjust the turn-to-turn phase advance. The ef-
fect on amplitudes is second order and not included

h-H
Fig. 97. (a) A projection onto the transverse plane of the
Lissajous trajectories of particles undergoing betatron os-
cillations. The trajectories shown are for particles with the
same amplitude ax, ay, similar tune, but with different rela-
tive phases. Averaging over all phases leads to a rectangular
distribution with a minimum in the centre, (b) A beam of
elliptical cross section may be built up from the rectangu-
lar distributions of (a). Each rectangle represents a pair of
betatron amplitudes.

at this stage. The image effects of an elliptical beam
pipe can be included.

The space charge calculation assumes that the ex,
€u distribution is quasistationary with strength modu-
lated by the linear density A(<£) along the bunch, and
that dispersion and momentum spread are sufficiently
small that beam size is largely determined by betatron
amplitude. It is not valid for beams executing coherent
coupled x-y oscillations.

Figure 98 shows the computed instantaneous distri-
butions in tune shift for particles at the end of accu-
mulation and part way through.
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Fig. 98. Distribution in betatron tune space calculated for
the ensembles of [(x) after 4000 turns (+) after 16,000
turns]; the calculation ignored the effect of dispersion in
reducing the mean particle density. Including this effect
would drop Avx by 0.04.
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Collimation. The ability to describe a collimation sys-
tem in which the aperture is defined by relatively thin
"degrader" jaws which scatter the particles sufficiently
that they are absorbed on larger "catches" with wider
aperture has been added to ACCSIM. The aim is to
reduce the amount of halo generated by slit scattering.

The jaws must be thin, ~1 mm for 450 MeV pro-
tons, in order that no intercepted particle exceeds the
beam stay clear limit before hitting the catcher. This
thickness is such, however, that routines to calculate
energy loss using Vavilov theory had to be added; pre-
viously only Landau theory had been used. In general
protons traverse the 1 mm degrader ~3 times before
hitting the catcher. This would increase the residual
radioactivity of the degrader by this amount.

Transfer lines

During this past year designs have been developed
for the injection line into the Accumulator and for
the four ring-to-ring transfer lines. Brief descriptions
of these designs are given below.

The IA transfer line transports beam from TRIUMF
and prepares it for injection into the Accumulator. This
beam line is perhaps the most complicated because it
must meet several requirements. As well as providing
the required beam matching at injection into the A
ring, the beam line must allow space for the rf cavi-
ties necessary to provide the variable energy required
by the injection painting scheme. Also required is a
dispersed focus at which energy measurements of the
beam could be made if necessary. There must be provi-
sion for the chopper which kicks out selected bunches
of beam. Upon injection into the Accumulator a hole is
created in the circulating beam which allows time for
subsequent kicker magnets to fire. Finally, there must
be a location at which the emittance of the extracted
beam may be measured.

Energy
Meosmt.

i

Chopper
Foil

Chopper

Meosmt. ->

Figure 99 shows the
design of the IA line.
The beam line may
be considered to
be made of four
sections. The first consists
of all elements in the cy-
clotron vault and four quad-
rupoles beyond the vault
wall. Its purpose is to pro-
duce an achromatic beam
within the vault and to ren-
der a parallel beam for tran-
sit through the vault wall.
The quadrupoles beyond the
wall produce a double waist.
In the drift space between
these quadrupoles and those
of the next section is emit-
tance measuring equipment.

The second section con-
sists of two —I 4-quadrupole
unit sections. This unit mir-
rors the waist produced by
the first section at the ob-
ject point of the next sec-
tion. The chopper is placed at
the mid-point of the second
unit section. There follows an

Fig. 99. The IA transfer line.

8-quadrupoIe 6-dipole achromatic section which is de-
signed to have a +1 transfer function in the horizontal
plane and a —I in the vertical. Achromaticity is re-
quired because a dispersed beam is not wanted in the
rf cavities which lie downstream. At the centre of this
achromatic section is located the energy measuring sys-
tem.

The last section, which is also achromatic, contains
the rf cavities which provide the energy variability. At
the injection foil a double waist of specific size is pro-
duced.

Transfer from the Accumulator to the Booster is ver-
tical but also covers 60° of horizontal bend to obtain
sufficient length. Figure 100 illustrates the features of
this transfer beam line. Beam is extracted from the A
ring by a kicker magnet and a septum and immedi-
ately brought back into the horizontal plane midway
between the rings by a reverse bend. A section of trans-
fer line, identical to that of the Accumulator, carries
the beam through 60° of arc. Another vertical bend fol-
lowed by a reverse bending septum and a kicker magnet
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Fig. 100. Transfer between A ling and B ring.

inject the beam into the Booster.
Extraction from the Booster is difficult because of

the (relatively) high energy and the crowded nature of
the lattice. Because its beam plane lies 4.5 m below
that of the Collector, extraction from the Booster is
again vertical. A kicker magnet followed by two septa,
one of which is thin, is used. Beam is brought back
into the horizontal plane at a height of 5.7 m above the
Booster beam plane. At this point the beam is achro-
matic in the vertical plane but not in the horizontal. A
quadrupole triplet and a 10° horizontal bend produce
horizontal achromaticity. A matching section matches
the beam into a FODO section which transports the
beam to the Collector.

Beam is injected into the Collector in a very sim-
ilar manner to the transfer from the Collector to the
Driver. This occurs in the vertical plane. A kicker mag-
net and a septum extract beam from the Collector.
A reverse bend brings the beam back into the hor-
izontal plane midway vertically between their beam
planes. The reverse procedure is used to inject into the
Driver. Between the two reverse bend systems are the
quadrupoles which are necessary to match the beam
into the acceptance of the Driver. The transfer line is
shown in Fig. 101.

Transfer between the Driver and the Extender occurs
in the horizontal plane. It is more complicated because
of the high energy and the relatively close spacing of
the quadrupoles in the straight section of the Driver
lattice. Extraction from the Driver is accomplished by
bumping the circulating beam into a kicker. The kicker
is followed by three septa, the first of which is pulsed.
Injection into the Extender is accomplished by a re-
verse procedure. Quadrupoles between the extraction
and injection septa match beam into the acceptance of
the Extender. Figure 102 shows the Driver to Extender
transfer line.
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Fig. 101. Transfer between the Collector and the Driver.

Slow extraction from the Extender

Slow extraction is accomplished with a 3-element
configuration consisting of a preseptum and an elec-
trostatic septum, each of which deflect in the horizon-
tal plane, and a magnetic septum which bends verti-
cally. The preseptum, located downstream of the first
F quadrupole in the long straight of the Extender, con-
sists of a 1 m length of 33 pm carbon wires which are
spaced at 5 mm intervals.

The electrostatic septum, located downstream of the
next F quadrupole, is constructed of 50 /im molyb-
denum strips. Because it is massive along the beam
direction, the shadowing effect of the preseptum is re-
quired. The magnetic septum, a Lambertson magnet, is
located downstream of the next (centre) F quadrupole
of the Extender straight. At its entrance the circulating
and extracted beams are separated by 3 cm.

20 60 100
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Fig. 102. Transfer between Driver and Extender.
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Fig. 103. Slow extraction from the Extender.

Following the magnetic septum are three quad-
rupoles and a reverse-bending vertical dipole which
brings the beam back into the horizontal plane 75 cm
above the Extender. Further downstream lies a second
preseptum which begins the beam splitting to the ex-
perimental areas. Optics of the extraction section pro-
duce a point-to-point focus between the first and sec-
ond presepta. The slow extraction system is illustrated
in Fig. 103.

Losses in this extraction channel were estimated by
generating a file of particles in a Monte Carlo sim-
ulation of resonance extraction. These particles were
tracked through the extraction channel with the pro-
gram REVMOC. (REVMOC is aTRIUMF Monte Carlo
program which simulates energy loss, multiple and nu-
clear scatterings, nuclear absorption and interactions
with apertures in a beam transport system.) Total
beam loss in the extraction section was estimated to
be less than 50 ppm. This value does not include any
losses occurring in the non-extracted beam caused by
non-linear motion in the Extender.

Further details of beam splitting and delivery to the
experimental areas are given in the KAON Science and
Experimental Facilities section.

Instrumentation

Beam commissioning and diagnostic activities have
been studied in a collaborative effort with the PDS
controls group. This has led to an understanding of
"factory-mode" operations, and to a list of required
diagnostic equipment. For instance, a key component
will be the single-turn orbit acquisition system, allow-
ing almost instant determination of closed orbits, lat-
tice functions and betatron tunes. Other devices will
be needed for measuring beam loss and beam emit-

tances, and for diagnosing instabilities. More recently,
effort has concentrated on assigning particular hard-
ware to each of the diagnostic functions, bearing in
mind the appropriate bandwidth and sensitivity, and
environmental conditions. The requirements for diag-
nostic kickers (one per plane for each ring) have been
communicated to the kicker group.

Pre-prototypes have been constructed of a high-
frequency longitudinal monitor, a beam position mon-
itor (for COD), and a beam current monitor. The
last two devices are quite novel: the BPM consists of
metallic strips painted on the exterior of the ceramic
vacuum-pipe, and obviates the need for problem-prone
feed-throughs; the current monitor contains a ferrite
toroid (with band-width extended by feedback) and
circuitry to perform baseline restoration in the kicker
gap, thus allowing turn-by-turn read-out.

In addition to the mostly passive devices above,
there is need also for active devices to damp longi-
tudinal and transverse instabilities.

The principal source of longitudinal impedance is
the rf cavities. Parasitic modes will be damped to
~1 kQ per cavity in Booster and Driver. Nevertheless,
high-power wide-band dampers are required to combat
coupled-bunch instability. Multiple striplines A/4 long
at 100 MHz, consuming 25 kW in total, will suffice for
the Booster. The higher frequency and narrower tun-
ing range in the Driver allow a structure with higher
quality factor to be used: five drift-tube resonators A/2
long at 120 MHz consuming 60 kW peak power.

The e-folding times of transverse instabilities are
such that all rings will need damping systems. The
power requirements for transverse dampers are domi-
nated by injection errors. Since transfer is vertical be-
tween all except the Extender, high-power wide-band
dampers are placed at locations of maximum /?v- Due
to space constraints, the low-power horizontal dampers
are placed at the same location. Consequently, each
damper unit contains two double-striplines A/4 long
at the radio-frequency.

MAGNET DEVELOPMENT

Prototype magnet design and procurement was a
major effort during 1989. A full-scale Booster dipole
was designed and contracted, with the coils to Wis-
mer & Rawlins of Vancouver and the steel assembly
to Westinghouse Motor Company Canada in Hamil-
ton, Ontario. The coils were completed by December 1.
They were wound as a series of pancakes insulated with
fiberglass impregnated with a "B" stage epoxy resin.
The tooling for the steel assembly took longer than
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Fig. 104. Prototype Booster dipole.

anticipated, and delivery of the core assembly was de-
layed until 1990. An illustration of the magnet is shown
in Fig. 104.

A prototype quadrupole for the Booster was also
ordered. The steel assemblies were completed by Pa-
cific Levitation of North Vancouver using a lamination
modified from a HERA design to reduce the tooling
costs. The coils are an indirectly cooled assembly of
8 rectangular magnet wires, 2 mm x 1.25 cm, con-
nected in parallel to form the conductor. The cooling
array is a rectangular stainless steel tube formed be-
tween two layers of conductor and the whole assembly
impregnated together. The stainless steel was proving
very difficult to bend into the array, and the copper
conductors tend to flare out at the tight bends. These
coils were not completed by year-end.

Reference designs for other magnets were made
during the year; these included the Driver dipole
and quadrupoles, the Driver OCD (orbit-correcting
dipoles) and the Extender sextupoles in addition to
some septum magnets. The orbit studies resulted in
changes to reference parameters during the year, so
some designs reported in design notes do not have the
current reference parameters. An effort was made to
compare the various magnets and sizes with a view
to reducing the number of different designs to a mini-
mum. Table XII gives the parameters for the magnets
in the accelerators and storage rings. This table shows
5 dipoles, 12 quadrupoles, 7 sextupoles and 4 OCD
designs. Beam transfer line and experimental facility
magnets will increase these numbers by at least a fac-
tor of two.

At the end of the year cost and manpower estimates
were made for all of the magnets; these are reported in
the PDS report.

We were delighted to have visitors from other lab-
oratories and industry during the year. These people
greatly helped our studies; they were:

Peter Schwandt Indiana University Cyclotron
Facility

Mike Harold Rutherford Appleton Laboratories
Hiroshi Sasaki KEK
Selwyn Palmer Hammond Manufacturing Company
Dennis Pavlik Westinghouse Canada

During the year discussions with potential magnet
manufacturers continued both in Canada and with
companies from abroad. Some discussions have oc-
curred between Tesla, an English magnet company, and
Hammond Manufacturing with a view to a joint ven-
ture with technology transfer from Tesia to Hammond.
Similar discussions were initiated between Elin from
Austria and Ebco.

The work also included studies on the choke trans-
formers for the resonant power supplies and the design
and procurement of the magnetic circuit components
for the prototype rf cavity tuner.

Work on measuring the effective length of dipole us-
ing a polarized light beam was pursued at low priority,
and an accuracy of 0.6% was achieved.
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Table XII. Magnet parameters for the rings.

DIPOLES

Ring

A dc
B 50 Hz
C dc
D 10 Hz
E dc

Effective
Length

(m)
1.00
2.99
1.00
4.89
3.90

Vertical
Aperture

(m)
0.092
0.108
0.070
0.100
0.052

Max.
Field
(T)

0.882
1.118
0.834
1.381
1.731

Pole
Width
(m)
0.24
0.28
0.18
0.28
0.25

Quantity

24
25
96
96
96

One extra B-ring magnet is included for power supply purposes

Ring

QUADRUPOLES

Type
Effective
Length

(m)

Bore
Radius

(m)

Pole Tip
Field
(T)

Max.
Gradient
(T/m)

Quantity

A
B

C

D

F and D
F
D

F and D
SS

Fand D
SSI
SS2

0.3
0.46
0.36

0.2-0.4
0.2

0.94-1.69
1.09-1.24
0.68-0.94

0.067
0.071
0.071
0.065
0.050
0.074
0.052
0.061

0.284
0.604
0.890
0.64
0.52
0.98
0.98
0.98

4.25
8.51
12.53
9.78
10.39
13.24
18.84
16.06

51
24
24
96
40
96
12
28

F
D

SSI
SS2

Effective
Length

(m)

1.4-1.8
0.82

1.1-1.6
0.7-1.3

Bore
Radius
(ml

0.043
0.062
0.035
0.049

0.521
0.99

0.842
0.942

SEXTUPOLES

Pole Tip
Field
(T)

12.12
15.96
24.06
19.22

Maximum
Gradient
(T/m2)

48
48
12
20

QuanRing

A F
D

B F
D

C F
D

D F
D

E F
D

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

0.073
0.073
0.073
0.073
0.086
0.058
0.086
0.058
0.070
0.058

0.021
0.015
0.079
0.056
0.103
0.050
0.834
0.407
0.553
0.407

3.937
2.760
14.89
10.44
13.93
14.94
112.8
121.0
112.9
121.0

12
12
12
12
24
12
24
12
24
12

Ring

ORBIT CORRECTION DIPOLES

Effective
Length

(m)

Maximum
Field
(T)

Vertical
Aperture

(m)

Bend
Angle
(mr)

Quantity

A
B
C
D
E

0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18

0.01
0.028
0.016
0.127
0.127

0.12
0.072
0.102
0.102
0.102

0.53
0.40
0.22
0.22
0.22

24
24
136
136
136
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MAGNET POWER SUPPLIES

This year's activities were dedicated to meeting the
goals set out for the PDS. The goals of the PDS power
supply study were:

1) The investigation of resonant magnet excitation,
as well as the study of the viability of dual fre-
quency resonant excitation, as suggested by Wal-
ter Praeg

2) The standardization and rationalization of the
power supply system required to power the more
than 1900 magnets

3) The design of basic building blocks for the power
supply system

4) The investigation of Canadian industrial capabil-
ity and the involvement of industry in the design
process

5) The building of various prototypes and the acqui-
sition of equipment required for full power tests of
the Booster dipole and quadrupole prototypes in
both single and dual frequency modes for Booster
and Driver studies

6) The establishing of the cost of the power supply
system through quotations from industry

The study was undertaken with valuable contribu-
tions from:

Hans Bauman
Hiroshi Sasaki
Walter Praeg
Werner Bothe
Neil Marks
Gaston Heritier
Gerard Coudert

PSI
KEK
Argonne
DESY
Daresbury
CERN
CERN

Work continued on the NINA magnet test stand
which enabled us to further investigate resonant mag-
net excitation. Using this test stand, both single
and dual frequency resonant magnet excitation were
demonstrated at power. Work on the test stand showed
that dual frequency resonant excitation was feasible
and served as the basis for the dimensioning of full-
scale resonant networks for the Booster and the Driver
rings for the purposes of establishing cost.

During the experimental work the only difficulty en-
countered was the unreliable operation of the GTO-
based capacitor disconnect switch. We experienced fail-
ures of the GTO at current levels below those for which
the device was rated. Investigations of these failures are
continuing by ourselves as well as by the manufacturer.
In the meantime, however, an alternative solution has
been found and is being incorporated for the full-power
disconnect switch for the Booster dipole tests.

Work was carried out to optimize the resonant sys-
tems in terms of their cost and complexity, the number

of resonant cells being defined by the total number of
magnets required and the maximum permissible volt-
age to ground within the circuit, and the voltage in
turn being defined by the magnet inductance as well
as the maximum rate of change of magnet current.
These parameters were selected to result in the mini-
mum number of cells.

Resonant cell dimensioning involves the selection of
various cell parameters, resulting in the characteriza-
tion of magnets, dc bypass chokes, capacitor banks,
and capacitor disconnect switches.

Dc bypass choke definition involved the analysis and
design of a number of different approaches by Sasaki,
Bauman, Denis Pavlik of Westinghouse and Selwin
Palmer of Hammond Manufacturing. This work re-
sulted in the choice of individual dc bypass chokes as
opposed to the central choices which were possible for
both NINA and DESY. As an example for the Driver,
each cell choke has a weight of about 90 tons which
is about equivalent to the central NINA choke and ap-
proaches practical physical handling limits. The viabil-
ity of separate chokes has been demonstrated at Fer-
milab on their booster project where coupling between
cells is achieved via the interconnecting of secondary
windings.

Given the components of the resonant cells, the res-
onant response of the system is defined and controlled
by the ac power makeup system which serves to replace
the energy dissipated during each magnet cycle. For
purposes of this study we have concentrated on pulse
form injection as proposed by Praeg and utilized by the
original NINA project. This scheme involves injecting
a current pulse during each cycle. One advantage of
this scheme is the good decoupling of system harmon-
ics from the ac grid. This has been confirmed by our
tests. There is some concern that this type of excita-
tion might excite transmission and delay line modes
in the magnet system, but past experience at NINA
seems to indicate that these can effectively be damped
out.

As further verification, it should be possible during
the next few months to see such a system in operation
at Stanford during commissioning of the power supply
system for their 10 Hz booster which also uses pulse
form injection. As an alternative we are investigating
continuous power makeup, but preliminary indications
show that this increases complexity as well as cost.

Economics dictate the standardization of power sup-
plies and subsystems for these and to minimize the to-
tal number of designs which need to be executed. With
a view to this standard currents for most magnets were
defined to be nominally 1000 A.

As power supply cost per watt decreases as a func-
tion of increased output power, a decision was made
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to power magnets in series wherever feasible. This re-
sulted in the choice of one of the standard building
blocks of our system to be a supply rated at 450 V dc
and 1000 A.

A further building block was defined as the bias sup-
ply for the Booster and Driver dipoles. A dc bias level
of nominally 3000 A was selected for both rings as it
in turn resulted in the minimum number of resonant
cells for each system. The supply selected was 650 V
dc 3000 A.

These building blocks were defined in consultation
with industry and design contracts were let for the de-
sign of both units as well as the manufacture of two
prototypes. The first was a high-frequency link based
450 V dc 1000 A unit running at 20 kHz which serves to
power all dc ring dipoles as well as most quadrupoles.
This power level had previously not been achieved. The
second unit was an 80 V dc 3000 A SCR-based unit
which was required for the Booster dipole prototype
tests.

A further contract was let for the capacitor discon-
nect switch capable of interrupting 3000 A peak cur-
rent which will be applicable to the Driver ring. This
unit will be tested as part of the Booster dipole tests
running in the full power dual frequency mode.

Further standardization is achieved by the utiliza-
tion of a generic power supply controller which con-
tains all analog and digital circuitry required for con-
trol of magnet power supplies. For purposes of our
study we have selected a G-64 based system which is
currently used successfully at Cern PS division. This
unit is well proven and is currently being updated to
reflect changes in technology.

The final choice of controller is dependent on the ar-
chitecture of the main control system which may not be
CAMAC- based and the existing G-64 system requires
this. The basic concept of distributed intelligence ap-
pears to be feasible and will be applied.

One point of concern, however, is the associated cost
of these units as they would apply to the more than
400 orbit correction dipoles which might occur in the
system. For these units a programmable logic controller
approach may be more cost effective. This approach is
currently being used at Brookhaven.

As part of the process of determining Canadian in-
dustrial capability, visits to various Canadian vendors
took place with good results. It appears that the total
power supply requirement can be met using Canadian
sources. Multinational firms such as ABB, Siemens,
GEC and others are interested with assembly taking
place in Canada based on technology transfer from
their parent companies. This should provide for com-
petitive bidding.

A number of companies were also interested in par-

ticipating in subassembly work based on predeter-
mined designs, the advantage being that the techno-
logical risk for these firms is effectively removed.

Canadian industrial participants in the PDS power
supply study were as follows:

Inver Power Controls: Design and fabrication of pro-
totype power supplies.

CTS Canada Ltd.: Design and manufacture of ferrite
bias power supply.

International Rectifier Canada Ltd.: Design and fab-
rication of capacitor disconnect switches.

CGE Canada Ltd.: Supply of resonant capacitors
ABB-Westinghouse: Capacitor quotations
Thyristor Devices: Design and fabrication of PFN

supply
Mallory Components: Supply of high stress electrolytic

capacitors
Best Coil: Supply of PFN chokes
Hammond: dc bypass chokes

Costing of the power supply system was done on
the basis of the best available information as to the
required loads that the magnet system present. Quo-
tations were received from industry based on this in-
formation.

We have at present 28 different supplies in the sys-
tem. The total number of supplies is 682. Further ra-
tionalization is possible. Of these 28, 2 types of units
handle most of the ring magnets. The main contributor
to the multiplicity of supplies are the various transfer
lines between the rings, which by their nature limit the
number of magnets which may be operated in series. At
least having chosen commonality in current the main
difference between the various supplies is in the front
end which implies different transformers. This appears
to be a reasonable solution.

Work will continue in 1990 with the final testing of
the Booster prototype dipole and quadrupole.

KICKERS

Kicker magnets are required for all ring-to-ring
transfers in the KAON Factory. A 1 MHz beam chop-
per with a novel design is required, proposed in the
beam line between the cyclotron and the A ring, to pro-
duce a 5 bunch gap with a time duration equal to the
kicker magnet rise times. The kicker magnets for all in-
jection and extraction regions have been conceptually
designed consistent with conventional technology that
exists in the world. The kicker and chopper parame-
ters and the results of extensive computer modelling
are given in the following design notes [TRI-DN-89-
K45, K49, K53, K54, K69, K70, K75, K76, K85, K86
and K87J.
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A team from TRIUMF went to CERN in January to
complete the initial checkout of a low repetition rate
(few Hz) 30 ft, 80 kV pulse generator which was loaned
to us for testing purposes. The pulser was shipped to
arrive here in April and was reassembled for tests be-
ginning in May. The CERN quasi-resonant power sup-
ply and the thyratron grid pulser were upgraded to
permit operation at 50 Hz at a PFN voltage of 80 kV
and pulse durations of 700 ns. This design is similar to
the design requirements for the A extraction kicker and
the C injection kicker. The pulser successfully operated
at full power and 50 Hz in July. The 40 kV pulses from
this generator have a rise-time (5% to 95%) of 30 ns.

Two 15 £2 transmission line magnet modules were
also borrowed from CERN and low-voltage magnetic
field measurements were made and compared with cal-
culations from the codes POISSON and PE2D. The
transmission line properties of '.he magnet modules
were measured and modelled successfully using the
code PSPICE. The cell inductance and capacitance
were calculated from the mechanical details of the
modules. This work was successfully completed by the
end of August.

A 25/30 fl magnet and a test vacuum chamber were
designed. The ferrite and the mirror finish aluminum
plates arrived in September and the magnet fabrication
is almost complete. High-voltage tests are planned for
the new year in conjunction with the borrowed CERN
pulser. The 30 Q prototype magnet has been designed
so that it can be changed into a 25 fi magnet which
is required for all of the KAON Factory kicker mag-
nets except for the 12.5 fi magnets for the B ring. The
magnet module will be disassembled an reassembled
as a 25 fi magnet for low-voltage tests when the 30 fi
high-voltage tests are completed.

A novel design concept for a 1 MHz kicker was for-
mulated in March. The concept involve an energy stor-
age system where the electrical pulses are stored in
a low loss transmission line. Low-voltage tests using
FETs and some available cable were performed in May
to determine the feasibility of the concept. Measure-
ments on the attenuation and the dispersion in cable
were compared with predictions from computer codes
and good agreement was obtained. A prototype set of
100 fl deflection plates were modelled in copper-lined
cardboard and the impedance was measured and com-
pared with PE2D predictions. This model was also use-
ful to help us to investigate impedance matching and
RF resonance behaviour.

A prototype 1MHz chopper is being fabricated to
operate using a tetrode driving circuit and a tetrode
clipper circuit. Low loss cables have been obtained
and tested using the low-voltage FET circuit and the
pulse attenuation and the dispersion measurements

have been compared with calculations. The FET driver
circuits for the grid drive of the tetrodes have been
built and tested. By the end of the year most of the
components were received and the assembly was well
under way. The tetrode circuits should be ready for
testing by spring of 1990.

RADIO-FREQUENCY SYSTEMS

A significant amount of PDS time was spent on cost
estimates and industrial impact of the KAON Factory
but this section will deal with the technical programs.
The specifications for the radio-frequency accelerating
systems were established. The rf systems for the A,
<,', D and E rings are proposals based on work done at
AECL and LAMPF while the rf system for the Booster
ring, although initiated by the work done at LAMPF,
is a result of prototype development work done here at
TRIUMF.

Booster cavity

The dc-biased prototype cavity constructed and
tested at LAMPF was kindly made available to TRI-
UMF and has now been almost entirely rebuilt at
TRIUMF with a completely redesigned tuner section
for ac bias operation. A cross section view of the ac-
biased ferrite tuned cavity is shown in Fig. 105 and
a more detailed view of the tuner portion of the cav-
ity is shown in Fig. 106. The return yoke consists of
twelve U-shaped magnet sectors arranged in an an-
nulus around the ferrite and held together by alu-
minum clamping plates and a set of tie rods. The sec-
tored design provides room for the entrance and exit of
the stranded cable which requires a large bend radius
and further provides easy access for the water cod-
ing lines. The coil consists of twelve turns of stranded
cable consisting of 82 strands of # 9 heavy formvar
insulated magnet wire surrounding a copper tube for
water cooling. The tuner cavity can be considered as
consisting of two rf membrane end walls, the outer
conductor which is the cooling jacket for the ferrite,
the ferrite rings interleaved with beryllium oxide rings
and the centre conductor which is a tapered conical
shape. To reduce eddy current losses the rf membrane
is made from 0.5 mm stainless steel and plated with
0.0127 mm copper for the rf currents. To further re-
duce the eddy current losses 48 radial slots are cut
into the rf membrane. Two of the slots located 180°
apart are cut all the way through on the outer circum-
ference of the membrane. The water jacket consists of
an annular cylinder of copper 159 mm high and 16 mm
thick with machined water cooling channels. The jacket
has the potential of generating large eddy current
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Fig. 105. Ferrite tuned cavity for the Booster synchrotron.

losses but insulating breaks have been incorporated to
minimize this effect. Insulating breaks have also been
incorporated in the membrane cooling wheel to min-
imize eddy current losses. The centre conductor is
a 2.0 mm thick stainless steel tube plated with
0.0127 mm copper for the rf currents. Although the
thicker material increases the eddy current losses it
is required to support the vacuum load. However, the
centre conductor is sufficiently water cooled to take
care of the heat generated by the additional eddy cur-
rent losses.

The magnet program PE2D was used to evaluate the
losses in the tuner cavity and cavity support structure.
The tuner was broken down into seven separate sec-
tions in order to evaluate the eddy current losses. The
calculated results were quite reasonable; however, since
PE2D is only a two-dimensional program it cannot pre-
dict what will happen when you bring the sections to-
gether into a three-dimensional configuration. When
we first tried to bias the ferrite we experienced exces-
sive heating at the inner circumference of the rf mem-
brane at the end of the through slot that was aligned
with the insulating break in the cooling jacket. Fur-
ther tests and analysis showed that at least 8 insulat-
ing breaks in the water cooling jacket aligned with 8
through slots in the rf membrane are required to re-
duce the heating at the inner circumference of the rf
membrane to a reasonable level. When these modifi-
cations are complete the tests on the prototype cavity
will continue.
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Fig. 106. Cross sectional view of the ac-biased tuner for the Booster.
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Fig. 107. Cavity for the A, C, D and E rings based on the
52 MHz rf system designed and built by AECL for HERA.

Driver and storage ring cavities

The cavities in rings A, C, D and E will be similar
to those designed and built by AECL in Chalk River
for the HERA 52 MHz rf system which is based on the
Fermilab Debuncher Ring rf system design (Fig. 107).
The cavity can be considered as two re-entrant quarter-
wave resonators operating in push-pull to produce the
gap voltage. To minimize multipactoring problems the
inside of the cavity will be titanium coated. For the A,
C and E rings where the carrier frequency is fixed and
only a small detuning range is required, the tuners will
be an AECL design based on ferrite rings perpendicu-
larly biased in the longitudinal direction and coupled
to the cavity via an inductive coupling loop. In the D
ring where the carrier frequency has a 1.8 MHz tuning
range, the tuner design will be similiar to the tuner
used at LAMPF on their main ring prototype ferrite-
tuned cavity which uses ferrite rings perpendicularly
biased in the radial direction.

Driver amplifier

All of the rings will use the same solid state driver
which was developed at TRIUMF for the prototype
Booster rf system. The main requirements for the
driver amplifier are an output power of 2.4 kW, a power
gain of 35 dB and a group delay of less than 50 ns. Fer-
milab presently uses 14 tetrodes connected in parallel
for their driver amplifier. At present the tubes have be-
come very expensive and must be replaced with great
frequency and therefore the possibility of using solid
state devices for a driver amplifier was investigated.

Using the Motorola TMOS-FET solid state devices and
push-pull amplifier design, TRIUMF has developed a
design which combines twelve 300 W-rated units oper-
ating at a conservative level of 200 W each through a
ferrite loaded transmission line transformer. An over-
voltage and over-current fast protect system has also
been developed to protect the solid state devices. The
rf driver chain has been tested to full power into the
properly loaded and matched input cavity of the rf am-
plifier.

Higher-order cavity modes

A major problem to be overcome for the proposed
KAON Factory rf cavities is the excitation of higher-
order modes by large beam currents. The modes that
are of most concern have resonant frequencies that ex-
tend to 1 GHz. The magnitude of the voltage that ;s
excited for a particular mode is directly related to its
shunt impedance. It is essential to reduce the shunt
impedances of these modes to less than 1000 Q without
significantly affecting the fundamental mode. A mode
damping scheme that has been investigated is based
on coupled transmission lines. The technique investi-
gated is to introduce into the cavity a separate damp-
ing transmission line that is terminated at one end by
a resistive load as shown in Fig. 108. The geometry
of the damping line is selected so that the voltage in-
duced at the resistor by the magnetic and electric cou-
pling cancel at the fundamental frequency resulting in
no attenuation while at the frequency of the higher-
order modes the induced voltage will not be zero and
these modes will be attenuated. The graph plotted in
Fig. 109 shows the effect of a coupled transmission line
mode damper installed in the LAMPF prototype cav-
ity. The impedance of the higher-order TEM modes up

TO AMPLIFIER

ACCELERATING GAP

INDUCTIVE COUPLING STRAP
( 1 OF 3 SHOWN )

50(1 RESISTOR
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.CAPACITIVE
COUPLING RING

Fig. 108. Arrangement of HOM damper in the Booster rf
cavity.
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Fig. 109. Higher-order mode damping in the Booster rf cav-
ity.

to 1 GHz have been damped to less than 1000 fi. The
problems of incorporating such a mode damper at full
power have still to be investigated.

TRIUMF/Los Alamos collaboration

At LAMPF the prototype driver ring cavity using
ferrite rings perpendicularly biased in the radial direc-
tion has been run at 5% duty cycle with 120 kV at the
gap for a short period of time. No work has yet been
done in the ac bias mode. In October an SSC rf work-
shop was held in Duncanville, Texas to bring the SSC
people up to date on rf development work going on at
the various labs with special focus on the work being
done at TRIUMF and Los Alamos on perpendicular
biased ferrite tuners. As a result of this meeting SSC
funds have been made available to LAMPF to continue
their rf development work on perpendicular biased fer-
rite tuners. TRIUMF will continue its collaboration
with Los Alamos and SSC.

BEAM PIPE AND VACUUM

During 1989 the vacuum and beam pipe system has
been extensively studied in detail, and a reference de-
sign, suitable for reliably meeting all the demanding
KAON factory requirements, has been denned, docu-
mented and costed. Significant technical developments
have been achieved in the area of ceramic pipe and
thick film technology. A well-defined set of areas where
continued study could enhance the design have been
pinpointed.

The physics of the beam pipe and vacuum system
at a KAON factory has been studied in two aspects,
namely, the electromagnetic requirements on the beam
pipe to provide a suitable structure to stably trans-
port the beam, and the requirement that the vac-
uum remain stable under interaction with the intense
stored beam. Solutions to similar problems at other in-
ternational laboratories were studied and where suit-
able site visits undertaken. A computer simulation of
the vacuum stability problem was undertaken and de-
sign rules established. A vacuum philosophy was estab-
lished along the lines of that of CERN, Fermilab and
SLAC, namely that the techniques required to meet
10~12 Torr be followed, but the final vacuum bakeout
at 350°C in situ is not undertaken. Vacuum stability
under beam conditions was established by special tests
on the ISIS and PSR accelerators. A KAON vacuum
pipe section was constructed and vacuum tested at
TRIUMF. The effect of various beam pipe structures
on the stability of beam transport has been studied,
structures that are not suitable have been identified
and suitable new stuctures established. A beam pipe
including required bellows, beam-monitoring devices,
pumping ports, beam scrapers and ceramic pipe has
been shown to meet the exacting electromagnetic re-
quirements of the KAON factory. Formula for the effect
of each of these components has been developed for use
in future detailed design.

The fast-cycling nature of the high-current KAON
factory requires that in its accelerating structures,
where fast-changing magnetic fields are present, partic-
ular attention must be paid to limiting eddy currents
in the beam pipe. These requirements at the KAON
factory are more difficult to meet than at any other
multi-ringed accelerator in the world. A suitable de-
sign had to be developed for the B and D rings, that
is a total of 1.2 km of accelerator. It was found that
only a ceramic vacuum pipe with a special metal struc-
ture inside could meet our complex requirements. The
only similar structure is at the Rutherford ISIS accel-
erator, a 160 m long accelerator, and considerable reli-
ability problems are present in ceramic pipe and metal
structure. These problems were studied and a conser-
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vative reference design established using an improved
ISIS-type design developed especially for the KAON
factory. A prototype of this design was made, and cost
estimates of building and installing this structure at
KAON have been made. A second design was studied
in detail using a ceramic pipe and thick film technol-
ogy. This design required significant developmnets in
ceramic firing and thick film technology. These devel-
opments have successfully been achieved, and a cost
estimate based on this design has been made. While
this design is clearly an improvement on the ISIS de-
sign, its use in KAON must await a full scale prototype
and complex vacuum and reliability tests. Canadian
ceramics manufacturers have been contacted to ascer-
tain Canadian capability of manufacturing the ceramic
pipe. A development contract with OmegaSlate of Cal-
gary was completed.

Manpower and building space requirements for the
KAON vacuum and beam pipe group have been es-
tablished from studying similar groups at CERN. A
detailed components list was produced and all parts
costed. A construction schedule was detailed.

H~ EXTRACTION FROM THE TRIUMF
CYCLOTRON

In the year, the project was advanced past the con-
ceptual design stage. Extensive beam studies, success-
ful beam measurements, and hardware design and con-
struction allowed for a realistic cost estimate for the
project. In the paragraphs below only new develop-
ments are described.

The extraction scheme requires the addition of eight
new devices in the cyclotron chamber. The first step
in the design was to fix the position of these elements
in order to determine their design parameters. A ref-
erence layout was selected following a study of six op-
tions considering several criteria (extracted beam qual-
ity, extraction of the high-intensity and pre-stripped
beams through existing ports; minimal modifications
to existing cyclotron hardware; etc.).

Thorough computer simulations of the extracted
beam parameters were carried out in order to pre-
dict the emittances and determine the acceptable toler-
ances on fringe fields for the extraction devices. Some of
the results were confirmed experimentally, namely the
long-term stability of the cyclotron tune and the neg-
ligible increase in the vertical emittance of the beam
under specific conditions.

The status of the extraction devices is as follows:
Extraction probe # 1 will be used as pre-stripper,

with the advantage of directing the proton beam into
existing beam line 1 which routinely accepts currents
of 150 /iA.

The prototype electrostatic deflector was modified to
improve the voltage holding, and was tested to 60 kV
in a magnetic field under simulated conditions. The
necessary minimum of 51 kV with acceptable spark
rates had been achieved in a previous beam test.

There are six magnetic elements required to locally
cancel the field of the cyclotron magnet in order to
bring the H~ beam out of the cyclotron and to pro-
vide additional focusing in the extraction region. The
two upstream magnetic channels are iron-free septa.
The first one has very tight magnetic, and there-
fore mechanical, tolerances at low field reduction of
~85 mT.m. The second channel is similar in design to
the first one with a 50% higher field and less stringent
fringe field specification. The following two channels
virtually cancel out the cyclotron field completely us-
ing a small aperture rectangular iron channel with coils
on the outside to compensate for the external field.
The perturbation of the cyclotron field by the iron was
calculated and found negligible when properly com-
pensated. Measurements taken on a compensated test
channel placed in an external magnetic field confirmed
that the accuracy of the calculations was very high.
A radially focusing gradient of 4 T/m, required in the
exit port region, is generated by a separate iron-free
quadrupole. The last channel is located directly in the
exit port, and due to its large distance from the circu-
lating beam, the perturbation due to a steel core can
be neglected. It is designed like an active bending mag-
net of conventional design. Engineering drawings exist
for channels one and three, and manufacturing of the
coils has commenced. Previous TRIUMF experience
with radiation-hard, vacuum-compatible insulation of
heavy copper conductors was rather limited. Following
consultations with other accelerator laboratories and
a search of manufacturing companies, a local supplier
was found capable of producing the desired thin layers
of alumina with the required properties.

The positioning of the septa and magnetic channels
requires a total of eight mechanical drives for radial ad-
justment under beam operation with a typical range
of 5-10 cm, and a minimum incremental motion of
~0.05 mm. In the case of the magnetic channels the
magnetic forces must be considered in addition to fric-
tion and flexing of high-current water-cooled leads. A
generic drive and positioning system has been designed
and used on the first electrostatic deflector. A flexible
water-cooled conductor compatible with the cyclotron
environment was tested at 3000 A and operated in a
test configuration for extended periods to assess its cor-
rosion resistance. A high-current, remotely operated
and high-vacuum-compatible water-cooled connector
was also tested. A study on the engineering require-
ments for the project, namely the location and manu-
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facturing of additional ports in the cyclotron tank lid
and floor, and the conceptual design of the equipment
for remote installation and removal was completed.

CONTROLS

The primary goal of the Controls Project Defini-
tion Study [Dohan et ai, Int. Conf. on Accelerator and
Large Experimental Physics Control Systems, Vancou-
ver (Nucl. Instrum. Methods, in press)] was to analyse
the requirements of the KAON Factory Central Con-
trol System (KFCCS), identify areas where existing
technology may be limited, and to produce a prelimi-
nary design and cost estimate. An investigation of ar-
tificial intelligence and expert system technology and
benchmark tests for proposed control hardware and
software architectures were carried out as part of the
study.

Although a great deal of effort has been invested in
the study of the beam dynamics of the KAON Factory,
the operating modes and general dynamic behaviour
for the complex as a whole were not well understood
from a control engineering point of view. To carry
out the present investigation, a control system design
methodology was selected, based on innovative object-
oriented technology. The design methodology uses a
graphical-model approach to system engineering that
utilizes the expertise of the control system's user com-
munity in generating the model set, thereby delaying
the focus on implementation technology details. This
technology-independent approach allows the designer
to defer the selection of hardware as long as possible,
thereby taking advantage of the most recent advances
in the control and communication technology, an area
of rapid growth and change. We wish to thank F. Peri-
ollat, C. Serre, U. Raich and H. Lustig from the CERN
PS division for their assistance in the design study and
in reviewing the proposal.

Analysis

A project team consisting of control engineers, com-
puter scientists and beam physicists was formed to
carry out the analysis of the control system require-
ments. Under the supervision of an external consul-
tant, a course in the object-oriented tools and tech-
niques of the methodology was held, followed by a se-
ries of sessions with representatives of the rf, magnet,
kicker, diagnostic, vacuum, and safety groups. To man-
age the complexity of the analysis, the task was broken
down into 4 distinct steps, each addressing progres-
sively more detailed user requirements. At each stage
a single model was produced, describing KFCCS op-
eration. Models created in later stages incorporated
earlier models by construction, and were expanded to

accommodate each level of real-world restrictions and
limitations. The first model described the general oper-
ation of the KFCCS assuming that the factory equip-
ment was constructed and behaved without error (i.e.
ideal operating conditions); the second model intro-
duced beam physics issues, and the third model intro-
duced the possibility of design or manufacturing errors
in accelerator components (e.g. magnets, rf, beam di-
agnostics, etc.). In the last model, effects of failures in
the device interfaces of the KFCCS were considered.
The first two models were completed during the course
of the study. The third model is partially complete.

From the design study it became clear that the most
critical issues in the design of the KFCCS are con-
cerned with software architecture and organization.
The study revealed the need for the following co-
operating systems within the scope of the KFCCS:

• the Beam Control System, which would provide
co-ordinated control of all rings and accelerator
control and beam diagnostic devices to ensure the
correct delivery of 30 GeV proton beams

• the Equipment Management System, which would
provide a uniform user interface to Equipment
Specialists for the monitoring and playback of
device-state history, the diagnosis and correction
of device malfunctions and the downloading of
device-specific calibration data

• the Development Support System for the devel-
opment and testing of all software, predominantly
for the use of the control software group

• the Equipment Protection System, which would
prevent damage occurring to devices by interlock-
ing their operation with the operation of other
(possibly remote) devices

• the Master Timing System, which would provide
appropriately timed pulses to devices requiring a
triggered mode of operation

• the Operator Console System, which would pro-
vide the functionality required by operators and
physicists to tune and run the facility

• the Beam Instrumentation Support System for
special purpose support of diagnostic devices

• the Anaiogue Display System for the transporta-
tion and display in the control room of both high
and low frequency signals, directly from devices.

Design

For the design phase of the project the beam physi-
cists were replaced by staff more concerned with the
architecture of the KFCCS. The study began with an
Object-Oriented Design course for all group members
involved. A logical design for the hardware architecture
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was produced (Fig. 110) from which a physical imple-
mentation may be generated for any particular choice
of commercially available hardware. The architecture
incorporated:

• workstations for opeiator consoles, equipment
specialists and software developers

• general purpose computers for the real-time com-
putation of device settings during beam physics
experiments or the on-line validation of operator
requested changes to device settings

• general purpose, or database server computers for
the maintenance of a detailed device history and
parameter settings database, accessible from all
workstations

• front end processors for the control of devices
• two logical local area networks or buses intercon-

necting all processors and computers: one for con-
trol actions requiring deterministic response times
and the other for data retrieval and logging func-
tions which require high data throughput.

The architecture allowed for the operation of the
Beam Control System while ensuring the essentially
"non-stop" operation of the Equipment Management
System. The facilities embodied in this latter system
are known to be required when other parts of the
KFCCS are shut down for maintenance or repair. The
dual bus architecture ensures device access to Equip-
ment Specialists at all times for monitoring and test
purposes. The front end processors act as "filters" be-
tween the physical details of the device and higher level
application codes which often deal with more abstract
operational or beam physics quantities ("closed orbit
distortion", "high intensity operating mode X", etc.).
By using the front end processors, communication con-
trollers and device interfaces in this manner, the facil-
ities developed for and used by Equipment Specialists
can be employed directly by the Beam Control System
and other parts of the KFCCS.

Following the completion of the design phase, a
work breakdown study (WBS) was completed for the
KFCCS. The WBS was used as basis for the gener-
ation of a cost estimate for the hardware, software,
engineering and management elements of the KFCCS.
Papers describing the object-oriented design method-
ology and the KFCCS design itself were presented at
the International Conference on Accelerator and Large
Experimental Physics Control Systems in Vancouver.

Test bench

A test bench of processor and communications
equipment was assembled to measure the control and
data throughput rates for an implementation of the
proposed hardware architecture using the VMEbus

standard. The test bench equipment included several
VME crates and processors, VME Ethernet interface
cards, and a workstation to act as host. The test bench
is connected to the site Ethernet local area network,
with the test bench messages kept separate from the
site traffic by means of an Ethernet bridge. Software
is under construction to carry out message passing
benchmark tests between front end processors, and be-
tween Unix and VMS hosts and the front ends.

Expert system

As part of a review of new technologies, an investi-
gation into the use of expert systems to tune an exist-
ing TRIUMF beam line was carried out [Schultz and
Brown, Int. Conf. on Accelerator and Large Experi-
mental Physics Control Systems, Vancouver (Nucl. In-
strum. Methods, in press)]. This pilot project, the ISIS
Tune Advisor, was set up to provide local experience in
artificial intelligence technology and to determine the
feasibility, problems and benefits of its use in the beam
line tuning domain. The study was carried out with the
collaboration of D. Schulz, a visitor from Los Alamos.
Two commercial products, the KEE and NEXPERT
shells were acquired for the comparison tests, running
on a VAX workstation purchased for the study. Knowl-
edge engineering sessions have been held using the ap-
proaches of three experts - an operational expert, a
beam line physicist, and an operator who uses general
heuristics and performance readback. The description
of the ISIS beam line control and diagnostic elements
has been completed, and on-line testing of rule sets for
the real beam line during beam development days is
now under way.

SITE LAN

Fig. 110. Components of the system architecture of the
KAON Factory control system.
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EXPERIMENTAL AREAS

Work has continued this year on the development of
the layout and siting of the experimental hall. It was
decided early in the year that there was insufficient
space for the experimental facilities in any scenario
which had the accelerators encircling the present TRI-
UMF cyclotron. This led to the adoption of the "Green
Field" option which placed the main accelerator rings
on the west side of Wesbrook Mall. This allowed the
experimental hall to be placed such that there is room
for expansion to the south of tho facility.

Discussions on polarized beams led to the conclu-
sion that it would be advantageous to have the beam
transport spin transparent from the extraction point
so that the spin direction could be controlled within
the accelerator. This condition requires that the polar-
ized beam in the experimental hall be parallel to the
Extender ring which made the placement of the po-
larized proton area between two production target ar-
eas an attractive option. Some consideration was given
to the provision of a bypass section in the Extender
ring which could contain an internal polarized target.
This was found to be possible but would be expensive.
There is room within the extraction hall to accommo-
date such a bypass; however, there is little space for
the experimental apparatus.

The series of physics workshops held during this
year indicated that charged secondary channels cov-
ering the full momentum range available from KAON
would be required to satisfy the perceived physics
requirements. Beam purity and rate would be of
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primary importance in these beams; however, for some
experiments high resolution would also be required.
In addition to these beams there were also require-
ments for a neutral kaon beam, low energy muon chan-
nels and a neutrino facility. AH of these facilities have
been incorporated in the present experimental area lay-
out (Fig. 111). Interest was also expressed in facilities
such as an antiproton accumulator, a stopped neutrino
source, 3 GeV/c facilities, a pulsed muon source, a
time-separated antiproton beam and a number of other
facilities. These have not been explicitly included in the
present layout due to their cost or their lack of unique-
ness to KAON. However, where possible, provision has
been made to accommodate such facilities with a min-
imum disruption.

Spar Aerospace was contracted to do a study of the
remote handling requirements in the experimental ar-
eas of KAON and to propose a conceptual design of the
remote handling systems. This study, which involved a
number of meetings between Spar and TRIUMF per-
sonnel, was successfully completed near the end of the
year and a report describing the conceptual approaches
to remote handling at KAON has been received. Fur-
ther work on the crane requirements, cutting and weld-
ing possibilities, and vacuum seals will be done next
year.

Phillips Barrett Kaiser Engineering Ltd. were con-
tracted to design and cost the civil structures to house
the experimental facilities and extraction systems. This
required a significant interaction with TRIUMF as the
facilities evolved over the year. For the purposes of this
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Fig. 111. Proposed layout of the experimental areas.
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Fig. 112. Mechanically driven bare rotating target.

contract the experimental area design was frozen in
September and the building designs are now complete.
A complete report describing the buildings and their
costs has been prepared.

A complete report on the experimental facilities as
they have been developed over the course of the Project
Definition Study will be prepared by the end of Febri'.-
ary 1990.

TARGETS

The detail drafting, parts manufacture and assem-
bly of a prototype "bare" rotating graphite target have
been completed. Operational integrity of rotating seals
and bellows used in the construction are being evalu-
ated in tests prior to insertion of the target into beam
line 1A at the 1AT1 target location (Fig. 112).

A first prototype of an "immersed" rotating tar-
get was built to evaluate the initial design. Modifica-
tion to that design produced a more hydrodynamically
balanced condition in the turbine drive, with subse-
quent reduction in bearing friction, resulting in supe-
rior starting and running characteristics. A second pro-
totype, of size and mass closer to that envisaged for a
production model, was built and a series of measure-
ments of rotation speed versus water flow for different
turbine arrangements were made (Fig. 113). A series
of stop/start and long-term running tests are currently
being performed.

The problem of providing a target suitable for use in
the fast extracted proton beam has been approached by
marrying the pulsed target design currently used at the
CERN laboratory with the concepts of an "immersed"
rotating target described above. Operation of such a
target at full beam power appears feasible provided
the proton beam cross section is kept above certain
minimum values.

Water flow
pattern •A// // 7/ // // ///,

Fig. 113. Prototype model of water-driven rotating tung-
sten target.

The FLUKA code, obtained from CERN, has been
made available on the Univ. of Victoria IBM 3090.
Easier to use and more accurate than the earlier used
CASIM code, it has been used to predict particle flu-
ences and energy deposition in targets, shielding, beam
dumps and beam line components. An in-house fi-
nite difference program has been written to estimate
temperature fields arising from the energy deposition
in rotating targets. The ANSYS code has been used
in conjunction with the above programs to evaluate
temperature and stress fields in targets, magnetic ele-
ments and beam line components. The codes have also
been used in the preliminary designs of water cooled
graphite/copper beam dumps for use at several loca-
tions in KAON.

A complete transition from "manual" drafting to
AutoCAD at Univ. of Victoria has led to a considerable
increase in drafting capability. The change has facili-
tated the production of drawings for accelerator ring
structures, ceramic and steel beam pipe components
and the Booster quadrupole. The successful transmis-
sion of drawings as computer files between UVic, TRI-
UMF and RAL has demonstrated the practicability of
"dispersed" design.

SHIELDING

A broad range of design studies was carried out dur-
ing the year as part of the KAON Project Definition
Study. The studies concluded that the primary con-
straints on allowable beam spill in the KAON accel-
erators and beam transfer lines, namely residual ra-
dioactivity production in such components and the re-
sultant radiation dose to maintenance workers, would
limit such spills in most regions to 1 W m"1 and in any
region to 30 W m"1. The lateral shield requirements
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Pig. 114. Cross section of main ring tunnel showing magnet installation and support arrangement.

between the accelerators and beam transfer lines was
estimated from the empirical formula based on experi-
ments and operational experience from existing accel-
erators in the 30 GeV energy range. The residual ra-
dioactivation of the air and ground water in and around
the accelerator tunnels and experimental halls was es-
timated and strategies defined for protecting the envi-
ronment, both on site, particularly in the vicinity of the
large sensitive detectors expected to be used in the sec-
ondary beam experiments, and off site. A preliminary
assessment of the feasibility of scraping and stopping
beam in monolithic self-shielded absorbers that would
otherwise be lost at various points in the KAON accel-
erators and beam transfer lines was started. The avail-
ability and costs of materials required for shielding of
the KAON facility have been explored.

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION

This activity involved studies of how the various
acceleration components would be installed, powered,
serviced and aligned in the accelerator tunnels and how
this would impact the tunnel size and location of equip-
ment buildings.

In the Main Ring tunnel a method of supporting
and installing up to 3 rings of magnets and other ac-
celerator components, one vertically above the other is

required. In the present design the synchrotron rings,
Booster and Driver, are on the lowest level and there-
fore can be supported from the tunnel floor by concrete
or steel pedestals. The other ring components or beam
transfer lines are supported from a cantilevered struc-
ture as shown in Figure 114. The installation of the
magnets and other heavy components will be done us-
ing a specially designed magnet transporter. A local
consulting company was given a contract to investi-
gate the various installation techniques used at other
accelerator laboratories and recommend a design for
the KAON Factory. They proposed two towed-fork-lift
type vehicles, one optimized for each tunnel.

An effort was made to standardize the currents used
in the accelerator ring dipoles and quadrupoles to re-
duce the number of different conductors required for
powering the magnets. A study was made of the opti-
mum conductor configurations for providing these cur-
rents, considering such factors as voltage drop, heat
load in tunnels, radiation resistance and cost. Low ac-
tive LCW systems will be used to cool the magnets
and other devices in the tunnels with quick disconnect
couplings used to connect the magnets to the cooling
water headers.
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For accelerator component alignment an in-tunnel
network of survey monuments will be tied to a sur-
face geodetic network through a number of surface-
to-tunnel penetrations. An alignment procedure was
specified using theodolites, electronic distance measur-
ing systems (EDMs) and high precision levels. Each
magnet will have a set of reference targets (fiducials)
whose location will be known ± 0.05 mm relative to

the physical profile of the magnet poles. The position-
ing accuracy of 0.1 mm between neighbouring elements
can be achieved by a sequence of measurements with
instruments set up at the in-tunnel monuments.

A full-scale mockup of the Booster tunnel was con-
structed to look into servicing and access problems in
the vicinity of the accelerator magnets and support
structures.
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ELECTRONICS AND COMPUTING DIVISION

INTRODUCTION

Division VI has again metamorphosed! An adminis-
trative problem had arisen because, while the people
responsible for accelerator controls were in Division
VI, budgetary authority for this work lay in the Cy-
clotron Division. This split made maintaining a sus-
tained, coherent controls program more difficult than
if the people and budgets were in the same division. A
good rationale could be, and was, advanced for plac-
ing full responsibility for controls in either (certainly
in one!) division. The eventual decision by the Director
was that the large should get larger at the expense of
the smaller. Hence Division VI no longer has controls
in its title.

This does not mean that the people in Division VI
will no longer be involved in any controls work. Now,
rather than taking the initiative in controls projects,
we will respond as best we can to specific requests.
Experience to date has shown that our controls related
work will take less time for those who remain in the di-
vision than heretofore. Advantage is being taken of this
to give, where appropriate, more assistance to the ex-
perimental program. Project Team A will, as controls
projects now under way are completed, move to work-
ing almost exclusively on data acquisition problems.
This blends in nicely with the general divisional re-
sponsibilities for data acquisition and computing. Ex-
perimenters, we are open for business!

ELECTRONICS SERVICES

The Electronics Services department had a very busy
year in 1989. Over 1350 major requests for our services
were processed.

The Electronics Shop worked on 260 official jobs and
a few hundred small jobs for which we no longer gen-
erate paperwork. The major jobs included 875 man-
hours devoted to BNL Expt. 787 and 510 man-hours
supporting the Cyclotron Controls group. A number of
jobs each in the 100 man-hour area included: RMC ca-
bling, TR30 work, parity experiment cabling, assembly
of delay cables for Stores, and support for the Probes
and Beam Lines groups. Approximately 150 devices
consisting of CAM AC modules, current sources, flow
switch controllers, breakout boxes, and panels were
constructed.

Quality of the shop products remains very high;
there were only a few minor problems in the whole
year.

The shop also continued site networking support.
This year 10 Ethernet-based terminal servers were
added and cabling installed to bring another 192 ter-
minal ports on line. Support for the Starmaster system
continued. Forty nodes were added to the site Ether-
net. These included 22 VAX workstations. Additions
to the Trailer Gg Thinnet LAN continued throughout
the year bringing the number of nodes to 52.

Service to users was prompt as most communication
problems were usually resolved in less than a couple of
hours.

The Nucleonics Pool repaired, checked out, and eval-
uated over 330 pieces of equipment. These included
high-speed NIM modules, ECLine modules, CAMAC
modules, and high voltage systems. Advances were
made in the generation of test and alignment programs
for the majority of the common Pool CAMAC mod-
ules. These included ADCs, TDCs, and sealers. Func-
tional tests for the less commonly used devices and the
ECLine modules were also developed.

A program of updating the aging Pool test equip-
ment was started with the purchase of a new digital
scope. A partial complement of ECLine modules was
acquired.

The repair shop dealt with approximately 270 major
equipment repairs. VT100/640 repairs accounted for
82 of these with the balance being NIM and CAMAC
power supplies plus numerous miscellaneous repairs.

The "VT100 SWAP" program in which users merely
exchange defective terminals for good ones has proved
to be very successful. If budgets permit, this concept
will be expanded to include other devices next year.

A special project was undertaken by the repair shop
to produce a digitally based precision waveform gener-
ator for the polarized 3He experiment.

The area of PC repairs proved to be very cost ef-
fective and was in heavy demand by the site. Close
to 100 carry-in repairs were performed on IBM-style
equipment. The total number of on-site calls to per-
form installations or resolve major system problems
numbered 195.

Over 50 Atari computers were repaired. When our
stock permits we continue to loan Ataris to users who
have theirs in for repair.

The PC support area handled the upgrade of the lo-
cal area network that runs in the Trailer Gg complex.
The LAN was expanded to include an additional file-
server and two new laser printers. The system now has
over 868 Mbytes on-line and supports more than 30
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workstations. A daily back-up regimen was established
for all user data.

PC support also worked in conjunction with the
Controls group in producing software for the 0722 set
point controller.

Systems support completed several major projects.
The SLD LAC daughter board testing system was com-
pleted and installed at SLAC. A system for automating
the production of PET chemicals was completed. We
helped collaborate in the presentation of a paper and
poster session in the nuclear medicine area. A poster
session was also prepared for the Industrial Opportuni-
ties Workshop. Support for motor systems continued as
required along with the installation of a couple of new
systems. Maintenance continued to a large and varied
group of systems and their associated equipment.

Exploration of the OS/2 operating system continued
as a background project throughout the year.

A special project this year included assisting in the
design and cost estimation of control system require-
ments for the KAON vacuum system.

Design and technical assistance in configuring the
motor and data acquisition systems for the TR30 field
mapping was carried out. We also loaned out major
pieces of equipment to assist this group in meeting
their deadlines.

This department also set up a number of unique
ATE-based tests to assist in the alignment and check-
out of specialized user equipment modules. The ATE
area also generated a method of accurately measuring
a wide variety of delay line cables or modules.

PROJECT TEAM A

In 1989 Project Team A provided support for the
Controls group, the ISIS group, experimenters, the
KAON Factory PDS group and the TR30 project.

We commissioned the RMC electronics system, the
details of which were reported last year. We completed
the design of a preliminary control system for the
TR30 rf cavity. A prototype controller is being tested
with the cavity. The system incorporates an amplitude
control loop, a phase control loop and an impedance
matching control loop. It provides spark protection,
amplitude ramping and rf pulsing with variable pulse
width. The rf source is maybe either self excited or
synthesizer driven. The prototype controller is used to
study the characteristics of the cavity for the design of
the final automated system.

After the success of the application of digital sig-
nal processing (DSP) technology for the beam line 2C
toroid beam current measurement, we expanded our
support in DSP applications. The design of the comb
filter module used for the 2C toroid was improved and
one was built for the Beam Diagnostics group. A fea-

sibility study is under way to evaluate digital filter-
ing as a means of increasing the resolution and accu-
racy of multiplexed data aquisition systems. Prelimi-
nary studies indicate that one digital processor could
filter 256 channels to produce data at a rate accept-
able by the central control system. The DSP approach
would reduce the cost and increase the performance
when compared to the analogue processing required
for each channel. We are now designing a DSP copro-
cessor housed in CAMAC with a Q-bus interface to
be used with the Starburst. It is to be used with the
MRS focal plane polarimeter data acquisition system.
By decreasing the time taken to reject events the data
acquisition rate is expected to increase by a factor of
three.

With the cooperation of the Cyclotron Division, we
are working on the first phase of the final 14 laser con-
trol system. A CAMAC-based PC/AT is used to sta-
bilize the power of all four lasers. A three-channel ana-
log frequency controller was built to stabilize the laser
frequency. Both are now functioning properly in the
nonspin-flip mode.

We participated in the study of the KAON Factory
chopper design to simulate the distortion and attenua-
tion of pulses by low loss coaxial lines. Simulation was
required before full power testing since losses of a few
per cent translate to tens of kW in the system. A design
note was published in the KAON Factory PDS report.
The evaluation of the use of Ethernet in the KAON
Factory control system was not completed because of
lack of manpower.

Besides maintaining some of the systems that we
built, for example the different target systems, we con-
tinue to support other groups with our resources, par-
ticularly in printed circuit board (PCB) and module
designs. We completed two jobs for the Brookhaven
Expt. 787. The PCB layout and the supervision of the
manufacturing of a log amplifier system and the AMES
FASTBUS FADC preamp units. We completed the de-
sign of a new version of the CAMAC serial highway
fiber optic link and did the PCB layout of a setpoint
controller for the Controls group. We helped to com-
plete the design and did the PCB layout of the scan-
ning pulser controller for KEK. We have reworked the
PCB layout of a NIM ECL prescaler for Meson Hall
experimenters. We also have worked on the software
and hardware upgrade of the tank vacuum system.

To improve our technical knowledge we have started
to learn and to assess the potential of neural networks
for controls applications.

PROJECT TEAM B

Major projects for the team during this year were
the secondary channel control upgrade, work on the
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TR30 control system, and participation in the KAON
PDS.

Secondary channel control

During the spring shutdown, phase II of the sec-
ondary channel control upgrade was completed. The
system was decentralized, with each channel controlled
by an IBM-compatible PC which runs the TICS pack-
age. The new motor control system was developed. All
slits, jaws, and absorber wheels in the meson hall were
fitted with ac motors, and one TRIC/8032-based mo-
tor controller was installed per channel.

The TICS control software package received minor
upgrades to user interface and its general functionality.
Networking support based on UDP datagrams is under
test. The software for the TRIC/8032-based ac motor
controllers was modified to service absorber wheels and
to improve the motion control algorithm.

TR30

On the hardware end, specifications for interfacing
controls to the various devices were established. An
Allen Bradley PLC system for the main control sys-
tem was installed and pre-wired in Trailer Gg. Custom
hardware development was done for convectron gauge
and cryopump temperature read-out as well as probes
control. An Allen Bradley mini PLC is used for the au-
tonomous control system for the revolving vault doors.

Commercial software is the basis for a large fraction
of the control system. Preliminary ladder logic pro-
grams were written for all devices. A pre-release version
of the Allen Bradley supervisor software was tested
and work on the user interface and display screens has
started.

PDS

Two members of the team participated in the kicker
magnet studies for the KAON PDS. Work was done on
the adaptation of the CERN kicker magnet pulser for
50 Hz operation, on the design for the prototype 1 MHz
chopper controls and the conceptual design and costing
of the kicker magnet control system. More details are
given in the PDS sections.

System development and support

The TISOL control system was expanded in order to
accommodate the ECR source and a vacuum system
expansion.

On the M9 Superconducting Solenoid, the quench
detect logic was adapted to changing specifications
and successfully commissioned during the final solenoid
high current tests.

A TICS control system using an IBM PC/XT and a
Data Translation I/O interface was configured for the
RMC cryogenic target.

Support was also given to upgrade the NMR pro-
cessing systems foi polarized targets.

Modifications to the ISIS Westinghouse PLC were
made in order to improve the reliability of the system
when tube spares are occurring.

In collaboration with the Department of Electri-
cal Engineering at UVIC a VME multiprocessor test
project was conducted using the Harmony real-time
kernel. This project is now continuing at TRJUMF.

Hardware development

A vacuum gauge controller for eight convectron
gauge heads was developed. It features LCDs for al-
phanumeric vacuum indication, an LED matrix for log-
arithmic vacuum display, and a keypad to set two vac-
uum levels per gauge each of which switches a relay
contact. The controller is implemented with a stan-
dard TRIC/8032 controller board and an eight chan-
nel front end board containing the convectron gauge
bridge circuits. The front end board can also be used
stand-alone and read by an ADC.

Prototypes of the SDLC communication boards for
IBM PCs and for TRIC/8032 controllers have passed
final testing and are now available as production ver-
sions.

A NIM alarm module was laid out and built accord-
ing to specifications from experimental facilities.

Smaller developments included a converter which
adapts serial I/O between RS232 and RS422 and fi-
bre optics signals as well as a temperature read-out
module for the TR30 cryo pumps.

In addition the group supervised one coop student
from BCIT.

DATA ANALYSIS CENTRE (DAC)

Software

The Campus Wide Software License Grant CSLG.
During 1989 a new software licensing intiative was put
forward by Digital Equipment Corporation. For large
educational institutions like TRlUMF the license fees
for all 160 DEC supported software products have been
dropped entirely, and the remaining cost for installa-
tion kits and continuing updates have been reduced
substantially. Further, about 50 most commonly used
layered products have been bundled in a package and
can be run on any machine within the license domain
at a further reduced cost. The license domain covers
all machines at TRIUMF, as well as some machines at
UVIC, UBC and UofA. The management of all layered
products (this includes VMS and UNIX/ULTRIX op-
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erating systems) lies in the hands of TRIUMF DAC-
personnel. It is responsible for software installations,
security aspects, problem solving and the channeling of
requests for outside telephone software support. Quar-
terly reports on software usage, proper book keeping
of machines and their location are other obligations
for TRIUMF. This amounts to a substantial increase
in the workload of the DAC-personnel. The money sav-
ing aspect is, however, substantial, particularly in view
of the large number of machines added over the past
year.

The new software licensing agreement has been in
effect since October 1989. Coincidental to this initia-
tive, TRIUMF has become a Canadian Major Account
(CMA) for Digital Equipment. Regular meetings be-
tween representatives of both parties are being held,
where day to day issues as well as long term plans and
policy implementations are being discussed. This has
led to a substantial improvement of the business rela-
tionship between TRIUMF and DEC.

VMS upgrades. The DAC-cluster is now running under
VMS 5.3. This upgrade has removed a lot of problems
which occurred after the switch from VMS 4.x to VMS
5.0, in particular those associated with device drivers.
Some of the third party software had to be upgraded
as well.

Hardware

By the end of 1989 the DAC-cluster (Cl-cluster +
LAVC) has grown to a total of 23 nodes. A large num-
ber of private disks (36) were added, most of them
connected to the workstations of individual users.

AH three user-disks (USRO, USR1, USR2) were
moved to the larger RA82 series. This gives about 45%
more permanent space for TRIUMF users.

The scratch disk space on SCRO and TMPO was in-
creased substantially by binding 2 RA82 volumes for
SCRO and 3 RA81 volumes for TMPO. The previous
scratch disk SCR1 has disappeared. The policy of hav-
ing a retention time of 14 days for SCRO is now being
enforced. Work-arounds like resetting expiration dates
and/or renaming files don't have any effect anymore. It
is, however, envisioned that the present quota of 35,000
blocks on SCRO as well as the retention time will be
increased.

Two more third-party SDI-disks (EMULEX-SD891)
plus an HSC requestor board (EMULEX-DAO1) were

added to the HSC-50 to accommodate the space for
software libraries and the increased demand for user
space. It has also led to the creation of another "re-
served" disk DAT3 used for large data analysis jobs.

A total of five 8 mm-drives (EXABYTE) are now
available on the Cluster (4 on REG, 1 on JACK). By
using this new technology, the cost saving over the old
2400 foot reels is almost 2 orders of magnitude, let
alone the reduced space requirements for storing. It is
envisioned that more 8 mm drives will be added to in-
dividual workstation in the near future. The new 8 mm
technology implemented at TRIUMF has now allowed
us to phase out the two 2400 foot MX-tape drives (Sys-
tem Industries), for which hardware maintenance costs
became unjustifiable.

More terminal servers (EMULEX P-4000) (a to-
tal of 18 with over 300 channels) have been put
into operation in various locations along the Eth-
ernet. They will soon free up the (rather costly)
PACX/STARMASTER at TRIUMF.

Network

To increase the throughput and, in particular, the re-
liability of our BITnet line to SFU, the existing DUP11
processor board was replaced by a DMF32. Further,
BITnet directed from and to node UVPHYS is now
routed through the TRIUMF DECnet connection.

The HEPnet connection to SLAC has been taken off
the GANDALF SMUX-unit after it was finally con-
cluded that the SMUX is incompatible with the re-
quirements for running a DDCMP-protocol. The phone
line now operates as a dual link (a 9600 baud terminal-
to-terminal connection to the SLAC MICOM which is
still operated through the SMUX, and a 9600 baud
HEPnet connection to the SLAC X25 router-box). This
scheme has been operating flawlessly.

Miscellaneous

The air conditioner in the Chemistry Annex building
remains most unreliable, and has been the cause for
many interruptions and unscheduled shutdowns.

Further, the overall reliability of the Cluster hard-
ware deteriorated markedly over the last year. This
was brought to the attention of DEC Field Service
Management, who has addressed the problem to our
satisfaction.
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CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS AND MEETINGS

WORKSHOP ON HADRON SPECTROS-
COPY AT THE KAON FACTORY

The workshop was held at TRIUMF on February 20-
21 as part of the series of scientific workshops for the
KAON Factory Project Definition Study. Workshop at-
tendance was limited to the eight outside speakers, two
TRIUMF speakers and about fifteen other TRIUMF
users.

The workshop reviewed the present theoretical and
experimental status of hadron spectroscopy, the im-
portant scientific objectives that could be addressed
at the KAON Factory, and the experimental facilities
that would be required. In particular the requirement
for a ir/K/p beam line of 5-20 GeV/c, with excellent
beam quality, was identified.

A summary of the workshop has been widely circu-
lated and the proceedings will appear as TRI-89-4.

PHYSICS AT KAON

Physics at KAON: Hadron Spectroscopy, Strange-
ness, Rare Decays, an international meeting jointly or-
ganized by the KFA Jiilich and TRIUMF, was held in
the Physikzentrum Bad Honnef June 7-9. This was one
of a series of meetings - the first one in Europe - in
which plans for the medium-energy physics laboratory
KAON were presented and some aspects of the physics
at this new facility discussed.

The meeting focused mainly on the topics of hadron
spectroscopy, /{'-meson scattering, strangeness in nu-
clei, and rare decays. Also presented were some of
the research programs at SATURNE and COSY which
may well lead to kaon physics in the future. The large
number of participants - limited, in fact, by the ca-
pacity of the Physikzentrum - clearly demonstrated
the great interest of the European physics community
in the research avenues which will be opened by the
high-intensity hadron facilities.

SYMPOSIUM/WORKSHOP ON SPIN AND
SYMMETRIES

The Symposium/Workshop on Spin and Symme-
tries, held at TRIUMF June 30-July 2 in conjunction
with Few Body XII, concerned studies of parity viola-
tion, tests of CP and T conservation, and determina-
tion of charge-symmetry breaking. It was attended by
76 people including 25 speakers and three discussion
leaders. With complex experimental efforts at many

intermediate-energy physics laboratories currently un-
der way and with intense theoretical efforts ongoing, it
appeared most timely to make an assessment of what
has been learned to date, and to chart a course for
further experimental and theoretical work. In order to
have ample time for discussion, the time for the presen-
tations was restricted. Also, at the end of each of the
three afternoons, a discussion period was held during
which the designated discussion leader formulated a set
of conclusions and arrived at a set of recommendations
for future work. It is clear that such recommendations
are of great importance to the current intermediate-
energy physics facilities and also relate to the advent
of an advanced hadron facility. With participants at
this Symposium/Workshop representing most ongoing
efforts in these areas of nuclear science, very fruitful
discussions took place.

FEW BODY XII

Few Body XII, the Twelfth International IUPAP
Conference on Few Body Problems in Physics, was held
in Vancouver July 2-8. The aim of this series of con-
ferences is to bring together scientists interested in re-
sults and techniques appropriate to few body systems.
While at this conference most of the emphasis was on
problems in subatomic physics, questions of molecular
and atomic systems were also discussed and partici-
pants were drawn from departments of chemistry and
mathematics as well as physics.

This series of few body conferences began in London
in 1959, and subsequent conferences were held in Brela,
1967; Birmingham, 1969; Budapest, 1971; Los Angeles,
1972; Quebec, 1974; Delhi, 1976; Graz, 1978; Eugene,
1980; Karlsruhe, 1983; and Tokyo/Sendai, 1986. The
next will be in Adelaide in 1992.

The Vancouver conference was one of the best at-
tended in the series. There were some 375 registered
participants, together with about 125 spouses and com-
panions. Of the participants only about 20% were from
the host country, Canada. The remainder came from
a total of 29 different countries from all parts of the
world, making this a truly international conference.
There was a large group from the United States, but
almost half of the total attendance came from outside
North America with particularly large delegations from
West Germany and Japan, and sizeable groups from
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Italy, The Netherlands, The Soviet Union and Switzer-
land.

A conscious effort was made to attract younger mem-
bers of the community, since the health of the field de-
pends on a constant influx of new ideas the enthusiasm.
This was successful in that some 36 of the participants,
or about 10%, were registered as students.

LEMSALA-89 INTERNATIONAL WORK-
SHOP ON LOW ENERGY MUON SCIENCE
AT LARGE ACCELERATORS

The LEMSALA-89 Workshop on Low Energy Muon
Science at Large Accelerators was held at TRIUMF
July 19-21, under the auspices of the KAON Project
Definition Study (PDS). The rationale for including a
workshop on low energy muon science (LEMS) in the
series of science meetings supported by the PDS was
that LEMS is not only a thriving component of the
exisiting TRIUMF program at 500 MeV but should
also enjoy dramatic enhancements of intensity when
transferred to muon beam lines at a 30 GeV KAON
Factory.

The Workshop was organized by Jess H. Brewer
(JessfiTRIUMFCL) using Electronic Mail exclusively,
which made it inexpensive and flexible but excluded
a number of interested rnuon enthusiasts who had
no access to or were unaccustomed to using comput-
ers (a disability known as cyberphobia). Despite its
inequities, the experiment was judged a success, as
the Workshop was attended by 40-50 people from all
over the world and lively informal discussions were
generated in addition to those included in the pro-
gram. The VAX-VMS MAIL distribution list of E-
Mail addresses for participants in LEMSALA-89 and
subsequent LEMS meetings is maintained in the file
JACK: :USR2: [JESS]LEMS.DIS by Jess Brewer. It will
be updated periodically and is read-permitted to any-
one with access to HEPNET.

This first informal gathering served to identify some
scientific, technical and political possibilities that will
govern the future of LEMS in the KAON era, and these
topics have since been extensively discussed.

ware and software standards, this conference is held at
two-year intervals, the most recent having taken place
at Villars, Switzerland in 1987. The scope of the confer-
ence series includes, in addition to accelerator control,
the control of telescopes and tokamaks and of large
physics experiments such as are carried out at acceler-
ator laboratories.

The Vancouver Conference attracted 258 partici-
pants representing 72 institutions in 11 countries. 118
papers were presented, either in open sessions or as
poster displays. In parallel with oral and poster presen-
tations, the conference included an exhibit of commer-
cial hardware and software products relevant to con-
trol systems of the type under discussion. Twenty-nine
companies participated in this exhibit.

There was a very strong emphasis on software in the
papers presented at this conference. The software pa-
pers described not only specific applications, as was
common at earlier conferences in this series, but were
also concerned with the design and organization of soft-
ware systems, and with software design methodologies.

The ascendency of UNIX over VMS, of C over FOR-
TRAN and of VME over CAMAC, all hinted at or
anticipated at earlier conferences, were repeatedly con-
firmed during the Vancouver Conference. Similarly, the
impact of the ;-?<-sonal computer at all levels of our con-
trol systems was dramatically demonstrated. Equally
remarkable is the fundamental similarity of new system
architectures.

These and other themes, such as the importance
of timing systems and of networking, an emphasis on
open standards and collaboration within the commu-
nity, the philosophy and implementation of satisfac-
tory human interfaces, and the increasingly important
role which must be played by modelling and artificial
intelligence techniques, Riled an exciting week of dis-
cussions. The proceedings are to be published as a spe-
cial issue of Nuclear Instruments and Methods in July,
1990.

Best of luck to the organisers of the next conference,
which is to be held in Tsukuba, Japan, in November
of 1991.

ICALEPCS '89 INTERNATIONAL CONFER-
ENCE ON ACCELERATOR AND LARGE
EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS CONTROL
SYSTEMS

The fourth in a series of Conferences on Control Sys-
tems for Accelerators was held at the Georgia Hotel in
Vancouver from October 30 to November 3, 1989. Be-
cause of the rapid pace of development in the fields of
computers, networks, software design and both hard-

T R I U M F USERS G R O U P ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING

The past year has seen a continued expansion of the
Users' Group activities at TRIUMF, and this trend is
expected to take a quantum leap on the announcement
of funding for the KAON Factory Project. A major
activity of 1988 was the initiative to form an Intense
Hadron Facility (IHF) Users' Group, which the TRI-
UMF Users' Executive Committee (TUEC) has un-
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dertaken in collaboration with scientific colleagues in
the United States and abroad. With the ascendancy in
1989 of the TRIUMF KAON Factory proposal to the
status of "the one and only" this fledgling organiza-
tion became essentially a TUEC responsibility with the
TUEC chairperson assuming the chair of the IHFUG.
A conversion of the IHFUG into a true KAON Fac-
tory users' group with a constitution and all the other
trappings may be an important task of 1990. Two IHF
newsletters were distributed in 1989 to a wide interna-
tional audience of subatomic physicists, and an infor-
mation session was held at the Asilomar conference in
October (a few days before the San Francisco earth-
quake).

In 1989 the TRIUMF Users' Group provided par-
tial financial support towards two topical workshops:
the Spin and Symmetries Workshop held at TRIUMF
June 30-July 2 and the Lake Louise Winter Institute.
This support is specifically directed toward the publi-
cation of written proceedings of the workshops, with
the aim of making the scientific discussions available
to TRIUMF Users at large and to provide for reduced
costs for graduate students attending these meetings.

The Annual General Meeting of the TRIUMF Users'
Group was held in conjunction with the LRPC meeting
on December 4-5. The LRPC sessions included a TRI-
UMF Status Report by J.-M. Poutissou and G. Dutto.
J.-M. Poutissou described the long-term plans for the
operation of the 500 MeV facility. He also discussed the
financial problems that may occur for TRIUMF at the
end of the KAON Factory Project Definition Study
(PDS). G. Dutto described the successes of the ma-
chine over the past year and outlined plans for the com-
ing year. During these sessions E.W. Blackmore gave
an overview of the PDS, describing many of the con-
clusions reached by that study, and he also, in a later
report, described the KAON Factory prototype stud-
ies. Plans for several major experimental undertakings
were described: Parity violation (W.T.H. van Oers),
Hermes project (O. Hausser), SASP (P. Walden), and
TISOL (J. D'Auria). H. Fearing discussed the plans of
the TRIUMF theory group for the KAON era.

During the Users portion of the meetings an in-
vited talk entitled The Z° mass and width: First re-
sults from the Opal detector at LEP was given by
Hans Mes. After a short presentation of Users busi-
ness the rest of the meeting was devoted to discussions
of the NSERC/NRC Long-Range Planning Committee
on Subatomic Physics in Canada.

The Users' Group AGM dinner was held at Brock
House and was attended by 94 users, not a bad turnout

considering the first ever charge of $15 for the meal.
After the dinner Erich Vogt described his recent tour of
countries interested in participating in the construction
of the KAON Factory.

TUEC membership for 1990

D.R. Gill TRIUMF
Chairman

L.G. Greeniaus TRIUMF/Univ. of Alberta
Assoc. Chairman

C.A. Davis TRIUMF/Univ. of Manitoba
N.R. Stevenson Univ. of Saskatchewan
M. Vetterli Simon Fraser Univ.
M. LaBrooy TRIUMF

Liaison Officer

The following members of the 1989 committee re-
tired at the end of the year: S.A. Page (Chairman),
P.W. Green and G.D. Wait. The present members of
TUEC would like to thank the retiring members for
their considerable efforts expended on behalf of the
TRIUMF users in the past year.

Long-Range Planning Committee

On behalf of the TRIUMF users, TUEC would like
to thank the members of the Long-Range Planning
Committee for their hard work and dedication during
the past year. The membership of the 1989 committee
was as follows:

P.D. Barnes
Chairman

B.K. Jennings
Secretary
(ex officio)

3. Beveridge
E. Boschitz
K.L. Erdman
K.P. Jackson
S. Kowalski
A. van der Schaaf
W. Joho

(ex officio)
J.-M. Poutissou

(ex officio)

Carnegie-Mellon Univ.

TRIUMF

TRIUMF
Karlsruhe
Univ. of British Columbia
TRIUMF
MIT
Universitat Zurich
PSI

TRIUMF

TUEC would particularly like to thank P.D. Barnes
(Chairman), K.L. Erdman and A. van der Schaaf, who
retired at the end of 1989 after serving three-year
terms. The 1990 Chairman of LRPC is P.D. Barnes.
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ORGANIZATION

Board of Management

The Board of Management of TRIUMF manages the business of the facility and has equal representation from
each of the four founding universities. At the end of 1988 the Board comprised:

University of Alberta Dr. (J.R. James
Dean W.J. McDonald
Dr. G.C. Neilson

Simon Eraser University Dr. C.H.W. Jones
Dean B.P. Clayman Chairman
Dr. R.G. Korteling

University of Victoria Dr. S.J. Cunliffe
Dean A.T. Matheson
Dr. L.P. Robertson Vice-Chairman

University of British Columbia Dr. D.J. Doyle
Dr. R.C. Miller
Dr. D.F. Measday

Non-voting members: Dr. J.J. Child, National Research Council
Dr. P.A. Redhead, National Research Council
Dr. E.W. Vogt, Director, TRIUMF
Dr. J.-M. Poutissou, Assoc. Director, TRIUMF
Ms. T. Murphy, TRIUMF Recording Secretary

Towards the end of 1987, Board membership was expanded, in anticipation of a broadening of the TRIUMF
joint venture to include a more national representation of Canadian universities long associated with the TRIUMF
experimental program. The University of Manitoba and Universite de Montreal became associate members, and
the University of Toronto joined as an observer. At the end of 1988, University of Toronto status changed from that
of observer to associate member. In March 1989 the University of Regina became an associate member. Associate
membership at year-end:

Associate members: Dean H. Cohen, University of Manitoba
Prof. R. Simard, Universite de Montreal
Dean R.L. Armstrong, University of Toronto
Dr. B.L. Scarfe, University of Regina

Other changes in 1989 were: Two Simon Fraser University members were replaced; early in the year, Dr. C.H.W.
Jones replaced Dr. T.W. Calvert, and in October, Dr. R.G. Korteling replaced Dr. J.W.G. Ivany. Dr. D.F. Measday
joined the board representing UBC when Dr. J.B. Warren passed away.

The board met four times during the year.

Administration

Under the directorship of Dr. E.W. Vogt, TRIUMF personnel were grouped into divisions, with division heads
and the administration branch as follows:

a) Division Head, Science Division J-M. Poutissou
Division Head, Applied Programs, Technology & Administration R.R. Johnson
Division Head, Cyclotron Division G. Dutto
Division Head, Electronics & Computing Facilities Division W.K. Dawson
Chief Financial Officer Mr. C.W. Bordeaux
Personnel Officer Ms. P. Adams
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and for the KAON Factory Project Definition Study:

b) Project Leader
Project Deputy and Division Head, PDS Accelerator Research Division
Division Head, PDS Technology Division
Division Head, PDS Science Division

A. Astbury
M.K. Craddock
E.W. Blackmore
P. Kitchhg

Operating Committee

The Operating Committee of TRIUMF is responsible for the operation of the facility. It reports to the Board
of Management through its chairman, the Director, Dr. E.W. Vogt. In 1985 the membership was broadened: in
addition to the four voting members (one from each of the four universities), three new voting members joined
the committee, two representing the interests of external users and one representing TRIUMF staff. The Associate
Director is a nonvoting member. Members of the committee (alternate members in parentheses) at the end of 1989
were:

Dr. E.W. Vogt
Dr. J-M. Poutissou
Dr. W.C. Olsen
Dr. J.M. D'Auria
Dr. R. Dubois
Dr. D.LI. Williams
Dr. E.L. Mathie
Dr. R.E. Azuma
Mr. A.C. Hurst
Ms. T. Murphy
Mr. C.W. Bordeaux
Dr. J.J. Child

Chairman
ex officio

Secretary
ex officio
ex officio

Director
Associate Director
University of Alberta
Simon Fraser University
University of Victoria
University of British Columbia
University of Regina
University of Toronto
TRIUMF
TRIUMF
TRIUMF
National Research Council

(Dr. L.G. Greeniaus)
(Dr. K.P. Jackson)
(Dr. G.A. Beer)
(Dr. C. Waltham)
(Dr. N. Davison)
(Dr. W.P. Alford)
(Dr. H.R. Schneider)

Changes in 1989: Dr. L.G. Greeniaus replaced Dr. D.A. Hutcheon as alternate member for the University of
Alberta; Dr. R. Dubois replaced Dr. A. Olin as senior member, and Dr. G.A. Beer replaced Dr. R.R. Keeler as
alternate member, for University of Victoria; Dr. D.LI. Williams replaced Dr. G. Jones as senior member for the
University of British Columbia; Dr. E.L. Mathie (Univ. of Regina) replaced Dr. N. Davison (Univ. of Manitoba) as
one of the two members representing users, and Dr. Davison replaced Dr. W.P. Alford (Univ. of Western Ontario)
as alternate member. TRIUMF staff representation changed, with Mr. A.C. Hurst replacing Mr. DR. Pearce as
senior member and Dr. H.R. Schneider replacing Mr. Hurst as alternate member.

TRIUMF Safety Advisory Committee

The TRIUMF Safety Advisory Committee (TSAC) consists of:

Applied Programs, Technology k Administration Divn.
Controls, Electronics k Computing Facilities Divn.
Applied Programs, Technology k Administration Divn.
Head, TRIUMF Safety Group
TAPC Chairman, Applied Programs, Technology k Admin. Divn.
Cyclotron Division
Cyclotron Division
Director, Occupational Health k Safety, UBC
Experimental Facilities Group, Science Division
Experimental Facilities Group k PDS
Applied Programs, Technology k Administration Divn.
Applied Programs, Technology k Administration Divn.
Nordion International, Inc.

Mr. I.M. Thorson
Mr. B. Evans
Mrs. K. Gildert
Mr. L. Moritz
Dr. M. Adam
Mr. A. Hurst
Mr. D. Pearce
Dr. M.W. Greene
Dr. J.A. Macdonald
Mr. A.J. Otter
Dr. T. Ruth
Mr. J.S.Vincent
Mr. B. Abeysekera

Chairman
alternate
Secretary

alternate

alternate

alternate
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Dr. C. Davis
Dr. D. Hutcheon alternate
Mr. M. Zach

Observers:
Dr. M.F. James
Dr. R.J. Walker
Dr. B. Phillips
Mr. S. Brown

Experiments Evaluation Committee

Dr. D.F. Measday
Dr. L.G. Greeniaus

Dr. J-M. Poutissou
Dr. C.A. Barnes
Dr. C. Glashausser
Dr. M. Klein
Dr. M. Locher
Dr. S.A. Page
Dr. E. Rost
Dr. G. Scoles
Dr. L.D. Skarsgard
Dr. G. Smith
Dr. M. Stott
Dr. H.Chr. Walter
Dr. T. Yamazaki

/iSR Subcommittee:

Dr. M. Stott
Dr. M. Klein
Dr. J-M. Poutissou
Dr. G. Scoles
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Netherlands
H. Postma, Technische Hogeschool Delft
R. van Dantzig, NIKHEF
J.I.M. Botman, Technische Hogeschool Eindhoven

Nigeria
B. Olaniyi, University of Ife

People's Republic of China
C.Q. Chen, Z.H. Ding, X.D. Jiang, Y.Ye, IHEP, Beijing

Poland
S. Burzynski, INS, Swierk
J. Miszczak, Warsaw University

Saudi Arabia
A.H. Hussein, Univ. of Petroleum and Minerals, Dahren

Spain
J. Nieves, E. Oset, M. Vicente-Vacas, Universidad de Valen-
cia

Switzerland
C. Amsler, T. Anderl, B. Frammery, P. Gumplinger, M.
Gumplinger, M. Zanolli, CERN
R. Engfer, I. Reid, Universitat Zurich
R. Abela, W. Bertie, B. Blankleider, J. Domingo, H.J. Leisi,
R. Luigi, K. Michaelian, E. Morenzoni, L. Rezzonico, A. van
der Schaaf, PSI
G.R. Planner, I. Sick, Universitdt Basel
W. Griibler, ETH Zurich

Union of South Africa
J. Greben, CSIR/NRIMS, Pretoria
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USSR A.S. Clough, M.R. Huston, J.R.H. Smith, University ofSur-
A.S. Belov, V.N. Bolotov, V.D. Laptev, E.A. Monich, Ju. rey
Senichev, E. Shaposhnikova, Inst. for Nuclear Research, A, N. James, University of Liverpool
Academy of Sciences S. Cox, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
I. Strakovsky, Leningrad Nuclear Physics Inst. J. Kallne, JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon

United Kingdom Yugoslavia
D.V. Bugg, R. Gibson, Queen Mary College, London M. Furic, Inst. R. Boshovic
N.M. Stewart, Bedford College L. Milinkovic, Boris Kidrich Inst.
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Appendix C

EXPERIMENT PROPOSALS

The following lists experiment proposals received up to the end of 1989 (missing numbers cover proposals that
have been withdrawn or replaced by later versions or rejected or combined with another proposal). Page numbers are
given for those experiments which are included in this annual report. Page

1. Low-energy T scattering [completed], R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), K.L. Erdman (Univ. of British Columbia),
T. Masterson (Univ. of Colorado), P. Walden (TRIUMF)

3. The study of fragments emitted in nuclear reactions [completed], R.E.L. Green, R.G. Korteling (Simon Fraser
Univ.), K.P. Jackson (TRIUMF), L. Church (Reed College)

6. Studies of the proton- and pion-induced fission of light to medium mass nuclides [completed], B.D. Pate (Univ.
of British Columbia), H. Blok (Novatrack), H. Dautet, F.M. Kiely (Simon Fraser Univ.), Z. Fraenkel (Weizmann
Inst.)

9. A study of the reaction v~ +p -* -/ + n at pion kinetic energies from 20-200 MeV [completed], K. Aniol (Cal-
ifornia State Univ.), A. Bagheri, M.D. Hasinoff, D.F. Measday (Univ. of British Columbia), J.-M. Poutissou,
M. Salomon (TRIUMF), R. Poutissou (Univ. de Montreal), B.C. Robertson (Queen's Univ.)

10. Positive pion production in proton-proton and proton-nucleus reactions [completed], E.G. Auld, G. Jones (Univ.
of British Columbia), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC),T. Masterson (Univ. of Colorado), P. Walden (TRIUMF)

11. Nuclear spectroscopic studies of short-lived radioactive products of high energy reactions [completed], J.M.
D'Auria, H. Dautet ( Simon Fraser Univ.), K.P. Jackson (TRIUMF)

14. The interaction of protons with very light nuclei in the energy range 200-500 MeV [completed], J.M. Cameron,
G.S. Moss, G. Roy (Univ. of Alberta), L.G. Greeniaus, D.A. Hutcheon, C.A. Miller, J.G. Rogers (TRIUMF), M.
de Jong, W.T.H. van Oers (Univ. of Manitoba), C. Goulding (Los Alamos National Lab), A.W. Stetz (Oregon
State Univ.), J. Kallne (JET Joint Undertaking)

15. A proposal to study quasi-free scattering in nuclei [completed], J.M. Cameron, W.K. Dawson, W.J. McDonald,
G.C. Neilson, W.C. Olsen, G.M. Stinson (Univ. of Alberta), P. Kitching (TRIUMF-Univ. of Alberta), E.D.
Earle (Chalk River Nuclear Labs), D.A. Hutcheon, C.A. Miller (TRIUMF), J.T. Sample (Research Secretariat
of B.C.), A.W. Stetz (Oregon State Univ.), A.N. James (Univ. of Liverpool)

21. Optical activity induced by polarized elementary particles [completed], L.D. Hayward, D.C. Walker (Univ. of
British Columbia)

22. Negative pion capture and absorption on carbon, nitrogen and oxygen [passed to Biomedical Experiments
Evaluation Committee], H.B. Knowles (Washington State Univ.)

23. Study of decay modes a) x° - • 37, b) JT+ - • e+«/e7, c) TT+ - • ir°e+ve [completed], P. Depommier, J.P. Martin,
R. Poutissou (Univ. de Montreal), D. Bryman (TRIUMF-Univ. of Victoria), J.A. Macdonald, J.-M. Poutissou,
M. Salomon (TRIUMF), M. Dlxit (National Research Council), M.D. HasinofT, D.F. Measday (Univ. of British
Columbia)

24. Elastic scattering of polarized protons on I 2C [completed], G.A. Moss, G. Roy, D.M. Sheppard,* H. Sherif
(Univ. of Alberta), L.G. Greeniaus, D.A. Hutcheon, C.A. Miller (TRIUMF)

26. Measurement of the differential cross section for free neutron-proton scattering and for the reaction D(n,p)2n
[completed], L.P. Robertson (Univ. of Victoria), C. Amsler (CERN), E.G. Auld, D.A. Axen (Univ. of British
Columbia), D.V. Bugg, J.A. Edgington (Univ. of London, QMC), A.S. Clough (Univ. 0} Surrey), J.R. Richard-
son (UCLA), N.M. Stewart (Univ. of London, Bedford College), J. Va'vra (SLAC)

27. Measurement of the polarization in free neutron-proton scattering [completed], D.A. Axen, E.G. Auld (Univ.
of British Columbia), C. Amsler, (CERN), D.V. Bugg, J.A. Edgington (Univ. of London, QMC), A.S. Clough
(Univ. of Surrey), J.R. Richardson (UCLA), L.P. Robertson (Univ. of Victoria), G. Roy (Univ. of Alberta),
N.M. Stewart (Univ. of London, Bedford College), J. Va'vra (SLAC)

35. A study of positive muon depolarization phenomena in chemical systems [completed], J.H. Brewer, D.G.
Fleming, D.C. Walker, J.B. Warren* (Univ. of British Columbia), Y.C. Jean (Univ. of Missouri, KC), K.M.
Cro .ve (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory)

40. A proposal for neutron experiments at TRIUMF [completed], D.A. Axen, M.K. Craddock (Univ. of British
Columbia), I.M. Blair (AERE Harwell), D.V. Bugg, J.A. Edgington (Univ. of London, QMC), A.S. Clough
(Univ. of Surrey), N.M. Stewart (Univ. of London, Bedford College), J. Va'vra (SLAC)
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41. a) Radiative capture of pions in light nuclei [completed], b) Charge exchange of stopped negative pions [com-
pleted], J.-M. Poutissou, M, Salomon (TRIUMF), D. Berghofer, M.K. Craddock, M.D. Hasinoff, R. MacDonald
(Univ. of British Columbia)

42. ir~-3He: a) Strong interaction shift, b) Neutron-neutron scattering length [completed], G.A. Beer, S.K. Kim,
G.R. Mason, R.M. Pearce,* C.E. Picciotto, L.P. Robertson, C.S. Wu (Univ. of Victoria), D. Bryman, A. Olin
(TRIUMF-Univ. of Victoria), J.A. Macdonald, J.S. Vincent (TRIUMF), M. Dixit (National Research Council),
M. Krell (Univ. de Sherbwoke)

46. Hyperfine splitting in polarized muonic 209Bi atoms [completed], G.T. Ewan, H.B. Mak, B.C. Robertson
(Queen's Univ.), G.A. Beer, G.R. Mason, R.M. Pearce* (Univ. of Victoria), A. Olin (TRIUMF-Univ. of Vic-
toria), D.G. Fleming Univ. of British Columbia), K. Nagamine, T. Yamazaki (Univ. of Tokyo)

47. Photon asymmetry in radiative muon capture [completed], J.H. Brewer, M.D. Hasinoff, R. MacDonald (Univ.
of British Columbia), K. Krane (Oregon State Univ.), J.-M. Poutissou (TRIUMF)

48. Fertile-to-fissile conversion in electrical breeding (spallation) targets [completed], I.M. Thorson, F.M. Kiely
(Simon Fraser Univ.), B.D. Pate (Univ. of British Columbia)

52. Measurement of the T —• tv branching ratio [completed], D. Bryman, A. Olin (TRIUMF-Univ. of Victo-
ria), G.R. Mason (Univ. of Victoria), D. Berghofer (Univ. of British Columbia), M. Dixit (National Research
Council)

53. Emission of heavy fragments in pion absorption [completed], D.R. Gill, M. Salomon, E.W. Vogt (TRIUMF),
P.W. Martin, G. Jones (Univ. of British Columbia)

54. it* reaction cross-section measurements on isotopes of calcium [completed], R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC),
K.L. Erdman (Univ. of British Columbia), J.L. Beveridge (TRIUMF)

55. ft~ capture in deuterium and the two-neutron interaction [completed], J.M. Cameron, W.J. McDonald, G.C.
Neilson (Univ. of Alberta), H.W. Fearing (TRIUMF)

56. A study of the decay of the muon [completed], M.D. Hasinoff, R. MacDonald (Univ. of British Columbia), P.
Depommier (Univ. de Montreal), J.-M. Poutissou, M. Salomon (TRIUMF)

57. Search for / i+ —» e+ + 7 decay mode [completed], P. Depommier, J.P. Martin, R. Poutissou (Univ. de Montreal),
J.-M. Poutissou (TRIUMF)

58. Polarization effects of the spin-orbit coupling of nuclear protons [completed], W.K. Dawson, P. Kitching
(TRIUMF-Univ. of Alberta), J.M. Cameron, W.J. McDonald, G.A. Moss, G.C. Neilson, W.C. Olsen, G. Roy,
D.M. Sheppard,* H. Sherif, G.M. Stinson (Univ. of Alberta), D.A. Hutcheon, C.A. Miller (TRIUMF), J.T.
Sample (Research Secretariat of B.C.)

59. Investigation of the (p, 2p) reactions on 3He, 3H and 4He [completed], D.K. Hasell, W.T.H. van Oers (Univ. of
Manitoba), J.M. Cameron, G.A. Moss (Univ. of Alberta), R. Abegg, L.G. Greeniaus, J.G. Rogers (TRIUMF),
M.B. Epstein, D.J. Margaziotis (California State Univ. LA), A.W. Stetz (Oregon State Univ.)

60. Study of muonium formation in MgO and related insulators and its diffusion into a vacuum [completed], J.H.
Brewer, D.G. Fleming, G. Jones, J.B. Warren* (Univ. of British Columbia)

61. Pre-clinical research on the jr~ beam at TRIUMF [completed], J. Brosing, C.J. Eaves, R.W. Harrison, M.
Korbelik, G.K.Y. Lam, B. Palcic, K.R. Shortt, L.D. Skarsgard (B.C. Cancer Foundation), B.G. Douglas, R.O.
Kornelsen, M.E.J. Young (B.C. Cancer Control Agency), R.M. Henkelman (Univ. of Toronto)

65. Radiosensitivities of tumours in situ to jr-meson irradiation [completed], S. Okada, K. Sakamoto, N. Suzuki
(Univ. of Tokyo), T. Ono (Univ. of Alberta)

66. Survey of p-p bremsstrahlung far off the energy shell [completed], J.G. Rogers, H.W. Fearing (TRIUMF), J.M.
Cameron, A.N. Kamal (Univ. of Alberta), J.V. Jovanovich (Univ. of Manitoba), J.R. Richardson (UCLA),
A.W. Stetz (Oregon State Univ.), A. Szyjewicz (Univ. of Saskatchewan)

71. Muon spin rotation project [completed], J.H. Brewer, A. Duncan, D.G. Fleming, D.LI. Williams (Univ. of
British Columbia), M. Doyama, R. Hayano, K. Nagamine, T. Yamazaki (Univ. of Tokyo), B.D. Patterson
(Univ. Zurich)

72. Solid state studies by muonic X-ray polarization [completed], H. Hayano, K. Nagamine, N. Nishida, T. Yamazaki
(Univ. of Tokyo), R.M. Pearce* (Univ. of Victoria)

73. Artificial muon polarization [completed], R. Hayano, K. Nagamine, N. Nishida, T. Yamazaki (Univ. of Tokyo),
J.H. Brewer, D.G. Fleming, M.D. Hasinoff (Univ. of British Columbia), H.B. Mak (Queen's Univ.)
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74. Proposal to measure D, R and R' in pp scattering, 200 to 500 MeV [completed], D.V. Bugg, J.A. Edgington,
K. Shakarchi (Univ. of London, QMC), D.A. Axen (Univ. of British Columbia), A.S. Clough (Univ. of Surrey),
S. Jaccard (Univ. de Neuchatel), N.M. Stewart (Univ. of London, Bedford College), G. Ludgate, C. Oram
(TRIUMF), J. Va'vra (SLAC)

75. The d(p, *+)< pion production reaction for high momentum transfer [completed], W.C. Olsen (Univ. of Alberta),
P. Kitching (TRIUMF-Univ. of Alberta), E.G. Auld, G. Jones (Univ. of British Columbia), H.W. Fearing, D.A.
Hutcheon, P. Walden (TRIUMF), T. Masterson (Univ. of Colorado), C.F. Perdrisat (College of William and
Mary)

77. Evaporc'ion-cooled metallic cesium target assembly for production of 123I [completed], J.W. Blue (NASA), T. A.
Hodges (Univ. of Victoria), D. Lyster, R.T. Morrison (Vancouver General Hospital), J.S. Vincent (TRIUMF),
J.B. Warren* (Univ. of British Columbia), W. Wiesehahn (Simon Fraser Univ.)

78. Importance of defects in /i+SR in metals [completed], T. Yamazaki, K. Nagamine (Univ. of Tokyo), B. Berg-
ersen, J.H. Brewer, D.G. Fleming, L.C. Vaz (Unm. of British Columbia), A.T. Stewart (Queen's Univ.)

79. (Experiment 'X') Low energy re production as a function of energy at 500 MeV and below [completed], G.A.
Beer, G.R. Mason, R.M. Pearce,* L.P. Robertson (Univ. of Victoria), D.A. Bryman, A. Olin ( TRIUMF-Univ.
of Victoria), J.-M. Poutissou, J.S. Vincent (TRIUMF), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), J.B. Warren* (Univ.
of British Columbia), P.W. James (Atomic Energy of Canada)

80. Measurement of pionic X-ray energies, widths and intensities [completed], G.A. Beer, G.R. Mason, R.M.
Pearce,* L.P. Robertson, (Univ. of Victoria), D.A. Bryman, A. Olin (TRIUMF-Univ. of Victoria), J.A. Mac-
donald (TRIUMF), M. Dixit (National Research Council), W.C. Sperry (Central Washington Univ.)

83. Bound muon decay in nuclei [completed], J.H. Brewer, M.D. Hasinoff, T. Suzuki (Univ. of British Columbia),
J. Alster (Tel-Aviv Univ.), K. Nagamine (Univ. of Tokyo), J.-M. Poutissou (TRIUMF)

84. The (*•*,<*) reaction on light nuclei [deferred], R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), K.L. Erdman, H.R. Johnston
(Univ. of British Columbia), T. Masterson (Univ. of Colorado), V.G. Lind, R.E. McAdams, O.H. Otteson (Utah
State Univ.), J.S. Vincent (TRIUMF)

86. Elastic and inelastic scattering of polarized protons from calcium and lead [completed], D.A. Hutcheon, C.A.
Miller (TRIUMF), P. Kitching (TRIUMF-Univ. of Alberta), R. Liljestrand, W.J. McDonald, G.C. Neilson, H.
Sherif, G.M. Stinson (Univ. of Alberta), J.S. Blair (Univ. of Washington), D.K. McDaniels (Univ. of Oregon)

87. Proton radiography studies at TRIUMF [completed], E.W. Blackmore, G.H. Mackenzie (TRIUMF), D.A. Bry-
man (TRIUMF-Univ. of Victoria)

88. Systematic studies of total muon capture rates [completed], R. Hayano, K. Nagamine, T. Yamazaki (Univ.
of Tokyo), J.H. Brewer, F. Entezami, D.F. Measday, S. Stanislaus (Univ. of British Columbia), D. Garner,
(TRIUMF)

89. (i fission [completed], S.N. Kaplan (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory), S. Ahmad, G.A. Beer, G.R. Mason, R.M.
Pearce,* (Univ. of Victoria), A. Olin (TRIUMF-Univ. of Victoria), O. Hausser (TRIUMF-SFU), J.A. Mac-
donald (TRIUMF), A. Mireshghi (Univ. of California)

91. Muonium in semiconductors [completed], J.H. Brewer, D.G. Fleming (Univ. of British Columbia), K.M. Crowe,
S.S. Rosenblum (Lawrence Berkeley Lab), K. Nagamine (Univ. of Tokyo)

93. Production of radioisotopes at medium energies for pure and applied research [completed], L. Moritz, J.S.
Vincent (TRIUMF), B.D. Pate, L. Patrick (Univ. of British Columbia), C.H.W. Jones (Simon Fraser Univ.),
D. Lyster, W. Rowe (Vancouver General Hospital)

97. Rare electromagnetic decays of pionic atoms [completed], M.D. Hasinoff, E. Mazzucato, D.F. Measday (Univ. of
British Columbia), J.-M. Poutissou, M. Salomon (TRIUMF), P. Depommier, R. Poutissou (Univ. de Montreal),
B. Bassalleck (Univ. of New Mexico), T. Marks (Los Alamos National Lab)

99. Studies of (p, d) reactions in nuclei [completed], A.N. Anderson, J.M. Cameron, W.J. McDonald, G.C. Neilson,
W.C. Olsen, G. Roy (Univ. of Alberta), W.K. Dawson, P. Kitching (TRIUMF-Univ. of Alberta), D.A. Hutcheon,
C.A. Miller, J.G. Rogers (TRIUMF), J. Kallne (JET Joint Undertaking), B.K.S. Koene, W.T.H. van Oers
(Univ. of Manitoba), J.J. Kraushaar, E. Rost, J.R. Shepard (Univ. of Colorado), D.K. Mcfia.iiels (Univ. of
Oregon), B.T. Murdoch (Schlumberger Well Systems), A. Olin (TRIUMF-Univ. of Victoria), A.W. Stetz, L.W.
Swenson (Univ. of Oregon)

101. Investigation of (*, 2x) reaction [letter of intent], E.G. Auld, G. Jones (Univ. of British Columbia), R.R.
Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), P. Walden (TRIUMF)

102. Absolute cross sections of 1 2 C ( T ± , ir, N)UC reactions at low energy [completed], R.G. Korteling (Simon Fraser
Univ.), G.E. Butler, B.J. Dropesky, R.E.L. Green, C.J. Orth, R.A. Williams (Los Alamos National Lab), R.M.
Henkelman (Univ. of Toronto)
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103. Search for target 3pin dependence in proton elastic scattering [completed], D.P. Gurd, G.A. Moss, G. Roy, H.
Sherif, G.M. Stinson (Univ. of Alberta)

104. The time projection chamber - A new facility for the study of decays of muons and pions [completed],
D.A. Bryman (TRIUMF-Univ. of Victoria), M. Dixit, C.K. Hargrove, R. McKee, H. Mes (National Research
Council), G. Azuelos, A. Bennett, J.A. Macdonald, T. Numao, J.-M. Poutissou, J.E. Spuller (TRIUMF) L.P.
Robertson, (Univ. of Victoria), M.D. HasinofF (Univ. of British Columbia), P. Depommier, J.P. Martin, R.
Poutissou, Y. Sirois (Univ. de Montreal), H.L. AmJorson* (Los Alamos National Lab), A.L. Carter, C. Irwin,
D. Kessler, J. Stapeldon (Carleton Univ.), C.S. Wright (Univ. of Chicago)

105. Backward inclusive scattering [completed], G. Roy, G.A. Moss (Univ. of Alberta), J.L. Beveridge, D.A. Hutcheon,
R.M. Woloshyn (TRIUMF)

108. Meson cascade studies [deferred], G.A. Beer, G.R. Mason (Univ. of Victoria), A. Olin (TRIUMF-Univ. of
Victoria), M. Dixit (National Research Council), S.N. Kaplan, C. Wiegand (Lawrence Berkeley Lab), J.A.
Macdonald (TRIUMF), W.C. Pperrry (Central Washington Univ.)

110. Microdosimetry of JT" beam at TRIUMF [completed], A. Ito, H. Koyama (Univ. of Tokyo)

111. Study of the absorption of ic~ at rest in 4He, 9Be, 12C, 14N and 16O [completed], C. Cernigoi, N. Grion,
G. Pauli, R. Rui (Univ. ds Trieste and INFN), R. Cherubini (Lab Nazionali di Legnaro INFN and Univ. di
Padova), D. Gill (TRIUMF), W. Gyles (Univ. of British Columbia)

113. A proposal for 3He(p,p)3He at backward angles [completed], J.M. Cameron, G.A. Moss (Univ. of Alberta),
B.S. Bhakar, B.K.S. Koene, W.T.H. van Oers (Univ. of Manitoba), M.B. Epstein, D.J. Margaziotis (California
State Univ. LA), R. Abegg, L.G. Greeniaus, D.A. Hutcheon, C.A. Miller (TRIUMF), J. Kallne (JET Joint
Undertaking), B.T. Murdoch (Schlumberger Well Systems), A.W. Stetz (Oregon State Univ.)

114. The (p,2p) reaction on 4He and 3He [completed], B.K.S. Koene, W.T.H. van Oers (Univ. of Manitoba),
M.B. Epstein, D.J. Margaziotis (California State Univ.), G.A. Moss (Univ. of Alberta), L.G. Greeniaus, J.G.
Rogers (TRIUMF), B.T. Murdoch (Schlumberger Well Systems)

115. Neutral picn prodution from 208Bi at intermediate proton energies [completed], J.M. D'Auria, D.H. Boal (Simon
Fraser Univ.), T. Ward (Indiana Univ.), A. Yavin (Tel-Aviv Univ.)

117. Single particle inclusive spectra of light fragments over their entire energy range [completed], R.G. Korteling
(Simon Fraser Univ.), R.E.L. Green (Los Alamos National Lab), K.P. Jackson (TRIUMF)

119. Small angle scattering of thermal neutrons for the study of magnetism and liquid crystals [completed], A.S. Arrott,
J.F. Cochran, S.D. Hanham, B. Heinrich, M.J. Press (Simon Fraser Univ.), B.D. Patterson (Univ. Zurich)

120. A study of the production and decay of n B e with intermediate-energy protons [completed], K.P. Jackson
(TRIUMF-SFU), J.M. D'Auria, W.J. Wiesehahn (Simon Fraser Univ.)

121. Test of charge symmetry in n-p scattering [completed], G.R. Plattner (Basel Univ.), J. Birchall, N.E. Davison,
W.T.H. van Oers (Univ. of Manitoba), D.A. Axen (Univ. of Britisk Columbia), J.L. Beveridge, C.A. Miller,
J.G. Rogers (TRIUMF), W.J. McDonald, G.A. Moss, G. Roy, G.M. Stinson (Univ. of Alberta), L.P. Robertson
(Univ. of Victoria), H.E. Conzett (Lawrence Berkeley Lab), S. Mango (SIN)

122. A /iSR investigation of dipolar fields in cobalt [completed], A.S. Arrott (Simon Fraser Univ.), B.D. Patterson
(Univ. Zurich)

123. Observation of c+ channeling from stopped p + in a crystalline host [completed], A.S. Arrott (Simon Fraser
Univ.), B.D. Patterson (Univ. Zurich)

124. Excitation of giant multipole resonances by intermediate-energy protons [completed], F.E. Bertrand, E. Gross,
D.J. Horen, T. Sjoreen (Oak Ridge National Lab), L. Lisantti, D.K. McDaniels, J. Tinsley (Univ. of Oregon),
L.W. Swenson (Oregon State Univ.)

126. Measurement of the line shape of pionic X-rays [deferred], A. Olin (TRIUMF-Univ. of Victoria), G.A. Beer,
G.R. Mason, R.M. Pearce* (Univ. of Victoria), M. Dixit (NationalResearch Council), J.A. Macdonald (TRIUMF)

127. Measurement of the strong interaction shift in pionic deuterium [completed], G.A. Beer, G.R. Mason, R.M.
Pearce* (Univ. of Victoria), A. Olin (TRIUMF-Univ. of Victoria), M. Dixit (National Research Council),
E. Klempt (Univ. Maim), J.A. Macdonald (TRIUMF), C. Wiegand (Lawrence Berkeley Lab), A.W. Thomas
(Univ. of Adelaide)

128. Variation of muonic X-ray intensities with atomic number [completed], G.A. Beer, G.R. Mason (Univ. of Victo-
ria), A. Olin (TRIUMF-Univ. of Victoria), M. Dixit (National Research Council), J.A. Macdonald (TRIUMF),
W.C. Sperry (Central Washington Univ.), C. Wiegand (Lawrence Berkeley Lab)
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129. Quasielastic pion scattering at resonance energies for light T=0 nuclei [deferred], R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-
UBC), B. Barnett, K.L. Erdman, B. Gyles (Univ. of British Columbia), G. Azuelos, D. Gill, E.W. Vogt, P.
Walden (TRIUMF), D. Ashery, A. Errell, A. Yavin (Tel-Aviv Univ.), B. Bassalleck (Univ. of New Mexico), T.
Masterson (Univ. of Colorado), A.W. Thomas (Univ. of Adelaide)

130. The energy dependence of the polarization parameter in proton-proton scattering [completed], D.A. Axen,
E.G. Auld (Univ. of British Columbia), D.V. Bugg, J.A. Edg'ngton, W.R. Gibson (Univ. of London, QMC),
A.S. Clough (Univ. of Surrey), N.M. Stewart (Univ. of London, Bedford College), M. Comyn, G. Ludgate
(TRIUMF), J.R. Richardson (UCLA), L.P. Robertson (Univ. of Victoria)

131. A study of (p", 7) reactions on 3H and 6Li at intermediate energies [completed], J.M. Cameron, W. J. McDonald,
G.M. Stinson, I.J. Van Heerden (Univ. of Alberta), P. Kitching (TRIUMF-Univ. of Alberta), A.W. Stetz, L.W.
Swenson (Oregon State Univ.), D.A. Hutcheon, C.A. Miller, H.W. Fearing (TRIUMF)

132. Differential cross section of the reaction pp —• dv+ between lab proton energies of 325 to 500 MeV [completed],
P.L. Walden (TRIUMF), E.G. Auld, G. Jones (Univ. of British Columbia), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC)

134. Measurement of the eta parameter in muon decay [completed], J.A. Bistirlich, K.M. Crowe, C.J. Martoff, J.M.
Miller, W.A. Zajc (Lawrence Berkeley Lab), CM. Clawson (Univ. of California, Berkeley), J.H. Brewer (Univ.
of British Columbia)

137. Lifetime of the positive muon [completed], W. Dey, M. Eckhause, K. Giovanetti, R. Hartmann, R.D. Hart,
D.W. Hertzog, J.R. Kane, W.A. Orance, W.C. Phillips, R.T. Siegel, W.F. Vulcan, R.E. Welsh, R.G. Winter
(College of William and Mary)

138. Surface riuon studies of germanium [completed], K.M. Crowe, S.S. Rosenblum (Lawrence Berkeley Lab), CM.
Clawson (Univ. of California, Berkeley), J.H. Brewer (Univ. of British Columbia)

139. Macroscopic diffusion of positive muons in aluminum [completed], K.M. Crowe, S.S. Rosenblum (Lawrence
Berkeley Lab), CM. Clawson (Univ. of California, Berkeley), J.H. Brewer (Univ. of British Columbia)

140. Transfer effects for stopping ir~ in H2-D2 mixtures [completed], M.D. Hasinoff, D.F. Measday (Univ. of British
Columbia), J.-M. Poutissou, M. Salomon (TRIUMF), V. Highland (Temple UnivT)

141. Muonic hydrogen at ST? - A feasibility study [deferred], J.H. Brewer (Univ. of British Columbia), C. Oram
(TRIUMF)

142. A study of the single scattering mechanism for non-evaporative fragment emission [completed], D.H. Boal,
R.G. Korteling (Simon Fraser Univ.), K.P. Jackson (TRIUMF), R.E.L. Green (Los Alamos National Lab)

143. A study by recoil detection of proton-induced reaction on 9Be [completed], K.P. Jackson (TRIUMF), D.H.
Boal, J.M. D'Auria, R.G. Korteling (Simon Fraser Univ.), R.E.L. Green (Los Alamos National Lab)

144. Studies of {p, d) reaction in nuclei [completed], J.M. Cameron, R. Liljestrand, W.J. McDonald, G.C. Neilson,
W.C. Olsen, D.M. Sheppard,* G.M. Stinson (Univ. of Alberta), P. Kitching (TRIUMF-Univ. of Alberta),
J.J. Kraushaar, J.R. Shepard (Univ. of Colorado), D.A. Hutcheon, C.A. Miller, J.G. Rogers (TRIUMF), C.
Stronach ('Virginia State Univ.), D.K. McDaniels, J. Tinsley (Univ. of Oregon)

145. The neutron and gamma-ray correlation in the negative pion capture in 16£Ho and m T a [completed], Y.K. Lee,
R. Levin, L. Madansky (Johns Hopkins Univ.)

147. The formation and reactivity of muonium in the gas phase [completed], J.H. Brewer, D.G. Fleming, R. J. Mikula,
D.P. Spencer, J.B. Warren* (Univ. of British Columbia), D.M. Garner, R. Kiefl (TRIUMF)

149. fiSK studies of phase transition [completed], M. Doyama, R. Nakai, R. Yamamoto, T. Yamazaki (Univ. of
Tokyo), J.H. Brewer, H. Schilling, D.LI. Williams (Univ. of British Columbia)

150. Utilization of backward muons to study muonium reaction intermediates [completed], J.A. Bartlett, J.C.
Brodovitch, S.K. Leung, K.E. Newman, P.W. Percival (Simon Fraser Univ.), D.G. Fleming, D.C Walker (Univ.
of British Columbia)

151. Interaction of muons with fissile nuclides II [completed], A. Olin (TRIUMF-Univ. of Victoria), S. Ahmad,
G.A. Beer, R.M. Pearce* (Univ. of Victoria), J.C. Brown (Lawrence Livermore National Lab), S.N. Kaplan
(Lawrence Berkeley Lab), O. Hausser (TRIUMF-SFU), J.A. Macdonald (TRIUMF)

152. Measurement of the spin rotation parameter R in p-4Ee elastic scattering [completed], G.A. Moss, G. Roy, J.
Uegaki (Univ. of Alberta), R. Abegg, L.G. Greeniaus, D.A. Hutcheon, C.A. Miller (TRIUMF), C.A. Davis,
W.T.H. van Oers (Univ. of Mantoba), J.M. Greben (CSIR/NRMIS, Pretoria)

153. Elastic scattering of protons from 3He [completed], W.T.H. van Oers, D.K. Hasell (Univ. of Manitoba), J.M.
Cameron, G.A. Moss (Univ. of Alberta), R. Abegg, L.G. Greeniaus, C.A. Miller (TRIUMF), M.B. Epstein,
D.J. Margaziotis (California State Univ. LA), H. Postma (Technical Univ. Delft), A.W. Stetz (Oregon State
Univ.)
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154. Muonium in solids [completed], J.H. Brewer, D.G. Fleming, H. Schilling, D.P. Spencer, D.LI. Williams (Univ. of
Britith Columbia), K.M. Crowe, S.S. Rosenblum (Lawrence Berkeley Lab), CM. Clawson (Univ. of California,
Berkeley), T. Yamazaki (Univ. of Tokyo), R. Kiefl (TRIUMF), Y.J. Uemura (Columbia Univ.)

155. Study of deep hole states in 40Ca with (p,2p) reaction [completed], P. Kitching (TRIUMF-Univ. of Alberta),
P.W. Green, W.J. McDonald, K. Michaelian, W.C. Olsen, D.M. Sheppard,* J. Soukup, G.M. Stinson, I.J. van
Heerden (Univ. of Alberta), D.A. Hutcheon, C.A. Miller (TRIUMF), A.N. James (Univ. of Liverpool)

156. Deuteron production in proton-nucleus collisions [completed], J.M. Cameron, R. Liliestrand, W.J. McDonald,
W.C. Olsen, (Univ. of Alberta), P. Kitching (TRIUMF-Univ. of Alberta), J~Kallne (JET Joint Undertaking),
C.F. Perdrisat (College of William and Mary)

157. The chemistry of muonium atoms in condensed media [completed], J.H. Brewer, D.G. Fleming, R. Rist,
D.C. Walker (Univ. of British Columbia), D. Garner (TRIUMF), Y.C. Jean (Univ. of Missouri-Kansas City),
Y. Ito (Univ. of Tokyo), P.W. Percival (Simon Fraser Univ.)

158. Study of the reactions p2H -» dx+n and p3He -> tir+p [completed], J.M. Cameron, W.J. McDonald, W.C.
Olsen, H. Wilson (Univ. of Alberta), I. van Heerden (Univ. of Alberta and Suni), P. Kitching (TRIUMF-Univ.
of Alberta), C.F. Perdrisat (College of William and Mary), H.W. Fearing, C.A. Miller (TRIUMF), J. Kallne
(JET Joint Undertaking)

159. pp and pd interactions at threshold [completed], E.G. Auld, D.A. Axen, K.L. Erdman, J.B. Warren,* B.L. White
(Univ. of British Columbia), M. Comyn (TRIUMF), G.A. Beer (Univ. of Victoria), W. Dahme (Univ. Munich),
U. Gastaldi, G. Graff, H. Kalinowsky, E. Kayser, E. Klempt, R. Landau, R. Schulze, R.W. Wodrich, (Univ.
Mainz), C.J. Mar toff (Lawrence Berkeley Lab), C. Sabev (Univ. of Geneva), P. Truol (Univ. Zurich)

160. Studies of some ternary magnetic superconductors with muons [completed], C.Y. Huang (Los Alamos National
Lab), J.H. Brewer, H. Schilling (Univ. of British Columbia), C.W. Clawson (Univ. of California, Berkeley),
K.M. Crowe, S.E. Kohn, S.S. Rosenblum (Lawrence Berkeley Lab), A. Schenck (SIN)

161. Studies of spin dynamics of some amorphous spin glasses with muons [completed], C.Y. Huang (Los Alamos
National Lab), J.H. Brewer, H. Schilling (Univ. of British Columbia), C.W. Clawson (Univ. of California
Berkeley), K.M. Crowe, S.E. Kohn, S.S. Rosenblum (Lawrence Berkeley Lab), A. Schenck (SIN)

162. Survey of X-ray production of high-energy protons [completed], D.C. Gregory, B.M. Johnson, K.W. Jones
(Brookhaven National Lab), G.J. Basbas (Physical Review Letters), J.T. Sample (Research Secretariat of B.C.)

164. Measurement of the 1/E dependence in 7Li(p, n)7Be reactions [completed], J.M. D'Auria, M. Dombsky (Simon
Fraser Univ.), T.W. Ward (Indiana Univ.), T. Ruth (TRIUMF)

165. Cross sections and analysing power measurements of giant resonances for incident 200-500 MeV [completed],
J. Lisantti, D.K. McDaniels, J. Tinsley (Univ. of Oregon), F.E. Bertrand, E.E. Gross, T. Sjoreen (Oak Ridge
National Lab), D. Drake (Los Alamos National Lab), L.W. Swenson (Oregon State Univ.), I. Bergqvist (Univ.
of Lund)

166. Neutron-nuclear structure with pion [completedj, R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), B. Barnett, K.L. Erdman,
W. Gyles (Univ. of British Columbia), E.W. Blackmore, D.R. Gill (TRIUMF), E.L. Mathie (Univ. of Regina),
D. Ashery (Tel-Aviv Univ.), N. Grion (INFN and Univ. di Trieste), J.J. Kraushaar, T. Masterson (Univ. of
Colorado), C.A. Wiedner (Max Planck Institut), S.A. Martin (KfA Jiilich)

168. 2S muonium production from thin foils [completed], R. Kiefl, C.J. Pram (TRIUMF), J.H. Brewer, A. Fry, J.B.
Warren,* (Univ. of British Columbia), G.M. Marshall (Univ. of Victoria)

169. Proton elastic scattering from 16O [completed], D.A. Hutcheon, C.A. Miller (TRIUMF), P. Kitching (TRIUMF-
Univ. of Alberta), J.M. Cameron, R. Liljestrand, G.C. Neilson, W.C. Olsen, D.M. Sheppard,* H. Sherif, G.M.
Stinson, H. Wilson (Univ. of Alberta), P. Schwandt (Indiana Univ.), D.K. McDaniels, J. Tinsley (Univ. of
Oregon), W.T.H. van Oers (Univ. of Manitoba)

170. Fission-evaporation competition in heavy nuclei at intermediate energies [completed], P. Kitching (TRIUMF-
Univ. of Alberta), H. Fielding, S.T. Lam, G.C. Neilson, W.C. Olsen, J. Uegaki (Univ. of Alberta), A. Breskin,
Z. Fraenkel (Weizmann Institute), R. Abegg, D.A. Hutcheon (TRIUMF)

171. Test of T-invariance in pp scattering [completed], R. Abegg, L.G. Greeniaus, D.A. Hutcheon, C.A. Miller
(TRIUMF), J.M. Cameron, D.P. Gurd, R. Liljestrand, G.A. Moss, G. Roy, H. Wilson (Univ. of Alberta)

173. Measurement of pionic 4-3 X-ray transitions in heavy nuclei [completed], A. Olin (TRIUMF-Univ. of Victoria),
G.A. Beer, G.R. Mason (Univ. of Victoria), P.R. Poffenberger (Univ. of Manitoba), J.A. Macdonald, T. Numao
(TRIUMF), B. Olaniyi (Univ. of Ife)
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174, Spin dependence of the pp -+ p»?r+ reaction [completed], D.A. Axen, C. Waltham (Univ. of Britiah Columbia),
D.V. Bugg, J.A. Edgington (Univ. of London, QMC), N.M. Stewart (Univ. of London, Bedford College), M.
Comyn, G. Ludgate (TRIUMF), J.R. Richardson (UCLA), L.P. Robertson (Univ. of Victoria), R. Dubois
(SLAG)

175. An investigation of inclusive one-pion prodution in proton nucleus collisions [completed], K.D. Bol, M.R. Clover,
R.M. DeVries, N.J. Digiacomo, J. Kapustinsky, J.C. Peng, W.E. Sondheim, J.W. Sunier (Los Alamos National
Lab)

177. Proton radius determinations for C, N and O [completed], R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), B. Barnett, K.L.
Erdman, W. Gyles (Univ. of Britiah Columbia), E.W. Blackmore, D.R. Gill (TRIUMF), G. Lolos (Univ. of
Regina), 3. Alster (Tel-Aviv Univ.), N. Grion (INFN and Univ. di Trieste), 3.3. Kraushaar, T. Masterson (Univ.
of Colorado)

178. Nuclear radius studies in the Ca region [completed], R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), B. Barnett, K.L. Erdman,
W. Gyles, (Univ. of British Columbia), E.W. Blackmore, D.R. Gill (TRIUMF), G. Lolos (Univ. of Regina), N.
Grion (INFN and Univ. di Trieste), 3.3. Kraushaar, T. Masterson (Univ. of Colorado), S. Martin (KfA Julich),
C. Weidner (Max-Planck Institut)

182. Measurement of the n-p spin correlation parameter Ann [completed], J. Birchall, C.A. Davis, N.E. Davison,
W.P. Lee, W.T.H. van Oers (Univ. of Manitoba), P.W. Green, W.J. McDonald, G.A. Moss, G. Roy, G.M.
Stinson (Univ. of Alberta), R. Abegg, L.G. Greeniaus, C.A. Miller (TRIUMF)

183. Inelastic pion scattering [deferred], I. Hal pern, M. Khandaker, D.W. Storm (Univ. of Washington)

184. Investigation of the p+2U —»3H -f T + reaction from 275 to 450 MeV using polarized protons [completed],
E.G. Auld, G. Giles, G. Jones, W. Ziegler (Univ. of British Columbia), P. Walden (TRIUMF)

185. Precise measurement of the polarization parameter £: A search for the effects of a right-handed gauge boson in
//+ decay [completed], J. Carr, G. Gidal, A. Jodidio, K. Shinsky, H.M. Steiner, D. Stoker, M. Strovink, R.D.
Tripp (Univ. of California-LBL), C. Oram (TRIUMF), B. Gobbi (Northwestern Univ.)

186. Measurement of collision-induced de-excitation rates of the 2S state of muonic helium [completed], M. Eckhause,
K. Giovanetti, D. Hertzog, D. Joyce, J. Kane, W. Phillips, R. Siegel, W. Vulcan, R. Welsh, R. Whyley, R.G.
Winter (College of William and Mary)

187. Pion production from 10B and 16O bombarded with polarized protons [completed], E.G. Auld, G. Giles, G.
Jones, B. McParland, W. Ziegler, (Univ. of British Columbia), G. Lolos (Univ. of Regina), W. FaJk (Univ. of
Manitoba), P. Walden (TRIUMF)

189. Radiochemical study of OT(E) for 209Bi(p, ir~xn)210~*At reactions from threshold to ~0.8 GeV [completed],
J.M. D'Auria, M. Dombsky (Simon Fraser Univ.), 3. Clark (LAMPF), T. Ward (Indiana Univ.), A. Yavin
(Tel-Aviv Univ.)

190. Radiative polarized neutron capture on protons [completed], J.M. Cameron, W.J. McDonald, J. Soukup, J.
Uegaki (Univ. of Alberta), P. Kitching (TRIUMF-Univ. of Alberta), R. Abegg, D.A. Hutcheon, C.A. Miller
(TRIUMF), 1.3. Van Heerden (Southern Nuclear Inst), A.W. Stetz (Oregon State Univ.), Y.M. Shin (Univ. of
Saskatchewan)

191. Muons and muonium on surfaces [completed], J.H. Brewer, D. Harshman, J.B. Warren* (Univ. of British
Columbia), C.3. Oram (TRIUMF), KM. Crowe (Lawrence Berkeley Lab), G. Dash (Univ. of Washington),
W.S. Glausinger, R.F. Marzke (Arizona State Univ.)

192. Measurement of the pion production asymmetries from the reaction pp —» dir+ with a polarized proton beam
between energies of 400 and 520 MeV [completed], D. Ottewell, P. Walden (TRIUMF), W. Falk (Univ. of
Manitoba), G. Giles, G. Jones, W. Ziegler (Univ. of British Columbia), G. Lolos (Univ. of Regina)

194. The pd —• <T+ reaction at 330, 470 and 500 MeV [completed], R. Abegg, L.G. Greeniaus, D.A. Hutcheon,
C.A. Miller (TRIUMF), J.M. Cameron, W.J. McDonald, G.A. Moss, W.C. Oisen, G. Roy, J. Uegaki (Univ. of
Alberta), C.A. Davis (Univ. of Manitoba)

195. 2<Mg(p,p')24Mg*—12C+12C [completed], R. Abegg, L.G. Greeniaus, D.A. Hutcheon, C.A. Miller (TRIUMF),
J.M. Cameron, W.K. Dawson, C.A. Moss, G. Roy, H. Sherii, J. Uegaki, H. Wilson (Univ. of Alberta), C.A.
Davis (Univ. of Manitoba)

196. Measurement of pionic X-rays in 23Na, 24Mg and 2rAl [completed], A. Olin (TRIUMF-Univ. of Victoria), J.A.
Macdonald, T. Numao (TRIUMF), G.A. Beer, G.R. Mason (Univ. of Victoria), B. Olaniyi (Univ. of Ife), P.R.
Poffenberger (Univ. of Manitoba)

J97. A precise measurement of the Lamb shift in muonium in the 2S state fetter of intent], J.H. Brewer, A. Fry,
J.B. Warren* (Univ. of British Columbia), R. Kief), C. Oram (TRIUMF)
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198. n-p total cross section in pure spin states [letter of intent], D.A. Axen, F. Entezami, C. Waltham (Univ.
of British Columbia), J.A. Edgington (Univ. of London, QMC), M. Comyn, G. Ludgate (TRIUMF), L.P.
Robertson (Univ. of Victoria)

199. A study of low energy pion absorption in 3He [completed], J. Alster, A. Aitman, D. Ashery, L. Lichtenstadt,
M.A. Moinester (Tel-Aviv Univ.), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), B. Barnett, W. Gyles, H. Roser, R. Tacik
(Univ. of British Columbia), D.A. Gill, J.S. Vincent (TRIUMF), K. Aniol (California State Univ. LA), S.
Levenson (Northwestern Univ.)

202. Nuclear radii measurements in the A ~ 20 region [completed], T.E. Drake, R. Sobie (Univ. of Toronto),
A. Aitman, M.A. Moinester (Tel-Aviv Univ.), B. Barnett, J. Coopersmith, K.L. Eidman, W. Gyles, R. Tacik
(Univ. of British Columbia), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), G.A. Beer (Univ. of Victoria), E.W. Blackmore,
D. Gill (TRIUMF), A. Olin (TRIUMF-Univ. of Victoria), S. Martin (KfA Jiilich), C. Wiedner (Max Planck
Institut)

203. Inelastic pion scattering on neon isotopes [completed], T.E. Drake, R. Sobie (Univ. of Toronto), A. Aitman,
M.A. Moinester (Tel-Aviv Univ.), B. Barnett, J. Coopersmith, K.L. Erdman, W. Gyles, R. Tacik (Univ. of
British Columbia), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF- UBC). E.W. Blackmore, D. Gill (TRIUMF), S. Martin (KfA
Jiilich), C. Wiedner (Max-Planck-Institut), B.H. Wildenthal (Michigan State Univ.)

204. Strong interaction shift and width in pionic 22Ne atoms [completed], G.A. Beer, G.R. Mason (Univ. of Victoria),
A. Olin (TRIUMF-Univ. of Victoria), T.E. Drake, R. Sobie, (Univ. of Toronto), B. Olaniyi (Univ. of Ife)

205. Tensor analysing power in pion deuterium scattering [active], L. Dallin, K. Itoh, Y.M. Shin (Univ. of Saskatch-
ewan), B. Barnett, K.L. Erdman, W. Gyles, R. Tacik (Univ. of British Columbia), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-
UBC), E.W. Blackmore, D.R. Gill, G.D. Wait (TRIUMF), G. Lolos (Univ. of Regina), K. Aniol (California
State Univ. LA), T.E. Drake (Univ. of Toronto), S. Martin (KfA Jiilich)

206. A study of (p,n) and related reactions [completed], D.H. Boal, J.M. D'Auria, R.G. Korteling (Simon Fraser
Univ.), K.P. Jackson (TRIUMF), R. Helmer (Univ. of Western Ontario), R.E.L. Green (Los Alamos National
Lab)

207. 4 8Ca(p,p')4 8Ca(l+) [completed], R. Abegg, D.R. Gill, C.A. Miller (TRIUMF), J.M. Cameron (Univ. of Al-
berta), P. Kitching (TRIUMF-Univ. of Alberta), C.A. Davis (Univ. of Manitoba), J. Coopersmith, (Univ. of
British Columbia), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), G. Berg, S. Martin (KfA Julich), J. Lisantti (Univ. of
Oregon), M.A. Moinester (Tel-Aviv Univ.), R. Santo (Munster Univ.)

208. Proton-proton bremsstrahlung [completed], P. Kitching (TRIUMF-Univ. of Alberta), P.W. Green, M. Hugi,
M. Michaelian, G.C. Neilson, W.C. Olsen, D.M. Sheppard,* J. Soukup, J. Uegaki, J. Wesick (Univ. of Alberta),
R. Abegg, H.W. Fearing, L.G. Greeniaus, D.A. Hutcheon, C.A. Miller (TRIUMF), N. Stevenson (Univ. of
Saskatchewan)

211. The neutron and gamma-ray correlation in the JT~ and fi~ captures in medium-heavy nuclei [completed],
T.J. Hallman, Y.K. Lee, R. Levin, L. Madansky, E. Mclntyre (Johns Hopkins Univ.), G.R. Mason (Univ. of
Victoria), K.S. Kang (Neung Univ.), B. Olaniyi (Univ. of Ife)

212. In search of a tredecabaryon resonance [completed], R. Abegg, K.P. Jackson, C.A. Miller (TRIUMF), D.H.
Boal, J.M. D'Auria, R.G. Korteling (Simon Fraser Univ.), R.E.L. Green (Los Alamos National Lab), R. Helmer
(Univ. of Western Ontario)

213. Absorption at rest of JT~ in <He and 6Li [completed], C. Cernigoi, N. Grion, G. Pauli, R. Rui (INFN and Univ.
di Trieste), R. Cherubini (National Lab of Legnaro-Univ. di Padova), D.R. Gill (TRIUMF), W. Gyles (Univ.
of British Columbia)

215. Inclusive (p, p) spectra [completed data taking], R.E. Segel, A. Hassan, S.M. Levenson (Northwestern Univ.), P.
Gumplinger, A.W. Stetz, L.W. Swenson (Oregon State Univ.), K.P. Jackson (TRIUMF), P.P. Singh (Indiana
Univ.), J. Tinsley (Univ. of Oregon)

216. Investigation of spin-flip resonances and energy dependencies of components of the Love-Franey interaction
[completed], F.E. Bertrand, E.E. Gross, D.J. Horen, T.P. Sjoreen (Oak Ridge National Lab), J. Lisantti, D.K.
McDaniels, J. Tinsley (Univ. of Oregon), L.W. Swenson (Oregon State Univ.)

217. Low-energy, electromagnetic pion form factors [completed data taking], J.-M. Poutissou (TRIUMF), P.
Gumplinger, D. Ila, A.W. Stetz (Oregon State Univ.), M.D. Hasinoff (Univ. of British Columbia), T. Mulera,
V. Perez-Mendez, A. Sagle (Lawrence Berkeley Lab)

218. Pion production from 12C and 10B with polarized protons of 350 MeV [completed], G. Lolos (Univ. of Regina),
R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), G. Giles, G. Jones, B. McParland (Univ. of British Columbia), D. Ottewell,
P. Walden (TRIUMF), R.D. Bent (IUCF), W. Falk (Univ. of Manitoba)
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219. The chemistry of pionic hydrogen atoms [completed], D. Horvath (Central Research Inst. for Physics, Bu-
dapest), D.F. Measday, S. Stanislaus (Univ. of British Columbia), M. Salomon (TRIUMF), K. Aniol (California
State Univ. LA)

220. Temperature dependence of the spin exchange cross sections between muonium and alkali metal [completed],
D.J. Arseneau, D.G. Fleming, M. Senba (Univ. of British Columbia), D.M. Garner (TRIUMF)

221. Search for evidence of a delta-nucleus intermediate state in proton elastic scattering [completed data taking],
C.A. Davis, W.P. Lee, W.T.H. van Oers (Univ. of Manitoba), H.O. Meyer (IUCF), P. Schwandt (Indiana
Univ.), K.P. Jackson (TRIUMF), H.W. Roser (Univ. of British Columbia)

223. The 2H(p, 2p) reaction and momentum distributions of the deuteron [completed data taking], H.P. Gubler,
W.P. Lee, W.T.H. van Oers (Univ. of Manitoba). C.'v. Perdrisat (College of William and Mary), J.M. Cameron
(IUCF), M.B. Epstein, D.J. Margaziotis (Cctifornia State Univ.), H. Postma (Technical Univ. Delft), A.W.
Stetz (Oregon State Univ.), R. Abegg (TRI'JMF)

224. Inclusive pion scattering from light nuclei [completed data taking], K.G.R. Doss, I. Halpern, M. Khandaker,
D.W. Storm (Univ. of Washington), J.F. A maim (Los Alamos National Lab)

225. Search for isovector properties of IBA nuclei [deferred], J. Alster, J. Lichtenstadt, M. Moinester (Tel-Aviv
Univ.), G. Azueloa, D.R. Gill (TRIUMF), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), B.M. Barnett, W. Gyles, H. Roser,
R. Tacik (Univ. of British Columbia), S. Martin (KfA Jiilich), R. Sobie (Univ. of Toronto), K. Aniol (California
Slate Univ. LA)

226. Study of neutron-proton transition amplitudes in 14C using 50 MeV pions [completed data taking], R.R. Johnson
(TRIUMF-UBC), H. Roser, R. Tacik (Univ. of British Columbia), K. Aniol (California State Univ. LA), J.
Alster, J. Lichtenstadt, M.A. Moinester (Tel-Aviv Univ.), G. Azuelos, D.R. Gill (TRIUMF), S. Martin (KfA
Jiitich), R. Sobie (Univ. of Toronto), H.W. Baer (LAMPF)

227. Elastic and inelastic scattering of polarized protons from I 0B [completed data taking], P.R. Andrews, S.M.
Banks, P. Lewis, V.C. Officer, G.G. Shute, B.M. Spicer (Univ. of Melbourne), C.W. Glover (IUCF)

229. Pion double charge exchange at low energy in the TPC [completed], D.A. Bryman, M.J. Leitch, I. Navon, A.
Olin, P. Schlatter (TRIUMF-Univ. of Victoria), A. Burnham,* M. Hasinoff (Univ. of British Columbia), G.
Azuelos, J.A. Macdonald, T. Numao, J.-M. Poutissou, J. Spuller (TRIUMF), P. Depommier, R. Poutissou
(Univ. de Montreal), M. Blecher, K. Gotow (VPI and State Univ.), M. Dixit, C.K. Hargrove, H. Mes (National
Research Council), M.A. Moinester (Tel-Aviv Univ.), H. Baer, M. Cooper (LAMPF)

230. Muonic molecule formation rates in HD gas [completed], K. Aniol (California State Univ. LA), F. Entezami,
D.F. Measday, C. Virtue (Univ. of British Columbia), D. Horvath (Central Research Inst. for Physics, Bu-
dapest), M. Salomon (TRIUMF), J. Smith (Univ. of Surrey), S.E. Jones (Idaho National Engineering Lab),
B.C. Robertson (Queen's Univ.)

231. Studies of light pionic atoms [completed], G.A. Beer, G.R. Mason, G.M. Marshall (Univ. of Victoria), A. Olin
(TRIUMF-Univ. of Victoria), J.A. Macdonald (TRIUMF), E. Klempt (Johannes Gutenberg Univ., Mainz), C.
Wiegand (Lawrence Berkeley Lab), K. Wetzel (Univ. of Portland), W.C. Sperry (Central Washington Univ.),
B.H. Olaniyi (Univ. of Ife)

232. Muon Knight shifts in metals [completed data taking], J.H. Brewer, E. Koster, D.LI. Williams (Univ. of British
Columbia)

233. Vector analysing power and spin transfer parameters for the * + d —» pp reaction [active], E.G. Auld, P. Couvert,
G. Jones, B. McParland (Univ. of British Columbia), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), D. Ottewell, P. Walden
(TRIUMF), G. Lolos (Univ. of Regina), W. Falk (Univ. of Manitoba)

234. Study of simple features of the A(p, r~)A + 1 reaction in the (3,3) resonance region [completed data taking],
R.D. Bent (IUCF), G.J. Lolos (Univ. of Regina), G.E. Walker (Indiana Univ.), P. Couvert, G. Giles, G. Jones,
B. McParland, W. Ziegler (Univ. of British Columbia), J. Iqbal, P. Walden (TRIUMF), W.R. Falk (Univ. of
Manitoba)

236. (p,p') reactions in nuclei [completed], R.E. Azuma, T.E. Drake, J.D. King, S.S.M. Wong, X. Zhu (Univ. of
Toronto), K.P. Jackson, S. Yen (TRIUMF), A. Zaringhalan (Bell Laboratories)

237. Proton-nucleus interaction [completed], R.E. Azuma, T.E. Drake, J.D. King, S.S.M. Wong, X. Zhu (Univ. of
Toronto), S. Yen (TRIUMF)

238. Inelastic proton excitation of low-lying nuclear states for Ep = 200-500 MeV [completed], R.L. Auble, R.E.
Bertrand, E.E. Gross, D.J. Horen, G.R. Satchler, T.P. Sjoreen (Oak Ridge National Lab), D.K. McDaniels, J.
Tinsley, J. Lisantti (Univ. of Oregon), L.W. Swenson (Oregon State Univ.)
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239. Muon spin relaxation studies of spin glasses and random spin systems [completed data taking], Y.J. Uemura
(Columbia Univ.), J.H. Brewer (Univ. of British Columbia), K.M. Crowe (Lawrence Berkeley Lab),T. Yamazaki
(Univ. of Tokyo), Y. Miyako, K. Katsumata (Univ. of Hokkaido), S. Chikazawa (Muroran Inst. of Technology)

241. Temperature dependence of reaction rate constants for muonium addition reactions in liquid phases [completed],
K.L. Cheng, R.L. Ganti, Y.C. Jean (Univ. of Misssouri-Kansas City), D.C. Walker (Univ. of British Columbia),
J.M. Stadlbauer (Hood College), B.W. Ng (Winona State Univ.)

242. Radiochemical study of the (p, ir+) reaction on bismuth [completed data taking], J. D'Auria, M. Dombsky
(Simon Fraser Univ.), T. Ruth (TRIUMF), T. Ward (IUCF), A. Yavin (Tel-Aviv Univ.)

243. Energy and angle dependence of the 6Li(jr+,3He)3He reaction [completed], G. Huber, G.J. Lolos, S.I.H. Naqvi,
Z. Papandreou (Univ. of Regina), E.G. Auld, P. Couvert, G. Jones, B.J. McParland (Univ. of British Columbia),
R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), D. Ottewell, P.L. Walden (TRIUMF)

244. /*+ spin relaxation in Y9C07 and ternary magnetic superconductors [completed], E.J. Ansaldo (Univ. of Saskatch-
ewan), C.Y. Huang (Los Alamos National Lab), J.H. Brewer, M. Senba (Univ. of British Columbia), K. Crowe
(Univ. of California, Berkeley), S.S. Rosenblum (Lawrence Berkeley Lab), D.R. Harshman (AT&T Laboratories)

245. Muon opin rotation studies of unsupported and supported platinum catalysts [completed], W.S. Glausinger,
A.F. Maizke (Arizona State Univ.), E. Ansaldo (Univ. of Saskatchewan), J.H. Brewer, S. Kteitzman, D. Noakes,
M. Senba (Univ. of British Columbia), R. Keitel (TRIUMF), D.R. Harshman (AT&T Laboratories)

246. The double charge exchange reaction at T = 50 MeV on 18O using the QQD spectrometer [completed], E.W.
Blackmore, D.R. Gill (TRIUMF), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), K.L. Erdman, H. Roser, R. Tacik (Univ.
of British Columbia), A. Altman, M.A. Moinester (Tel-Aviv Univ.), S. Martin (KfA, Jiilich), C.A. Wiedner
(MPI, Heidelberg), T. Drake, R. Sobie (Univ. of Toronto), T.G. Masterson (Univ. of Colorado)

247. Precise measurement of muon decay asymmetry parameter S [completed], J. Carr, G. Gidal (Lawrence Berkeley
Lab), A. Jodidio, K.A. Shinsky, H.M. Steiner, D. Stoker, M. Strovink, R.D. Tripp (Univ. of California, Berkeley-
LBL), B. Gobbi (Northwestern Univ.), C.J. Oram (TRIUMF)

248. A study of the JT+ —• e+ve decay [completed data taking], J.A. Macdonald, T. Numao, J.-M. Poutisisou
(TRIUMF), D.A. Bryman, A. Olin (TRIUMF-Univ. of Victoria), M.S. Dixit (National Research Council)

249. Radiative muon capture on hydrogen with the TPC [succeeded by 452], G. Azuelos, J.A. Macdonald, T. Numao,
J.-M. Poutissou, J. Spuller (TRIUMF), G. Bavaria, P. Depommier, H. Jeremie, L. Lessard, J.P. Martin, R.
Poutissou (Univ. de Montreal), D.A. Bryman (TRIUMF-Univ. of Victoria), M. Leitch, I. Navon, P. Schlatter
(Univ. of Victoria), A. Burnham,* M.D. Hasinoff (Univ. of British Columbia), M. Blecher, K. Gotow (VPI &
State Univ.), M. Dixit, C.K. Hargrove, H. Mes (National Research Council), J. Bailey (Yale Univ.)

250. Charge-exchange coincident with X/gamma-rays in pionic phosphorus [completed data taking], J.M. Bailey
(Yale Univ.), G.A. Beer, G.R. Mason (Univ. of Victoria), D.F. Measday (Univ. of British Columbia), A. Olin
(TRIUMF-Univ. of Victoria), M. Salomon (TRIUMF), P.R. Poffenberger (Univ. of Manitoba)

251. Coincident optical and X-ray transitions in muonic helium [deferred], J.M. Bailey (Yale Univ.), C.J. Oram
(TRIUMF), G.M. Marshall (Univ. of Victoria), J.D. Silver, D.N. Stacey (Oxford Univ.)

252. Excitation of giant multipole resonances in srf-shell nuclei via medium energy proton inelastic scattering [com-
pleted], F.E. Bertrand, C.B. Fulmer, E.E. Gross, D.J. Horen, T.P. Sjoreen (Oak Ridge National Lab), J. Lisantti,
D.K. McDaniels, J.R. Tinsley (Univ. of Oregon), L.W. Swenson (Oregon State Univ.), T.A. Carey, K. Jones,
J.B. McClelland, S -eestrom-Morris (Los Alamos National Lab)

254. Total reaction cross sections on nuclei in the 50-80 MeV range [completed], E. Friedman (Hebrew Univ.
Jerusalem), D. Gill (TRIUMF), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), M. Rozon (Univ. of British Columbia), J.
Lapointe (Univ. de Laval), A. Altman (Tel-Aviv Univ.)

255. A study of pion absorption on two nucleons, each from a different shell, through the l sO()r+ ,2p)16N reaction
[replaced by 328], A. Altmau, D. Ashery (Tel-Aviv Univ.), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), H. Roser, R. Tacik
(Univ. of British Columbia), D.R. Gill, U. Wienands (TRIUMF), K. Aniol (California State Univ. LA), C.A.
Wiedner (MPI, Heidelberg), T. Drake, R. Sobie (Univ. of Toronto), N. Grion (INFN Trieste)

257. Pion radiative capture in 3He and 15N [deferred], D.F. Measday, F. Entezami, M.D. Hasinoff, S. Stanislaus
(Univ. of British Columbia), M. Salomon, J. Vincent (TRIUMF)

258. Radiative decay of the A resonance [replaced by 537], D.F. Measday, F. Entezami, S. Stanislaus (Univ. of
British Columbia), M. Salomon (TRIUMF)

260. The reaction of muoniuin with hydrogen peroxide in water [completed], J.A. Bartlett, J.-C. Brodovitch, S.-K.
Leung, K.E. Newman, P.W. Percival (Simon Fraser Univ.)
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261. Muon spin rotation of paramagnetic solutions [completed], J.A. Bartlett, J.-C. Brodovitch, S.-K. Leung, K.E.
Newman, P.W. Percival (Simon fraser Univ.)

262. Muonium-radicaJ formation mechanism [completed], D.C Walker (Univ. of British Columbia), Y. Miyake (TRI-
UMF), R. Ganti, Y.C. Jean (Univ. of Missouri-Kansas City), J.M. Stadlbauer (Hood College), Y. Katsumura
(Univ. of Tokyo), D. Livesey (Univ. of New Brunswick), R. Catterall (Univ. of Salford), B.W. Ng (Winona
State Univ.)

263. The pion-nucleus interaction [completed], T.E. Drake, R. Schubank, R. J. Sobie (Univ. of Toronto), R.R. John-
son (TRIUMF-UBC), D. Gill (TRIUMF)

264. The proton-nucleus interaction [completed], R.E. Azuma, L. Buchmann, T.E. Drake, J.D. King, L. Lee, S.S.M.
Wong, X. Zhu (Univ. of Toronto), C.A. Miller, S. Yen (TRIUMF)

265. The (p, n) reaction as a probe of isovector effective interactions at TRIUMF energies [completed], W.P. Alford,
R.L. Helmer (Univ. of Western Ontario), R.E. Azuma, D. Frekers (Univ. of Toronto), J. D'Auria (Simon Fraser
Univ.), O. Hausser (TRIUMF-SFU), K.P. Jackson, S. Yen (TRIUMF)

266. Initial studies of the (n,p) reaction on light nuclei [completed], K.P. Jackson, S. Yen (TRIUMF), W.P. Alford,
R.L. Helmer (Univ. of Western Ontario), J.M. D'Auria (Simon Fraser Univ.), O. Hausser (TRIUMF-SFU)

267. Isovector T> transitions in (fp) shell nuclei studies by the (n,p) reaction [deferred], O. Hausser (TRIUMF-
SFU), J. D'Auria (Simon Fraser Univ.), K.P. Jackson, C.A. Miller, S. Yen (TRIUMF), A. Altman (Tel-Aviv
Univ.), W.P. Alford, R.L.Helmer (Univ. of Western Ontario), I.S. Towner (Chalk River Nuclear Labs)

268. Enhancement of 1 + states in a o 8Pb (n,p): A search for the A [active], K.P. Jackson, C.A. Miller, S. Yen
(TRIUMF), O. Hausser (TRIUMF-SFU), W.P. Alford, R.L. Helmer (Univ. of Western Ontario)

269. Inelastic pion scattering from 30Si at T* = 50 MeV [deferred], C.A. Wiedner (MPI, Heidelberg), K. Erdman, B.
Forster, R. Tacik (Univ. of British Columbia), A. Altman (Tel-Aviv Univ.), D.A. Gill, U. Wienands (TRIUMF),
T. Drake, R. Sobie (Univ. of Toronto)

270. Test of charge symmetry by a comparison of *~d —* nn with r+d —> pp [completed data taking], A.D.
Eichon, J. Engelage, G.J. Kim, A.A. Mokhtari, B.M.K. Nefkens, J.A. Wightman, H.J. Ziock (UCLA), R.R.
Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), G. Jones (Univ. of British Columbia), A. Altman (Tel-Aviv Univ.), W.J. Briscoe,
C.J. Seftor, M.F. Taragin (George Washington Univ.), T.E. Drake (Univ. of Toronto), D.R. Gill (TRIUMF),
J.R. Richardson (TRIUMF-UCLA), P. Truol (Univ. Zurich), K. Aniol (California State Univ. LA)

271. Study of isovector giant resonances via the (n,p) reaction at 200 and 500 MeV [deferred], P.R. Andrews, S.M.
Banks, P.B. Foot, B. Lay, P. Lewis, V.C. Officer, G.G. Shute, B.M. Spicer (Univ. of Melbourne)

272. Transverse spin flip probabilities in 24Mg(p,p") and 48Ca(p,p") [completed], O. Hausser (TRIUMF-SFU),
R. Abegg, K.P. Jackson (TRIUMF), W.P. Alford (Univ. of Western Ontario), C.A. Wiedner (MPI, Heidelberg),
T.E. Drake (Univ. of Toronto), J. Lisantti, D. McDaniels, J. Tinsley (Univ. of Oregon)

273. Triplet yCp absorption in H2 gas [letter of intent], J. Bailey (Yale Univ.), G. Azuelos, C. Oram (TRIUMF), J.
Brewer, K. Erdman (Univ. of British Columbia), K. Crowe (Univ. of California, Berkeley)

274. Singlet final state interaction in the pp —• pni"1" reaction [completed], E.G. Auld, P. Couvert, G. Jones, W.
Ziegler (Univ. of British Columbia), W. Falk (Univ. of Manitoba), P. Walden (TRIUMF), G. Lolos (Univ. of
Regina)

275. Muons in, and muonium from, vanadium [completed], J. Bailey (Yale Univ.), J. Brewer, J.B. Warren (Univ.
of British Columbia), G, Marshall (Univ. of Victoria), D. Garner, R. Kiefl, C. Oram (TRIUMF), A. Olin
(TRIUMF-Univ. of Victoria), D. Harshman (AT&T Laboratories)

276. Diluted magnetic senT'ccnductors [completed], E.J. AnsaJdo (Univ. of Saskatchewan), J. Bailey (Yale Univ.),
J.H. Brewer, S. Kreitzman, D. Noakes, M. Senba (Univ. of British Columbia), R. Keitel (TRIUMF), KM.
Crowe (Univ. of California, Berkeley), J. Furdyna (Purdue Univ.), Y.J. Uemura (Brookhaven National Lab),
T.L. Estle (Rice Univ.), D. Harshman (AT&T Laboratories)

277. The branching ratio of the rare decay ir° —• e+e~ [completed], M.D. Hasinoff, C. Waltham (Univ. of British
Columbia), D.A. Bryman (TRIUMF-Univ. of Victoria), E. Clifford (Univ. of Victoria), G. Azuelos, T. Numao,
J.-M. Poutissou (TRIUMF), P. Depommier, H. Jeremie, R. Poutissou (Univ. de Montreal), C.K. Hargrove, H.
Mes (National Research Council), B. Robertson (Queen's Univ.), T.A. Mulera, V. Perez-Mendez (Lawrence
Berkeley Lab), M. Blecher (Virginia Polytechnic Inst. & State Univ.), A.W. Stetz (Oregon State Univ.)

278. Inelastic scattering of 30 and 50 MeV i + projectiles from the Oj state in 12C [completed], L. Buchmann,
T.E. Drake, L. Lee, R. J. Sobie (Univ. of Toronto), D.R. Gill, B. Jennings (TRIUMF), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-
UBC), N. de Takacsy (McGill Univ.),
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279. Non-analog pion single charge exchange total cross section on 7Li at low energies [completed], B.J. Dropesky,
G.C. Giesler, R.E.L. Green, M.J. Leitch, Y. Ohkubo, C.J. Otth (LAMPF), A. Olin (TRIUMF-Univ. of Victo-
ria), R.G. Korteling (Simon Fraser Univ.)

280. Study of giant isovector spin resonances via the (p, n) and (n,p) reactions at 350 MeV [deferred], A. Altman,
J. Alster, N. Auerbach, M.A. Moinester, S. Wood, A.I. Yavin (Tel-Aviv Univ.), O. Hausser (TRIUMF-SFU),
A. Moalem (Ben-Gurion Univ.), W.P. Alford (Univ. of Western Ontario), A. Klein (Univ. of Georgia)

281. Investigations of pion absorption reactions 6Li, 1 2C(-± ,^ i )X2 [completed], G. Huber, G.J, Lolos, S.I.H. Naqvi,
V. Pafilis, Z. Papandreou (Univ. of Regina), D. Gill, D. Ottewell, P.L. Walden (TRIUMF), E.G. Auld, G. Jones
(Univ. of British Columbia), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), X. Aslanoglou (Florida State Univ.)

282. Exchange effects in 0+ —• 0~ inelastic scattering [completed], R.E. Azuma, L. Buchmann, T.E. Drake, D.
Frekers, J.D. King, S.S.M. Wong. X. Zhu (Univ. of Toronto)

283. (Combined with 295)

284. A study of the decays ir+ —• e+e~e+i/ and x + —* e+i>7 [deferred], M. Blecher (Virginia Polytechnic Inst.
& State Univ.), D.A. Bryman (TRIUMF-Univ. of Victoria), E. Clifford, P. Schlatter (Univ. of Victoria), M.
Dixit, C.K. Hargrove, H. Mes (National Research Council), G. Azuelos, T. Numao, J.-M. Poutissou (TRIUMF),
P. Depommier (Univ. de Montreal), A. Burnham,* M.D. Hasinoff, C. Waltham (Univ. of British Columbia),
T. Mulura, V. Perez-Mendez (Lawrence Berkeley Lab)

285. Elastic scattering of pions by 3 '4He for pion energies between 20 and 50 MeV [completed], K.M. Crowe, C.A.
Meyer (Univ. of California, Berkeley), D.R. Gill, D. Healey, U. Wienands (TRIUMF), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-
UBC), A. Altman (Tel-Aviv Univ.), N. Grion (INFN T'ieste)

286. Quantum diffusion of muons and muonium [active], K.M. Crowe (Univ. oj California, Berkeley), J.H. Brewer,
S.R. Kreitzman, M. Senba, D.LI. Williams (Univ. of British Columbia), ft. Keitel (TRIUMF), E.J. Ansaldo
(Univ. of Saskatchewan), J. Bailey (Yale Univ.), K. Nagamine (Univ. of Tokyo), D. Harshman (AT&T Labo-
ratories), D.P. Spencer (Univ. of Chicago Medical Center)

287. Measurement of parity violation in p-p scattering [active], J. Birchall, C.A. Davis, N.E. Davison, W.P. Lee, P.R.
Poffenberger, W.D. Ramsay, W.T.H. van Oers (Univ. of Manitoba), W.J. McDonald, G. Roy, G.M. Stinson
(Univ. of Alberta), J.D. Bowman (Los Alamos National Lab)

288. Muonium reaction rates on surfaces [completed], R. Keitel (TRIUMF), J.H. Brewer, D.N. Noakes, M. Senba
(Univ. of British Columbia), K. Nagamine (Univ. of Tokyo), E.J. Ansaldo (Univ. of Saskatchewan), D.R.
Harshman (AT&T Laboratories)

289. Studies of positive muon states in alkali halides and other insulators by advance (tSR methods [active], K.
Ishida, Y. Kuno, T. Matsuzaki, Y. Morozumi, K. Nagamine, K. Nishiyama, T. Yamazaki (Univ. of Tokyo),
J.H. Brewer (Univ. of British Columbia)

290. Positive muon probing soliton in polyacetylene [completed], K. Ishida, Y. Kuno, T. Matsuzaki, K. Nagamine,
H. Shirakawa, T. Yamazaki (Univ. of Tokyo), J.H. Brewer (Univ. of British Columbia)

291. fiSK studies on spin dynamics in mixed antiferromagnets with competing anisotropies [active], I. Ito, E. Torikai
(Ochanomizu Univ.), K. Ishida, Y. Kuno, T. Matsuzaki, K. Nagamine, T. Yamazaki (Univ. of Tokyo), J.H.
Brewer (Univ. of British Columbia)

292. /*±SR of graphite intercalation compounds [active], K. Ishida, T. Kondow, Y. Kuno, T. Matsuzaki, K. Nagamine,
T. Yamazaki (Univ. of Tokyo), J.H. Brewer (Univ. of British Columbia)

294. Spin observables for elastic and inelastic proton scattering from 28Si and 208Pb at 300 MeV [active], R.L.
Auble, F.E. Bertrand, B.L. Burks, C.W. Glover, E.E. Gross, D.J. Horen, R.O. Sayer (Oak Ridge National
Lab), O. Hausser (TRIUMF-SFU), K. Hicks, U. Wienands (TRIUMF), A. Moalem (Ben Gurion Univ.), J.
Lisantti, D.K. McDaniels, J. Tinsley (Univ. of Oregon), I. Bergqvist (Univ. of Lund), E. Rost, J.R. Shepard
(Univ. of Colorado)

295. Large angle polarization tests - Test of density-dependent and relativistic theories [completed], V. Penumetcha,
A. Scott (Univ. of Georgia), R. Abegg, K.P. Jackson, C.A. Miller, S. Yen (TRIUMF), R. Azuma, L. Buchmann,
T.E. Drake, D. Frekers, J.D. King, L. Lee, S.S.M. Wong (Univ. of Toronto), M.L. Whiten (Armstrong College,
Georgia), R. Dymarz, U. Kuehner (McMaster Univ.), H.V. von Geramb (Univ. Hamburg)

296. Kinetics of gas phase muonium addition reactions [completed], P.M. Garner (TRIUMF), D.J. Arseneau, D.G.
Fleming, I.D. Reid, M. Senba (Univ. of British Columbia)

297. Energetic neutron spectra from /i~-capture in deuteron [completed], T.J. Hallman, Y.K. Lee, L. Madansky,
E.K. Mclntyre, Jr. (Johns Hopkins Univ.), G.R. Mason (Univ. of Victoria)
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298. Resonant structure in Cu(p,x+)X: A possible dibaryon signal [completed], R. Abegg, K. Hicks, K.P. Jack-
son, C.A. Miller, D. Ottewell, P. Walden, S. Yen (TRIUMF), G. Gaillard (Univ. of Alberta), E.G. Auld, P.
Trelle (Univ. of British Columbia), R. Schubank (Univ. of Saskatchewan). R. Henderson (TRIUMF-Univ. of
Melbourne)

299. A measurement of the inclusive pion production from 16O and the associated particles in coincidence with
the pions [active], E.G. Auld (Univ. of British Columbia), P. Walden, S. Yen (TRIUMF), G. Lolos (Univ. of
Regina), W. Falk (Univ. of Manitoba)

300. Spin transfer K,3 in the reaction pp —> dr [active], R. Abegg, L.G. Greeniaus, D.A. Hutcheon, G.R. Smith
(TRIUMF), L. Antonuk, J. Collot, G. Gaillard, G.A. Moss, W.C. Olsen, G. Roy, R. Sawafta, D.M. Sheppard*
(Univ. of Alberta), B. Blankleider, J.M. Cameron (IUCF),

301. The reaction ppir0 near threshold [completed], F. Entezami, D.F. Measray, S. Stanislaus (Univ. of British
Columbia), D, Horvath (Central Research Inst. for Physics, Budapest)

302. Proton scattering to natural parity states in 90Zr [active], R.E. Azuma, T.E. Drake, H. Fidahic, D. Frekers,
J.D. King, L. Lee, S.S.M. Wong (Univ. of Toronto), R. Abegg, C.A. Miller, S. Yen (TRIUMF), R. Schubank
(Univ. of Saskatchewan)

304, Muonium-antimuonium conversion [completed data-taking], A. Olin (TRIUMF-Univ. of Victoria), G.A. Beer,
A.C. Janissen, G.R. Mason (Univ. of Victoria), Z. Gelbart, G.M. Marshall (TRIUMF), J.B. Warren* (Univ.
of British Columbia), B. Heinrich, K. Myrtle (Simon Fraser Univ.), T. Bowen, P.G. Halverson, K.R. Kendall
(Univ. of Arizona), C.A. Fry (Univ. of Rochester), T.M. Huber, A.R. Kunselman (Univ. of Wyoming)

306. Pion transfer in gaseous mixtures [completed], K.A. Aniol, M.B. Epstein, D.J. Margaziotis (California State
Univ. LA), M. Salomon (TRIUMF), F. Entezami, D.F. Measday, A.J. Noble, S. Stanislaus, C.J. Virtue (Univ.
of British Columbia), D. Horvath (Central Research Inst. for Physics, Budapest)

307. The effects of large oscillating fields in low frequency double electron muon resonance [completed], S.A. Dodds,
T.L. Estle, S.L. Rudazj Q. Zhu (Rice Univ.), I.E. Brewer, S.R. Kreitzman, D. Noakes (Univ. of British
Columbia), R. Keitel (TRIUMF), E.J. Ansaldo (Univ. of Saskatchewan), R.H. Heffner (LAMPF), D. Harshman
(AT&T Laboratories), D.P. Spencer (Univ. of Chicago Medical Center)

309. Transfer reaction studies with radioactive targets [deferred], E. Hagberg, J.C. Hardy, H. Schmeing (Atomic
Energy of Canada Ltd.), G. Audi (Lab Rene Bernas, Orsay)

310. Production of a 211Rn/211 At generator for radiochemical experiments [deferred], M. Adam, J. Grierson, T.J.
Ruth (TRIUMF), K. Krohn (Univ. of Washington)

311. Nuclear reactions of astrophysical interest with accelerated radioactive beams [deferred], R. Azuma, L. Buch-
mann, J. King (Univ. of Toronto), J. D'Auria (Simon Fraser Univ.), C. Rolfs (Univ. Miinster), M. Wiescher
(Univ. Maim), M. Arnould (Univ. Libre de Bruxelles), T. Ward (IUCF), C. Barnes (California Inst. of Tech-
nology), R. Boyd (Ohio State Univ.)

312. Low energy ion scattering using ISOL [deferred], S.R. Morrison, W. Sears (Simon Fraser Univ.)

313. Delayed neutron studies at TRIUMF-ISOL [deferred], P.L. Reeder, R.A. Warner (Pacific Northwest Lab)

314. Production of radioactive targets for nuclear structure studies [deferred], C. Bourgeois, P. Kilcher, G. Rotbard,
B. Roussiere, J. Sauvage-Letessier, M. Vergnes (IPN, Orsay), H. Dautet (McCill Univ.)

315. Development of a laser-based ion source [active], D. Audet, F. Buchinger, R. Corriveau, J.E. Crawford, H.
Dautet, J.K.P. Lee, S.K. Mark, R.B. Moore, L. Nikkinen, D. Oxorn, G. Savard (McGill Univ.), J. D'Auria
(Simon Fraser Univ.)

316. Collinear laser spectroscopy of radioactive beams [deferred], F. Buchinger and FRL Research Team (McGill
Univ.)

317. Spectroscopic studies of nuclear properties [deferred], L.R. Kilius, A.E. Litherland (Univ. of Toronto), FRL
Research Team (McGill Univ.), M. Pearson (Univ. de Montreal)

318. Installation of an on-line isotope separator at TRIUMF [active], F. Buchinger, J.E. Crawford, H. Dautet,
J.K.P. Lee, S.K. Mark, R.B. Moore, L. Nikkinen, K. Oxorn, V. Raut (McGill Univ.), J. D'Auria (Simon Fraser
Univ.), E. Hagberg, J. Hardy, H. Schmeing (Chalk River Nuclear Labs)

319. Analysing powers for the inelastic continuum in 60Ni and 208Pb [active], K. Lin, J. Lisantti, D.K. McDaniels
(Univ. «// Oregon), I. Bergqvist, A. Brocks;tedt, B. Jakobsson (Univ. of Lund), O. Hausser (TRIUMF-SFU),
F. Bertrand, B. Burks, E. Gross, C. Glover, D. Horen, R. Sayre (Oak Ridge National Lab), L. Swenson (Oregon
State Univ.)
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321. Muonium spin rotations in condensed phases methane [deferred], R.L. Ganti, Y.C. Jean (Univ. of Missouri-
Kansas City), Y. MiyaJre, K. Venkateswaran, D.C. Walker (Univ. of British Columbia), J.M. Stadlbauer (Hood
College)

322. Measurement of v^p differential cross sections at T* = 90 MeV [completed], J. Brack, J.J. Kraushaar, R.J.
Peterson, R.A. Ristinen, J.L. Ullmann (Univ. of Colorado), D.R. Gill, K. Hicks, G. Smith '(TRIUMF), R.R.
Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC)

323. Giant resonance study with 75 MeV ir* [completed data taking], D.R,. Gill, G.R. Smith, U. Wienands (TRI-
UMF), K.L. Erdman, N. Hessey, D. Mills, M. Rozon (Univ. of British Columbia), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-
UBC), A. Altman (Tel-Aviv Univ.), T.E. Drake (Univ. of Toronto)

324. Polarization-analysing power differences for inelastic proton scattering from 12C at 400 MeV [completed data-
taking], K.H. Hicks, K.P. Jackson, C.A. Miller, G. Smith, S. Yen (TRIUMF), O. Hausser (TRIUMF-SFU),
A. Celler (Simon Fraser Univ.), J.R. Shepard (Univ. of Colorado), R. Sawafta (Univ. of Alberta), A. Moalem
(Ben Gurion Univ.), T.E. Drake, D. Frekers (Univ. of Toronto), R. Schubank (Univ. of Saskatchewan), R.
Henderson (TRIUMF-Univ. of Melbourne), W.P. Alford (Univ. of Western Ontario)

325. Ultra-low energy muon production (uSOL) [active], W.S. Crane, D.R. Harshman, A.P. Mills, Jr. (AT&T Lab-
oratories), J.B. Warren* (Univ. of British Columbia), J.L. Beveridge, K.R. Kendall, R.F. Kiefl, C.J. Oram
(TRIUMF), A.S. Rupaal, J.H. Turner (Western Washington Univ.)

326. Determination of muoa-neutrino mass [active], C.Y. Kim (Univ. of Calgary), D. Garner, R. Keitel (TRIUMF),
Y.M. Shin (Univ. of Saskatchewan)

327. Study of the ( T + , * + J I - ) reaction on 16O, 28Si and 40Ca at Tn =240 and 280 MeV [completed data taking],
N. Grion (JNFN Trieste), JL Rui (Univ. di Trieste), N. Hessey, M. Rozon, P. Trelle (Univ. of British Columbia),
R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), D. Gill, G. Smith, U. Wienands (TRIUMF), A. Altman (Tel-Aviv Univ.)

328. Multi-nucleon modes of pion absorption in flight on 3He and 4He [active], J. McAlister, R. Olszewski, M.
Rozon, M. Sevior, P. Trelle (Univ. of British Columbia), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), D.R. Gill, G. Smith
(TRIUMF), J. Alster, D. Ashery, M. Moinester (Tel-Aviv Univ.), N. Grion (INFN Trieste), R. Rui (Univ. di
Trieste), G.J. Lolos, Z, Papandreou (Univ. of Regina), K. Aniol (California State Univ. LA), R. Tadk (Univ.
Karlsruhe)

329. The *He(jr, ir')*He reaction and the EELL effect [active], K. Itoh, Y.M. Shin, N. Stevenson, D. Tokaryk (Univ.
of Saskatchewan), D. Gill, B. Jennings, D. Ottewell, G. Wait (TRIUMF), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBCK A.
Altman (Tel-Aviv Univ.), T. Drake, D. Frekers (Univ. of Toronto), R. Schubank (Univ. of Saskatchewan), N.
de Takacsy (Me Gill Univ.)

330. Spin observables for inelastic proton scattering from 16O at 300 MeV [active], R.L. Auble, F.E. Bertrand, B.L.
Burke, C.W. Glover, E.E. Gross, D.J. Horen, R.O. Sayer, (Oak Ridge National Lab), O. Hausser (TRIUMF-
SFU), A. Celler (Simon Fraser Univ.), K. Hicks, S. Yen (TRIUMF), A. Moalem (Ben-Gurion Univ.), R. Sawafta
(Univ. of Alberta), D. Frekers (Univ. of Toronto), R. Henderson (TRIUMF-Univ. of Melbourne)

331. Spin transfer in the jr<f —• pp reaction [completed data-taking], A. Feltham, G. Jones, M. Pavan, M. Sevior,
R.P. Treite, D. VeMerir, P. Weber (Univ. of British Columbia), D. Healey, D. Ottewell, G. Smith, G. Wait
(TRIUMF), G. Lolos, E. Mathie (Univ. of Regina), R. Rui (INFI. Trieste), D. Ashery, M. Moinester (Tel-Aviv
Univ.) 13

332. Measurement of D,/Rt in n-p scattering [completed], J. Birchall, C.A. Davis, N.E. Davison, P.R. Poffenberger,
D. Ramsey, W.T.H. van Oers (Univ. of Manitoba), G.A. Moss, G. Roy (Univ. of Alberta), L.G. Greeniaus
(TRIUMF)

333. A search for the high frequency parts of the giant resonances [active], A. Moalem (Ben-Gurion Univ.), O. Hausser
(TRIUMF-SFU), A. Celler (Simon Fraser Univ.), K. Hicks, K.P. Jackson, C.A Miller, S. Yen (TRIUMF), K.
Lin, J. Lisantti, D. McDaniels (Univ. of Oregon), R. Sawafta (Univ of Alberta), W.P. Alford (Univ. of Western
Ontario), R. Henderson (TRIUMF-Univ. of Melbourne), M. Moinester (Tel-Aviv Univ.), I. Bergqvist (Univ.
of Lund)

335. Energy dependence of isoscalar and isovector 1+ excitations in 2SSi(p,p') [completed], O, Hausser (TRIUMF-
SFU), A. Celler (Simon Fraser Univ.), K. Hicks, K.P. Jackson, C.A. Miller, S. Yen (TRIUMF), A. Moalem
(Ben-Gurion Univ.), R. Sawafta (Univ. of Alberta), W.P. Alford, R. Helmer (Univ. of Western Ontario), R.
Henderson (TRIUMF-Univ. of Melbourne), C. Gunther (Univ. Bonn), R. Dymarz (McMaster Univ.)

337. Measurement of tensor observables in the ir+d elastic scattering reaction [completed data-taking], P. Delheij,
D.R. Gill, D. Healey, D. Ottewell, G.R. Smith, G. Wait, P. Walden, U. Wienands, S. Yen (TRIUMF), A.
Altman (Tel-Aviv Univ.), M. Haden, G. Jones, F. Tervisidis, R.P. Trelle (Univ. of British Columbia), R.R.
Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), G. Lolos, E.L. Mathie (Univ. of Regina)
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338. Proton scattering from 208Pb and 90Zr at large momentum transfer [active), R. Azuma, L. Buchmann, T.E.
Drake, R. Dymarz, D. Frekers, J.D. King, L. Lee, S. Wong (Univ. of Toronto), R. Abegg, K.P. Jackson,
C.A, Miller (TRIUMF), A. Scott (Univ. of Georgia), M. Whiten (Armstrong College), H. von Geramb (Univ.
Hamburg)

339. Kinetic isotope effects in the Mu + H2 and Mu + D2 reactions [active], D. Arseneau, D. Fleming, L.Y. Lee,
I.D. Reid, M. Senba (Univ. of British Columbia), D. Garner, W.X. Kuang (TRIUMF)

340. n* molecular ions and ion molecule reactions in gases [active], P. Arseneau, D.G. Fleming, L.Y. Lee, I.D. Reid,
M. Senba (Univ. of British Columbia), D. Garner, W.X. Kuang (TRIUMF)

341. Excited state production in proton-induced nuclear reactions [active], W. Benenson, C. Bloch, E. Kashy, D.
Morrissey (Michigan State Univ.), D. Boal, J. D'Auria, R.G. Korteling (Simon Fraser Univ.), R. Helmer (Univ.
of Western Ontario)

342. Dynamics of muon-produced soliton in polyacetylene [active], Y. Kuno, T. Matsuzaki, K. Nagamine, K. Nishi-
yama, T. Yamazaki (Univ. of Tokyo), K. Ishida (Inst. of Phys. and Chetn. Research), H. Shirakawa (Univ. of
Tsukuba), J. Brewer (Univ. of British Columbia), R. Kiefl (TRIUMF)

343. Negative pion inelastic scattering from 2H, 3He and 4He at 100 MeV [deferred], I. Halpern, M. Khandaker,
T. Murakami, D. Rosenzweig, D. Storm, D. Tieger (Univ. of Washington)

344. Excitation of "stretched" particle-hole states in charge-exchange reactions [active], B. Anderson, R. Madey,
R. McCarthy, M. Plumley, J. Watson (Kent State Univ.), W. Alford (Univ. of Western Ontario), O. Hausser
(TRIUMF-SFU), K.P. Jackson, C.A. Miller (TRIUMF)

345. Muon spin relaxation studies of uranium-based heavy fermions [active], G. Aeppli, D. Abernathy (AT&T Bell
Laboratories), Y.J. Uemura (Brookhaven National Lab), i. Brewer, D. Noakes (Univ. of British Columbia), E.
Ansaldo (Univ. of Saskatchewan), E. Bucher (Univ. Konstanz), J. Kossler (College of William and Mary)

346. Muon spin rotation and relaxation in heavy fermion cerium compounds [active], Y.J. Uemura (Brookhaven
National Lab), G. Aeppli, D. Abernathy, B. Batlogg, D. Harshman, J. Remeika (AT&T Bell Laboratories),
J.H. Brewer, S. Kreitzman, D.R. Noakes, M. Senba (Univ. of British Columbia), B. Hitti, J. Kempton, W.J.
Kossler (College of William and Mary), R. Keitel, R. Kiefl (TRIUMF), E.J. Ansaldo (Univ. of Saskatchewan),
Y. Oonuki, T. Komatsubara (Tsukuba Univ.), E. Bucher (Univ. Konstanz)

347. Spin dynamics in amorphous rare earth intermetallics [active], L. Asch, G.M. Kalvius, F.J. Litterst (Tech. Univ.
Munich), J.H. Brewer, D.R. Noakes (Univ. of British Columbia), B. Boucher (CEN Saclay), J. Chappert, A.
Yaouanc (CEN Grenoble), O. Hartmann, R. Wappling (Univ. of Uppsala), K. Nagamine, K. Nishiyama, T.
Yamazaki (Univ. of Tokyo), E.J. Ansaldo (Univ. of Saskatchewan), R. Keitel (TRIUMF)

349. The diamagnetic fi+ state in alkali halide and related metal halide crystals [active], E.J. Ansaldo (Univ. of
Saskatchewan), J. Brewer, B. Foister, S. Kreitzman, G. Luke, D. Noakes, M. Senba, D.LI. Williams (Univ.
of British Columbia), R. Keitel, R. Kiefl (TRIUMF), K. Nagamine (Univ. of Tokyo), D. Harshman (AT&T
Laboratories)

350. Study of the energy dependence of the 18O(jr+, !r~)17Ne reaction at the low-energy region [active], A. Altman,
E. Piasetzky (Tel-Aviv Univ.), N. Hessey, F.M. Rozon, M. Sevior, R.P. Trelle (Univ. of British Columbia), R.R.
Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), D.R. Gill, G.R. Smith, U. Wienands (TRIUMF), N. Grion, R. Rui (INFN Trieste),
T. Anderl (KfA Julich), M. Leitch (Los Alamos National Lab)

351. Study of the ( T + , JT~) DIAS reaction on 34S and 56Fe at 50 MeV [active], A. Altman, E. Piasetzky (Tel-Aviv
Univ.), N. Hessey, M. Sevior, F.M. Rozon, R.P. Trelle (Univ. of British Columbia), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-
UBC), D.R. Gill, G.R. Smith, U. Wienands (TRIUMF), N. Grion, R. Rui (INFN Trieste), T. Anderl (KfA
Ju'lich), M. Leitch (Los Alamos National Lab)

352. Zero degree radiative capture of neutrons [active], G.W.R. Edwards, J. Collot, H. Fielding, G. GaillarJ, J.
Wesick (Univ. of Alberta), R. Abegg, G. Greeniaus, D.A. Hutcheon, C.A. Miller (TRIUMF), J.M. Cameron
(IUCF), N.E. Davison (Univ. of Manitoba)

354. Study of nucle.. structure and density dependence of the effective interaction for the N = 50 isotones [active],
R.E. Azuma, L. Buchmann, T. Drake, D. Frekers, A. Galino, L. Lee, S. Wong (Univ. of Toronto), R. Abegg,
K.P. Jackson, C.A. Miller, S. Yen (TRIUMF), R. Schubank (Univ. of Saskatchewan)

355. Exchange effects in 0+ —• 0~ inelastic scattering [completed data-taking], R.E. Azuma, L. Buchmann, T.E.
Drake, P . Frekers, A. Galindo, J.D. King, R. Lee, S.S.M. Wong, X. Zhu (Univ. of Toronto), R. Schubank (Univ.
of Saskatchewan)
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356. Y-scaling in inclusive proton scattering from 9Be and 12C at 300 MeV [active], A. Moalem (Ben-Gurion Univ.),
O. Hausser (SFU-TRIUMF), R. Abegg, K. Hicks, K.P. Jackson, C.A. Miller, S. Yen (TRIUMF), R. Sawafta
(Univ. of Alberta), R. Henderson (TRIUMF-Univ. of Melbourne), W.P. Alford (Univ. of Western Ontario), A.
AltmanfTe/-.4<m> Univ.), S. Gurvitz (Weizmann Inst. of Science), D. Frekers (Univ. of Toronto)

357 Measurement of B+(GT) for 26Mg and 19P using the (n,p) reaction [active], W.P. Alford, R.L, Helmer (Univ.
of Western Ontario), R.E. Azuma, D. Frekers (Univ. of Toronto), B.A. Brown (Michigan State Univ.), O.F.
Hausser (TRIUMF-SFU), A. Celler (Simon Fraser Univ.), K. Hicks, K.P. Jackson, C.A. Miller, S. Yen (TRI-
UMF), G.T. Ewan (Queen's Univ.), B.H. Wildenthal (Drexel Univ.)

358. Resolved nuclear hyperfine structure of muonium-snbstituted free radicals using level crossing spectroscopy
[completed data-taking], R.F. Kiefl, R. Keitel (TRIUMF). J.H. Brewer, S. Kreitzman, G. Luke, D.R. Noakes, M.
Senba (Univ. of British Columbia), E.J. Ansaldo (Univ. of Saskatchewan), A. Ito, Y. Morozumi, K. Nagamine,
K. Nishiyama (Univ. of Tokyo), P.W. Percival (Simon Fraser Univ.), D. Harshman (AT&T Laboratories)

359. The spin response of (fp) shell nuclei [active], C. Glashausser (Rutgers Univ.), O. Hausser (TRIUMF-SFU),
S.K. Nanda (Univ. of Minnesota), K.W. Jones (Los Alamos National Lab), A. Moalem (Ben-Gurion Univ.), M.
Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.), R. Abegg, K. Hicks, K.P. Jackson, C.A. Miller (TRIUMF), W.P. Alford (Univ.
of Western Ontario), R. Henderson (TRIUMF-Univ. of Melbourne), J. Lisantti (Univ. of Oregon)

360. Polarization transfer in ir<f elastic scattering [active], K. Itoh, R. Schubank, Y.M. Shin, N. Stevenson (Univ. of
Saskatchewan), D. Gill, D. Ottewell, G. Wait, D. Healey, P. Delheij (TRIUMF), T. Drake, D. Frekers (Univ.
of Toronto)

361. Muonium in water [active], J. Bartlett, J.-C. Brodovitch, M. Harston, S.-K. Leung, P.W. Percival (Simon Fraser
Univ.), K. Newman (Univ. de Sherbrooke)

362. High pressure muon spin resonance in liquids [active], J. Bartlett, J.-C. Brodovitch, M. Harston, S.-K. Leung,
P.W. Percival (Simon Fraser Univ.), K. Newman (Univ. de Sherbrooke)

364. Photon asymmetry measurements in radiative muon capture in heavy nuclei [completed data-taking], T. Gor-
ringe, M. Hasinoff, A. Pouladdej, C. Virtue, C. Waltham (Univ. of British Columbia), G. Azuelos (TRIUMF),
B. Robertson (Queen's Univ.), D. Horvath (Central Research Inst. for Physics, Budapest)

365. Search for tetraneutrons using the *He(ir~,i''')<n reaction [complete], D. Armstrong, T. Gorringe, M. Hasi-
noff, C. Waltham, J.B. Warren* (Univ. of British Columbia), G. Azuelos, J.A. Macdonald, T. Numao, J.-M.
Poutissou (TRIUMF), D. Bryman (TRIUMF-Univ. of Victoria), R. Poutissou (Univ. de Montreal)

366. Measurement of dtr/dQ and ANO to exclusive states of 16O(p, T + ) I 7 O between 250 and 450 MeV [active], K.
Hicks, M.J. Iqbal, P. Walden, S. Yen (TRIUMF), E.G. Auld (Univ. of British Columbia), R. Bent (IUCF), W.
Falk (Univ. of Manitoba), G. Lolos (Univ. of Regina)

367. Resolved nuclear hyperfine structure of anomalous muoniun. in semiconductors [active], R.F. Kiefl, R. Keitel
(TRIUMF), E.J. Ansaldo (Univ. of Saskatchewan), J.H. Brewer, S. Kreitzman, G. Luke, D.R. Noakes (Univ.
of British Columbia), T.L. Estle (Rice Univ.), D.P. Spencer (Univ. of Chicago Medical Center), T. Matsuzaki,
K. Nishiyama (Univ. of Tokyo)

368. Charge symmetry breaking in n(p, d)ir° at 477 MeV [completed], R. Abegg, L.G. Greeniaus, D.A. Hutcheon,
C.A. Miller (TRIUMF), P.W. Green, C. Lapointe, G.A. Moss, G.M. Stinson (Univ. of Alberta), C.A. Davis,
W.T.H van Oers (Univ. of Manitoba), J.M. Cameron (IUCF)

369. Charge symmetry breaking in n-p elastic scattering at 350 MeV [active], P.W. Green, C. Lapointe, W.J.
McDonald, G.A. Moss, R. Tkachuk (Univ. of Alberta), R. Abegg, L.G. Greeniaus, C.A. Miller (TRIUMF), J.
Birchall, C. Davis, W.D. Ramsey, W.T.H. van Oers (Univ. of Manitoba) 5

370. On the applicability of the macroscopic DWBA formalism for 59Ni at 200 and 400 MeV [active], J. Lisantti,
D.K. McH niels (Univ. of Oregon), C. Glover, L.W. Swenson, Y. Xiao (Oregon State Univ.), F. Bertrand, B.
Burks, D. "iioren (Oak Ridge National Lab), I. Bergqvist (Univ. of Lund), K. Hicks (TRIUMF)

371. Muonium in micelles [completed data-taking], K. Venkateswaren, D.C. Walker (Univ. of British Columbia),
J.M. Stadlbauer (Hood College), B.W. Ng (Winona State Univ.), R. Ganti, Y.C. Jean (Univ. of Missouri-
Kansas City), Wu Zhenna (USTC, Hefei)

372. Single pion production in np scattering [active], J. Birchall, C.A. Davis, N.E. Davison, W.R. Falk, W.D. Ramsay,
W.T.H. van Oers (Univ. of Manitoba), D.A. Hutcheon, C.A. Miller, P.L. Walden (TRIUMF) 14

373. Low energy pion scattering and pionic atom anomaly [active], D.R. Gill, G.R. Smith, U. Wienands (TRIUMF),
A. Olin (TRIUMF-Univ. of Victoria), R.M. Rozon, M. Sevior, R.P. Trelle (Univ. of British Columbia), R.R.
Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), A. Altman (Tel-Aviv Univ.), T. Anderl (KfA Jiilich), N. Grion (INFN Trieste), R.
Rui (Univ. di Trieste)
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374. Non-analog DCX, the 16O(jr+,ff-)18Ne reaction [active], D.R. Gill, G.R. Smith, U. Wienands (TRIUMF),
F.M. Rozon, M. Sevior, R.P. Trelle (Univ. of British Columbia), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), A. Altman
(Tel-Aviv Univ.), T. Anderl (KfA Jiilich), N. Grion (INFN Trieste), R. Rui (Univ. di Trieste)

375. Few-body physics via the pion deuteron breakup reaction [completed data-taking], G.J. Lolos, E.L. Mathie,
S.I.H. Naqvi, V. Pafilis, Z. Papandreou (Univ. of Regina), P. Delheij, D.R. Gill, D. Healey, D. Ottewell, G.R.
Smith, G. Wait (TRIUMF), G. Jones, M. Sevior, P. Trelle (Univ. of British Columbia), G. Huber (Indiana
Univ.)

376. V strength in 90Zr(«*,p) [active], D. Frekers, R. Helmer, K.P. Jackson, C.A. Miller, S. Yen (TRIUMF),
B. Spicer (Univ. of Melbourne), R. Henderson (TRIUMF-Univ. of Melbourne), M. Moinester, A.I. Yavin (Tel-
Aviv Univ.), W.P. Alford, A. Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario), O. Hausser (TRIUMF-Simon Fraser Univ.),
T.E. Drake, J.D. King (Univ. of Toronto), K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.)

377. Test of charge symmetry in icd elastic scattering [completed], D. Gill, D.F. Ottewell, G.R. Smith, P.L Walden
(TRIUMF), G. Jones, F. Tervisidis, P. TreUe (Univ. of British Columbia), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC) A.
Altman (Tel-Aviv Univ.), 3.3. Kraushaar, R.J. Peterson, R.A. Ristinen, J.L. UUmann (Univ. of Colorado)

378. Study of 48Ti(n,p) as a test of lifetime calculations for the double beta decay of 48Ca [active], W.P. Alford, A.
Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario), D. Frekers, R. Helmer, K.P. Jackson, C.A. Miller, S. Yen (TRIUMF), O.
Hausser (TRIUMF-SFU), K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.), B.A. Brown (Michigan State Univ.), CD. Zafiratos (Univ.
of Colorado)

379. Investigation of the relation between Gamow-Teller strength and (p, n) cross sections at small momentum trans-
fer [active], W.P. Alford, A. Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario). 3. Watson (Kent State Univ.), C D . Zafiratos
(Univ. of Colorado), D. Frekers, R. Helmer, K.P. Jackson, C.A. Miller, S. Yen (TRIUMF), O. Hausser (TRIUMF-
SFU), K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.), B.A. Brown (Michigan State Univ.), R. Henderson (TRIUMF-Univ. of Mel-
bourne)

381. Measurement of spin observables using the (p,p'~r) reaction [completed], K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.), R. Abegg, K.P.
Jackson, C.A. Miller, S. Yen (TKIUMF), O. Hausser (TRIUMF-SFU), M. Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.), A.
Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario), R. Ristinen, J. Shepard, J. Ullmann (Univ. of Colorado), C. Glover, N.
Hill (Oak Ridge National Lab), G. Igo (UCLA), R. Jeppesen, N. King, G. Morgan (Los Alamos National Lab),
M. Kovash (Univ. of Kentucky), R. Henderson (TRIUMF-Univ. of Melbourne)

332. Measurements of the spin rotation parameter Q at 200 MeV as a test of Pauli blocking in elastic proton-nucleus
scattering [active], O. Hausser (TRIUMF-SFU), M. Ji, K. Lin, M. Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.), R. Abegg,
K.P. Jackson, C.A. Miller (TRIUMF), R.S. Henderson (TRIUMF- Univ. of Melbourne), R. Sawafta (Univ. of
Alberta), W.P. Alford, A. Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario), K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.), C. Glover, J. Lisantti
(Oak Ridge National Lab), D.K. McDaniels (Univ. of Oregon), L.W. Swenson (Oregon State Univ.)

383. A test of the Gamow-Teller sum rule from measurements of the 54Fe(n,p) and (p, n) reactions at 290 MeV
[active], O. Hansser (TRIUMF-SFU), Ma Ji, K. Lin, M. Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.), D. Frekers, R. Helmer,
K.P. Jackson, S. Yen (TRIUMF), W.P. Alford, A. Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario), R. Henderson (TRIUMF-
Univ. of Melbourne), K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.), F. Osterfeld (KfA Mich)

384. Abysmal astrophysics: the (n,p) reaction on 56Fe and s8Ni [active], D. Frekers, R. Helmer, K.P. Jackson (TRI-
UMF), W.P. Alford, A. Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario), R.E. Azuma, L. Buchmann, C. Campbell (Univ. of
Toronto), O. Hausser (TRIUMF-SFU), M. Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.), B. Spicer (Univ. of Melbourne), R.
Henderson (TRIUMF-Univ. of Melbourne)

385. Muon spin depolarization in Xe up to 5 atm [active], D. Arseneau, D. Fleming, L.Y. Lee, I. Reid, M. Senba,
R.E. Turner (Univ. of British Columbia), D. Garner (TRIUMF)

386. Electron-muon drag in conductors [active], K.M. Crowe, A.M. Portis (Univ. of California, Berkeley), E.J.
Ansaldo (Univ. of Saskatchewan), J.H. Brewer, S.R. Kreitzman (Univ. of British Columbia), R. Keitel (TRI-
UMF)

387. Measure of Birks factor in TMP [completed data-taking], A. Astbury (TRIUMF-Univ. of Victoria), M. Fincke-
Keeler, R. Keeler, G.R. Mason, L. Robertson (Univ. of Victoria), D. Schinzel (CERN), A. Gonidec (LAPP,
Annecy), C. Oram (TRIUMF)

388. Muon spin rotation of paramagnetic solution [active], K. Newman (Univ. de Sherbrooke), J. Bartlett, J.-C.
Brodovitch, M. Harston, S.-K. Leung, P. Percival (Simon Fraser Univ.)

389. Total cross-section measurements [completed], T.E. Drake, A. Galindo-Uribarri, S. Juniper (Univ. of Toronto),
D. Frekers (TRIUMF), R. Schubank (Univ. of Saskatchewan)
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390. The relativistic N-N interaction in nuclear matter and quasifree proton scattering [active], R.E. Azuma, C.
Chan, T.E. Drake, J.D. King, L. Lee (Univ. of Toronto), R. Abegg, D. Frekers, D.A. Hutcheon, J. Iqbal, C.A.
Miller, S. Yen (TRIUMF), C.J. Horowitz (Indiana Univ.)

391. Muon spin rotation studies of supported metal catalysts [active], R.F. Marzke (Arizona State Univ.), J.H.
Brewer, D. Noakes (Univ. of British Columbia), E. Ansaldo (Univ. of Saskatchewan), D. Harshman (AT&T
Laboratories)

392. Spin-flip isovector transition by pion single-charge exchange reaction [active], K. Itoh, R. Schubank, Y. Shin, N.
Stevenson (Univ. of Saskatchewan), D. Frekers, D. Gill, D. Ottewell, G. Wait (TRIUMF), T.E. Drake (Univ.
of Toronto)

394. Measurement of ir^p differential cross sections at Tn = 20 to 60 MeV [completed data-taking], J.T. Brack,
J.J. Kraushaar, R.A. Loveman, R.J. Peterson, R.A. Ristinen (Univ. of Colorado), D.R. Gill, G.R. Smith (TRI-
UMF), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), R. Olszewski, M. Sevior, R.P. Trelle (Univ. of British Columbia), E.L.
Mathie (Univ. of Regina)

395. Search for a dibaryon in the reaction d(T~,ir+)X [deferred], R. Olszewski, M. Sevior, R.P. Trelle (Univ. of
British Columbia), R.R. Johnson(TRIUMF-UBC), D.R. Gill, G.R. Smith (TRIUMF), D. Ashery, E. Piasetzky
(Tel-Aviv Univ.), N. Grion (INFN Trieste), R. Rui (Univ. di Trieste), J. Ernst (Univ. Bonn), T. Anderl (KfA
Julich)

396. Muonium chemical reactivities - Viscosity dependence [active], R.L. Ganti, Y.C. Jean (Univ. of Missouri-
Kansas City), K. Venkateswaran, D.C. Walker (Univ. of British Columbia)

397. Quasielastic scattering from 12C and 4He [active], C. Chan, T.E. Drake (Univ. of Toronto), R. Abegg, D.
Frekers, D.A. Hutcheon, M.J. Iqbal (TRIUMF), O. Hausser (TRIUMF-SFU), C.J. Horowitz, E. Stephenson
(Indiana Univ.), K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.)

398. MuLCR spectroscopy of free radicals [completed data-taking], J.A. Bartlett, J.-C. Brodovitch, S.K. Leung,
P.W. Percival, S. Sun-Mack, D. Yu (Simon Fraser Univ.), D.M. Garner, R.F. Kiefl (TRIUMF), G.M. Luke, K.
Venkateswaran (Univ. of British Columbia), S.F. Cox (Rutherford-Appleton Lab) 38

399. Measurement of w^-deuteron elastic scattering differential cross sections at Tn = 30, 50 and 65 MeV [ac-
tive], J.T. Brack, J.J. Kraushaar, R.A. Loveman, R.J. Peterson, R.A. Ristinen (Univ. of Colorado), D.R. Gill,
G.R. Smith (TRIUMF), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), R. Olszewski, M. Sevior, R.P. Trelle (Univ. of British
Columbia), E.L. Mathie (Univ. of Regina)

400. The Lamb shift and hyperfine structure splitting in muonic atoms [completed data-taking], G.W.F. Drake,
E.E. Habib, A. Wijngaarden (Univ. of Windsor), C.D.P. Levy, P. Schmor (TRIUMF), J.A. Cameron (McMaster
Univ.), R. Schubank (Univ. of Saskatchewan)

401. Measure of the neutron efficiency of organic scintillators in the energy range 50-350 MeV [completed data-
taking], N. Grion (INFN Trieste), N. Colonna, G. d'Erasmo, M. Fiore (Univ. di Bari), L. Fiore, G. Guarino,
A. Pantaleo, V. Paticchio (INFN-Bari), A. Bracco (Univ. di Milano), R. Rui (Univ. di Trieste)

402. Hyperfine structure of muon and muonium defect centres in magnetically ordered fluorides [active], R.F. Kiefl
(TRIUMF), Y.J. Uemura (Columbia Univ.), J.H. Brewer, S. Kreitzman, G.M. Luke, D.R. Noakes (Univ. of
British Columbia), E.J. Ansaldo (Univ. of Saskatchewan), A. Portis (Univ. of California, Berkeley)

403. Investigation of pion absorption reactions 6Li, 1 2 C ( T + ,XIX2)A [completed], G.J. Lolos, E.L. Mathie, S.I.H.
Naqvi, V. Pafilis, Z. Papandreou (Univ. of Regina), G. Jones (Univ. of British Columbia), D. Ottewell, P.L.
Walden (TRIUMF), X. Aslanoglou (Ohio Univ.), G. Huber (Indiana Univ.)

404. Elastic pion scattering at 50 and 65 MeV [active], E. Friedman (Hebrew Univ., Jerusalem), D. Gill (TRIUMF),
R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), M. Hanna, O. Meirav, C. Ponting (Univ. of British Columbia)

405. Nuclear wobble [active], R.E. Azuma, T.E. Drake, J. King (Univ. of Toronto), R.S. Schubank (Univ. of
Saskatchewan), R. Abegg, P. Frekers, K.P. Jackson, C.A. Miller, S. Yen (TRIUMF), A. Celler (Univ. of West-
ern Ontario), D. Bohle, A. Richter (Univ. Darmstadt), G. Gaul (Univ. Muenster)

407. An initial study of the 16O(p, nir+) reaction at 350 MeV [active], K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.), D. Frekers, B. Jennings,
C.A. Miller, G.R. Smith, P. Walden, S. Yen (TRIUMF), O. Hausser (TRIUMF-SFU), M. Vetterli (Simon
Fraser Univ.), E.D. Cooper (McGill Univ.), J. Shepard, C. Zafaratos (Univ. of Colorado), W.P. Alford (Univ.
of Western Ontario), W. Falk (Univ. of Manitoba), R. Jeppesen, N. King (Los Alamos National Lab)

409. Quasielastic scattering of Is state nucleons in light nuclei [active], R. Abegg, L.G. Greeniaus, D.A. Hutcheon,
C.A. Miller (TRIUMF), P. Kitching (TRIUMF-Univ. of Alberta), M. Ahmad, W.J. McDonald, W.C. Olsen
(Univ. of Alberta), J.W. Watson (Kent State Univ.), K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.)
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411. The spin-isospin response of 48Ca and 9Be from the (n,p) reaction at 200 MeV [active], O. Hausser (TRIUMF-
SFU), Ma Ji, M.C. Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.), R. Abegg, D. Frekers, R. Helmer, K.P. Jackson, C.A. Miller,
S. Yen (TRIUMF), R.G. Jeppesen (Los Alamos National Lab), K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.), B. Spicer (Univ. of
Melbourne), R. Henderson (TRWMF-Univ. of Melbourne), W.P. Alford, A. Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario),
F. Osterfeld (KfA Jiilich)

412. Role of the A-isobar in the (p, w+) and (p, x~) reactions [completed data-taking], R.D. Bent (Indiana Univ.),
M.J. Iqbal, P.L. Walden, S. Yen (TRIUMF), E.G. Auld, F. Duncan (Univ. of British Columbia), G.J. Lolos,
E.L. Mathie, S.I.H. Naqvi (Univ. of Regina), W. Falk (Univ. of Manitoba), K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.), G. Huber
(Indiana Univ.)

413. Cross sections and analysing powers for the 3He(p>, ir+)4He reaction in the energy range from 250 to 515
MeV [completed data-taking], W.R. Falk, K. Furitani (Univ. of Manitoba), P. Walden (TRIUMF), G.A. Moss
(Science World), E.G. Auld (Univ. of British Columbia), G.J. Lolos (Univ. of Regina), R.D. Bent, G.M. Huber
(Indiana Univ.)

414. Measurement of the H(ir~, TT+]r~)n cross section very near threshold [completed data-taking], R.R. Johnson
(TRIUMF-UBC), M. Hanna, J. McAlister, R. Olszewski, C. Ponting, M. Rozon, M. Sevior, V. Sossi, P. Trelle
(Univ. of British Columbia), D.R. Gill, D.F. Ottewell, G.R. Smith (TRIUMF), Z. Wu (IHEP Acad. Sinica
Beijing), J. Ernst (Univ. Bonn), N. Grion (INFN Trieste), R. Rui (Univ. di Trieste)

415. The (p ,A + + ) reaction on 6Li and 28Si [deferred], D. Frekers, K.P. Jackson, C.A. Miller S. Yen, P. Walden
(TRIUMF), E.G. Auld (Univ. of British Columbia), K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.)

416. Neutron knockout with SASP [active], R. Abegg, C.A. Miller (TRIUMF), P. Kitching (TRIUMF-Univ. of
Alberta), M. Ahmad, W. J. McDonald (Univ. of Alberta), J.W. Watson (Kent State Univ.)

417. A survey of the (p, ir) reaction in the A resonance region, 200 MeV < Tp < 500 MeV, using the SASP
spectrometer [active], M.J. Iqbal, P.L. Walden, S. Yen (TRIUMF), E.G. Auld, F. Duncan (Univ. of British
Columbia), W. Falk (Univ. of Manitoba), G.J. Lolos, E.L. Mathie, S.I.H. Naqvi (Univ. of Regina), R.D. Bent,
G. Huber (Indiana Univ.), K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.)

418. A measurement of the A-isobar contribution to pion production from proton-nuclear interactions [deferred],
E.G. Auld, F. Duncan (Univ. of British Columbia), P. Walden, S. Yen (TRIUMF), W.R. Falk (Univ. of Man-
itoba), G.J. Lolos, E.L. Mathie (Univ. of Regina), R.D. Bent (Indiana Univ.)

419. Nucleon effective polarization in Ca, Zr and Pb [active], W.J. McDonald, W.C. Olsen, D.M. Sheppard* (Univ.
of Alberta), P. Kitching (TRIUMF-Univ. of Alberta), R. Abegg, L.G. Greeniaus, D.A. Hutcheon, C.A. Miller
(TRIUMF)

420. Kinetic isotope effects in gas phase reactions of muonium with diatomic halogens [completed data-taking], D.J.
Arseneau, D.G. Fleming, A. Gonzalez, I. Reid, M. Senba (Univ. of British Columbia), D.M. Garner (TRIUMF)

38

421. Research and development studies with TISOL [active], J.M. D'Auria, M. Dombsky (Simon Fraser Univ.), R.
Azuma, L. Buchmann, J. King (Univ. of Toronto), J. Crawford, H. Dautet, J.K.P. Lee, R.B. Moore (McGill
Univ.), J.S. Vincent (TRIUMF), C. Richard-Serre (TRIUMF-CERN), P. Reeder, R. Warner (PNL, Batelle) 15

422. Calibration of SALAD [completed], J.M. Cameron (IUCF), E.B. Cairns, H.W. Fielding, C. Lapointe, W.J.
McDonald, G.C. Neilson, W.C. Olsen, D.M. Sheppard,* J. Soukup, Y. Ye, W. Ziegler (Univ. of Alberta), L.G.
Greeniaus, D.M. Hutcheon (TRIUMF), R. Pywell, D. Skopik (Saskatchewan Accelerator Lab)

423. A survey of the 40Ca(p, jr+)41Ca reaction in the A resonance region, 200 MeV < Tp < 500 MeV, using the
MRS spectrometer [deferred], M.J. Iqbal, P.L. Walden, S. Yen (TRIUMF), E.G. Auld, F. Duncan (Univ. of
British Columbia), W. Falk (Univ. of Manitoba), G.J. Lolos, E.L. Mathie, S.I.H. Naqvi (Univ. of Regina), R.D.
Bent, G. Huber (Indiana Univ.), K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.)

425. An initial study of the (p, nir+) reaction [completed data-taking], K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.), D. Frekers, P. Green,
B. Jennings, P. Walden, S. Yen (TRIUMF), O. Hausser (TRIUMF-SFU), A. Trudel, M. Vetterli pinion Fraser
Univ.), W.P. Alford (Univ. of Western Ontario), M. Moinester (Tel-Aviv Univ.), W. Falk (Univ. of Manitoba),
C. Zafaratos (Univ. of Colorado), R. Jeppesen, N. King (Los Alamos National Lab), E. Cooper (McGill Univ.)

428. Nuclear wobble (part II) [active], R.E. Azuma, C. Chan, T.E. Drake, J. King (Univ. of Toronto), R. Abegg,
P. Frekers, K.P. Jackson, C.A. Miller, S. Yen (TRIUMF), A. Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario), D. Bohle, A.
Richter (Univ. Darmstadt), G. Gaul (Univ. Minster)

430. Spin excitations in 208Pb [completed data-taking], R. Abegg, C.A. Miller, S. Yen (TRIUMF), R.W. Fergerson,
C. Glashausser, A. Green (Rutgers Univ.), O. Hausser (TRIUMF-SFU), M. Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.), R.
Henderson (TRIUMF-Univ. of Melbourne), K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.), F.T. Baker (Univ. of Georgia), R. Jeppesen,
K.W. Jones (Los Alamos National Lab), J. Lisantti (Oak Ridge National Lab)
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431. Quasielastic spin response for MFe(# p ') at 290 MeV [completed data-taking], O. Hausser (TRIUMF-SFU), K.
Lin, M.C. Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.), R. Abegg, R. Helmer, K.P. Jackson, C.A. Miller, S. Yen (TRIUMF),
R. Henderson (TRIUMF-Univ. of Melbourne), K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.), R.G. Jeppesen (Los Alamos National
Lab), J. Lisantti (Oak Ridge National Lab), R. Fergerson, G. Glashausser (Rutgers Univ.), W.P. Alford, A.
Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario), A. Yavin (Tel-Aviv Univ.), J. Watson (Kent State Univ.)

432. Polarization transfer in inelastic proton scattering from I 8O [completed data-taking], O. Hausser (TRIUMF-
SFU), B. Larson, J. Mildenberger, M. Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.), R. Abegg, P. Frekers, R.L. Helmer, K.P.
Jackson, C.A. Miller, S. Yen (TRIUMF), R. Jeppesen (LANL), R. Schubank (Univ. of Saskatchewan), K. Hkks
(Ohio Univ.) R. Henderson (TRIUMF-Univ. of Melbourne), C. Olmer, E.G. Stephenson (IUCF), W.P. Alford,
A. Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario) 16

433. Neutron-proton charge exchange amplitudes [completed data-taking], R. Abegg, P.W. Green, L.G. Greeniaus,
K.P. Jackson, C.A. Miller (TRIUMF), G.C. Neilson, Y. Ye (Univ. of Alberta), W.P. Alford (Univ. of Western
Ontario), J.M. Cameron (IUCF), I. van Heerden (Univ. of Western Cape, S.A.), J.W. Watson (Kent State
Univ.), G.A. Moss (Science World)

434. Spin isovector monopole search with the 12OSn(n,p) reaction [completed data-taking], M.A. Moinester, A.I.
Yavin (Tel-Aviv Univ.), S. Long, B. Spicer (Univ. of Melbourne), R. Henderson (TRIUMF-Univ. of Melbourne),
D. Frekers, R. Helmer, K.P. Jackson, S. Yen (TRIUMF), O. Hausser (TRIUMF-SFU), M. Vetterli (Simon
Fraser Univ.), W.P. Alford, A. Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario), R. Pourang, J. Watson (Kent State Univ.),
R. Jeppesen, N. King (Los Alamos National Lab)

435. Measurement of spin flip probabilities with the (p, n) reaction [active], R. Abegg, D. Frekers, R. Helmer, K.P.
Jackson, C.A. Miller, S. Yen (TRIUMF), O. Hausser (SFU-TRIUMF), M. Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.), W.P.
Alford, A. Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario), R. Jeppesen (Los Alamos National Lab), W.C. Olsen (Univ. of
Alberta), R. Henderson (Univ. of Melbourne-TRIUMF), J. Watson (Kent State Univ.)

436. Isovector spin-dipole giant resonance in (sd) shell nuclei [completed data-taking], W.P. Alford, A. Celler (Univ.
of Western Ontario), R. Abegg, D. Frekers, R. Helmer, K.P. Jackson, C.A. Miller, S. Yen (TRIUMF), O.
Hausser (TRIUMF-SFU), M. Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.), R. Henderson (TRIUMF-Univ. of Melbourne),
M. Moinester, A. Yavin (Tel-Aviv Univ.), K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.), R. Jeppesen (Los Alamos National Lab), J.
Watson (Kent State Univ.)

437. Measurement of absolute cross section for 14C(p,n)14N (2.31+3.95 MeV) [completed data-taking], W.P. Alford,
A. Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario), R. Helmer, R. Abegg, D. Frekers, K.P. Jackson, C.A. Miller, S. Yen
(TRIUMF), O. Hausser (TRIUMF-SFU), M. Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.), R. Henderson (TRIUMF-Univ.
of Melbourne), M. Moinester, A. Yavin (Tel-Aviv Univ.), K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.), J. Watson (Kent State Univ.),
R. Jeppesen (Los Alamos National Lab)

438. 70 '72l74Ge(n,p)70>72 '74Ga: Shell model blocking effects on Gamow-Teller strength in the fp shell [completed
data-taking], A. Trudel, M. Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.), D. Frekers, K.P. Jackson, S. Yen (TRIUMF), O.
Hausser (TRIUMF-SFU), A. Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario), R. Jeppesen (Los Alamos National Lab), G.
Fuller (Lawrence Livermore National Lab), K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.)

439. The (n,p), (p,p') and (p,n) reactions on 14N [active], D. Frekers, R. Helmer, K.P. Jackson (TRIUMF), W.P.
Alford, A. Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario), A.I. Yavin (Tel-Aviv Univ.), O. Hausser (SFU-TRIUMF), A.
Trudel, M. Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.), R.E. Azuma (Univ. of Toronto), R. Henderson (Univ. of Melbourne-
TRIUMF) 19

440. Muon catalyzed fusion in HD and H2+D2 gaseous mixtures [completed data-taking], K.A. Aniol, M.B. Ep-
stein, D. J. Margaziotis (California State Univ. LA), D.F. Measday, A. J. Noble, S. Stanislaus (Univ. of British
Columbia), B. Robertson (Queen's Univ.), D. Horvath (Central Research Inst. for Physics, Budapest), S.E.
Jones (Brigham Young Univ.), A. Anderson (Idaho Research Software and Idaho State Univ.) 20

441. Amplitude determination of the pion-nucleon elastic scattering reaction. Part I: Analysing power [completed
data-taking], D.R. Gill, D. Healey, D. Ottewell, G.R. Smith, G.D. Wait (TRIUMF), J.T. Brack, J.J. Kraushaar,
R.J. Peterson, R.A. Ristinen (Univ. of Colorado), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC),G. Jones, R. Olszewski, M.E.
Sevior, R.P. Trelle (Univ. of British Columbia), E.L. Mathie (Univ. of Regina)

442. A dependence of the (jr, 2T) process through the study of 208Pb(jr+ ,T~X) with X = ]r+ and p reaction at
TV = 240 and 280 MeV [completed data-taking], N. Grion, R. Rui (INFN-Trieste & Univ. di Trieste), D.R. Gill,
G. Sheffer, G.R. Smith (TRIUMF), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), M. Hanna, J. McAlister, R. Olszewski,
C. Ponting, M. Rozon, M. Sevior, V. Sossi (Univ. of British Columbia), E. Oset, M.J. Vicente-Vacas (Univ. de
Valencia) 21
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443. Study of the T + + d -> it~ + jr+ + p + p reaction at TV = 250, 280 MeV [active), N. Grion, R. Rui (INFN
Trieste & Univ. di Trieste), D.R. Gill, G. Sheffet, G, Smith (TRIUMF), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), M.
Hanna, J. McAlister, R. Olszewski, C. Ponting, F.M. Rozon, M. Sevior, V. Sossi (Univ. of British Columbia),
E. Oset, M.J. Vicente-Vacas (Univ. de Valencia)

444. Double charge exchange reaction studies on helium above the resonance [active], R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-
UBC), K.L. Erdman, M. Hanna, R, Olszewski, F.M. Rozon, M. Sevior, V. Sossi, P. TYelle (Univ. of British
Columbia), D.R. Gill, G. Smith (TRIUMF), N. Grion (INFN Trieste), R. Rui (Univ. di Trieste), C.A. Wiedner
(MPI, Heidelberg), Z. Wu (UBC/1HEP)

445. Polarization in pion absorption on 3He [completed data-taking], D. Ashery, H. Hahn, M.A. Moinester, E.
Piasetzky, A. Yavin (Tel-Aviv Univ.), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), G. Jones, R. Olszewski, M. Sevior,
P. Trelle (Univ. of British Columbia), D. Gill, D.A. Hutcheon, D.F. Ottewell, G.R. Smith (TRIUMF), J.
Watson (Kent State Univ.), G.A. Miller (Univ. of Washington)

446. Pion-proton bremsstrahlung [active], F. Farzanpay, P. Fuchs, A.W. Stetz, L.W. Swenson (Oregon State Univ.),
P. Hitching (Univ. of Aherta-TRIUMF), D. Mack, W.C. Olsen (Univ. of Alberta), D. Ottewell, G.R. Smith,
Zhang Nai-sen (TRIUMF), N. Stevenson (Univ. of Saskatchewan), R. Henderson (Univ. of Melbourne-TRIUMF)

21

447. LCR of Mu-radicals in micelles [completed data-taking], M.V. Barnabas, K. Venkateswaran, D.C. Walker (Univ.
of British Columbia), J.M. Stadlbauer (Hood College), B.W. Ng (Winona State Univ.), Wu Zhennan (USTC,
Hefei)

448. Muon spin relaxation experiments on site-diluted random antiferromagnet (MnZn)F2 [active], G.M. Luke,
Y.J. Uemura (Columbia Univ.), R. Keitel, R.F. Kiefl (TRIUMF), J.H. Brewer, S.R. Kreitzman, D.R. Noakes
(Univ. of British Columbia), E.J. Ansaldo (Univ. of Saskatchewan), K.M. Crowe, A.M. Portis (Univ. of Cali-
fornia, Berkeley), V. Jaccarino (Univ. of California, Santa Barbara)

449. Nuclear hyperfine parameters of Mu and Mu* states via radio-frequency resonance [active], J.H. Brewer,
S. Kreitzman, G. Luke, D.LI. Williams (Univ. of British Columbia), E. Ansaldo (Univ. of Saskatchewan),
T. Estle (Rice Univ.), R. Kiefl (TRIUMF) 39

450. (iSR studies of sub- and supercritical fluids [active], K.E. Newman (Univ. de Sherbrooke), D.J. Arseneau,
D.G. Fleming, A.C. Gonzalez, J.R. Kempton, J. Pan, I.D. Reid, M. Senba (Univ. of British Columbia), J.C.
Brodovitch, P.W. Percival (Simon Fraser Univ.) 41

452. Radiative muon capture on hydrogen [active], G. Azuelos, J. Macdonald, J-M. Poutissou (TRIUMF), D. Arm-
strong, A. Burnham,* T. Gorringe, M. Hasinoff, A. Larabee, C. Waltham (Univ. of British Columbia), P.
Depommier, R. Poutissou (Univ. de Montreal), S. Ahmad, E.T.H. Clifford (Univ. of Victoria), M. Blecher, D.
Wright (Virginia Polytechnic Inst. & SU), B. Robertson (Queen's Univ.), W. Bertl (SIN), N-S. Zhang (IHEP,
Beijing) 6

453. Production of slow muonic hydrogen in vacuum [active], J. Beveridge, J.A. Macdonald, G.M. Marshall (TRI-
UMF), (Univ. of Victoria), A. Olin (TRIUMF-Univ. of Victoria), J.H. Brewer, B.M. Forster, W. Hardy, G.
Morris, M. Senba, J.B. Warren* (Univ. of British Columbia), E.J. Ansaldo (Univ. of Saskatchewan), T. Bowen,
K.R. Kendall (Univ. of Arizona), T.M. Huber, A.R. Kunselmen (Univ. of Wyoming) 23

454. Investigations of hidden processes in muon catalyzed (dt/i) fusion with photon measurements [completed data-
taking], R. Kadona, Y. Miyake, K. Nagamine, K. Nishiyama, Y. Watanabe (Univ. of Tokyo), K. Ishida, T.
Matsuzaki (RIKEN), Y. Kuno (Univ. of British Columbia), S.E. Jones (Brigham Young Univ.), H.R. Maltrud
(Los Alamos National Lab)

455. Search for wake riding electron states induced by negative muons in solids [deferred], Y. Yamazaki (Tokyo
Inst. of Technology), F. Fujimoto, K. Komaki, T. Matsuzaki, K. Nagamine, K. Nishiyama. A. Otuka (Univ. of
Tokyo)

456. /i~SR studies on relaxation and chemical reactions of muonic rare gas atoms [deferred], R. Kadono, T. Kondow,
K. Kuchitsu, K. Nagamine, T. Nagata, K. Nishiyama, T. Yamazaki (Univ. of Tokyo)

457. Studies of chemical effects on atomic negative muon capture in various chemical systems using slow negative
muon beam [deferred], M.K. Kubo, K. Nagamine, T. Tominaga, Y. Sakai (Univ. of Tokyo)

458. Hyperfine phenomena probed by /*~SR [deferred], R. Kadono, Y. Miyake, K. Nagamine, K. Nishiyama (Univ.
of Tokyo), M. Motokawa (Kobe Univ.)

459. Exchange effects in 0+ —> 0~ inelastic scattering III [activt], R.E. Azuma, L. Buchmann, C. Chan, T.E. Drake,
J.D. King, L. Lee, S.S.M. Wong, X. Zhu (Univ. of Toronto), R. Abegg, P. Frekers, R. Helmer, K.P. Jackson,
C.A. Miller, S. Yen (TRIUMF), E. Rost (Univ. of Colorado), R. Schubank (Univ. of Saskatchewan)
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460. A measurement of the cross section and analysing power of the pn —* pp(* So)x~ reaction at TRIUMF energies
[completed], D. Gill, P. Hutcheon, P.L. Walden (TRIUMF), D. Ashery, M.A, Moinester, A.I. Yavin (Tel-Aviv
Univ.), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), F. Duncan, R. Olszewski, C. Ponting, M. Sevior, P. Trelle (Univ. of
British Columbia), B. Mayer (DPhN/ME Saclay) 24

461. Muon spin rotation studies of dioxygen and ethylene physisorbed on pure silica powder [active], R.F. Marzke
(Arizona State Univ.), D.G. Fleming, A. Gonzalez, J.R. Kempton, S. Leung, M. Senba, (Univ. of British
Columbia), P.W. Percival (Simon Fraser Univ.) 43

462. Quasi-elastic scattering from 16O, l aC and 4He [completed data-taking], C. Chan, T. Drake, L. Lee (Univ. of
Toronto), R. Abegg, D. Frekers, D. Hutcheon, J. Iqbal, C.A. Miller, S. Yen (TRIUMF), O. Hausser (TRIUMF-
SFU), K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.), C. Horowitz (MIT)

463. Muon-nuclear-spin double relaxation measurements of itinerant magnets in the critical temperature region
[active], K. Ishida, T. Matsuzaki (RIKEN), R. Kadono, Y. Miyake, K. Nagamine, N. Nishiyama, T. Yamazaki
(Univ. of Tokyo), J.H. Brewer (Univ. of British Columbia)

464. Low frequency excitations in disordered magnets [active], S.A. Dodds (Rice Univ.), J.H. Brewer (Univ. of
British Columbia), E. J. Ansaldo (Univ. of Saskatchewan), D. Noakes (Chalk River Nuclear Labs)

466. Measurement of np —+ dx° cross sections near threshold [completed], R. Abegg, L.G. Greeniaus, D.A. Hutcheon,
C.A. Miller (TRIUMF), G.W.R. Edwards, W.C. Olsen, Ye Yan-lin (Univ. of Alberta), G.A. Moss (Science
World), 1.3. van Heerden (Univ. of West Cape)

467. Radiobiology of high-energy neutrons [active], G. Lam (Cancer Control Agency of B. C), H. Dougan, J. Vincent
(TRIUMF), D. Chaplin, R. Durand, L. Skarsgard (B.C. Cancer Research Centre)

468. Isovector 1+ - • 0+ transitions in the A=6 system [completed data-taking], O. Haasser (SFU-TRIUMF), B.
Larson, B. Pointon, A. Trudel, M. Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.), R. Abegg, D. Frekers, R. Helmer, K.P. Jackson
(TRIUMF), W.P. Alford, A. Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario), B. Spicer (Univ. of Melbourne), R. Henderson
(TRIUMF-Univ. of Melbourne), K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.), R. Jeppesen (Los Alamos National Lab)

469. /*SR study of high-temperature superconductors [completed data-taking], J.H. Brewer, A.C. Chaklader, R.
Cline, W.N. Hardy, S.R. Kreitzman, G.M. Luke, T. Riseman (Univ. of British Columbia), R. Kiefl (TRIUMF),
G. Aeppli, B. Batlogg, D.R. Harshman (AT&T Bell Labs), E.J. Ansaldo (Univ. of Saskatchewan), S. Dodds
(Rice Univ.), C.Y. Huang (Lockheed), W.J. Kossler (College of William & Mary), T. Yamazaki (Univ. of
Tokyo), N. Nishida (Tokyo Inst. Technology), H. Yasuoka (ISSP, Tokyo), A.M. Portis (Univ. of California
Berkeley), Y.J. Uemura (Columbia Univ.), M. Celio (ETH Zurich)

470. Stretched states excited in (n,p) reactions on l 4C, 26Mg and 30Si [completed data-taking], B.D. Anderson, R.
Madey, D.M. Manley, J. Watson (Kent State Univ.), R. Helmer, K.P. Jackson, C.A. Miller, S. Yen (TRIUMF),
O. Hausser (SFU-TRIUMF), A. Trudel (Simon Fraser Univ.), W.P. Alford, A. Celler (Univ. of Western
Ontario), R. Henderson (TRIUMF-Univ. of Melbourne) 25

471. Small-angle measurement of T*p differential cross sections at TK = 80 to 140 MeV [deferred], J.T. Brack,
J.J. Kraushaar, R.A. Loveman, R.J. Peterson, R.A. Ristinen, Kamran Vaziri (Univ. of Colorado), D.R. Gill,
G.R. Smith (TRIUMF), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), R. Olszewski, M. Sevior, R.P. Trelle (Univ. of British
Columbia), E.L. Mathie (Univ. of Regina)

472. Measurement of B*(GT) for 76Se using the (n,p) reaction [completed data-taking], R. Abegg, D. Frekers,
R. Helmer, K.P. Jackson, C.A. Miller, S. Yen (TRIUMF), O. Hausser (SFU-TRIUMF), A. Trudel, M. Vetterli
(Simon Fraser Univ.), W.P. Alford, A. Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario), W.C. Olsen (Univ. of Alberta), R.
Henderson (TRIUMF-Univ. of Melbourne), R. Jeppesen (Los Alamos National Lab)

473. Quasi-elastic scattering of Is state nucleons in light nuclei [completed data-taking], R. Abegg, D. Frekers, L.G.
Greeniaus, D.A. Hutcheon, C.A. Miller (TRIUMF), P. Kitching (TRIUMF-Univ. of Alberta), M. Ahmad, W.J.
McDonald, Y. Ye (Univ. of Alberta), R. Schubank (Univ. of Saskatchewan), J.W. Watson (Kent State Univ.),
K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.), N. Chant (Univ. of Maryland)

474. Orbital-spin interference from GT-Ml comparisons in (sd) shell nuclei [completed data-taking], O. Hausser
(TRIUMF-SFU), R. Henderson (TRIUMF-Univ. of Melbourne), R. Helmer, K.P. Jackson (TRIUMF), B.
Larsen, B. Pointon, A. Trudel, M. Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.), W.P. Alford (Univ. of Western Ontario),
K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.), R. Jeppesen (Los Alamos National Lab), A. Richter (T.H. Darmstadt)

475. Quasielastic analysing powers using the (p, n) reaction [completed data-taking], K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.), D.
Frekers, R. Helmer, J. Iqbal, K.P. Jackson, S. Yen (TRIUMF), O. Hausser (TRIUMF-SFU), A. Trudel, M.
Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.), W.P. Alford, A. Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario), R. Henderson (TRIUMF-
Univ. of Melbourne), R. Jeppesen (Los Alamos National Lab)
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476. Nuclear spin response using the (p,p'f) reaction [completed data-taking], K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.), M. Kovash,
J. Trice, M. Wang (Univ. of Kentucky), A. Trudel, M. Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.), R. Henderson (TRIUMF-
Univ. of Melbourne), R. Jeppesen, N. King, G, Morgan (Los Alamos National Lab), N. Hill (Oak Ridge National
Lab), J. Shepard (Univ. of Colorado), R. Liljestrand (E.G.G.)

477. The electronic structure of muonium in the cuprous halides [active], R.F. Kiefl (TRIUMF), T.L. Estle (Rice
Univ.), J.H. Brewer, S. Kreitzman, G. Luke, T, Riseman (Univ. of British Columbia), E.J. Ansaldo (Univ. of
Saskatchewan), C. Schwab (Univ. Louis Pasteur), U. Celio (ETH Zurich)

478. Proton-induced *NN resonances [completed data-taking], R. Abegg, D. Frekers, P.W. Green, D.A. Hutcheon,
C.A. Miller, S. Yen (TRIUMF), C. Chan (Univ. of Toronto), R. Schubank (Univ. of Saskatchewan), P. Trelle
(Univ. of Colorado)

479. Study of relativistic medium effects through Ay(8) measurements for quasielastic scattering in S8Ni [active],
D.K. McDaniels, Z. Tang, Z. Xu (Univ. of Oregon), X.Y. Chen, F. Farzanpay, L.W. Swenson (Oregon State
Univ.), K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.), O. Hausser (TR1UMF-SFU), M. Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.), F. Bertrand,
D. Horen, J. Lisantti (Oak Ridge National Lab)

480. The spectral function of p+n in 6Li from the 6Li(p, pa)pn reaction [completed data-taking], R.E. Warner
(Oberlin College and Univ. of Notre Dame), S.E. Darden, J.J. Kolata (Univ. of Notre Dame), R. Helmer
(TRIUMF), C.A. Davis (Univ. of Manitoba), P. Schwandt (Indiana Univ.), A. Galonsky, L. Heilbronn, D.
Krofcheck (Michigan State Univ.), F.D. Becchetti (Univ. of Michigan), C.F. Perdrisat, V. Punjabi (College of
William and Mary)

482. Measurements of spin transfer coefficients in pd elastic scattering [active], R. Abegg, D. Frekers, P.W. Green,
D.A. Hutcheon, J. Iqbal (TRIUMF), W.C. Olsen, N. Rodning (Univ. of Alberta), R. Schubank, Y.M. Shin, N.
Stevenson (Univ. of Saskatchewan), G.A. Moss (Science World), M. Bleszynski, T. Jaroszewicz (UCLA) 25

483. An initial look at the (p, T+d) reaction as a nuclear probe [active], D. Frekers, M.J. Iqbal, P.L. Walden, S.
Yen (TRIUMF), E.G. Auld, F. Duncan (Univ. of British Columbia), R.D. Bent (Indiana Univ.), W. Falk, K.
Furutani (Univ. of Manitoba), G. J. Lolos (Univ. of Regina), K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.)

484. Measurement of the spin dipole resonance with 4OCa(n,p)4OK at 300 MeV [completed data-taking], R. Abegg,
R. Helmer, K.P. Jackson, S. Yen (TRIUMF), J. Mildenberger, A. Trudel, M. Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.), O.
Hausser (TRIUMF-SFU), W.P. Alford, A. Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario), R. Henderson (TRIUMF-Univ.
of Melbourne) R. Jeppesen (Los Alamos National Lab)

485. 15N(n,p)15C: An investigation of single particle spin dipole transitions [completed data-taking], W.P. Alford,
A. Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario), R. Abegg, D. Frekers, R. Helmer, K.P. Jackson, S. Yen (TRIUMF),
W.P. Alford (Univ. of Western Ontario), O. Hausser (SFU-TRIUMF), A. Trudel, M. Vetterli (Simon Fraser
Univ.), R. Henderson (TRIUMF-Univ. of Melbourne), R. Jeppesen (Los Alamos National Lab)

486. Spin isovector giant resonances in deformed nuclei [completed data-taking], S.A. Long, K. Raywood, G.G. Shute,
B.M. Spicer (Univ. of Melbourne), R. Henderson (TRIUMF-Univ. of Melbourne), D. Frekers, R. Helmer, K.P.
Jackson, S. Yen (TRIUMF), O. Hausser (TRIUMF-SFU), M. Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.), W.P. Alford, A.
Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario), M.A. Moinester, A.I. Yavin (Tel-Aviv Univ.), R. Jeppesen, N. King (Los
Alamos National Lab)

488. (n,p) on helium isotopes [completed data-taking], R. Abegg, D. Frekers, R. Helmer, K.P. Jackson, C.A. Miller,
S. Yen (TRIUMF), M. Moinester (Tel-Aviv Univ.), O. Hausser (TRIUMF-SFU), B. Pointon, A. Trudel, M.
Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.), W.P. Alford, A. Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario), R. Henderson (TRIUMF-
Univ. of Melbourne), K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.), R. Jeppesen (Los Alamos National Lab)

489. GT-M1 comparison and isovector spin-dipole strength in (sd) shell nuclei [completed data-taking], O. Hausser
(TRIUMF-SFU), J. Mildenberger, B. Pointon, A. Trudel, M. Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.), W.P. Alford, A.
Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario), R. Abegg, D. Frekers, R. Helmer, K.P. Jackson, S. Yen (TRIUMF), R.
Henderson (TRIUMF-Univ. of Melbourne), K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.), R. Jeppesen (Los Alamos National Lab),
B.A. Brown (Michigan State Univ.), A. Richter (T.H. Darmstadt)

490. Calibration of a/B(GT) at 300 MeV using the (p,n) reaction on 27A1 and 58Ni [completed data-taking], B.
Larsen, J. Mildenberger, B. Pointon, A. Trudel, M. Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.), O. Hausser (TRIUMF-
SFU), R. Helmer, K.P. Jackson, S. Yen (TRIUMF), A. Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario), R. Henderson
(TRIUMF-Univ. of Melbourne), K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.), R. Jeppesen (Los Alamos National Lab)

491. 4 SSc(n,p)"Ca and 45Sc(p, ra)4STi: A significant test of model calculations in the (/p) shell [active], W.P. Alford,
A. Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario), R. Abegg, R. Helmer, K.P. Jackson, S. Yen (TRIUMF), O. Hausser
(TRIUMF-SFU), A. Trudel, M. Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.), R. Henderson (TRIUMF-Univ. of Melbourne),
K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.), B.A. Brown (Michigan State Univ.) 25
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492. Enhancement of the S s= 1, T — 0 nuclear response in pion scattering [completed data-taking], O. Hausser
(SFU-TRIUMF), J. Mildenbergex, A. Trudel, M. Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.), D. Frekers, R. Helmer, K.P.
Jackson, C.A. Miller, D. Ottewell, S. Yen (TRIUMF), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), M. Sevior (Univ. of
British Columbia), W.P. Alford, A. Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario), R. Henderson (TRIUMF-Univ. of
Melbourne), G.A. Moss (Univ. of Alberta), K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.), R. Jeppesen (Los Alamos National Lab), R.
Ristinen (Univ. of Colorado)

493. /iSR study of exotic single crystal superconductors [completed data-taking], G. Aeppli, B. Batlogg, D.R. Harsh-
man, L. Remeika, L. Scheemeyer (AT&T Bell Laboratories), E. Bucher (AT&T Bell Labs & Univ. Konstanz),
R. Kiefl (TRIUMF), E.J. Ansaldo (Univ. of Saskatchewan), T. Riseman, D.LI. Williams (Univ. of British
Columbia), G.M. Luke (Columbia Univ.)

494. Superconductivity and magnetism of heavy-fermion and high-Tc related systems: Muon spin rotation study
combined with neuiion scattering [active], G.M. Luke, A. Moodenbaugh, Y.J. Uemura (Columbia Univ.),
J.H. Brewer, S.R. Kreitzman, T. Riseman (Univ. of British Columbia), R.F. Kiefl (TRIUMF), S.D. Dodds
(Rice Univ.), M.B. Maple, M. Torikachvili (Univ. of California, San Diego), D.C. Johnston (Iowa State Univ.
and Ames Lab), W.J. Kossler, X.H. Yu (College of William and Mary), C.E. Stronach (Virginia State Univ.),
Y. Hidaka, T. Murakami (Nihon Telephone and Telegraph), Y. Oonuki (Tsukuba Univ.)

495. Studies of oxide superconductors by negative muons [completed data-taking]. R. Kadono, K. Nagamine,
K. Nishiyama, T. Yamazaki, H. Yasuoka (Univ. of Tokyo), N. Nishida (Tokyo Inst. of Technology), J.H. Brewer
(Univ. of British Columbia), R. Kiefl (TRIUMF)

496. Measurements of the angular distribution of the spin transfer parameter DLS in pp -* dn+ [active], R. Abegg,
P.W. Green, L.G. Greeniaus, D.A. Hutcheon (TRIUMF), D. Mack, Y. Ye (Univ. of Alberta),G.A. Moss (Science
World)

497. Measurement of the flavour-conserving hadronic weak interaction [active], D. Bandyopadhyay, J. Birchall, C.A.
Davis, N.E. Davison, S.A. Page, W.D. Ramsay, W.T.H. van Oers (Univ. of Manitoba), P.W. Green, D.C.
Healey, P.W. Schmor (TRIUMF), H.W. Fielding, E. Korkmaz, G. Roy, J. Soukup, G.M. Stinson (Univ. of
Alberta), J.D. Bowman (Los Alamos National Lab) 8

498. Analysing power zero crossing angles in np elastic scattering below 300 MeV [active], J. Birchall, C.A. Davis,
N.E. Davison, S.A. Page, W.D. Ramsay, W.T.H. van Oers (Univ. of Manitoba), L.G. Greeniaus (TRIUMF)

500. Formation, relaxation and LCR spectroscopy of muonated radicals in the gas phase [active], D.J. Arseneau,
D.G. Fleming, J.R. Kempton, M. Senba, K. Venkateswaran (Univ. of British Columbia), J.C. Brodovitch, P.W.
Percival (Simon Fraser Univ.), D.M. Garner (TRIUMF), S.F.J. Cox (Rutherford Appleton Lab), E. Roduner
(Univ. Zurich)

501. Study of the 1 6 O(JT + , ir+ir~) reaction at Tn+ = 240 MeV [completed data-taking], N. Grion (INFN-Trieste),
P. Camerini, R. Rui (Univ. di Trieste), E. Oset, M. Vicente-Vacas (Univ. Valencia), G.R. Smith (TRIUMF),
M. Hanna, R. Olszewski, M. Rozon, M. Sevior, V. Sossi (Univ. of British Columbia), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-
UBC), R.P. Trelle (Univ. of Colorado)

502. Measurement of analysing powers in low-energy xrf elastic scattering [completed data-taking], R.B. Schubank,
Y.M. Shin, N.R. Stevenson (Univ. of Saskatchewan), P. Delheij, D.R. Gill, D. Healey, G.R. Smith, G.D. Wait
(TRIUMF), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), M. Hanna, J. McAlister, V. Sossi, P. Weber (Univ. of British
Columbia), E.L. Mathie (Univ. of Regina), R.A. Ristinen, R.P. Trelle (Univ. of Colorado) 26

503. Search for a xNN bound state [completed data-taking], R.A. Ristinen, R.P. Trelle (Univ. of Colorado), R.R.
Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), D. Frekers, D.R. Gill, D. Ottewell, G.R. Smith (TRIUMF), R. Olszewski, M.F. Ro-
zon, M.E. Sevior, P. Weber (Univ. of British Columbia), R. Schubank, N.R. Stevenson (Univ. of Saskatchewan),
E.L. Mathie (Univ. of Regina)

504. Analysing powers in the 13C(ir, *') reaction at 50, 65 and 100 MeV [completed data-taking], D.R. Gill, D.
Ottewell, G.R. Smith, G.D. Wait (TRIUMF), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), R. Olszewski, M.E. Sevior
(Univ. of British Columbia), R. Rui (INFN Trieste), E.L. Mathie, V. Pafilis (Univ. of Regina), R.B. Schubank,
N.R. Stevenson (Univ. of Saskatchewan), J. Brack, J.J. Kraushaar, R.J. Peterson, R.A. Ristinen, R.P. Trelle
(Univ. of Colorado), G.S. Kyle (New Mexico State Univ.), D. Dehnhard (Univ. of Minnesota)

505. Total absorption cross sections at low energies [active], E. Friedman (Hebrew Univ. of Jerusalem), R.R. Johnson
(TRIUMF-UBC), M. Hanna, O. Meirav, C. Ponting, P. Weber (Univ. of British Columbia), C.J. Wagner (Univ.
Tiibingen)

506. Low energy x+rf —* 2p analysing powers [active], G. J. Lolos, E.L. Mathie, S.I.H. Naqvi, D.M. Yeomans (Univ. of
Regina), D. Healey, D. Ottewell, G.R. Smith (TRIUMF), G. Jones (Univ. of British Columbia), N.R. Stevenson
(Univ. of Saskatchewan), D. Humphrey (Western Kentucky Univ.)
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508. Study of the ir+ + d —• x~ + *+ + p + p reaction at Tx+ = 270 MeV [active], P. Camerini, R. Rui (Univ.
di Trieste), N. Grion (INFN Trieste), E. Oset, M.J. Vicente-Vacas (Univ. Valencia), G.R. Smith (TRIUMF),
R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), M. Hanna, R. Olszewski, F.M. Rozon, M. Sevior, V. Sossi (Univ. of British
Columbia), P. Trelle (Univ. of Colorado)

510. Cross-section measurements for the production of 186Re from the spallation of19r Au with 425-500 MeV protons
[active], T.J. Ruth (TRIUMF), J.M. D'Auria, S. Gardner (Simon Fraser Univ.), C. Schell (Univ. of British
Columbia)

511. Pion transfer in hydrogenous materials [completed data-taking], D. Armstrong, D.F. Measday, S. Stanislaus
(Univ. of British Columbia), M. Harston (Univ. of Surrey), D. Horvath (Central Research Inst., Budapest), K.
Aniol (California State Univ., LA) 44

512. Analysing powers in the l3C{x, it') reaction between 100 and 300 MeV [deferred], D.R. Gill, D. Ottewell,
G.R. Smith, G.D. Wait (TRIUMF), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), R. Olszewski, M.E. Sevior (Univ. of
British Columbia), R. Rui (INFN Trieste), E.L. Mathie, V. Pafilis (Univ. of Regina), R.B. Schubank, N.R.
Stevenson (Univ. of Saskatchewan), J. Brack, J.J. Kraushaar, R.J. Peterson, R.A. Ristinen, R.P. Trelle (Univ.
of Colorado), G.S. Kyle (New Mexico State Univ.), D. Dehnhard (Univ. of Minnesota)

513. Angular correlations in the 12C(x, Tr'f) reaction between 100 and 300 MeV [deferred], D.R. Gill, D. Ottewell,
G.R. Smith, G.D. Wait (TRIUMF), R. Olszewski, M.E. Sevior (Univ. of British Columbia), R.R. Johnson
(TRIUMF-UBC), R. Rui (INFN Trieste), E.L. Mathie, V. Pafilis (Univ. of Regina), R.B. Schubank, N.R.
Stevenson (Univ. of Saskatchewan), J. Brack, J.J. Kraushaar, R.J. Peterson, R.A. Ristinen, R.P. Trelle (Univ.
of Colorado)

514. The pion-deuteron breaking reaction with CLASS [deferred], G.J. Lolos, E.L. Mathie, S.I.H. Naqvi (Univ. of
Regina), G.R. Smith (TRIUMF)

515. Pion bremsstrahlung with negative pions [deferred], P. Kitching (TRIUMF-Univ. of Alberta), F. Farzanpay, P.
Fuchs, A.W. Stetz, L.W. Swenson, N. Wen (Oregon State Univ.), G.R. Smith (TRIUMF), W.C. Olsen (Univ.
of Alberta), N. Stevenson (Univ. of Saskatchewan)

516. Angular distributions and energy dependence for d(7r+~,ir ^)KNN [deferred], R.A. Ristenen, R.P. Trelle
(Univ. of Colorado), D. Frekers, D.R. Gill, D. OtteweU, G.R. Smith (TRIUMF), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-
UBC), R. Olszewski, M.F. Rozon, M.E. Sevior, P. Weber (Univ. of British Columbia), E.L. Mathie (Univ. of
Regina), R. Schubank, N.R. Stevenson (Univ. of Saskatchewan), D. Ashery (Tel-Aviv Univ.)

517. Cross sections and analysing powers in the 14N(ir, 2p) reaction between 100 and 300 MeV [deferred], D.R. Gill,
D. Ottewell, G.R. Smith, G.D. Wait (TRIUMF), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), R. Olszewski, M.E. Sevior
(Univ. of British Columbia), R. Rui (INFN Trieste), E.L. Mathie, V. Pafilis (Univ. of Regina), R.B. Schubank,
N.R. Stevenson (Univ. of Saskatchewan), J. Brack, J.J. Kraushaar, R.J. Peterson, R.A. Ristinen, R.P. Trelle
(Univ. of Colorado), G. Kyle (New Mexico State Univ.), P. Roos (Univ. of Maryland)

518. Pion-induced pion production on 3He at threshold [deferred], R.A. Ristinen, R.P. Trelle (Univ. of Colorado), D.
Frekers, D.R. Gill, D. Ottewell, G.R. Smith (TRIUMF), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), R. Olszewski, M.E.
Sevior, P. Weber (Univ. of British Columbia), R. Rui (INFN Trieste), E.L. Mathie (Univ. of Regina), R.B.
Schubank, N.R. Stevenson (Univ. of Saskatchewan)

519. Intermediate dose rate, total dose effects in advanced radiation-hardened CMOS microelectronics [active], J.S.
Browning, M. Connors, C.L. Freshman, J.R. Schwank, D.C. Turpin (Sandia National Laboratories)

520. tiSR test of mechanisms for high-Tc superconductivity [active], I. Affleck, J.H. Brewer, J.F. Carolan, A.CD.
Chaklader, R. Cline, W.N. Hardy, J. Kempton, S.R. Kreitzman, T.M. Riseman, G. Roehmer, D.LI. Williams,
B.-X. Yang (Univ. of British Columbia), R. Kadono, R. Keitel, R.F. Kiefl (TRIUMF), E.J. Ansaldo (Univ. of
Saskatchewan), J. Greedan (McMaster Univ.), M. Ishikawa (ISSP, Tokyo), K. Nagamine, K. Nishiyama (Univ.
of Tokyo MSL), N. Nishida, S. Ohkuma (Tokyo Inst. of Technology), T. Yamazaki (Univ. of Tokyo), G.M.
Luke, Y.J. Uemura (Columbia Univ) 44

521. tiSR studies of (LaSr)CuO4, Ba(PbBi)O3 and (BaK)BiO3 [active], G.M. Luke, B. Sternlieb, Y.J. Uemura
(Columbia Univ.), J.H. Brewer, J.R. Kempton, S.R. Kreitzman, T.M. Riseman, D.LI. Williams (Univ. of
British Columbia), R. Kadono, R. Kiefl (TRIUMF), W.J. Kossler, X.H. Yu (College of William & Mary), C.E.
Stronach (Virginia State Univ.), S. Uchida (Univ. of Tokyo), K. Kumagai (Hokkaido Univ.), A.W. Sleight (Du
Pont Exp. Station) 49

523. Pion absorption reactions 4He, 6 '7Li, 9Be, "Cfjr*,niV),n > 1 with PALAS [deferred], G.J. Lolos, E.L. Mathie,
S.I.H. Naqvi (Univ. of Regina), M. Comyn, D. Frekers, D. Ottewell (TRIUMF), D. Humphrey (Western Ken-
tucky Univ.)
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524. Muonium reactivity enhancements [completed data-taking], M.V. Barnabas, K. Venkafceswaran, D.C. Walker,
Z. Wu (Univ. of British Columbia), J.M. Stadlbauer (Hood College), B.W. Ng (Winona State Univ.), Y.C.
Jean (Univ. of Missouri, Kansas City) 51

525. Muonium studies on copolymerization in micelles [active], M.V. Barnabas, K. Venkateswaran, D.C. Walker
(Univ. of British Columbia), R.F. Kiefl (TRIUMF), Y.C. Jean (Univ. of Missouri, Kansas City), B.W. Ng
(Winona State Univ.), ?M. Stadlbauer (Hood College) 52

526. A study of the formation and de-excitation of excited nuclear matter [active], J.M. D'Auria, R.G. Korteling (Si-
mon Fraser Uni- ) , K.P. Jackson (TRIUMF), V. Viola (Indiana Univ.), K. Kwiatkowski (IUCF), S. Kaufmann
(Argonne National Lab)

527. Slowing-dowi t<me of muons in gases [active], D.J. Arseneau, D.G. Fleming, A.C. Gonzalez, J.R. Kempton, J.
Pan, M. Se- oa (Univ. of British Columbia), D.M. Garner (TRIUMF)

528. Muonium reactions with O2, CO and NO in high pressure moderators [active], D.J. Arseneau, D.G. Fleming,
A.C. Gonzalez, J. Kempton, J. Pan, M. Senba (Univ. of British Columbia), D.M. Garner (TRIUMF) 54

529. Kinetic isotope effects in the muonium + hydrogen halides (Hx) gas reactions [completed data-taking], D.J.
Arseneau, D.G. Fleming, A.C. Gonzalez, J. Kempton, J.J. Pan, M. Senba, A. Tempelmann (Univ. of British
Columbia), D.M. Garner (TRIUMF) 54

530. x"*"—proton total cross sections at low energies [completed data-taking], E. Friedman, A. Goldring (Hebrew Univ.
Jerusalem), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), O. Meirav (Univ. of British Columbia), B.K. Jennings (TRIUMF),
G. Wagner (Univ. Tubingen), A. Altman (Soreq Nuclear Research Center)

531. /iSR study in trans-(CH)x [active], S. Ikehata, K. Nagamine, K. Nishiyama, N. Oda (Univ. of Tokyo)

532. Secondary electron emission in /t-foil interactions [active], Y. Iwata, K. Komaki, K. Nagamine, K. Nishiyama,
A. Otuka, Y. Yamazaki (Univ. of Tokyo), F. Fujimoto (Osaka Univ.), T. Matsuzaki (Inst. of Physical and
Chemical Research) 55

533. Studies on formation of mesomolecules by introduction of fi~ in LiH and LiD [active], T. Kondow, Y. Miyake,
K. Nagamine, T. Nagata, K. Nishiyama (Univ. of Tokyo), K. Ishida, T. Matsuzaki (RIKEN)

534. Tissue chemical analysis with muonic X-rays [the first phase, active], Y. Hosoi, Y. Kakuto, K. Sakamoto, Y.
Takai (Tohoku Univ. School of Medicine), K. Nagamine (Univ. of Tokyo)

535. Search for deeply bound pionic states in heavy nuclei via pion transfer (n,p) reactions [completed data-taking],
R.S. Hayano, T. Yamazaki (Univ. of Tokyo), H. Toki (Tokyo Metropolitan Univ.), H. Sakai (Osaka Univ.), O.
Hausser (SFU-TRIUMF), K.P. Jackson (TRIUMF), A. Trudel, M.C. Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.) 27

536. The eLi(n~,2t)v^ reaction [active], K. Kletch, T. Langen, C. Rangacharyulu, R.B. Schubank, Y.M. Shin,
N.R. Stevenson (Univ. of Saskatchewan), C. Kim (Univ. of Calgary) 27

537. Radiative decay of the A resonance [active], D.F. Measday, S. Stanislaus, P. Weber (Univ. of British Columbia),
M. Salomon (TRIUMF), E.C. Booth, J.P. Miller (Boston Univ.), M. Kovash, M. Pickar (Univ. of Kentucky),
B. Bassalleck, M. Halka (Univ. of New Mexico), D. Mack (Univ. of Alberta) 9

538. Measurement of <T/£GT for 13C [completed data-taking], J. Mildenberger, A. Trudel, M. Vetterli (Simon Fraser
Univ.), O. Hausser (SFU-TRIUMF), W.P. Alford, A. Celler, (Univ. of Western Ontario), R. Helmer, S. Yen
(TRIUMF) 28

539. Diffusion of light interstitials and the effect of conduction electrons [active], R. Kadono, R.F. Kiefl (TRIUMF),
J.H. Brewer, S.R. Kreitzman, G.M. Luke, T.M. Riseman, D.LI. Williams (Univ. of British Columbia), E.J.
Ansaldo (Univ. of Saskatchewan), T.L. Estle (Rice Univ.), M. Celio (Univ. Zurich), R. Wappling (Univ. of
Uppsala), J. Kondo (Electrotechnical Lab) 56

540. Spin response of magnetic dipole transitions in 158Gd [completed data-taking], R. Abegg, D. Frekers, R. Helmer,
C.A. Miller, K.P. Jackson, S. Yen (TRIUMF), R. Azuma, C. Chan, T. Drake, J. King (Univ. of Toronto), R.B.
Schubank (Univ. of Saskatchewan), A. Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario), M. Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.),
R. Richter, H.J. Stein (Univ. Darmstadt) 29

541. Spin-momentum correlations of nucleons in polarized 3He [completed data-taking], O. Hausser (SFU-TRIUMF),
P. Delheij, K.P. Jackson, C.A. Miller, P. Schmor (TRIUMF), R. Woloshyn (TRIUMF-SFU), J. Mildenberger,
A. Trudel, M. Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.), R. Henderson (Univ. of Melbourne-TRIUMF), T. Chupp (Harvard
Univ.) 30

542. Spin-observables from 28Si(p,p'-y) [active], K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.), A. Trudel, M. Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.),
O. Hausser (SFU-TRIUMF), C.A. Miller, S. Yen (TRIUMF), A. Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario), R. Jeppe-
sen, N.S.P. King, G. Morgan (Los Alamos National Lab), N. Hill (Oak Ridge National Lab), M. Kovash (Univ.
of Kentucky), R. Henderson (Univ. of Melbourne-TRIUMF), J. Shepard (Univ. of Colorado)
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544. A search for an excited pion-bound state of Ihc nucleon via p(p, n)X + + [completed data-taking], R. Abegg,
D. Frekers, C.A. Miller, S. Yen (TRIUMF), J. Alster, D. Ashery, E. Piasetzky, A.J. Yavin (Tel-Aviv Univ.yi.
Henderson (Univ. of Melbourne-TRIUMF) 31

545. A study of quasielastic charge exchange [deferred], F.T. Baker (Univ. of Georgia), K. Hicks (Ohio Univ.), R.
Helmer, K.P. Jackson, C.A. Miller, S. Yen (TRIUMF), O. Hausser (SFU-TRWMF), A. Trudel, M. Vetterli
(Simon Fraser Univ.), A. Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario), D. Beatty, It. Fergerson, C. Glashausser, A. Green
(Rutgers Univ.)

546. Muonium-substituted free radicals [active], J.C. Brodovitch, S.K. Leung, S.K. Sun-Mack, P.W. Percival, D. Yu
(Simon Fraser Univ.), R.F. Kiefl (TRIUMF), S.R. Kreitzman (Univ. of British Columbia), S.F. Cox (Rutherford
Appleton Lab), J. Warkentin (McMaster Univ.) 38

547. /j+SR in exotic single-crystal superconductors [active], G. Aeppli, B. Batloff, D. Bishop, C. Broholm, R.J. Cava,
G.P. Espinosa, D.R. Harshinan, K.N. Kleinman, L.F. Schneemeyer (AT&T Bell Labs), E. Bucher (AT&T Bell
Labs and Univ. Konstanz), T.M. Riseman, D.LI. Williams (Univ. of British Columbia), E.J. Ansaldo (Univ. of
Saskatchewan)

548. /tSR (Condensed matter physics) [active], S. Dodds, T.L. Estle (Rice Univ.), R. Kadono, R.F. Kiefl (TRIUMF),
J.H. Brewer, S.R. Kreitzman (Univ. of British Columbia), E.J. Ansaldo (Univ. of Saskatachewan), M. Celio
(Univ. Zurich), R.C. DuVarney (Emory Univ.), C. Schwab (CRN, Strasbourg)

549. Measurement of Gamow-Teller strength in the 10ORu(n,/))100Tc reaction [active], D. Frekers, R. Helmer, K.P.
Jackson, C.A. Miller, S. Yen (TRIUMF), O. Hausser (SFU-TRWMF), A. Trudel, M. Vetterli (Simon Fraser
Univ.), W.P. Alford, A. Celler, (Univ. of Western Ontario), W.C. Olsen (Univ. of Alberta), J. Engel (Caltech),
R. Henderson (Univ. of Melbourne-TRIUMF)

550. Quasifree 16O(TT+ , yp)lbO and nonquasifree I6O(7r"-,7p)15C at 90, 125 and 160 MeV [active], K. Choi, E.
Korkmaz, D.J. Mack, W.J. McDonald, G.C. Neilson, W.C. Olsen (Univ. of Alberta), R. Abegg, D.A. Hutcheon,
C.A. Miller (TRIUMF) 32

552. pp —» dir+ analyzing powers near threshold [completed data-taking], R. Abegg, D.A. Hutcheon, C.A. Miller
(TRIUMF), L.G. Greeniaiis, E. Korkmaz, D. Mack, W.C. Olsen, N.L. Rodning (Univ. of Alberta) 34

553. Ground state correlations and GT strength in 16O [active], K. Hicks, J. Rapaport (Ohio Univ.), D. Frekers,
R. Helmer, K.P. Jackson, S. Yen (TRIUMF), O. Hausser (SFU-TRWMF), J. Mildenberger, A. Trudel, M.
Vutterli (Simon Fraser Univ.), A. Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario), R. Jeppesen (Los Alamos National Lab),
R. Henderson (Univ. of Mclbourne-TRIUMF)

554. TNN resonances induced by proton nucleus scattering [active], R. Abegg, D. Frekers, R. Helmer, J. Iqbal, K.P.
Jackson, B. Jennings, C.A. Miller, S. Yen (TRIUMF), R.E. Azuma, C. Chan (Univ. of Toronto), R. Schubank
(Univ. of Saskatchewan), M. Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.), G. Lolos (Univ. of Rcgina), P. Green (Univ. of
Alberta), R. Henderson (Univ. of Melbourne-TRIUMF)

555. Pion absorption reactions I2C(7r~,pp)X and 12C(x+,ppp)A' [active], G.J. Lolos, E.L. Mathie, S.I.H. Naqvi, M.
Yeomans (Univ. of Regina), P. Humphrey, G. Vburvopoulos (Western Kentucky Univ.), M. Comyn, D. Frekers,
D. Ottewell (TRIUMF), G. Jones, P. Weber (Univ. of British Columbia), GM. Huber (Indiana Univ.), X.
Aslancglou (Ohio Univ.)

556. The reaction :r+-|-4Iie—» ?r+ -f K~ +pppn [active], O. Meirav, M. Sevior, V. Sossi, D. Vetterli, P. Weber (Univ.
of British Columbia), D. Gill, G. Smith (TRIUMF), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), P. Camerini, N. Grion,
R. Rui (INFN Trieste) 21

557. Elastic scattering of ]00 MeV JT+ from a polarized 3He target [active], O. Hausser (SFU-TRIUMF), M. Law, A.
Trudel, M. Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.), P. Delheij, D.R. Gill, R. Helmer, P. Levy, C.A. Miller, D.F. Ottewell,
P. Schmor, S. Yen (TRIUMF), V. Sossi (Univ. of British Columbia), A. Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario),
R.B. Schubank, N.R. Stevenson (Univ. of Saskatchewan), R. Henderson (Univ. of Melbourne-TRIUMF), R.H.
Landau (Oregon State Univ.)

558. Measurement of pion scattering and reactions with polarized 3H and 3He [deferred], P. Delheij, D.R. Gill, P.
Levy, C.A. Miller, D.F. Ottewell, P. Schmor, G.R. Smith, G.D. Wait (TRIUMF), R.B. Schubank, Y.M. Shin,
N.R. Stevenson (Univ. of Saskatchewan), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), M. Hanna, V. Sossi, P. Weber (Univ.
of British Columbia), O. Hausser (SFU-TRIUMF), M. Law, M. Vetterli (Simon Fraser Univ.), N. Grion, R. Rui
(INFN Trieste), E.L. Mathie, M. Yeomans (Univ. of Regina), R. Henderson (Univ. of Melbourne-TRIUMF)

559. Coulomb effects in positive and negative pion elastic scattering from polarized deuterons [deferred], P. Delheij,
D.R. Gill, D. Healey, D.F. Ottewell, G.R. Smith, G.D. Wait (TRIUMF), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), M.
Hanna, O. Meirav, V. Sossi, D. Vetterli, P. Weber (Univ. of British Columbia), R.B. Schubank, Y.M. Shin,
N.R. Stevenson (Univ. of Saskatchewan), E.L. Mathie (Univ. of Regina), N. Grion, R. Rui (INFN Trieste),
E.T. Boschitz, R. Tacik (Karlsruhe)
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560. Determination of the E term from a measurement of the polarization in JT p scattering at Tff = 5] MeV [active],
D.R. Gill, D. Qttewell, G.R. Smith (TRIUMF), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), G. Jones, O. Meirav, V. Sossi,
D. Vetterli, P. Weber (Univ. of British Columbia), R. Schubank, N. Stevenson (Univ. of Saskatchewan), R.J.
Peterson, R.A. Ristinen (Univ. of Colorado)

561. Threshold measurements of H(7r~, 7T+T~)n and H ( T + , Jr+;r+)n [active], O. Meirav, M. Sevior, V. Sossi, D.
Vetterli, P. Weber (Univ. of British Columbia), R.R. Johnson (TRIUMF-UBC), D.R. Gill, D.F. Ottewell,
G.R. Smith, G.D. Wait (TRIUMF), J. Ernst (Univ. Bonn)

562. Spin isovector giant resonances in 181Ta [completed data taking], S.A. Long, G.G. Shute, B.M. Spicer (Univ.
of Melbourne), R.S. Henderson (Univ. of Melbourne-TRIUMF), R. Helmer, K.P. Jackson, C.A. Miller, S. Yen
(TRIUMF), W.P. Alford (Univ. of Western Ontario)

563. Search for the 6~;1 stretched state of the mass-20 systems [active], M. Munro, G.G. Shute, B.M. Spicer (Univ.
of Melbourne), R.S. Henderson (Univ. of Melbourne-TRWMF), R. Helmer, K.P. Jackson, C.A. Miller, S. Yen
(TRIUMF), W.P. Alford (Univ. of Western Ontario), J.W. Watson (Kent State Univ.)

564. Differential cross sections and analysing powers for the 4He(p,T+)5He reaction in the region of the A(1232)
resonance [completed data-taking], J. Campbell, W.R. Falk, K.M. Furutani, H. Guan (Univ. of Manitoba),
P.L. Walden (TRIUMF), G.J. Lolos (Univ. of Regina), E. Korkmaz (Univ. of Alberta), R.D. Bent, G.M. Huber
(IUCF)

565. Longitudinal spin correlation parameter (Ait) in np elastic scattering at TRIUMF [pending], A. Berdoz, J. Bir-
chall, J. Campbell, C.A. Davis, N.E. Davison, S.A. Page, W.D. Ramsay, W.T.H. van Oers (Univ. of Manitoba),
R. Abegg, C.A. Miller (TRIUMF), L.G. Greeniaus, D. Mack (Univ. of Alberta)

566. Elastic proton scattering from polarized 3He [completed data taking], O. Hausser (SFU-TRIUMF), P. Delheij,
K.P. Jackson, P. Levy, C.A. Miller, P. Schmor, M. Vetterli (TRIUMF), Y. Hu, B. Larson, J. Mildenberger,
A. Rahav, A. Trudel (Simon Fraser Univ.), W.P. Alford, A. Celler (Univ. of Western Ontario), R. Henderson
(Univ. of Melbourne-TRIUMF), J.P. Svenne (Univ. of Manitoba)

567. Measurement of the lifetimes of isomeric states during atomic cascade of negative pions in liquid He and Ne
[active], R.S. Hayano, M. Iwasaki, S. Nakamura, T. Yamazaki, Y. Watanabe (Univ. of Tokyo), R. Kadono,
T. Numao (TRIUMF)

568. The *p — xieN reaction at E = 200-300 MeV [active], P. Camerini, N. Grion, R. Rui (INFN, Trieste), I.
Iqbal, R.R. Johnson, O. Meirav, M. Sevior, V. Sossi, D. Vetterli, P. Weber (Univ. of British Columbia), G.
Smith (TRIUMF), M. Rozon (Carnegie-Mellon Univ.), M. Vicente (Univ. Valencia)

569. Fast outgoing protons and deuterons from muon capture on 3He nuclei [active], W.J. Cummings, G.E. Dodge,
J.S. Dunham, S.S Hanna, B.H. King, S.E. Kuhn, Z-E. Meziani, K. Wang (Stanford Univ.), C.J. Martoff (Tem-
ple Univ.), C. Rangacharyulu, Y.M. Shin, N.R. Stevenson (Univ. of Saskatchewan), R.B. Schubank (Univ. of
British Columbia), G.R. Mason (Univ. of Victoria), U. Wienands (TRIUMF), Y.K. Lee (Johns Hopkins Univ.)

570. Gamma-neutrino angular correlation in muon capture on 28SDi [active], D.S. Armstrong (Virginia Polytechnic
Inst. & State Univ.), D.F. Measday, B. Mofta, A.J. Noble, R. Schubank, D. Vetterli, P. Weber (Univ. of British
Columbia), T. von Egidy (Tech. Univ. Munich), T.P. Gorringe (Univ. of Kentucky) 34

571. Longitudinal fi~ spin relaxation measurement on high Tc superconductors [active], H. Kojima, J. Tanaka,
E. Torikai (Yamanashi Univ.), K. Nagamine, K. Nishiyama, T. Yamazaki (Univ. of Tokyo), H. Kitazawa
(RIKEN)

572. /J+SR in single-crystal organic superconductors [active], G. Aeppli, B. Batlogg, D. Bishop, C. Broholm, R.C.
Haddon, D.R. Harshman, M.L. Kaplan, R.N. Kleiman (AT&T Bell Labs), D.LI. Williams (Univ. of British
Colubmia), E.J. Ansaldo (Univ. of Saskatchewan)

573. Temperature dependence of the spin-exchange cross sections between muonium and cesium atoms [active], D.J.
Arseneau, D.G. Fleming, A.C. Gonzalez, J.R. Kempton, J. Pan, M. Senba, A. Tempelmann (Univ. of British
Columbia)

574. Muonium radical yields [active], M.V. Barnabas, K. Venkateswaran, D.C. Walker, Z. Wu (Univ. of British
Columbia), B.W. Ng (Winona State Univ.), J.M. Stadlbauer (Hood College)

575. Ultra-slow fi~ production via muon catalyzed fusion [active], K. Nagamine (RIKEN-Univ. of Tokyo), M.
Iwasaki, Y. Miyake, K. Nishiyama, S. Sakamoto (Univ. of Tokyo), K. Ishida, T. Matsuzaki (RIKEN), E.
Torikai (Yamanashi Univ.), Y. Kuno, G.M. Marshall (TRIUMF), H.R. Maltrud (Los Alamos National Lab)

576. Spin-dependent structure functions of the proton and the neutron [active], P. Delheij, C.A. Miller, M. Vetterli,
R. Woloshyn (TRIUMF), O. Hausser (SFU-TRIUMF), C. Choi, L.G. Greeniaus, P. Kitching, N.L. Rodning
(Univ. of Alberta), R. Henderson (Univ. of Melbourne-TRIUMF)
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577. Medical applications of nondestructive element analysis with muonic X-rays [active], Y. Hosoi, K. Sakamoto,
R. Sugita (Univ. of Tohokti), K. Nagamine (RIKEN-Univ. of Tokyo), H. Miyake, K. Nishiyama, Y. Watanabe
(Univ. of Tokyo), T. Mastuzawa (RIKEN)

578. Negative pion bremsstrahlung [deferred], F. Farzenpay, P. Fuchs, A.W. Stetz, L.W. Swenson, J. Zhao (Oregon
State Univ.), P. Kitching (TRIUMF-Univ. of Alberta), K. Choi, D. Mack, W.C. Olsen (Univ. of Alberta), N.
Stevenson (Univ. of Saskatchewan)

579. Kinetic isotope effects and tunneling contributions to rate constants for hydrogen atom transfer reactions:
Mu+CH4 and Mu+CD< [deferred], D.J. Arseneau, D.G. Fleming, A.C. Gonzalez, K.D. Hensel, J.R. Kempton,
J.J. Pan, M. Senba, A. Tempelmann (Univ. of British Columbia), D.M. Garner (TRIUMF)

580. Interaction of muons with incommensurate spin density waves in chromium and Cr alloys [active], E. Fawcett
(Univ. of Toronto), J.H. Brewer (Univ. of British Columbia), R.F. Kiefl (TRIUMF), E.J. Ansaldo (Univ. of
Saskatchewan), D.R. Noakes (Univ. of Alberta)

581. Muon spin relaxation studies on organic superconductors [active], L.P. Le, G.M. Luke, B. J. Sternlieb, Y.J. Uemura
(Columbia Univ.), J.H. Brewer, S.R. Kreitzman, T.M. Riseman (Univ. of British Columbia), R.F. Kiefl (TRI-
UMF), G. Saito, H. Yamochi (ISSP/Univ. of Tokyo)

582. /zSr study of Bl-Sr-Ca-CU-O and YBa2CmO8 [active], E.J. Ansaldo (Univ. of Saskatchewan), J.H. Brewer,
J.R. Kempton, S.R. Kreitzman, T.M. Riseman, D.LI. Williams (Univ. of British Colubmia), R. Kadono, R.F.
Kiefl (TRIUMF), J. Budnick (Univ. of Connecticut), D.R. Noakes (Univ. of Alberta), D.R. Harshman (AT&T
Bell Labs), Ch. Niedermayer (Univ. Konstanz-TRIUMF), A. Weidinger (Univ. Konstanz and HMl Berlin)

583. /iSR study of magnetic ordering in high-Tc related oxides [active], E.J. Ansaldo (Univ. of Saskatchewan), J.H.
Brewer, J.R. Kempton, S.R. Kreitzman, T.M. Riseman, D.LI. Williams (Univ. of British Columbia), R.F. Kiefl
(TRIUMF), D.R. Noakes (Univ. of Alberta), Ch. Niedermayer (Univ. Konstanz-TRIUMF), X. Obradors (Ito.
Ciencia de Materials, Barcelona)

584. Muonium in silicon carbide [active], R.F. Kiefl, J.W. Schneider (TRIUMF), S.A. Dodds, T.L. Estle (Rice
Univ.), S.R. Kreitzman (Univ. of British Columbia), W.J. Choyke (Univ. of Pittsburgh), R.C. DuVarney (Emory
Univ.), R. Lichti (Texas Technical Univ.)

585. Muonium spectroscopy of the silicon suboxides a-SiOx [active], S.F.J. Cox (Rutherford Appleton Lab), E.A.
Davis, A. Singh (Leicester Univ.), R.F. Kiefl (TRIUMF)

586. Muonium-substituted organic free radicals on surfaces [active], R. Elmers-Kutzinski, E. Roduner (Univ. Zurich),
I. Reid (PSI), J-C Brodovitch, P. Percival, S. Sun-Mack (Simon Fraser Univ.), D.G. Fleming, A. Gonzalez,
K. Hensel, J. Kempton, J. Pan, M. Senba, A. Templemann (Univ. of British Columbia), R. Marzke (Arizona
State Univ.)

587. Study of first forbidden beta transitions using beta-delayed neutron emission [deferred], J. D'Auria, M. Domb-
sky (Simon Fraser Univ.), W. Liu (SFU-Univ. of Alberta-Univ. of Toronto), L. Buchmann, K.P. Jackson,
J. Vincent (TRIUMF), G. Roy (Univ. of Alberta), I. Towner (Chalk River Nuclear Labs), P. Reeder (Pacific
Northwest Labs, Bat die)

588. Muonated thiyl and alkyl free radicals in solution [active], M.V. Barnabas, D.C. Walker, Z. Wu (Univ. of British
Columbia), J.M Stadlbauer (Hood College), B.W. Ng (Winona State Univ.), K. Venkateswaren (McGill Univ.)

589. The flat decay of 16N: Parity-forbidden decay and astrophysical application [active], L. Buchmann, K.P. Jackson,
J. Vincent (TRIUMF), J. D'Auria, M. Dombsky, W. Liu (Simon Fraser Univ.), R.E. Azuma, J.D. King, S.S.
Wong (Univ. of Toronto), C.A. Barnes, B. Fillipone, T.R. Wang (Caltech)

590. Distribution of 6~ strength in the mass-ew nuclides via the 32S(n, p) reaction [active], S. Koutsoliotas, S.A. Long,
M. Munro, B.M. Spicer, G.N. Taylor (Univ. of Melbourne), R.S. Henderson (Univ. of Melbourne-TRIUMF),
K.P. Jackson, C.A. Miller, S. Yen (TRIUMF), W.P. Alford (Univ. of Western Ontario), A.D. Bacher (Indiana
University)

591. The role of 3NA in t2C(ir+,ppp)X and 12C(ir±,ppn)X reactions [active], G.J. Lolos, E.L. Mathie, N. Mobed,
S.I.H. Naqvi, M. Yoemans (Univ. of Regina), P. Humphrey (Western Kentucky Univ.), M. Comyn, D. Ottewell,
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